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The objective of this research is to explain the appearance
of a discourse on methodolo~y in the post-war British
plannin~ system. Plannin~ methods have been less well
studied than the built environments they made possible or
the social forces they represented. Therefore. this thesis
falls into three parts: a review of the plannin~ history
literature from the point of view of method. a theoretical
discussion in which certain marxian and foucaldian concepts
are combined. and an empirical case study of plannin~
methods in use and development.

From the literature review it is clear that methods of
plan-makin~ and handlin~ or storin~ information were in use
durin~ the entire post-war period. But the historians'
decision to impose a scientific perspective has divided
method into two: scientific and pre-scientific. with the
dividin~ line around the mid-1960s. The objective of the
literature review is to reverse this decision and instead
scrutinise the credentials of science. When did science
assume the ri~ht to make jud~ements about plannin~
practice. and under what conditions?

Method is approached twice in the theoretical section. once
as labour and a~ain as discourse. If plannin~ can be
conceived as a labour process. then plannin~ methods appear
when machines and sCience are applied directly to inform-
ation. One consequence is the eclipse of the crafts in
plannin~. and their bearer. the master planner. If plannin~
can be seen as discourse. then plannin~ methods represent
the impersonalisation of truth and a critique of private,
unaccountable skills in the plannin~ process. Taken
to~ether, a possible (but unevenly accomplished) transition
from 'craft' to 'systematic' modes of plannin~ is
su~~ested. with methodolo~y defined as the truthful
discourse on man-machine relations in the plannin~ office.

The case study of Coventry's Plannin~ Division focuses on
the work that went into the Review of the Development Plan
between 1957 and 1966. The mi~ration of technique from
traffic to population to projection is described. both as
it involved planners and local educators, other plannin~
offices and schools, the profession, and central
~overnment. Coventry appears as a key authority in the
formation of an authoritative discourse on methodolo~y.
rankin~ alon~side London. Liverpool and Newcastle.
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Making plans. - To make plans and
project designs brings with it
many good sensations; and whoever
had the strength to be nothing
but a forger of plans his whole
life long would be a very happy
man: but he would occasionally
have to take a rest from this
activity by carrying out a plan -
and then comes the vexation and
the sobering up.

(Nietzsche 1977 p.277)
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C HAP T E R ONE

INTRODUCTION

One has only to hold and compare the 1944 Greater London

Plan and the Greater London Development Plan of 1969 to

become immediately aware that something has changed in the

way town planners conduct their work. These are changes not

only of presentation but also of approach. If once it had

been possible to assert confidently the virtues of balanced

judgement. and literally to 'draw up a plan' at the drawing

board, by the late 1960s a completely new discipline had

asserted itself. The plan. to use a famous phrase, was now

the product of a 'planning process', less important even

than the steering function of that process. And the plan

itself had disappeared as a detailed map, only to reappear

across a volume of technical studies and a sheaf of

written. reasoned proposals. The planners themselves were

not the same: they occupied a new division of labour in the

planning office. they ope r-a t e d machines. the;>' spoke

'methodology' ....

How did a discourse on planning methodology come to appear
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within the post-war British planning system? From the other

side of the 1970s we are perhaps placed to see

innovations in planning method and procedure in their full

historical context (Breheny 1983) . For a long time. the

systematic planners' claim to represent reason in human

affairs allowed them to pass over the specific conditions

of emergence of their discourse. After twenty years. these

conditions of emergence can now fall naturally within the

scope of modern planning hi s t o r-s. and a fresh evaluation

begun. In fact, the study of the n.i s t o r-v of planning

methodology is still very young ( ego Batey and

1982, MarSflall and Masser 1981) , and have been

surprisingly few contributions to the field. This thesis

represents an attempt to summarise and appraise what is

known of methodology's history, and to advance a few ideas

as to the scope and claims of methodology as a discourse.

Chapter Two begins by making a preliminar~' review of t he

post-war period to the late 19608, with special attention

to labour invested in plan-making. With the aid of

contemporary professional documentation. I seek to recover

several obscure episodes and experiments that suggest

systematic planning practices did not burst upon the

planning scene in the mid-1960 so violently or surprisingly

as we have been led to believe. In fact, what is now known

as 'methodology' was forged out of a domestic interest in



ll.!

record-keeping and efficient management as much as academic

research and the American example.

Chapter Three examines these shifts in planning practice

more precisely. in the light of two relevant bodies of

knowledge: the history of labour processes (descending via

Braverman from Marx). and the genealogy of discourse (from

Nietzsche via Foucault). Whereas the former offers us a

complete typology of planning processes, with specific

reference to the use of machines, the latter develops a

typology of statements made about planning processes and

the claims to truth made t n e r-e t n • These two great themes

(labour, discourse) direct the remainder of the thesis into

two large areas of work:

(1) how was craftsmanship in planning displaced. what

impersonal systems were constructed in its place?

(2) how was method affirmed. and caused to function as

true?

These concepts are given practical form in the case-study

Which comprises Chapters Four to Eight. An introduction to

the case-study concept is sketched out in Chapter Four.

along with a background to the chosen planning authority.

the city of Coventry. The activities of the Department of

Architecture and Planning, especially during the period of

the Development Pla.n Review 1957-66. were a formative
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moment in the appearance of bo t n a local and national

discourse on planning methodology. This hypothesis. made in

advance of documentary search. was certainly proved

results of that search.

The or~anisation and methods employed in the Department

during the 1950s the subject of Chapter Five. The

Department's Planning Division lay fallow for much of the

decade while the Development Plan was being approved; the

centre of gravity moved to the implementation sections of

the Department. Early experiments in projection.

programming and time-planning were not followed through.

Af'tel' 1957. however. period of staff turnover was

entered. f'resh thinking begun on the city l'egion and

methods of planning it. a n d the office strengthened its

relationship with planning education. A platform emer~ed on

which the Review of the 1952 Development Plan could begin.

Chapter Six details the f'orm and content of the Development

Plan Review. The Review was precipitated by the fear of

unplanned industrial. population and traf'fic growth. and

a preoccupation ofmeasuring and projecting growth became

the Review team 1961 to 1964. Antecedent calculations

backing the Inner Ring Road proposal were taken over and

drastically

Similarly. level

by

of'

a special roads study team.enlar~ed

the support to area teams and the
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housebuilding programme was scaled up by a demo~raphic
model of the city. However. the requir·ement to start

construction and direct ms Lnstream spending pro~rammes

prevented this period of extended calculation from gaining

any autonomy within the Planning Department. The Review

Plan was drawn up hurriedly. and circulated less widely

than its innovative and popular Reports of Survey.

Chapter Seven follows through by examining the impact of
Coventry upon central government. other planning
departments. the profesional institute and the planning

schools. Until the Lanchester College of Technology opened
its undergraduate sandwich course in 1965. the Planning

students.Department played a major role in training

disseminating methods and raising the level of competence
in the profeSSion regionall:,'and nationally. The West
Midlands Branch of the Town Planning Institute was

dominated by planners from Coventry and grouped many junior

staff impatient with contemporary planning practice.

and staffThrough publications, guided tours. conferences

circulation. the Coventry experience was widely transmitted

and admired. The Ministry of Housing and Local Government

drew upon members of Coventry's Planning Division in
formulatin~

Developmemt

the

Plan

regulations to accompany the new

System after the Planning Advisory Group

report in 1965. Coventry entered a subsequent phase of
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co~po~ate plannin~ and mana~ement between 1969 and 1975

having al~eady made a ~eputation as a p~ogressive plannin~

authority.

Conclusions to the case study appear in Chapter Ei~ht. the

essence of which are that the traffic and demographic and

othe~ calculations completely invalidated unsupported

p~ofessional judgement in those fields. They displaced

craftsmanlike activity of a skilled and personal nature

with sets of inst~uctions (ideally a flow chart or a

computer program) that were public and could even be solved

electronically. A 'pocket'

calculation because of

existed for these zones of

the City Council's existing

commitment to ~ebuild the devastated cent~al commercial

areas. But it took a critique of physical determinism by

planners in the Department to explOit this opportunity and

to tu~n the redevelopment into a central area component fo~

what was really a city-regional plan.
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C HAP T E R TWO

HISTORIES OF POST-WAR PLANNING

2.1 INTRODUCTION

It is a commonplace to say that in the 1960s British urban

and regional planning passed through a phase of profound

renewal of its objectives. methods and administration. Yet

the exact character of that phase (and have we now left

it?) remains strangely elusive. Apart from the phenomenal

explosion of documentation that surrounded the changes.

there have been only occasional attempts since then to

interpret the period, and even so it has proved difficult

to explain events without simply repeating the reformers'

original objectives. Still less have there been historical

studies of transformations in the means and methods of

planning during the 1960s, studies that could establish the

specificity of methodological change and changes in the way

planners organised their work. Even the historical

researchers need reminding that

'the 1960s represent a remarkable era in the
development of planning in Britain and one which
will continue to offer rich possibilities for
research' .
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(Marshall and Masser 1981 p.129'.

a result. it would be difficultAs to e r z u e that any

well-founded interpretations or established schools of

thought have come into being as concerns planning in the

1960s. On the other hand, certain areas of specialised

research have emerged around particular topics, and they

will form the basis for the literature review in this

chapter. Six such areas can be identified:

1. The origins of planning legislation in the Second World

War (Cullingworth 1975. Ward 1975, Backwell

1978).

and Dickens

2. The 'Achilles Heel' of post-war British planning

(Hebbert 1981, 1983).

3. Planning education between 1950 and 1970

1985: Thomas 1980).

4. The TPI membership debates of the mid-1960s

(Healey 1980.

(Faludi

1972) .

5. The spread of systems and rational choice ideas

and Breheny 1982).

6. The origins and diffusion of urban modelling

(Batey

(Batty

1975. 1979a, 1979b).

Each of these research literatures will be touched upon in

the remainder of this chapter.
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Al t h o u g h this entire thesis is about how 'method' came to

be defined .9.S a br-a n c h of knowledge, some preliminary

attention will need to be given to the definition of terms.

The term 'methodology' has conventionally been taken to

cover three related areas of activity: (1) the construction

of linked and systematic methods of calculation. (2) the

development

application

of

of

procedures of rational choice. and (3) the

substantive theories of socio-economic

behaviour. This is a modern understanding of method in

plannini;, and differs from a craft definition of plannin~

technique. However, because this is a study of the planning

office and the planner's capacities, 'methodology' will be

taken to mean the first and second definitions. and not -

unless otherwise stated - the application of substantive

theories about the planning environment.

Precisely because there has been no authoritative summary

or balance sheet of the events of the 1960s,

with

everyone

certainbe~ins an analysis of the period

preconceptions.

The chief deficiency is to regard the 1960s as a transition

period between two paradi~ms of planning practice, each of

which finds expression in a sin~le idea. For instance, it

is common to hear the 1960s described as the period when

'blueprint' or 'end-state' planning was replaced by
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'systematic' planning and the concept of the 'planning

process'. But this approach (a) exaggerates the homogeneity

of planning practices before and after the transition. and

( b) places too much emphasis on the cent r-a Lf,ty of a

paradigmatic idea and the intellectuals who express it. In

fact. systems planning of the 1960s

si~nificant

calculation

antecedents in the forms

[lad

of

real and

control and

adopted by British local authorities in the
1950s. and it was precisely the uneven development of

planning practices across the planning department that gave

rise to projects defined by method. Similarly. at a time of

substantial change in the boundaries and terrain of
planning

difficult

activity during the mid-1960s. it would be
to argue that the planning schools and

researchers or planning's specific intellectuals played the

decisive part in replacing the guiding ideas of the

profession. Developments in office practice were never just

lagged expressions of development in planning theOry; they

also incorporated elements thrown up in a planning

authority's own work. or exchan~ed between authorities.

The sequence 'blueprint-then-process' seems to create more

problems than it solves. It exaggerates the success of

intellectuals in Changing the course of planning history;

omits the influence of relations between planning

authorities; fails to account for discrepancies and



variations in the way ideas were copied and acted upon: and

passes over the mix oP planning practices to be Pound in

departments at the beginning and end or the 1960s. It

cannot be denied that by 1970 it was much less possible to

defend 'blueprints' as against 'processes'. But t n e

distinction blueprint/process is itselr an item for

historical research, rather than a tool of it.

The approach taken in the next three sUb-sections will be

to make a historical review of planning methods and

or~anisation in the 1950s and 1960s, drawing upon a variety

of secondary and interpretive literature, and commenting

upon its adequacies and inadequacies. Where necessary, new

material and arguments will be introduced. This approach

will allow the assembly of a number of disparate and

partial histories, while maintaining a properly critical

perspective on them. Chapter Two will thus double-up as

historical background to the case study proposed in Chapter

Four, and as the empirical reference for theorisation of

planning practices in Chapter Three.

2.2 CONTROL AND CALCULATION IN THE 1950s

Planning historians have united in their deprecation of

plan-making in the 19508, and a generation of professional
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planners has been encouraged to believe that the 1950s fall

below the threshold of modernity. The critique has been

mounted in the name of science, and the allegation is that

pre-1960s planning lacked a proper relationship to science.

Thus Batey and Breheny (19,s2 p.19) comment that

Development Plans drawn up under the 19U7 Town and Country

Planning Act were

'singularly unadventurous in terms of the planning
methodology they used. The optimism expressed in
the 19UOs about the potential role of social and
economic research in planning was not born out by
the practice of the 1950s'.

Hebbert confirms this dia~nosis in two detailed papers,

ar~uin~ that planners in the 1950s betrayed the

int eILect ua.L and social-scientific investment of their

wartime predecessors, thereby causing a 'collapse' into

routine administration and under-researched policy rules

(Hebbert 1983 p.1U, 1981). According to Walter Bar (197U

p.696), much of the planning undertaken in the 1950s was

'hit-and-miss "hunch planning", based on subjective
guesses and a set of well-intentioned but often
quite subjective "dO's" and "don'ts" rather than on
scientific methods and objective criteria'.

Both Alison Ravetz (1980 Ch.7) and Brian McLoughlin (1982)

argue that contemporary planners themselves experienced the

absence of science as a lack. According to McLoughlin (1982

p. 2), the spectacular success of the introduction of new

ideas on planning methodology into Britain in the 1960s can

be ascribed to the outstanding need of the profession to

'justify its intellectual and bureaucratic



existence... by having ...
foundation on which to build
practical skills'

solid theoretical
its supposedly unique

Other c omme n t a t o r s bav e elaborated on the precise

implications of a lack of science for the particular tasks

and instruments laid down under the 19lJ.7 Act (eg. Hall

1975, Broadbent 1977).

'Science' has become the aperture t[lrough which planning of

the 19508 is viewed. Modern planning histories have done

little more than repeat the original objectives of the
reformers and document the obstacles to rationality in the

field of human affairs. Not surprisingly. the most

noble origins have been sought for systems planning and

systematic methods. and the historians have obliged with an

impressive genealogy: general systems theory, cybernetics.

information SCience. deCiSion theory, corporate management,

and so on.

A rather different approach is taken he r-e . The origin of

planning methods needs to be disentangled from claims about

the progress of reason, and situated more precisely in the

practices and conflicts in which they actually emerged. The

emergence of method is difficult to relate directly to the

application of science. Planners have often made claims to

truth for their descriptions and calculations, but only

from the 1960s did these claims make a detour via science.
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Therefore, the claims and boundaries of methodology have to

be established separately from the history of reason in

human affairs. The origins of method in

altogether more 'ignoble', as the following four sections

will indicate. Section 2.2.1 explores the 'social' content

of planning during and after the Second World Wa.r, and

shows how a social insurance strategy for town and regional

planning inhibited quantitative studies of the type

favoured in the USA and promoted in the UK by American

observers such as Lloyd Rodwin. Section 2.2.2 considers the

administrative implementation of the 1947 Act and draws out

the connections between planning administration and the

movement for efficient and mechanised public offices in the

1950s. In Section 2.2.3 this a r z ume n t is extended

planners took advantage of the

the

office

reforms to meet their obligations under social

insurance strategy, culminating in the method of land use

accountancy. Tlie uneasy relationship between craft and

machine assisted practices is sketched out in section 2.2.4

where an indication is given of the latent craft/science

divide that uno e r-Lav the more famous inter-professional

struggle of the mid-1960s.
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2.2.1 Planning as social insurance

It is true that in the 1940s 'an active collaboration

between social scientists and planners started to occur'

(Batey and Breheny 1982 p.1S). However. what is of interest

here is not so much that 'scientists' were involved. as

the scientists who were involved were scientists of

the 'social'. We tend to forget now the absolute novelty in

the wartime period of a 'science of the social'. and pass

over the proliferation of post-war disciplines that took

'social' as their prefix: social science. social policy.

social administration, social planning. social work. Yet

town and regional planning was re-cast for the 1950s as a

branch of the welfare state. addressing social objectives.

and included in the broad sweep of 'social insurance'. It

w.9.S because of leadership supplied by intellectuals and

deputies of the social that planners could not continue to

conceive of the town or region as primarily economic units.

nor planning as the means of ensuring industrial efficiency

within them. Instead, town planners were to take the family

as their emblem and make its security and stability the

basis

of the

of all their' interventions. (For a detailed analysis

trajectory of the social discourse before and since

the war. consult Donzelot 1980. Meyer 1983. Armstrong 1984.

Garland 1985.)
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'The idea that planners are concerned with social as well

as physical aspects of towns is relatively new.' Ruth Glass

(1944 p.20) told the 1944 Town and Country Planning Summer

School.

'As a result there is as yet no consensus of
opinion as to which social aspects have to be taken
into account. how and in what detail they deserve
inquiry, and what weight they should have in
relation to all the other considerations which
concern town planners.'

For many years the activity of planning had been justified

in economic terms, first as a means of enlarging national

efficiency (Long 1982b). and then in the 1920s and 19308 as

an economic and geographical project for the functional

renewal of the older urban areas and regions in structural

decline.

However. in the middle and later 1930s this latter project

received a challenge in the form of a strategy for the

defence of the social and its chief inhabitant. the family

(Long 1982b.c). In particular, the Barlow Report on the

Distribution of the Industrial Population drew attention to

the threats posed social cohesion and continuity by the

modern overcrowded city.

'When conditions affecting the health or well-being
rather than the wealth of the state demand
attention, when slums. defective sanitation. noise,
air pollution and traffic congestion are found to
constitute disadvantages. if not dangers to the
community. when the problem, in fact. becomes
social in texture rather than economic, then modern
civilisation may well require a regulating
authority of some kind to step in and take
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reasonable measures for the protection of the
~eneral national interest.'
(Royal Commission 1940 p.194)

The defence of the social realm was rehearsed by the

planners under two main headin~s. The first was the

nei~hbourhood unit. Born of a reaction to the atomisin~

tendencies both of surburbia and the slums, it was

presented as a 'new way of life' (Wolfe 1945), fosterin~

the ~rowth of famil.ies by a local cl.uster of shared

services.

'Essentially the aim of town plannin~ today is to
create communities, full.y equipped with the
physical. means needed for satisfactory social
life ... Ri~ht at the centre of the social picture
must always stand the idea of a healthy and happy
life for families.'
(Fo~arty 1948 pp.72, l.19-20).

The nei~hbourhood unit attracted support from the pre-war

community centres movement (Stephenson and Stephenson

1942) , the campai~n for adult education started in the

armed services (Summerfield 1981), socialist planners and

or~an1sers of collective l1vin~ (Cole 1944), and from

within the ranks of the pl.annin~ profession itself (e~.

Tubbs 1942, Tyrwhitt 1950a). In a lon~ process of

assimilation, pl.anners came to identify with the resident

and the worker at rest, and to plan a certain social

solidarity a~ainst the irresponsible developer of land.

The second defence of the social consisted of industrial
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diversification and a regionally balanced st r-uct ur-eof

employment. The working population was to be protected from

loss of livelihood by ensuring a suitable diversity of jobs

should any particular enterprise or branch of industry

suddenly fail. '''Single industry" towns are dangerous to

social stability'. argued W. Harding Thompson (1941) in a

TePA sponsored statement on 'Planning principles: tile

present measure of agreemen t'. This implied working

b a c kwe r-d e from the work needs of individuals and their

families to the structure of industry compatible with them

a complete reversal of inter-war restructuring. Post-war

regional planning rested on an alliance of planners and

workforce for a distribution of employment without

discrimination by area. t~'ade• age or sex, if necessary

against the location trends currently observable.

Town planners were not alone in r-e c o n e Lde r-Ln z the

fundamental basis of their interventions. Representatives

of the pre-war planning movement (cf. Maier 1970. Addison

1975), fortified by wartime experience of a mobilised

society. were already reporting as fact an advanced and

non-liberal form of the state, and in particular a new

official responsibility for popular welfare. Karl Mannheim

(cited in Gutkind 1943 p.19) concluded

'the state no longer confines its attention to the
three spheres of legislation, administration and
jurisdiction. but is changing into a social service
state' .
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Gutkind (1943 p.2) himself described the chan~es underway

as 'the end of "economic man" and the emer~ence of "social

man"'. It was on this basis, of a strategically successful

social discourse. that the social sciences formed a

rapprochement with the plannin~ profession. Accordin~ to

Gunner Myrdal (1953 pp.222. 214). a chief characteristic of

the new society was

'the continuous growth in the volume of public,
Quasi-public and private interventions in social
life"

and as a result,

'the social sciences are increasin~lY called upon
to develop a social technolo~y, a set of tools for
socia~ engineerin~'.

Sociolo~y and socia~ administration in particular began

making making extensive claims on the subject-matter of

town p~anning. 'Planning is essentially a social service'.

argued the Liverpool University Social Science team

commissioned to survey Dudley BC; '... every social service

for which a local authority is responsible is relevant to

the planning process' (University of Liverpool 1951 p.7).

Almost simultaneously. sociology mounted its historic

critique of town p~anning. David Glass was cautious in his

estimation of the neighbourhood and new town concepts.

'The policies recommended. though evidently of
substantial interest, had not been tested or even
subjected to rigorous examination before being
f'ormulated'.
(Glass 1950 pp.22-3).

Ruth G~ass extended this critique more than anyone,
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initially in a r·eview of (jevelopment contpol petupns

cappied out by hep team at Univepsity College London. She

complained that

'the barest statistical information is published
about the handling by local Buthopities of the
great majopity of applications fop permission to
develop which are not the subject of appeals'
(Glass 195U p.7).

She later generalised this finding into a cpiticism of the

lack of self-evaluation in plannin~.

'Unless an administrative system is set up from the
start so as to be 'self-conscious' in its
operations. it will resist subsequent sporadic
attempts to introduce
(Glass 1959 p.396).

analytical devices'.

She envisaged evaluation in planning. however. as the

professional ppoject of the univepsity-based sociologist.

and this reflected on the contemporary definition of

sociology as an independent questioning power

represented the lay public to officialdom while resisting

arbitrary power and routine administration (Hebbert 1977).

Self-evaluation in this sense. although requiring 'a

continuous record of ... opepations •... to provide tile

necessary series of data' (Glass 1959 p.408). was not

compatible with later ideas for a self-monitoring planning

agency because it split the planning function across two

independent institutions: government and the universities.

The re-emergence of an economic discourse in the 1960s. and

the way it encapsulated without refuting the social
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discour·se. will be described below in section 2.3.2. What

can be concluded for now is that the prevalence of social

objectives. and priority given them over economic

objectives. was crucial for the direction of post-war

planning practice and especially the methods embedded in

that practice. The social discourse led planners towards a

social

to the

and legal description of settlement. and typically.

production and enforcement of 'planning standards'.

Planning standards were not only a methodological choice.

they also provided a sociological judgement with the force

of law. As a result. practical r-e s e a r-c h and academic

inquiry was drawn into the measurement and calculation of

standards. especially in the area of population and housing

density (eg. Martin 1957. Cullingworth 1958). It
then. that the intervention of SCience did

is clear.

not bring

scientific planning method in its trail; rather. it

expanded tile scope of sociology and offered planners more

comprehensive support in design and layout.

This was not a favourable starting point for the

quantitative re-description of population. land-use or

industry.

systematic

The low status, and indeed lack of necessity. of

quantitative description within the social

discourse helps explain the

the

'Achilles Heel' (Rodwin 1953
p , 22) . Far from being absence of trained social

scientists in local government that caused the delay and
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the model of social science on offer that was the problem.

It could not support re-description of town and region
except in terms of its original brief. the defence of
famil~' life against irrespons ibLe economic forces. This

essential prejudice against the economy left it unwilling
and unable to develop appropriate methods of economic
measurement and calculation. One result of this
unwillingness was that the sociologists were not the first

to learn about and adopt the new methodologies of the

1960s. and as we know. they actively resisted them. Another
result was the appearance of a sub-academic network across

the planning a ut nor-Lties and later the planning schools.

that could provide the necessary methodological support. If

social science in the 1950s cannot provide the ori~ins of
methodical practice in planning. then other origins will

have to be found. perhaps nearer the planning office.

2.2.2 Experimental administration

Considerable attention has been paid to the origins of the

post-war planning legislation (Cullingworth 1975. Ward

1975. Backwell and Dickens 1978. Newman 1980). However.
very little attention has gone into the system of
administration created by the the 19l17 Town and Country
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Planning Act. If anything, the 1950s have been treated as a

screen upon which the provisions of the 19U7 Act could be

projected unproblematically. This has removed the system of

administration as a e o u r-c e of variation in planning

practice. Therefore, this section explores the relationship

between administration and plan-making, and argues that a

post-war strategy for efficient and mechanised government

administration created some of the preconditions for a

discourse on planning methodology to appeal" in the early

1960s.

Efficiency in government administration of the 1950s

descended in two main streams. The first was the collection

of experience and ideas on the well-run office. and the

second consisted of technical interventions in office work.

Historically, scientific office management stems from the

application of Taylorism to the American business office

(cf. Braverman 197U) . However, it did

in

not challen~e

traditional

administration

office

until

practices British public

World War Two. While there had long

been a demand from senior levels of the Civil Service for

better supervision and control of staff (ego Royal

Commission 191U, Haldane Committee 1918, Bradbury Committee

1919, Royal Commission 1931), the outbreak of war found

Whitehall quite unprepared for mobilisation of staff on
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historically new scales of activity. In 1942 the Select

Committee on National Expenditure condemned the Treasury's

'almost complete failure to foster the systematic study of

organisation as applied to government departments'. and

called in a panel of businessmen to advise on a new

approach (Select Committee 1942 p.18). As a result of their

investigations. the old Treasury Investigating Section

employing two people was abolished. and an Organisation and

Methods Division created within the Treasury. flanked in

the major service departments by satellite 0 and M Units. 0

and M was given the dual objective of rationalising

employment and mechanising clerical work. By 1947 the 0 and

M Division had an establishment of 224 (compared with only

46 in 1942). and was being praised by the Select Committee

on Estimates (1947 p.xxi) for its 'engineering and

analytical approach' to the structure and machinery of

government. 0 and M typically involved a close study of

working practices. paper flow. chains of command and office

management. leading to recommendations for staffing,

intensity of work. job sequence. design of forms and levels

of managerial control (Organisation and Methods Division

1947. 1954).

o and M entered local government quite slowl~r after the

war. due the

and the cost of maintaining specialist

to smaller size and complexity of local

authorities.
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administration units (Foster 1959) . In 1950 Kent CC

introduced worK study and 0 and M as advisory services to

the County Treasurer. followed by Lancashire in 1952 and

Devon in 1954 (British Productivity Council 1962). An 0 and

M Unit was set up in 1951 to service the London boroughs.

while ~n 1953 the London County Council created its own

unit. which with 25 staff was the largest at that time for

any local authority. The Local Government ManJ;>ower

Committee noted J;>rogressin 1952 and proposed cooperative

arrangements between local authorities to support

and M services. The turning point came in

joint 0

1952 wh en

Coventry's Town Clerk was instructed by his Council to

invite the HM Treasury's 0 and M Division to make an

exemplary study of Coventry CorJ;>oration's functioning.

The reported conclusion that administrative and technical

improvements could save the Corporation '50.000 J;>erannum

galvanised other medium and large sized authorities into

action. In 1954 the Royal Institute for Public

Administration's 0 and M Group embarked on a programme of 0

and M training courses primarily for the local government

officer. and in their first year they attracted staff from

13 county councils. 5 county boroughS and 7 district

councils (Nottage 1954). Local authorities with their own

full-time 0 and M staff grew from about 12 in 1954 to 40 in
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authorities invited management consultants to undertake

assignments and overhauls during the decade (Foster 1959

Although in central government the o and M Division was

attached to the Treasury and combined with staff

inspection. in local government o and M was invariably

placed with the Town Clerk as the only figure capable of

examining departmental structure and responsibilities from

the outside; moreover. administrative review was kept Quite

separate from establishment control. in order to win the

workforce's consent to efficiency objectives. o and M

efficiency reformers had a homogenising tendency ac r-o s s

local government and especally the medium and larger size

authorities. They reinforced the powers of the Town Clerk

vis-a-vis the departmental chief officers. while

encouraging both to evaluate services in terms of

objectives and performance. Finally, 0 and M made work of a

mental. managerial or professional nature fall within the

scope of planning. The direction of administrative labour

became a definite problem and task from this moment. 0 and

M left the Question: how do we plan the planners?

The second antecedent of efficient office management

concerned the use of office machinery.
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Office appliances and the trade in them entered a boom

period after the war. Whereas in 1935 the monthly output of

typewriters had been '34,000 and for accounting machines

£U9,OOO. by 19U9 sales had reached i272.000 and C717.000

respectively (Accountancy 1950 p.305). In 1952 the office

equipment industry had an annual turnover approaching ~aOm

a year. Office machines were employed chiefly in response

to crises in the accumulation and retrieval of documents.

The explosion of business documents was due in various

proportions to the post-war increases in national and

international trade, the increasing scale of enterprise,

and bottlenecks and spare capacity arising from previous

rounds of investment in office machinery (Rhee 1968.

Lockwood 1958, Delgado 1979).

Two waves of office technology are of particular interest,

and they demonstrate the close relationship between public

and private office practices. The first wave involved the

accounting machine, which combined the typewriter keyboard

with an adding-subtracting unit (Curtis 1934). As their

name suggests they were employed primarily in recording

financial transactions, and in producing regular balances.

For this reason, they were purchased not only by banks and

insurance companies, but also by the Treasury Departments

of large local authorities. The second wave of office
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technolog~ was closel~ related to the first, and concerned
punched card machiner~ (Long 1984a). The punched card
represented a new fot'mof business document, wi ttl this
difference. that it was machine readable. The commonest
form of appearance of punched cards was in alliance with
the accounting machine. data being entered on the former

and stored or manipulated in the latter.

Again. the larger local authorities were significant users

in the inter-war ~ears. Coventr~'s Treasurer S~dne~ Larkin

installed punchers, sorters and t abu i a t o r-s in 1927 to
handle his Department's calculation of wages, stores and
costs. Other local authorities followed suit, including
Norwich, Kingston-upon-Hull, Manchester and Cardiff (lCT

1960). Whereas the first punched card machines had been

electro-mechanical in operation, and restricted to sorting
and tabulation, the machines produced immediatel~ after
1945 were electronic and capable of all four arithmetical
operations. These calculators functioned as control units

for a suite of sorters, tabulators. summar~ punches and

printers. Jobs with up to 160 separate instructions could

be entered into these calculators, but the program was not

stored with the data as in a computer. Technicians had to

re-wire an external plugboard.

'When a new job is to be performed, the plugboards
are changed and immediatel~ the machine is read~ to
carr~ out the new task. '
(Data Processing 1961 p.55l
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Why might planning offices draw upon the movement for

efficient mana~ement and mechanisation?

Essentially. because the existing means of planning were

inadequate to the tasks laid down the post-war

legislation and plans. 145 planning authorities in England

and Wales, and 57 in Scotland. were to have deposited their

Development Plan with the Minister by July 1951. This was a

hi~hlY ambitious administrative programme. At the fil'st

conference of the British Sociolo~ical Association in 1953.

Lord Silkin ar~ued that

'a revolution had taken place at the level of
legislation. implyin~ a revolutionary change in
ideas, but ... administration had pl'oved unable to
adjust itself to the task of executing the new type
of policy and was now revealing many forms of
weakness' .
(Cited in Marshall 1953 p.Z05)

The significance of the Schuster Report in this context is

that it explicitly exposed the administrative weaknesses in

the post-war system. Therefore it was necessary to make

provisions for 'studying, interpretin~ and applying the

lessons of experience' and for 'learning from error' (MTCP

1950 p.43).

Plannin~ historians of this period have correctly perceived

a 'backwardness' or 'uneveness' in 1950s planning practice,

but incorrectly (and in a historicist manner) contrasted it
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with the 'forwardness' and superiority of plannin~ practice

in the 1960s and 1970s. A better contrast would have been

with forms of management and method to be found elsewhere

in local ~overnment in the 1950s. The real uneveness to be

explained is between contemporary office practices. A whole

strin~ of conclusions will be flagged here by saying that

the cause of this uneveness was the conflict of craft and

system in the organisation of work. If planning could not

be immediately assimilated to the movement for efficiency

and machinery in public affairs. it was because of the

relative strength and durability of its craft traditions.

2.2.3 Record keeping and land use accountancy

When tracing the history of calculation in British planning

there has been a general consensus that calculation could

be reduced to modelling. and modelling could itself be

reduced to copy of an American original.

'The motivation
Britain was and
United States,'

behind land use
remains much the

modelling in
same as in the

writes Batty (1979a p.88).

'and the diffusion of ideas from North America made
an impact as soon as the literature on modelling
became available'.

'Essentially. the techniques for these early
studies and often, too, the personnel - were
imported from the United States. where they had
been developed in early exercises like the Detroit
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and Chicago area transportation studies'
(Hall 1975 p.186).

The pt'iority given to f'ormal methods and to Am e r-Lc a n

impot'ts imposes a particular chronology on historical

acounts of'methodology. and notably a baseline in the

eat'ly-mid 1960s. or as precisely as 1963 with the

realisation of urban complexity supplied by the Buchanan

Report (Batty 1982). The origins of a discourse on

methodology are then invariably included in a specifically

Amet'ican process of'discovery and experiment (Batey and

Breheny 1982 pp.20-2).

However. this emphasis on f'ormal mathematical modelling

ct'eates a very high threshold for calculation in planning,

much of'which never took this form in the decade to 1963.

In particular, a high threshold has the eff'ect of excluding

indigeneous for'ms of calculation developed in local

planning authorities. These domestic methods culminated in

of land use accounting prescribed by

central govel'nment af'ter 1955. as reinforced by tile

increasing use of punched card technology in records based

planning systems. Perhaps calculation in planning has

altogether less noble origins than mathematics can supply;

thet'e was only a crisis of paperwork in the new development

control system that reacted back upon the procedures of

planning: in a startling: manner. It is not supposed that

land use accountancy prefigured the concerns of urban and
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re~ional modellin~ or occupied a similar, if cruder,

intellectual space. But it did create some of the

preconditions for modellin~ to appear, in particular it

pioneered records based and survey driven types of

plan-makin~. That plannin~ bore a special relationship to

information. and that plannin~ information could be stored

to assist future choices, are products of the 1950s.

The 1947 Act inau~~rated a new era of plannin~ control, in

which most development operations and chan~es of use became

the subject of permission from the local authority. The

scale and scope of plannin~ control was Quite novel, even

after wartime licensin~ restrictions had been lifted.

Typically. the development control officer experienced the

new system as a mass of paper.

'The labour of findin~ thin~s is a fruitful source
of delay as well as the most wearisome task of
clerical and junior staffs in plannin~ offices',

wrote Michael Smith (1959 p.236).

'The volume of information in every office is now
so bulky that a speedy and reliable reference
system is not only desirable, but essential.'

This was a widely confirmed experience.

'Any authority which has to make decisions about
land is faced with the problem of keepin~ track of
the ever-increasin~ number of cases ... in such a
way that the case history of any particular piece
of land is readily available'.
(TPI 1955 p.114).

An immediate solution was the more structured filin~ of

material. Tom Clarke of the MHLG revealed the Ministry's
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own Land Records S~stem at the 1955 Town and Country

Plannin~ Summer School (TPI 1955. 0 and M Bulletin 1963).

The s~stem's novelt~ la~ in cross-referencin~ text records

and index maps with an OS ~rid number. Text and map could

then be filed separatel~ but within a sin~le numerical

code. The records themselves were hi~hl~ standardised and

reduced to transparent forms for purposes of photocop~in~.

The Ministr~'s ori~inal objective was to suppl~ Inspectors

with adequate briefin~ material for the 12.000 or so

appeals handled each ~ear. However. several local

authorities became interested in the potential of land

records s~stems for supportin~ their plan-makin~

activities. The correspondence of caseworkers with

applicants. and its stora~e as a case file. provided an

ideal method for refreshin~ the surve~ base map - if onl~

it could be stored in a form suitable for rapid retrieval

and anal~sis.

At Middlesex CC. T.E.Parr~ and A.Morris (1955 p.65)

developed

'a permanent s~stem of records which will provide
up-to-date statistics on land use whenever called
for. and provide the bulk of the land use
statistical data for an~ subsequent Review Plan
without the need for an~ special surve~ and
anal~sis' .

Their method was to build a double-entr~ accountin~ system

recordin~ acrea~e ~ains and losses between six broad land

use cate~ories. At first. the system was map-based.
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measurement from the map of all gains and losses. Later.

Morris (1959) criticised this method as too laborious and

labour-intensive. and described how instead the data could

be transferred to punched cards. He estimated about 50,000

cards would be needed to record every 'minimum land garcel'

in the county. The system was said to be 'extremely

flexible' and able 'to produce statistics in almost

limitless combinations and permutations' (Morris 1959

p.163).

In fact. the earliest British application of punched card

technology to a planning problem came in the late 1940s as

a by-product of the Max Lock Group's plan for Portsmouth

district. Assessing the potential for decentralisation,

the Group's planners surveyed housin~ and population

densities 1n the town.

'In order to save time and money the information on
these forms was then transferred to Hollerith cards
for electrical tabulation'.
(Layfield 1950 p.185).

Other applications soon followed. The East Sussex

Development Plan was underpinned by a comprehensive rural

community survey between 1952 and 1955 that Leslie Jay

(CPO, East Sussex) had put onto cards. At first, they were

needle-sorted by hand (Jay 1958), but in the second half of

the 1950s employment data from three towns was processed on
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Hollerith machines (Jay 1966a). Jay reported a 50% savin~

in man-hours over manual processin~. thou~h this conclusion

concealed extensive preparatory work in writin~ codin~

manuals. In the mid-1950s. Peter Wood of the Birmin~ham

Public Works Department was en~a~ed in research into

company relocations after clearance. and also in

maintainin~ an inventory of available industrial land: both

were coded onto punched cards. Wood claims 'that was

perhaps the first rudimentary use of computers in plannin~

in this country' (P.Wood. interview. 4.5.83). Sli~htlY

later. T.B.McKenna and R.E.Nicoll (Glas~ow City Plannin~

Department) prepared a complex use classification code to

describe every land parcel in the city. The system's

primary purpose was for 'punched card processin~ of data

and is capable of almost indefinite extension' (TPI 1961

p.25). In Hertfordshire. the County Plannin~ Officer Ernest

Doubleday presided over a land use records system that

stored information on development and use chan~es on 80

column punched cards. and routinely updated a stock of

cards coverin~ the county's plannin~ area (Hall 1963).

By the end of the 1950s. punched card technolo~y and the

reliance on records based systems represented leading

practice in lar~e authorities. In his TPI Branch address on

'punched card analysis techniques'. J.D.Wallis noted it was
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possible to store as many as 400 facts on one card.

'There were many possible
system. for instance. a
the complete history and
planning application ...

applications of such a
single card could contain
details of a particular

It could be adapted to
almost any survey. administrative or research
problem which involved the collection and storing
of facts.'
(Wallis 1958 p.27)

By the late 1950s there was a much greater willingness

among planners to define their work in relation to

information. Planning involved the collection. processing

and supply of relevant land use information. The President

of the TPI. U.Aylmer Coates. asserted in 1958 that the

function of the planner was

'the collection and analysis of information
social. economic. technical and aesthetic which
enables him firstly to determine problems and
subsequently to formulate solutions'.
(Coates 1958 p.7).

This redefinition coincided with the cycles of British

development planning.

'The first record was of a given point in time. but
in future it will be possible to record the rate
and direction of change in the use of our land.
This distinction between the synoptic and the
kinetic view of survey will mark the essential
difference between the first report and the second'
(James 1955 p.97).

The object was the same: to bring irresponsible developers

of land to account. But the bas t s for accountability had

shifted. from the enforcement of standards to the detection

of trends. This was the essential basis for the method

mounted on land use records known as 'land use accounting'.
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'Land is the basic raw material of the planner', wrote

Parry and Morris (1955 p.65),

'and in the same way that any efficient business
maintains accurate and detailed accounts, so ought
the planner'.

J.R. James of the MHLG repeated this claim.

'Accountancy for the rates and ways in which our
resources of land are being used is the direct
responsibility of all planning authorities, and
though we are slow to realise it, is just as
important as accounting for financial expenditure'
(James 1960 p.191).

In the context of a suspected but unknown loss of

agricultural land to suburban uses, the British Association

passed a resolution in 1955 calling for a 'land budget' to

determine the use of all land, and Sir George Pepler

expressed a wish for a periodic Land Use Balance Sheet

(cited in Abercrombie 1956 p.35).

Then in 1955. the Ministry replaced Table III (as requested

in Circular 97/50) with a new Table 3 (Circular 9/55),

called 'Changes in land use in Town Map area'. The new

table represented

'a complete balance sheet of of all land uses
within the Town Map area, including not only the
main urban uses but also agricultural and
undeveloped land. so that gains and losses in the
several items can be set against one another'
(James 1955 p.99).

As land use estimates were now required for 6 instead of 20

years ahead. statistics of land use change based on survey
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rather than assumption would become available.

It is clear from the experiences of planning officers of

the 1950s that information triumphed over document as

principle of office management. Once. materials had been

separated by kind. Map was filed with map. and text with

text. However. land records systems accumulated documents

onLv from the point of view of the information contained

within then. They standardised and correlated individual

particles of information until ideally a binary logic of

present/absent governed every attribute. This was the

opening to machine representation of planning information.

and to a serious deepening of

planning office.

the technical content of the

Planners not only consumed information. they also produced

it. The production of information by means of information

culminated in the method of land use accounting. applicable

equally to Ministerial returns and the Report of Survey.

Such accounting practices were an example of how past

learning

responses.

was coming to dominate planners' current

Planning technique was driving the office

towards a more records-based type of plan-making and

control. It included a positive attitude to out-dated

information which. instead of falling progressively into

uselessness, was recuperated as a measure of change. Thus
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concepts of 'chan~e' and 'rate of chan~e' were only ~rasped

historically after the introduction of an apparatus of

record-keepin~ and the evaluation of the first cycle of

development plans.

2.2.4 Craft and profession

Althou~h the professionalisation of town planners has been

well served by historians (Cherry 1974. Hawtree 1975.

McHardy 1978). the actual performance of professional

planners after their institutionalisation has been

stran~ely ne~lected. This section proposes that for much of

the 1950s plannin~ displayed all the characteristics of a

craft. and that planners performed as craftsmen. When. at

the end of the 1950s. machine and procedure-oriented forms

of plannin~ activity first appeared. the crafts in plannin~

were put on the defensive.

The post-war plannin~ and industrial le~islat1on opened up

a vista of unparalleled social control over irresponsible

development. For town planners in particular. there was a

sudden enhancement of their powers and scale of operation.

'When the purpose chan~ed over to one of positive
or constructive plannin~. the plannin~
authorities ... found themselves char~ed with a
function for which their or~anisation ... was not
fully adapted'.
(MTCP 1950 p.11).
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In part this was a problem of administration; but it was

also a pl'oblem of professional competence.

'With the passing of the Town and Country Planning
Act. 1947. the planner became in central government
and in local government. with the sad exception of
many county boroughs. a master craftsman in his own
right. Unavoidably. this newly won recognition and
newly acquired importance could not deprive the
planner of the habits and outlook acquired during
his bondage. He possessed a "trained incompetence"
for the tasks ahead. His need now was to define
planning functions and determine the territory of
which he was the new master'. (McCulloch 1952
p , 26) •

By implication. the planning function was still undefined

and the territory uncharted. To the question, what is

planning, planners gave

'varied and different answers. each reflecting an
interest acquired by training, hard experience or
optative. and often.
(McCulloch 1952 p.27).

unrealistic exercises'

The standardisation of skills and the creation of a

definite minimum level of competence was the rationale

behind extensive professional activity of the 1950s. The

official s t r-u c t u r-e s were duplicated with an unofficial

structure of debate. advice. testing and organisation. The

Town Planning Institute's Journal was expanded during the

decade: submitted Development Plans were summarised in a

standard format, the letters page was greatly enlarged,

Branch meetings and activities were reported in full. and

numerous review essays were published comparing and

contrasting plans by selected topics. It would be relevant
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to mention Paul Kreisis and his article on the role of

survey. He was very critical of the isolated production of

survey reports and plans.

'It should not surprise anybody. when surveys based
on the intuition and idiosyncracies of their
authors. without any but the most elementary check
from any coordinatin~ authority. do not render
themselves capable of coordination'.
(Kriesis 1954 p.228).

He ar~ued for stricter controls on the methods used for

formulatin~ plannin~ policy. and the development of a

theory of plannin~ survey.

The TPI itself became more involved in the promotion of

plannin~ practice. A Research Re~ister was opened (and

published in 1961). and Council requested its Plannin~

Officers Committee - which had replaced the old TPO Section

(Thomson 1950) to collect members' opinions on the

workin~ of the 1947 Act. Six new Branches were formed

durin~ the 1940s: Irish 1941. South West 1945. South Wales

1946. East of En~land 1948. and in 1950 the North and West

Midlands and South Eastern Branches. They were financially

supported by the Institute and after 1954 enjoyed

representation on the Institute's Policy and Finance

Committee.

The increase in depth and intensity of professional culture

reacted back upon the official structure of plannin~. J.~.

James was careful to ensure that the Ministry's important
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series of Technical Memoranda. detailing deficiencies and

areas of improvement in development plans so far completed.

was pre-circulated through this unofficial culture before

general release.

'In this way it will become possible to put
together the various memoranda in an improved and
and more solid form which will be responsive to the
growth of knowledge and experience in town and
country planning. '
(James 1955 p.l00).

J.N.Jackson (1958 p.217) criticised those planners who saw

survey as a matter of intuition or common sense. when if

fact it should be

'formulated on the basis of cumulative knowledge.
the approach is scientific and methodical. and the
results must provide the basis for any competent
planning SCheme'.

However, standardisation of skills, and ma k Ln g; the

craftsman accountable to science. introdUced a certain

tension into the performance of planning duties. Until now,

every standard had presupposed an interpreter, and this

alliance of craftsman and 'tool' had successfully preserved

the creative dimension to plan-making. Guided by experience

and 'craft secrets' , the master craftsman of McCulloch's

description did not freely accept the degree of

conditioning demanded by the representatives of science.

Take, for example, 8.n exchange of letters in the TPI

Journal during 1961. 'Pragma', the Journal's pseudonymous
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sending out re~ular staff on land use surveys. merely

inexperieft~d juniors.

'How wron~ all this is! ... The person or team
preparing the plan must be the same people that do
the land use survey. How else can they get to know
intimately the area for which they are preparing a
plan? How can they get the feel of the place?'
(pragma 1961a p.155).

A planning officer who had himself conducted survey work on

such a basis replied:

'by use of a coding system and a comprehensive
"book of rules" I can produce an accurate and
detailed field survey following only a couple of
days' practice provided that the survey staff is
reasonably conscientious'.
(Harper 1961 p.213).

He argued that it was quite possible to understand a

locality simply by consulting the detailed survey maps.

Pragma remained unimpressed.

'The town map man must see these things for
himself. and his approach to the land use survey
will have a slant ... which reflects not only the
recording of information ... but will enable him to
produce a more sympathetic town map.'
(pragma 1961b p.226).

What was at stake in this argument? Pragma wished to defend

the autonomy of the craftsman against a division of labour,

and the personal appropriation of knowledge against

impersonal coding systems. He abhorred the thought of an

office-based planner, whereas his correspondent freely

accepted such a fragmentation of s u r-v ev wo r-k and the

reduction of his knowledge to a stream of statistics. The

early 1960s was probably the last time that the all-round
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craftsman could dispute specialisation and data-flandling in

the planning office. but the terms of this al'gument

(pel'sonal, sympathetic representation of the people) were

to re-appear later in the decade around the PAG report. and

Thomas Sharp's defence of cartogl'aphic cel'tainty and the

public's right to know. Thus the threat to craftsmanship

posed by new working pl'actices preceded the inter-

professional disputes of the mid-1960s. and is a better

predictor of professional unease amongst planners than

the planning'bids' (Faludi 1972) for leadership of

function by the non-planning professions. Struggles around

the value of the crafts in planning define this period.

2.3 PLANNING CRAFTS IN TRANSITION

Durin~ the late 1950s and the early 1960s. the appeal to

science and scientific method rested on a particular

process: the breakdown of the compromise between craftsman

and cartography. The assertion of planning methodology

alongside new technologies of calculation was dissolving

cartographic representations. and making it possible for

the first time to develop planning policy other than

through a map. The pl'omotion of a domain of Lmp e r-s c n a I

knowledge.

attacked

crystallised in transferable techniques.

the very basis of craftsmanship: its
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non-repeatable and personal skills, its specific and

non-transferable e xp e r Le n c e . This was a crucial moment of

transition in planners' mode of work.

The return of calculation in the 1960s, this time embraced

by economic and geographic disciplines, caused a profound

renewal of planning's complement of instruments.

particular, it rephrased planning's commitment to

In

t he

social, and allied social and economic objectives in a form

more favourable to the latter. Re-calculation of the

social. and the eclipse of the craftsman, mark a definite

'threshold of modernity', which planning began to cross in

the early 1960s. The concept of a threshold is taken up in

the next few sections under three headings. Section 2.3.1

re-examines the history Of the map in planning, and

indicates the kinds of mutation that entered into it as

fresh demands for policy guidance were made of it.

Then section 2.3.2 sets out the alternative: quantitative

description and projection. Quantification was not an end

in itself but a means of asserting the centrality of

economic processes, and of capturing their impacts inside a

calculation. Finally, section 2.3.3 sets out the background

to the politics of transition, and especially the role of

American planners in re-articulating the anti-craft

planners in British planning departments.
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2.3.1 Planning as guidance

Throughout the 1950s and into the 1960s. planners wrestled

with the form of the map as an instrument of planning.

Successive mutations in the map form. induced by

unavoidable local needs. prepared the way for an ar~ument

that repetitive mapping inhibited the making of policy.

Plans as maps had to be supplemented by other documents. at

once discursive and quantitative. This argument was

successfully directed back upon the official structures of

planning by reform campaign culminating in the r-e po r=t

of the Planning Advisory Group.

The 1947 Town and Country Planning Act required that a

planning authority

'shall
matter

include
as may

such
be

maps and
necessary to

such descriptive
illustrate the

propos als '.
(Town and Country Planning Act 1947. s.5(2»

The Act au t hor-Le ed a long series of maps that were to

constitute the Development Plan: County Maps. Town Maps.

Comprehensive Development Area Maps. Supplemental:'y Town

Maps. Programme Maps. not to mention maps generated by the

obligatory Report of Survey. and modification maps produced

to ammend the submitted Development Plan. The articulation

of maps constituted the day-to-day work of the planner. and

supported a discourse on cartography as its 'methodology'.
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'The essence of survey is presentation in map or diagram

form' , wrote Lewis Keeble (1950 P.147), and though

numerical tabulations could be 'elaborated indefinitely',

survey maps were 'the basis for practically all of it'. The

production of survey maps was a skilled activity,

especially where original field surveys were required.

'Much of the information to be obtained from
inspection needs the exercise of judgement if it is
to be recorded correctly.'
(Keeble 1950 p.l18)

Recording data and mapping it were closely related

activities; Keeble suggested using

'colours and notations approximating roughly to an
extremely simplified version of those to be used on
the final map', as supplemented by 'written notes
and inset sketches'.
(Keeble 1950 p.ll8)

Survey work was thus highly individualised, and relied on

continuity of personnel within the planning authority. The

final survey map consisted essentially of a series of

expert observations. Maps that contained more information

than the expert planner could digest fell into uselessness.

It was to combat redundancy in survey maps that the

technique of sieve-mapping was invented. Buchanon (1943),

Madge (194.6) and Tyrwhitt (1950b) had proposed what

amounted to an 'arithmetic of maps', Whereby compound

survey maps could be divided into single-subject maps, and

these subject maps added or subtracted as desired. This

sieving of information was argued to be
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'the only means available o~ reducin~ the numerous
and complicated ~actors involved to comprehens-
ibility'.
(Keeble 1950 p.113)

Thus map articulation was desi~ned to support expert

personal jud~ement, and to enhance its ~rasp o~ the

'~actors involved'.

Drawin~ up a plan took place literally at the drawin~

board. The technical problems o~ plan-makin~ were

essentially problems o~ dra~tin~ and presentation.

'The basic problem o~ presentation with most plannin~
maps is to di~~erentiate between areas used or to be
used ~or di~~erent purposes. or to which a ~iven ~actor
applies with varyin~ de~rees o~ intensity.'
(Keeble 1950 p.65)

The di~~erentiation o~ the sur~ace o~ the plan was a lon~

and hazardous job. reQuirin~ an encyclopedic knowled~e o~

colours. codes, hatchin~ and letterin~ techniques.

Initially. the MHLG had expected local authorities to

submit development plans in line with a standard MHLG

colour notation. but this proved costly and o~ten

uneconomic for the small production runs required.

'For many purposes - for example the preparation o~
modification maps - it mi~ht well prove that for a
small capital outlay local plannin~ authorities
could equip themselves to deal with true-to-scale
representations in say three colours, utilisin~
their existin~ sta~f. '
(Thorpe 1953 p.206)

The Ministry issued a black and white plan notation in

Circular 92/51. but its detail and clarity were considered

problematic.
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'Where... a monochrome notation is used, the
replacement of the Circular 92 hand-drawn detail by
a more attractive notation, based on the large
range of machine-drawn hatchings and stipplings ...
may well be worthy of consideration.'
(Kelf 1954 p.38)

In this phase of craftsmanship, therefore, cartogl'aphy

greatly deepened and extended the planner's skills. while

lending a precise cartographic reference to every

discussion of policy. Conversely, there was little textual

support for planning policies. The 1948 Development Plan

Regulations were explicit that the Written Statement

accompanying the submitted plan should not amplify 01'

expand upon the map. The Written Statement was referred to

in Circular 59/48 as primarily

'descriptive and illustrative. It is not desired
that the Statement should contain any reference to
arguments for or against the proposals'.

Instead. a Written Analysis accompanying the Report of

Survey was set aside for evaluation and discussion of

policy proposals. This was not a satisfactory solution when

administrative delays were taken into account.

'It must be remembered that the proposals contained
in a plan submitted in 1951 are probably based upon
surveys made two or three years earlier. and that
the time-lag between the technical formulation of
the plan and its final publication may in effect be
as much as five years. ... Programmes devised in
1949-50 in many cases will have been completed by
the time the plan is published in 1953.' (Thorpe
1953 p.205)
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From the mid-1950s a certain non-correspondence of plan and

control began to appear. This non-correspondence took the

form of a surplus of judgements, planning judgements that

could not accumulate within the official planning system.

Two kinds of surplus are of relevance (McLoughlin 1973

pp.121-6). The first appeared wherever a map description

incompletel~' specified land use. For example, a Town Map

recorded site boundaries and location, but did not specify

the height, mass or orientation of buildings, the means of

vehicular entry and exit, or the management of traffic

generated by a new and more intensive use. In these cases,

supplementary decisions to be made by control

caseworkers. The second surplus occured when a series or

hierarchy of maps was not articulated in

manner. For example, in rural areas the benefits of a large

scale Supplementary Town Map were not available and control

had to be exercised on the basis of the County Map. at a

scale of 1:63,360. For regulating settlements of less than

2.500 people this was Quite inadequate. Therefore. planning

decisions for these settlements passed into the

discretion of

plans.

individual officers, or followed informal

An inability to articulate planning maps. the dating of

survey by cumbersome approval procedures. and the obscurity

of planning polic~' within the development plan. all
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contributed to a weakening o~ con~idence in the map. and

the ideal o~ a hierarchy o~ planning maps.

'Following the publication o~ the Barlow Report in 1940'.

wrote James Atkinson (1950 p.273),

'the idea became widely held that be~ore a local
plan could be prepared it was necessary to have a
regional plan and be~ore a regional plan could be
prepared it was necessary to have a national plan'.

This idea, it transpired. represented 'a too common

misunderstanding o~ the meaning and objects o~ planning'

(Wells 1951 p.2). In ~act, a national plan would have

shackled local planning in a rigid code, could not have

given guidance for specific construction projects, and was

bound to be le~t behind by changing economic circumstances.

Far preferable was a national land use policy. that

produced decisions independently of any particular

cartographic representation. The Schuster Committee (MTCP

1950 p.20) came down on the side of policy against design

in its definition of planning, claiming that

'policy precedes in point of time the Question o~
settling the technical means for giving effect to
what {the local planning authorities} want to do'.

As McCulloch (1952) had observed, it was the equipping of

planners with positive powers of development that enabled

them for the ~irst time to evaluate the need ~or a

development ('value planning') as against its mere

compatibility with a site ('place planning'). 'In logical

analysis'. he argued (McCulloch 1952 p.29). value planning
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,pl'ecedes the function of the place planners' . The

inevitable result Of a shift to value planning, and its

associated calculations of need, was to distance the

essential planning activities from the drawing board, or at

least to sandwich the development plan between a book of

calculations and a programme for its implementation.

'A plan on a base map was still an essential end
product, but its vitality as a technical document
depended in part on the survey supporting it, and
equally on the measure of order and feasibility
contained in the programming.'
(Lovett 1952 p.77).

Gillie and Hughes (1950 p.4) wondered if the 1947 Act

required the planning authority to draw up a plan at all,

for the Development Plan was only one of several ways of

'forming a policy in the light of which intelligent day to

day decisions can be made'.

This radical critique disaggregated the plan hierarchy,

prioritised policy deCisions as against implementation

decisions, and reclaimed surplus judgements in a more fluid

planning capacity. Development plans were failing because

of their inflexibility and narrow scope. From the mid-1950s

planning authorities began to prepare informal,

non-statutory plans as a way of absorbing decisions made in

the between official plans, and to avoid delay and

imprecision in matching the rate of development. These

'bottom drawer' plans included redevelopment plans f01'

areas of complex physical change lLichfield 1956), plans
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for small towns and rural settlements (Seale 1961), and

specialised subject plans. Their advantages over official

maps included a choice of scale, non-statutory land use

classifications, and freedom in tl"le form of associated

written texts.

In 1962 the MHLG and MoT jointly authorised the new Town

Centre Map. Its immediate objective was tl"lereplanning of

central areas under pressure from commercial developers and

the growing volume of urban traffic. But it was also an

attempt to formalise non-submitted plans and to return

accountability to decisions made in 't heLr- name. The Map

provided a quick assessment of problems and

possibilities of the town centre, as a basis for more

detailed decisions. It was not a plan for submission to tl"le

Minister, but a document for storing the process of survey,

analysis and policy-making that would lead up to the

detailed decisions. The Town Centre Map was a strange,

hybrid document. Policy had entered the map as far as it

could go without breaking it asunder.

'The Town Centre Map ... was intended to reflect
more closely the actual planning process... It
should emphasise that the thinking behind the
proposal in an evolving plan was more important
than the line on the map ... Experience has shown ...
the importance ... of presenting survey results and
the thinking behind the plan as well as the draft
map itself ... It was important to emphasise the map
as a planning process and not a finite plan.'
(Scott 1963 p.60).

Lovett (1960 p.143) put this point succinctly:
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'one of the lessons of post-war experience is that
land use plans need to be sharpened by expression
of policy in matters where cartography cannot
suitably represent the planner's intention'.

However, it was never just a matter of finding a mope

suitable medium for 'the planner's intentions'. The new

emphasis on policy went further, to question the nature of

judgement, and the competence to judge of planners. The

object of planner had long been to reduce choice, to

eliminate it, to present fully-formed the best solution to

a defined problem. Craftsmanship was hostile to the

intervention of lay people in the choice of means. The

development plan system was designed to preserve a private

and professional zone of judgement in the preparation of

proposals. It was precisely this craft domination of the

plan that came under attack from the early 1960s. In an

article titled 'Regional science and planning in Britain',

H.W.E.Davies (1962 p.316) argued that when faced with a

laboriously prepared comprehensive Town Map, a planning

committee had

'to choose between acceptance, without knowing
anything of possible alternative plans, or
rejection, knowing how much time has already been
spent on the map .... It would surely be better to
exercise the power of choosing a planning policy at
a much earlier stage when a series of sketch plans,
each showing a broad policy that seems technically
possible, could be compared'.

The PAG Report of 1965 proposed extending the principle of

the Town Centre Map ov e r- the whole country. High-level

plans would no longer be responsible for detailed land
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allocations, becomin~ instead written statements of

POlicy. These statements would ~overn the low-level plan

and equip it with the same survey and policy

opportunities as the ori~inal Town Centre Map. The 1968 Act

effectively le~alised a situation where unofficial plans

and jud~ments were playin~ as central a role as official

plans. But in the process the craftsman's function was

irredeemably socialised.

2.3.2 Calculation and the eclipse of the social

The introduction of new plannin~ procedures and forms of

calculation into the plannin~ office has usually been taken

to mean the adoption of distinct packa~es, to which could

be attached an author or an acronym (the Lowry model, PPBS,

linear pro~rammin~, etc). But before the first ~eneration

of mathematical and computer packa~es we can point to an

earlier series of calculations, which has enjoyed a certain

anonymity because its members cannot be individualised by

author. In between the craft skill and the computer model

lie fra~ments of expertise split off from the craftsman and

forced to circulate anonymously, as 'methods' without a

'methodolo~y' to master them. The ~reatest cluster of

methods concerned the measurement and projection of chan~e.

Planners embraced time as a measure of chan~e, and pur~ed
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their professional contempt for change as a threat to

stability. In the early 1960s, these methods were pressed

into service by a re-emergent economic discourse. The

post-war boom in production had thrown a new perspective on

social defence. It was no longer enough to restrain and

condemn development; economic forces had to be harnessed

and directed towards social objectives. In this sense, the

new methods were doubly significant: they made economics an

object of study as well as a target of planning.

Planning's relationship to the economic had

middle and late 1940s when it looked as though. f o r- the

first time, physical planning would be reinforced by

economic planning. While economic controls were abandoned

very swiftly after nevertheless planners collected

valuable experience of combined planning operations in

drawing up programmes to implement the first Development

Plans. What was novel in the programme was its domination

by public sector investment. to the extent that

construction consisted solely of disposal of these

resources over time.

'Time zoning is now as important as use zoning ...
During the war the importance of the time element
has given many people the opportunity to gain
experience of logistics, to use the American term.
Such experience must be used to the full in
reconstruction'.
(Pugh and Percy 1946 p.91).

Time planning was necessary to keep apart non-conformin~
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time uses; to reserve particular periods for development;

to separate rounds of investment: and to combine buildin~

operations and ensure their simultaneous completion.

Dur1n~ the 1950s. as we know. the economic discourse was

subordinated to the social. However. in the late 1950s and

early 1960s a concern re-emer~ed with economic ~rowth and

its implications for plannin~. a concern still couched in

the lan~ua~e of time. Only now. the concept of time had

been rendered passive. an instrument of measurement rather

than of investment. Its si~n1ficance was condensed into the

sin~le word 'chan~e'. Time waS at the root of every

plannin~ problem: obsolescence and the la~~in~ rate of

replacement. clearance and overspill, and peak periods in

traffic.

'Many of the chan~es in towns for which we must
plan become problems mainly because we are not in
full control of their timin~. Time is as much an
in~redient of plannin~ as are land use. buildin~
development. or traffic. and must eQually be
brou~ht into plannin~ techniQue and
policy. '
(Littler 1962 p.201).

In fact. the planner's main hope lay in foreseein~ the

forces that ~ave rise to chan~e and coordinatin~ their

tim1n~.

Once. chan~e had been a threat to plans and a cause of

their failure. Now chan~e was to be embraced and its forces

mapped. measured and ~uided.
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'We need to establish. measure and understand
distributions. relationships and trends: in order
to define problems more closely. to project trends
as part of forward plannin~ and to discover how to
influence those t r-enos. I

(James 1964 p.lO).

Measured time was the precondition of an important

technical enterprise. n am e Ls- • projection. Pr-ojection

summoned up an ima~inary zone of calculation in which the

values of variables could be plotted and compar-ed.

irrespective of current values. Thanks to pr-ojection. the

future ceased to signify an unwelcome excess over planned

provision and instead functioned as a space of comparison

between competin~ t r-e nde . Plan-makin~ was to become

conditional on evaluation of these trends.

The implications of measured time were first explored in

the interpretation of ur-ban traffic.

'Does a factual survey of existing traffic provide
sufficient information on which to base a
projection for twenty or more years ahead?'

asked F.H.Clinch (1961 p.229).

'There would be no greatep folly than the
preparation of a highway plan to satisfy current
traffic needs only ... Is it logical to project
ahead by an empirically fixed percentage or should
a more scientific assessment be made?'

Ideally, it seems, traffic growth could be broken down into

a series of ~rowth factors. and projected individually.

This presented certain problems: a common space of

comparison was lacking.

'The wider the scope. the more complicated are
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the calculations. and one hesl~~tes understandably
to attempt to set off all such factors. with their
differin~ units of measurement. against intan~ible
concepts such as appearance. amenity and sense of
community. '
(Smart 1960 p.2al).

The novelty of Traffic in Towns (Buchanan 1963a) is now

immediately apparant. It offered just such a space of

comparison, in the form of a cost-benefit calculation.

Buchanan's approach was to monetise all units of

measurement. and then make environmental Quality a function

of investment in physical alterations. Areas could be

defended from excess traffic by an increase in investment

or a revision of standards. On the basis of a plannin~

calculation. then, the environmental Quality of an area

with various combinations of investment and standards could

be directly compared.

'Nothin~ can detract from the service rendered by
Buchanan in brin~in~ cost-benefit analysis into the
forefront of this debate ..• With the vast sums of
money at stake which Buchanan undoubtedly implies.
it is especially important that the financial
people on one side, and the planners on
should find some common lan~ua~e in
converse. '
(Woodham 1964 p.300).

the other.
which to

It is typical that projection was rehearsed in the context

of an economic calculation. If money provided a metric for

such calculations. then it also rehabilitated economics as

a tool of plannin~. For many years, planners had been

motivated by

'a dan~er that plannin~ policies ... will be finally
overwhelmed by "economic" pressures and popular
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demands, and that the prob1ems of excessive1y 1arge
and excessive1y congested cities and connurbations
wi1l be intensified'.
(Reynolds 1961 p.282).

Buchanan reversed this argument, by requiring the social

discourse in planning to state the costs of social

insurance. Traffic in Towns retained the traditional social

objective of 'environmenta1 areas', or neighbourhoods fit

for families, but on an entirely new basis.

Buchanan did not abandon the goal of accountabi1ity when

envisaging a motorised future. He still supported the

original social objective of neighbourhoods fit for

families. The novelty of Traffic in Towns, however, lay in

the way neighbourhood planning was given a monetary

evaluation. The costing of 'environmenta1 areas' injected

social insurance into an economic discourse. This method

provided a basis for choosing between different types of

neighbourhood on grounds other than the defence of family

life. For instance, one could now include reference to

trends in traffic and congestion, or to the resources

available to implement a traffic plan. In this way the

social strategy in planning was encapsulated, without being

completely refuted, by the economic discourse of the 1960s.

'Thus economic forces, which are often regarded as
the enemy of town and country planning, can, if
suitably corrected, be aligned to support that
policy, at least in the sphere of urban congestion
and urban planning.'
(Reynolds 1961 p.286).
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Tt-le economic entered plannin~ twice, once as method and

again as target. In the first case, it allowed planners to

li1:0 beyond the social discourse and to tackle urban

diversity quite explicitly. The urban and regional planners

had long been puzzled by the superabundance of individual

characteristics displayed in settlements, apparantly

defying enumeration. The problem was how

comparable: in what field of comparison could they be

placed?

'Comparisons must be made between as many aspects
of the plan and of its alternatives, as possible,
and these can only be truly rational when, as far
as practicable, like is compared with like.'
(Smart 1960 p.241).

The most efficient solution was quantification.

'Provided a series of comparable numerical
measurements can be devised which will effectively
describe the characteristics of each of the
individual objects to be compared, then a common
measure can be calculated for them, even though the
original set of measurements may be numerous and
varied. '
(Brenikov 1962 p.243).

In the early 1960s this was not necessarily an easy step to

take, in fact, it was quite divisive within the profession.

'Certain shortcomings of the classical mathematical
education of our earlier years are quickly
spotlighted in professional life when we are
confronted with the problem of classifying and
interpreting masses of related numerical data'
(Treacy 1960 p.52).

George Allen (1958 p.167) claimed that geography in Britain

was sadly lacking in the necessal.'y analytical tools, and
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decided a

'major step forward would be if theoretical and
applied economics and statistics, somewhat slanted
towards the special interests of geographers,
replaced much of the training in physical geography
and especially geology which many undergraduates
now receive'.

In the second case, the economy was reclaimed a.;;..' a

legitimate sphere of interven tion. 'It is the job of the

land planner to control the econom~'.' stated

D.F.Harris (1962 p.290).

'No other administrator is concerned with the
welfare of the economy as such... By formulating
realistic planning policies and collaborating
closely with other interested bodies, he should be
able to maintain a reasonable balance of
employment, population and housing in
area, and so ensure the orderly evolution
town' .

the urban
of the

Davies and Haggar (1961) isolated three pertinent economic

measurements, and their implications for planning:

1. Size of labour force, which determined the size of the

dependent population and t he r-e r o r-e yielded land

requirements for houses and services.

2. Employment structure, which implied a c e r t a t n income

structure and therefore demand for transport. retail and

other services.

3. Employment distribution, which conditioned the journey

to work and migration.

economic discourse thus provided a basis for

disaggregating settlements into a series of forces. Each
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force could be both measured and guided. The settlement as

a series of mutually enn anc t na and Ln h Lb L ting forces

defined the planner's sphere of intervention.

'A town does not exist as a separate entity in any
but a physical sense ... A town is merely a special
event in a region ... The first essential step is to
determine the social and economic trends
(population. housing. employment structure. journey
to work. etc.) of the whole framework of
settlements in a region. '
(Thomas and McLoughlin 1961 p.295).

It is necessary to remind our-eeLves that before the great

intellectual inventions of the later 1960s. a lower strata

of calculations had been invented that were no less

essential. The making of unlike. alike; the incorporation

of time: the creation of multiple forces; zones of

imaginary calculation; choice from comparison - all these

are the anonymous products of an economic discoul:.'sein

planning. They l:.'epresentso many preconditions of a

l:.'igorousmathematical treatment of urban and regional

systems. At the same time. the economic discourse reversed

the historic domination of planning by the social insurance

strategy. Planning had to be made accountable to a broader

range of forces in society. and this was only possible if

the social was casted. The defence of social life now took

place in the apportionment of 'public' and 'private' costs.



2.3.3 Craftsmanship and 'modernisation'

As the craft planners saw their historic leadership of the

profession slipping aw ay from them, there were renewed

attempts to impose a craft model of activity upon the mass

of planners. This professional and political crisis has so

far been analysed only in higrlly abbreviated f'o~as the TPI

'membership' debate of' 1964-65. Even this episode has been

carelessly reviewed because of' the retrospective

requirement to prove that town planning was a profession.

Hence the limitation of'analysis to the single question,

could the planning profession lead the planning process in

its own right, without ex t e r-n a r s up p o r-t o r- internal

concessions? Explanation of the debate in terms of' the

membership and education policies of'the major qualifying

associations t ego Faludi 1972) evacuates the planning

office from analysis and ignores work-based divisions

between planners. But wh a t at one level was a conflict of

prof'essional allegiences, was at another a conflict o v e r-

the erosion of traditional craft practices in the

workplace.

It will be recalled from section 2.2.4 that during the

1950s, British planning was organised on craft lines. This

meant, on the one hand, that techniques of planning were

idiosyncratic and personal, developing within a subjective
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division of labour between f"ellow craftsmen; and on the

other, that new planners were recruited and tra.ined on an

apprenticeship basis. learning the all-round skills of the

cr-a rt on the job and through personal instruction. The

post-war planning schools hoped for nothing more than to

emulate a successful planning office and the rule of a

competent master craftsman.

From the early 1960s, it became less and less possible to

sustain this model.

Externally, it was proving difficult to retain support for

the pr-ecLse implementation of social objectives developed

by planners after the war. Town planning suffered from

association with now discredited economic controls. and

according to Kriesis (1961) the prof"ession could make no

advertisement for the virtues of a planned society out of

the actually realised plans for neighbourhood, city and

region.

'The term "the planners" has
opprobrium and we have reached
anything that is unpopular is

become one of
the stage where
blamed onto the

planners though the planners have no voice in it.'
(Littlewood 1957 p.158)

Planners themselves were disillusioned at the loss of

wartime momentum, and the reduction of democratic survey

and plan to a long list of regulations (Lock 1964). At the

same time, the planning environment was making new sets of"
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demands upon planners.

'The scale of town and country planning must be
adjusted to meet changed conditions of industry and
transport' •

wrote Michael Wise (1960 p.35). Lichfield (1961) considered

t n i s 'adjustment' to turn upon three questions: how to

remodel the town for the motor car. how to renew the 19c

housing stock at a faster rate. and how to create a

planning machinery adequate to these tasks. It could not be

assumed that the Pl'ofession. as it was currently equipped

and staffed, could rise to the challenge. John Jefferson,

TPI President for 1961-62. did not hesitate to speak of a

crisis,

'a fork in the road - one path leading to fame. the
other to oblivion .... At the present time there are
not enough Qualified men and women to cope with the
volume of work in this country .... Therefore if
planning is to go forward as it should do we must
recruit more men and women to the profession'.
(Jefferson 1961 p.317).

Internally. the craft content of the profession was being

diluted by new sources of recruitment. There were more

entrants coming through the undergraduate and postgraduate

planning courses. and geography and economics were

supplying a ~reater proportion of graduates. A survey of

staff employed in County Planning Departments in 1961

showed that of 1.776 people working in 63 authorities. 303

(17%) had completed a university education. and of these

303 graduates. 167 had taken geography. 27 economics and 26

planning. U3% of graduates had entered planning in the last
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2 years. Whereas only 5 heads of department possessed

degrees, at least 12 deputy hea d s were graduates (JTPI

1961). These figul'es indi cate a pl'ogre::$Lve :>,outhening and

divel'sification of the profession by means of a larger and

mOl'e varied intake of young planners.

In considering this complex picture, one school of thought

has seized upon the increase in graduates and geographers

to propound a theol'Y of external propulsion.

'When planning again tUl'ned to geogl'aphy around
1960 it coincided with the "invasion" of geography
by mathematical modelling, cybernetics, and the
"systems appl'oach" Ln t r-o duced t hr-cugn American-
style tl'anspol'tation planning. These various
computel'-aided techniques and the whole systems
approach invaded planning and pl'omised to fill any
voids that might exist in its ideology Ol'
pel'fol'mance.'
(Ravetz 1980 p.204)

This intel'pretation has the effect of exaggel'ating the

con t r-Lb ut ion of higher education and the 'new geogl'aphy',

while minimising the role of the planning authority in

selecting or training staff. To be precise, it neglects

the detel'mining value of planning work itself. The question

would be bettel' put: how was any particular learning used

or altel'ed by planning authol'ities? How were academic ideas

translated into pl'actice, and which ideas were selected for

translation'?

What actually happened in the early and mid 1960s was a

l'e-aggl'egation of planning personnel around a different and
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recognisably modern model of planning, in which experience

succumbed to information, personal judgement to a

procedure, and manual computation to an electl'onic

calculation. Trlis extended (and unfinished) process of

replacement can be analytically divided into two great

phases: the external tutelage of a section of the

profession in systematic planning methods, and t h e n

transfer of leadership to an indigeneous grouping.

While new staff entered planning in the early 1960s, that

of itself did not pose an alternative to the crafts in

planning. The task fell instead to the advanced planners

and planning agencies of North America. From the early

1960s a small number of British planners acted upon their

own problems by searching for an American example.

'In recent months, judging from articles in
technical and professional journals, an increased
number of British planners, engineers and
architects have been crossing the Atlantic, and
they have contributed to the general fund of
information useful to planners here.'
(Robinson 1962 p.162)

It became necessary to supply brief histories of American

progress to a British audience,

'In the mid-1950s the major transporation studies
demonstrated how mechanised methods could make the
accumulation and analysis of large masses of data
systematic, searching and above all productive ....
Almost as a by-product new approaches were
suggested to the broader problems of analysing and
forecasting urban growth .... As planners became
more involved in and familiar with these studies,
opportunities were sought to express general
development relationships in a similar fashion, in
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other words to produce land use models .... Complex
relationships. such as those between traffic and
urban development, are best expressed in
mathematical terms as a series of equations which
to~ether comprise a mathematical model.'
(Juster 1963a p.272)

It was in a discourse on traffic that mathematical

calculation and project procedure first entered British

plannin~ practice: and conversely. it was to solve traffic

problems that mathematics and procedure were first applied.

'Just as
methods
hitherto

the problem of traffic is evolvin~,
of study are becomin~ aVailable which

have been well-ni~h impossible. Data
processin~, computers, punched cards, are fast
becomin~ everyday words in the vocabulary of the
traffic planner .... American methods must be
studied and applied to En~lish situations.'
(Wood 1963 pp.265, 271)

Before 1963. local authority en~ineers. public transport

operators and workers at the Road Research Laboratory could

all have pointed to a substantial body of British traffic

measurement and projection in the form of the Ori~in and

Destination study (Knox 1954, Coburn 1962). But what the

land use/transportation studies promised was a unification

of town and transport plannin~ at the level of method. The

turnin~ point was the London Traffic Survey, be~un in 1962.

'The projected traffic survey will be on a scale
far ~reater than anythin~ known to have been
previously attempted even in the United States of
America. '
(Clinch 1961 p.229)

London County Council did not have the skills available to

mount such a study itself, and commissioned an experienced
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Partners. to organise it. They in turn secul'ed the services

of IBM (UK) in writing a computer program for the traffic

model. a program which was mounted on IBM's two latest

machines. the 1401 and the 7090 (Miller 1963. Solesbury and

Townsend 1970) . The scale of t n e London e ur-vey was a

complete novelty: 900 traffic zones. 135 cordon counts.

50.000 household interviews. a census of commercial

vehicles and taxis. and 400.000 punched card records

(Gebbert 1963) . The study's brief. to review transport

needs. assess modal split. project travel patterns and test

alternative regional transport networks. led the

consultants to choose 'sophisticated techniques of analysis

and traffic projection based on the gravity model' (Juster

1963b p.302).

Land use/transportation models of this kind depended on an

exogeneous input of future land use allocations. which - it

began to be realised - created a golden opportunity for

planners to intervene.

'Planners will have to meet the traffic engineers
on their own ground and not merely sketch out
theoretical. intuitive circulation systems on
paper .... We surely need to put our ideas on urban
form and design on a sound quantitative basis first
of all .... The planner could bring the architect
and traffic engineer together.'
(Hillier 1963 p.51)

The American reliance on abstract and external sources of

authority prompted British visitors and admirel's to
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guestion their own cra~t traditions. In particular the hope

was voiced that planners mi~ht be made ~ormally accountable

to a ~eneral theory o~ plannin~. For example, Dakin (1962

p.229) ar~ued the need ~or a

'complete overall theory which
justi~ication ~or the academic
independence o~ plannin~'.

would be a
and pro~essional

He cited Davidoff and Reiner's 'choice theory of plannin~'

as a possible contender: while Guthrie (1964 p.456) claimed

that

'the inte~ration which is takin~ place within the
conception
indication
plannin~' .

o~ computers and cybernetics ~ives an
of what mi~ht be possible in land

A ~eneral theory had tactical uses in the early 1960s: it

announced as fact a new sphere of intervention, and claimed

proprietorial ri~hts over it. The craftsman was debarred

from enterin~. The chain of revisions to plannin~ theory

reached its outermost limit with McLou~hlin's definitive

statements on the nature of plannin~ in 1965 to 1967. Here,

plannin~ was defined as essentially a control activity,

parallel to a rapidly chan~in~ plannin~ environment.

'The emPhasis in plannin~ is therefore likely to
shift yet further away from the "master plan"
concept which derives directly from the
profession's history and which lays considerable
stress on physical form, buildin~ and construction,
rather than on interaction, behaviour and chan~e'
(McLou~hlin 1965 p.260).

American leadership was necessarily external. It provided

the unity and shared identity British planners were
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generated concepts and applications which British planners

adopted as their own, but without direct control over their

use or context. Finally, it attracted a wide range of

planners and specialists, irrespective of

disciplinary origin, when in local planning authorities

they were denied cooperation by a craft division of labour.

This is why Americanisation of the planning concept and its

detailed application was the crucial factor in detaching a

body of planners from the craft majority in the profession.

And conversely, this is why in the early-mid 1960s

that

there

was a constituency within the profession lacked

adeqUate r-e pr-e s e n t a t Lo n structures of that

profession.

The debates within the TPI during 1964 and 1965 both

reflected and further complicated this transition. Colin

Buchanan's scintillating Presidential Address of 1963

revived the pr-o bLem of the historic division of labour

between planners and architects and other professions in

the development process. His intervention was widely seen

as approving an express route to TPI membership for the

apchitectural profession. and thepefore the consolidation

within the Institute of design modes of working. In Octobep

1964, TPI Council ppoposed a two-tier rnembepship stpucture

to accomeefat e professionals whose first qualification was
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But in rather less time than Wilson's modernising

government enjoyed, the statement was decisively defeated

at an Extraordinary General Meeting in January 1965. and

then in the June 1965 elections the reformers were swept

from the Council and Lewis Keeble, symbol of 1947. placed

in the cnai r-.

Membership reform attracted criticism from not one but two

camps within the profession. The first consisted of

original protagonists of the 1947 system, who wished to

retain a craft model of work but on the basis of a definite

separation of duties between planner and architect. For

Keeble (1965 p.358), the pLa n n e r- could call upon other

workers up to a paint, to establish the real facts and

limitations of a site,

'but from then on one is inevitably on one's own
with a drawing board and a lot of maps, diagrams
and tables. No-one else can help except by way of
amplifying or clarifying information until a draft
plan has been prepared and is ready for
evaluation' .

The second camp has been mentioned already, and grouped

together planners with a greater interest in systems and

their analysis. These planners resented a return to

architectural methods of work and a fixation on buildings

and places, at precisely the moment they were attempting to

extend the life of the profession into an era of systems
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control.

'The planner's skill must be firmly based on the
understandin~ of locational relationships, the
projection of these on the basis of different
assumptions, the evaluation of alternative courses
of action thus derived and the makin~ of consequent
decisions'.
(McLou~hlin 1965 p.261).

An identifiable core of calculations and procedures defined

plannin~ as a ~uidance system, and it was more necessary

for the Institute to represent these hi~h-level specialists

in systems ~uidance, than to incorporate low-level

specialists (in housin~, transport, urban economics, etc).

It now seems a somewhat bizarre alliance. of corporate

planners and methodolo~ists, a~ainst the traditiona.l

sources of the profession. What Keeble and McLou~hlin

shared at the time was a desire for a unitary profession

and a codifiable base of knowled~e. This alliance was

sufficient to see off those planners who wished to share

tasks on a project-by-project basis with other development

professions. Yet as an alliance it was quite impossible to

maintain for lon~. This was manifest even as Keeble took

the chair of the Council, when Walter Bor delivered a

stin~in~ retort to the President's Address.

'Plannin~ .•. is not a drawin~ board activity for a
sin~le individual. In a ~reat city it is a hi~hly
complex operation where such thin~s as primary road
networks, modal splits, social satisfaction.
employment difficulties, housin~ standards and
leisure problems are all interwoven and require
complex analysis to formulate properly a
comprehensive plan. '
(Sor. j"" Ke.~f>~ I"f,~ 1'~4')
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He continued:

'plannin~ is certainly a profession: the ar~ument
must not be on this score but rather on what is the
best way of trainin~ planners to work on the new
type plans'.

With the publication of the PAG Report in 1965, further

cracks appeared in the alliance. Thomas Sharp (1966 p.210)

mounted a defence of the craftsman at work, observin~

critically that PAG replaced definitive maps by imprecise

written proposals, and detailed land allocations by

'simple cartoons: mere broad elementary
illustrations: mere blobs of colour placed on
sheets of paper completely innocent of all precise
information as to the towns to which they refer'.

In terms reminiscent of the 1940s social discourse, he

ar~ued that the loss of carto~raphic certainty ruined

forward plannin~. and prevented the public from knowin~

what was planned for their area or how they would be

defended a~ainst irresponsible economic forces. Once a~ain,

Walter Bor took responsibility for answerin~. He accused

Sharp of 'fi~htin~ a rear-~uard action, tryin~ to defend

the status quo and resist emer~ent new ideas' (Bor, in

Sharp 1966 p.214). Sharp responded as thou~h he were still

fi~htin~ the battles of his youth: systems plannin~

reminded him of nothin~ so much as perpeual interim

control, plannin~ without plans as practiced under the 1932

Act. McLou~hlin's (1966 p.344) famous jibe at 'the
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Luddites coming to smash the computers their 6B

pencils' should confirm for us the generational nature of

the difference between the two partners of the alliance.

These were generations defined not so much by age (witness

Bor's participation in the system planners' cause), as by

possession of a concept: and in several ways the apogee of

this concept had yet to be reached.

The second major phase of the transformation of planning in

the 1960s consisted of the delegation of leadership from

the American planners to a British leading group.

Precisely because the craft organisation of planning

authorities prevented the adoption of a new model of

plan-making, the systematic planners were forced to

duplicate the official structures of planning with

structures that were more amenable. The establishment of

research centres, sub-regional study teams and new planning

schools and curricula led to fresh associations between

planners isolated in their other work, and offered them new

leverage on existing practice. At the same time, it

domesticated the American experience and raised the

possibility of a transfer of competence. The delegation of

leadership to an indigeneous grouping can be followed under

two headings. The first is research. and the campaign for

research within planning and about planning. The second is
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teaching.

The initial demands of the systematic planners were for a

national r-e s e e.r-c h organisation, research into planning

methods, and socio-economic research itself. The cybernetic

definition of planning required that an organisation could

control only so much of its environment as it was able to

ingest as information. Thus research extended and refined

the degree of control planning organisations exercised over

their environment. For many years, planning research had

been tied to the craftsman's demand for standards. Such

comparative information formed an stock at his

disposal, useful only as it could be skilfully interpreted

and employed. All this changed in the 1960s. What kind of

system could produce the information needed for planning?

How could the influence of the planner upon his stock of

information be limited or excluded? The planner had to bear

a relation of exteriority to his knowledge of the outside

world. This new objectivity pulled attention back from land

use to the methods for knowing and guiding land use.

Mercer (1962 p.11!) was the first to call for an

'operational methods agency' with a 'methods development

section'. which would generalise methodological advance

from one office to another. A selection of local
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authorities would participate as 'testin~ stations' ~or new

methods.

The TPI, throu~h its Research Committee, took up the idea

o~ a Land Use Research Trust to be ~inanced by the

development pro~essions, and ~ot as ~ar as ne~otiations

with RIBA, RICS, ICE and IME before settlin~ for

'A central coordinatin~ body derivin~ ~unds
~overnment sources, trusts and industry ...
from chan~in~ party political pressures'
(TPI 1964 p.164)

~rom
~ree

In September 1963 the Institute hosted a Con~erence of

Urban Research Workers, attended by 160 people includin~ 60

from the research staff of local authorities.

'This was probably the ~irst attempt to brin~
to~ether on a national scale a representative ~roup
of people concerned with research for urban
plannin~, '
(TPI 1963b p.4)

and it endorsed the need for a national research council,

an expanded plannin~ team includin~ economists and

sociolo~ists, and new priorities in applied research.

'The aim of research ... should be to establish
models of the function of plannin~ ... to~ether with
the study of the control system for the whole
process, so that the effects of decision-makin~
could be understood.'
(MacKenzie, in TPI 1963b p.14)

In 1964 Wilfred Burns assumed the chair o~ the TPI Research

Committee and radicalised its objectives to include joint

meetin~s with research workers, and a project for the
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standardisation o~ data collection. 'to ensure that modern

techniQues includin~ computers are used as widely as

possible' (Burns 1966 p.126). A success~ul Summer School

workshop on 'The use o~ computers in plannin~' (Cowley

1963) was the stimulus ~or a Computer Sub-Committee to the

Research Committee. chaired ~rom 1965 by Leslie Jay. This

marked the hi~hpoint o~ purely pro~essional in~luence.

however. and thereafter advances were as likely to be made

by private or public initiative as by the TPI.

There was resistance within the Civil Service (as described

in Lich~ield 1966 ) to research ~oundations
~~r

research by its point o~ apPlicationAthan by its scienti~ic

that ~rouped

ori~in. so the TPI and central ~overnment planners around

J,.i James reconsidered a private research a~ency. This

~roup arran~ed an international seminar on urban research

in Cambrid~e in October 1965. backed by the Ford Foundation

and chaired by the Minister o~ Housin~ and Local

Government, Richard Crossman. Crossman's personal support

for a research institute con~irmed the opinion o~ his own

Ministry's Urban Research Advisory Group that certain

topics. such as urban structure and plannin~ methodology.

enjoyed no tradition in this country. As a direct result,

the Ministry assisted in the ~ormation o~ the Centre ~or

Environmental Studies in 1966, with the backin~ of a

five-year ~rant from the Ford Foundation (Lichfield 1966.
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Llewelyn-Davies 1967).

Also in 1965, Crossman anticipated a new city-regional unit

of government by asking Leicester, Nottingham and Coventry

to set up special teams outside the normal political and

planning p~ess that would apply the lessons of the PAG

Report and indicate the potentialities of a new mode of

plan-making. These sub-regional studies have received

considerable attention elsehere (Leicester/Leicestershire:

see McLoughlin 1969, 197~. Nottingham/Derbyshire: see

Thorburn et. a1. 1970, Steeley 1982. Coventry/Solihull/

Warwickshire: see Wannop 1982). In this context it is only

necessary to say that their novelty lay not only in their

output but also in their favoured position beyond

day-to-day pressures. McLoughlin for one, concluded that

the sub-regional studies had been less successful in

structuring the growth of their regions, than in

stimulating the intellectual growth of the study team

members.

'This as much as anything was the result of being
able, both as individuals and as teams, to consider
the function of planning, an opportunity rarely
afforded in general local government work'
(McLoughlin, in Hurrell 1972 p.55).

This was an important justification and one repeated

elsewhere. Harry Noble, founder of Planning and

Transport Research and Computation Company in 1966, argued

that while planners were increasingly aware of the
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c o n t r-Lb u t Lo n of systems analysis and computer science,

there was also

'a wide sense of frustration at the lack of time,
expertise and resources in the average planning
office to enable these techniques to be taken very
far' .
(Noble 1966).

PTRC offered a supportive environment outside the planning

office, where computing and programming could be performed

on behalf of local authorities, seminars and training

courses conducted, research registers maintained, and

information relayed amongst PTRC subscribers. Similar work,

at a distance from the planning office, was carried out by

the Building Research Station. After a successful symposium

in 1965 on urban planning research, which included reports

on network analysis and the urban design process (Dick

1966), an Urban Planning Division was created. Headed by a

mathematician, it sought to develop the use of mathematical

techniques within planning, most notably in P.H.Levin's teg

1967) OR studies of the planning process.

The net effect of these and lesser research initiatives was

to er_;ect a research e u pe r-e t r-u c t u r-e across the planning

activity in Britain. It assumed l'ights of independent

review and correction in the name of a t h e o r-v of the

planning process. The research superstructure shifted the

centre of gravity of the profession outside of itself, and

made it accountable to groups other than t he pLe.n n e r-s
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themselves. The difference between the early and late 19608

can be summed UP by looking at the chan~in~ content of TPI

Branch meetin~s. At first, speakers tried to interest

members in the methods applied to other branches of

~overnment. R.A.Ward (1962) spoke to the South Eastern

Branch on operational research in local ~overnment, and the

uses of punched card analysis: L.F.Gebbert (1963) addressed

the West Midlands Branch on automatic data processin~ in

traffic surveys: and L.S.Jay (1955) attempted a matrix

interpretation of East Sussex's journey to work for his

South Eastern audience. In the later 19608, however,

speakers were able to concentrate on methodolo~ical renewal

in plannin~ itself, and were as likely to come from the

research superstructure as from practice. Thus Peter Wood

(1967) described the use of computers in plannin~ to the

Scottish Branch; McLou~hlin (1968) previewed plannin~

techniques of the 1970s for the West Midlands Junior

Section; and John Friend (1970) spoke simply on

'Operational Research in plannin~'.

The domestication of leadership was completed by the defeat

of craftsmanship in the plannin~ schools.

Since the war, and no doubt before then, the schools had

modelled their practice on the apprenticeship and the

transmission of skills from master to pupil by practical
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experience. The plannin~ school of the 1950s idealised and

duplicated the plannin~ office.

'In the studio, problems very similar to those
found in actual practice are examined and solutions
are sought. In a school they may be arranged in a
fairly logical order.'
(Stephenson 1951 p.86)

Teachers combined tutorial supervision and

consultancy. so planning education consisted of a high

magnification of a craftsman's work, an opportunity for a

professional to turn aside from the board and explain his

work.

So long as the craft model of plan-making held sway. the

performance of planning remained a personal skill and

unavailable as an object of analysis. Only the external-

isation of cl'aftsmanship in a number of definite rules

permitted the teaching of planning as an impersonal rule-

governed activity. It was no accident that educational

reform and the application of systems ideas came in the

same package. 'Education, office work and research are seen

in isolation', argued Travis (1964 p.98). Ideally. they

would be united by a common theory of planning. Why theory?

'Good practice in any profession rests on sound
theory, which is something more than a mere
description of practical aims,'

wrote Holliday (1966 p.289). There was a necesary

distinction between 'genuine theory' and the kind of theory

which practitioners themselves produced, the latter being
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'no more than the transmission of practical experience'. It

could hardly be more explicit: the craftsman must be made

accountable for his actions, he must be made to account for

his actions in the name of 'theory'. And this theoretical

foundation for plannin~ was, by definition, public

property. In their demand for Plannin~ theory, then, the

new researcher-lecturers hit upon the craftsman's weakest

link. Plannin~ theory dismantled the private transmission

of skill; a credentialist route to professional competence

undermined the apprenticeship and the teaching style

embodied in it. Plannin~ theory shifted plannin~ education

from duplication of the site of work to simulation of the

activity of plannin~.

Moreover. as guardians of plannin~ theory. the plannin~

schools of the middle and later 1960s reserved the right to

diagnose and prescribe for practice. This manifested itself

in a series of interventions by the more progressive

planning schools. especially the public sector colleges and

polytechnics. in the re-training of Qualified planners. For

example. the Town Plannin~ Department at Lanchester Colle~e

of Technology (Coventry) arranged a number of seminars for

professionals. beginning with 'Town planning and the

computer' in March 1966. Peter Wood (Liverpool) and Ted

Osborne (Coventry) described data storage and analysis in

the Architecture and Planning Department in Coventry. while
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Alan Wilson spoke on 'mathematical urban models'. Also in

March. the Lanchester school took over the 'Current

practice notes' in the TPI Journal. Expandin~ the title to

'Current practice and research'. the new editors criticised

the lack of an essential core of professional knowled~e.

and proposed to turn the review pa~e into 'a valuable

source of reference of plannin~ technique' (JTPI

1966a p.10S). Subsequent courses and conferences at

Lanchester included 'Social objectives in town planning'

(October 1966). 'Town plannin~ and data processin~' (March

1967), and 'The computer and town plannin~ - mathematical

models' (June 1968). Other short courses at Brixton.

Twickenham and London Polytechnic reveal their content in

their title: 'Computer techniques in town plannin~'. 'The

application of new techniques to town and re~ional

plannin~'. and 'Computers for town planners'.

The new ~eneration of lecturers within the plannin~ schools

was integrated with practice less by consultancy than by

research. A survey of current research in the schools in

April 1966 revealed only a modest output (JTPI 1966b). It

included work at the Leeds SChool's new Planning Research

Unit on employment forecastin~. modal split and desi~n

models; a retail market potential model for Haydock Park at

Manchester University: and the application of statistical

and computer techniques to the Coventry sub-re~ion at
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Lanchester. However. in 1969. Anthony Goss (1969 p.205) was

able to report research activity in 12 schools. He

acknowledged the problems of pursuing r-esea.r-c n while

financially insupported:

'There is a limited tradition of research allied to
planning education; this has yet to be built up. '

This period of 'building up' with the addition of

planning and postgraduate grants to the Social Science

Research Council in 1967. and ended wi ttl the formation of

Education for Planners Association in the eal'ly 1970s

as the researcher-lecturers' caucus within the education

system. Huw Thomas (1980) has provided useful evidence that

the planning schools absorbed a large proportion of social

scientists in the late 1960s and early 1970s. They
generally had less experience of planning Pt'actice than
their colleagues. and were not usually members of the

planning pl'ofession (or any other·). They attracted

impressive sums of research money for quantitative and

computer-based projects (see also Eversley and Moody 1976).

Neither the traditional sources of the pl'ofession. not the

non-technical craftsmen who allied with McLoughlin in the

'membership debate'. could withstand the erosion of the

crafts at its very roots, in the a p p r-e n t Lc e e h I p • At the

same time. the researcher-lecturers claimed the l'ight to

test planners and to set a t arid a.r-d s for the planning

process. Here too American guidance was u s u r-pe d , With a



coherent cons tit uencv in t.n e planning- offices. and .9.n

emergent r-e a e a r c h community Ln the schools and research

centres. the complex assumption of lea o er-snip from us

practitioners was almost complete.

2.4 COMPUTERS AND INTELLECTUAL MACHINES

Planninl?: in the middle and late 1960s entered its most

dramatic phase with the introduction of computers s.n d the

systems they made possible. Strangely. historians of this

recent period have ha d little to sa~' a bo u t the use of

machines in planning. Instead. they have preferred to give

an account of the ascent of reason. or 'rational choice'

(Marshall and Masser 1981 p.127). or 'the rise and fall of

rationality in Br'itish planning practice' (Brerlen~'and

Batey 1981 p.117). One would not suspect a technological

development la~' embedded in the turn to reason. or that

previous rounds of invee.tment in technical aids had

prepared the planner for the computer. Perhaps the computer

was something more than a dutiful servant in the planning

perhaps it was also a means of reorganising

its relations of work.

In fact. in the notion of a 'planning process' the computer

p r-o v Lde d the metaphor of the decade. Was it possible.
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fil'st systematic plannel's. that an organisation

could be programmed like a computel'? In

program for a planning organisation would taKe the form of

a sequence of instructions directing it to collect data.

it. considel' .alterna tivee, evaluate them. and

choose the one most consistent the organisation's

objectives. The chief novelty. then, of the discourse on

methodology was the of the p r-o e r-amma.o Le

ol'ganisation. with the 'planning process' as its first

stored pl'ogram.

Section 2.1l.1 j)egins by exploring the genesis of the

concept of the 'planning process'. and how c omp ut e r-v based

systems were envisaged as operating. Section 2.4.2 looks in

more detail at local government's acquisition of computers,

their relation to earlier forms of calculation technology.

a n d the circumstances in which planners first met an d

employed computers. Finally. section 2.1l.2 traces the lines

of convergence between the computer a no record-based land

use accounting, in the form of the data bank.

2.1l.1 Planning as stored program

Under craftsmans [lip. Lea rn Ln g accumulated as a sum of

personal experiences. Methods of wOl'king could
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exchanged, but they were strictly a n c omme n s u r-s.o j e • Choice

between them lay in personal prefel"ence. Similarly.

information was never refined to any greater degree than

the craftsman could handle unaided. The significance of

sur-vey material or statistical data depended on the skill

and dexterity of the planner. A few mutations in ~he craft

model have been noted: standardisation of

documents. comparative information for standards. regular

map notations. punched card computation. etc. However. it

was the arrival of the computer and systems analysis that

most disturbed the crafts in planning. With the computer

came 'machine-like thinking'. thought expressed as a series

of executable instructions.

'We know that planning is generally practised under
manual. traditional methods, ,

wrote Anthony Catanese (1967 p.45l). but

'we must evaluate the success of this practice and
try to see how automation could improve upon it'.

Evaluation implied stlifting the balance back fpom

self-documentation of the c r-a r t sme n to impersonal

descpiptions of the observer. Planning wa.s to become a.n

activity fOl' others. not just oneself. a nd thepefol'e

universal object that all could see before them and discuse

candidly. It was the threat (or promise) of computerisation

that fipst prompted the enumeration of activities in the

planning office.

'It is the use of computers that brings
need for rigour in carrying out the

a.b o u t t h e
planning
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process. •
(Cripps 1969 p.195)

'Planners will have to analyse their systems and
produce the instructions for these machines to work
on. ... The utilisation of computing power by
planners will involve them in taking a stock of
their knowledge. It will also require them to state
their objectives and their methods of work
clearly. '
(Gaits 1967 pp.l02.101)

Extreme scepticism was reserved for the planner who claimed

to operate satisfactorily without stated objectives or

clear methods of work: such work had no definable structure

nor any means of enhancing its efficiency. It was suspected

that craft forms of work rested too strongly on unsupported

personal judgement. The craftsman's personality created

excessive variation in the fields of knowledge and action.

'The plea was for the introduction of a systems
approach for quantification where possible and
less blind reliance on professional judgement.'
(Stewart, Armstrong and Eddison 1968 p.57)

What was absolutely decisive was that the systematic

instructions so produced did not return to the craftsman as

a guide to practice, a kind of external constraint on his

personal performance. Instead. they were invested in a

discourse on methodology. This discourse had as its target

not the individual planner, but the relationship of all

planners to their 'means of production'. Methodology was an

impersonal discourse on the management of technical

relationships. Its sole objective was to purge plan-making

of personal variation, to plan planning. To this end, the

trusted professional craft planner was continually abused
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as "unt r-u st wo r-t nv ", 'speculative' and 'inconsistent'.

'New methods aided by enormously improved
calculating machines will soon allow us... to
prepare plans with much of their speculative
element removed as the result of previous
experiments with artificially constructed models.'
(B'rown 1966 p.9)

'City regional planning may deteriorate into an
exercise in graphics if it is not based on adequate
data and the use of more sophisticated analYSis and
design techniques.'
(Reece 1966 p.151)

In March 1962. the TPI's South Eastern Branch heard a talK

from Richard Ward on 'Operational Research in local

government the use of punched card analysis and related

systems and their application to planning' . A

member of the audience suggested 'Town Maps in ten minutes'

as a better title (Ward 1962). Yet only five years later,

Catanese (1967 p.4U8) was arguing that

'automation is ... the best term to describe what
has been happening to town planning in the United
States and Great Britain since World War II'.

Other planners were not slow to forecast the plan of trle

future.

'Mathematical models can be built up and have
proved useful in the projection of information ....
Perhaps most astonishing were the possibilities of
designing a new town by computer and evaluating the
costs of variable allocations of uses.'
(Wood 1967 p.ll1)

'It is not beyond the realms of possibility that.
suitably programmed and fed with the information
detailed above, a computer could produce an urban
plan. This plan would define both the location and
the quantity of functions
would remain only for

to be Pl'OV Ld ed . and it
the planner to detail the
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design of these functions for B complete
plan to be pt'oducecl.'complex development

(Simmie 1967 p.US4)

actually existing planning systems to wh Ich these

possibilities were addressed were. of course. nowhere near

as automated. The immediate problem for them was the uneven

development of technology across the planning authority.

'If part of the system is to be automated. ego the
data bank component. equal attention has to be
given to the automation of other components if we
wish to receive the full benefits of computer-based
systems. '
(Cripps 1969 p.189)

It is this human-technical hybrid obj ec t at t r-a c ted

the term 'planning process'. Imagine the planning authority

as a computer. What would be its first stored program? A

sequence of instructions. with m any loops. inputs snd

outputs. directing the authority to set objectives. collect

data. examine alternatives. evaluate them. implement the

selected option. monitor it and revise objectives. Or more

realistically. we can conceive of a planning authority that

unevenly transfers to machines mechanisable sub-procedures

of the planning progr.am handLf n g- cs t a pl'ocessing and

associated tasks. Whether as an object of the imagination

or as an actual pl'oject. the computet' tfIe most

dsping metaphor for the planning 3uthol'ity's function. It

is not necessary for a computer-based planning system ever

to have come into existence: the discourse on methodology

r-e descri bed planning ,.as if' o r-zs.n is a t a on s

programmable.
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2.4.2 Technolo~y transfers

The historians' indifference to the technical content of

plannin~ has led to silence surroundin~ the introduction of

machines into plannin~ work. Were new machines compatible

with precedin~ rounds of investment? What new functions

were carried into the plannin~ office on the back of the

computer? Perhaps exa~~eration of the potential of the

computer by contemporary planners has combined with the

very real technolo~ical advances Since then to ~ive the

impression of a si~nificant resource at the planners'

disposal. Yet for several years the entire land use record

of London County Council was carried on a mainframe with

14K RAM (Simmie 1967a p.12).

electro-mechanical

Because of the small ~ap

between and electronic calculatin~

transfer aremachines. the conditions of technolo~ical

important for explainin~ why planners preferred computers

to punched card tabulators. and the positions new

technolo~y occupied in the plannin~ system.

Hidden from history by the immense presti~e of the

electronic computer is the punched card machine. Punched

card technolo~y was already 70 years old by the time

computers entered commercial production in the 1950s. yet

it did not yield immediately to electronic machinery. Many

local authorities replaced their punched card installations
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for the second time in tile 19503, and only switched ~o 9

computer in the early 1960s. In Cardiff. for

Tt'essurer's psssed tht'ough two generations of

electronic calculator in the 19508. befot's inviting three

computer manufacturers to make a fesibility of a

computer-based accounting system. In 1960 IC'T 1202

machine was pUt'chased for ~76,OOO together with two large

calculatot's, to use on payroll, stores and eventually rate

demands. Similat'ly. in Kingston-upon-Hull. a calculatot' was

bought in 1957 and only on the succe~of its performance

was a computet' installed in 1961. Finall~r. the City of

Manchester's Tt'easurer employed two c a Lc u La t o r s in t h e

1950s before securing an ICT computer in 1960. In all

instances (leT 1960), the deciding factor in installing a

computer was continuity of peripherals. records an d

operational knowledge with preceding generations of punched

card machinet'y.

In December 1962 some 2U local authorities had acguit'ed or

ordered a computer. This figure doubled each ~'ear for the

next two years. and a new wave of purchases after 1968

lifted the total of computer-owning authorities in 1972 to

252 (Table 2.1). In 1962 the county councils accounted for

half of all computers in local government, with the county

boroughs second and the non-county boroughs close behind

(Figure 2.1). However, by the mid-1960s the county councils



TABLE 2.1 Computers ordered or acquired by UK
local authorities 1962-72

Class of 1962 1961J. 1966 1968 1970 1972
authority

County Boroui;h 6 18 36 55 69 77

County Council 12 28 36 45 58 65

BorOUi;h 5 10 29 34 58 83

Urban District 0 1. 6 11 32 49

Rural District 0 0 0 4 19 28

Joint Computer 1. 1 1. 4 13 16
Committee

New Town 0 1 1 1 3 6

TOTALS 24 59 109 154 252 32lJ.

Sources: Computer surve¥ December 1962, November 1964,
November 1966, Nov/Dec 1968, Nov/Dec 1970,
March/April 1972.
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10st their 1ead to the county borou~hs. who in turn had

peaked by 1968 and were overtaken by the smaller non-

county borou~hs and urban districts. By 1972. the counties

owned on1y 21% of computers in 10ca1 ~overnment. whereas

the county borou~hs held 24%. the non-county borou~hs 26%.

the urban districts 15% and the rura1 districts 9% (Tab1e

2.2) • The descent of computer technolo~y down the local

~overnment hierarchy is consistent with the evidence from

North America (Kraemer. Danzi~er and Kin~ 1978).

P1anners. therefore. first encountered the computer in the

county council. and in the context of the development plan

and referred development app1ications. By the time of the

first survey of computer app1ications in p1annin~. counties

made UP 8 out of 9 current or proposed applications (Ha1l

1963 Tab1e 2.3) the exception was Coventry. 7 of the

authorities were attemptin~ traffic survey analysis. 3 were

compi1in~

development

1and use records. and 3 were processin~

applications. These were 1abour-intensive

app1ications that required a 1ar~e investment in survey and

codin~ of data. L.S.Jay calculated that in East Sussex the

codin~ of areal population data took 6 man/days per 1.000

people. while in Hertfordshire the analysis of land use

survey data took 8 man/years (Hall 1963).

Durin~ the 1960s the development of computer app1ications



TABLE 2.2 Distribution of computers ordered or acquired
by UK local authorities 1962-72

Class of 1962 1964 1966 1968 1970 1972Authority

County Borou~h 25 30 33 36 27 24
County Council 50 47 33 29 23 21
Borou~h 21 17 27 22 23 26

Urban District 0 2 5 7 13 15
Rural District 0 0 0 3 7 9

Joint Computer 4 2 1 3 5 5Committee

New Town 0 2 1 1 1 2

TOTALS r x ) 100 100 100 100 100 100

Source: As Table 2.1



TABLE 2.3 Computers in local plannin~ authorities 1963

Planning Type of
authority computer

Cheshire IBM 1il01

Coventry IBM 650

Dorset rCT 1301

Durham IBM 1401

Hampsl"lil~e NCR 315

Hertfordshire NCR 315

Application
(C = current. P proposed)

Traffic survey (C)

Industrial survey (C)
Traffic survey (C)

Traffic survey (P)

Traffic survey (P)

Circular 52/61 returns (PI

Development applications (P)
Traffic survey IP)
Land use records (P)

London IBM 1il01 Land use records (C)
Development applications ( P)

Northants NE 803 Traffic survey ( P)
Development applications ( P)

West Sussex IBM 1401 1961 Census (P)

Traffic survey ( P)
Land use records ( P)

Source: Hall (1963), Table IV
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in plannin~ was closely bound up with the fortunes of IBM.

In the early 1950s. IBM had a 90% share in the punched card

tabulatin~ business. It avoided production of di~ital

computers until manufacturin~ processes had been made

reliable. whereupon it took 78% of the computer market by

1957 (Greenbaum 1979). The first Model 650 computer. as

with the subsequent transisterised 1401 model. took IBM's

punched card users with it by retainin~ compatibility with

existin~ input/output devices. IBM's new users looked

increasin~l¥ for software support. until by 1965 the

company invested as much in operatin~ systems. pro~rammin~

and the development of packa~es as it did on the hardware.

Both in the United States and in Britain. IBM was

responsible for identifyin~ areas of software development

and promotin~ its own packa~es. The best example is the

transportation model produced by V.E.Miller of IBM(UK).

which was the most advanced model to pass the experimental

sta~e in the early 1960s. His model. or modifications of

it. were used in traffic studies of SELNEC. Glas~ow.

Lancaster.

Council.

Devon. Dewsbury. Coventry. London County

Liverpool and Birmin~ham (Miller 1963. Harwood

and Miller 1964)

At the time of the next survey of computer applications in

plannin~ (Simmie 1967a). there appeared to be little

advance on the numbers involved; but there are reasons for
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believin~ the list provided bv the Ministrv of Technolo~v

understated the numbers (Table 2.U). Firstlv, it omitted

several authorities found in Hall's survey, and secondly.

it excluded 'mana~ement and information systems'. to which

planners were often the most committed. The survey does

reinforce certain conclusions. however, includin~ the small

size of machines in use, the dependence on batch processin~

and the retention of punched cards as I/O medium. Simmie

(1967a p.12) commented on the RAM available:

'To do any real research or to cope with the future
applications of EDP at least UOK will be required.'

The spread of computers in local ~overnment and the

sporadic attempts by planners to harness the machine led

the MHLG Urban Systems Unit to publish a report of a survey

of 16 plannin~ departments (Table 2.5) known to be

pursuin~ computer techniques (Struthers 1968). While not a

comprehensive survey, it corroborated certain lines of

development: the prior acquisition of a computer bv the

Treasurer's Department, plannin~ applications as a residual

after financial work had been completed, a correlation

between pro~rammin~/analysis skills and the scale and scope

of usa~e. A wide ran~e of machines was in use. In southern

En~land alone, Surrey CC had an ICT 1903: Wiltshire CC,

Hampshire CC and Southampton CB had NCR 315s; Portsmouth CB

an IBM 1401: West Sussex CC an IBM 360-40; and East Sussex

CC an lCT 1902.



TABLE 2.4 Computers in local planning authorities 1967

Pla.nning Type of Application
authority computer (C = current. P proposed)

Coventry LEO II Planning (C)

Hert:t>ordshire NCR 315 Planning applications (C)
Lancashire leT 1301 MHLG returns (C)

Planning statistics (C)

London IBM 1401 Land use records (C)

West Sussex IBM 1401 Land use survey (C)

Source: Simmie (1967a). Table 1



TABLE 2.5 Computers in local planning authorities 1968

Planning
authority

Type of
computer

Application
(C = current, P proposed)

Bedfordshire H 200-120

Birmingham ICT 1904

Bournemouth H 400

Cardiff ICT 1903

Cheshire IBM 360-30

Coventry LEO III

Durham IBM 360-30

Land use survey (C)
Census data (C)
Employment survey (P)
Planning applications (C)
Land use/transport survey (C)
Population forecasts (C)
Retail forecasts (C)
Land use forecasts (P)

Land use survey (P)
Census data (P)
Retail forecasts (C)

Land use survey (C)
Land use/transport survey (C)

Planning applications (P)
Land use/transport survey (C)
Retail forecasts (P)
Land use forecasts (P)

Census data (C)
Planning applications (C)
Population forecasts (C)

Land use surveys (C)
Social surveys (C)
Census data (C)
Land use/transport survey (C)
Population forecasts (C)
Network analysis (C)

Land use surveys (C)
Planning applications (Pl
Land use/transport survey (C)
Population forecasts (C)
Retail forecasts (C)
Network analysis (C)

~/ ...



Glamorgan ICT 1903 Land use/transport survey lC)
Population forecasts (P)
Retail forecasts (Pl
Land use forecasts (P)

Hertfordshire NCR 315 Plannin~ applications (C)
Land use/transport survey (C)

Liverpool ICT 1904 Social surveys (C)
Land use/transport survey (P>
Network analysis lC)

Manchester LEO III Land use survey lC)
Census data (C)
Employment survey (C)
Planning applications lP)
Land use/transport survey lC)
Population forecasts (Pl
Retail forecasts (P)
Network analysis (C)

Newcastle ICT 1908 Social surveys (C)
Land use/transport survey lC)

Stoke-on-Trent IBM 360-30 Land use survey (P)
Employment survey (P)
Plannin~ applications lC)

Sussex, East ICT 1301 Land use survey (C)
Social survey (C)
Census data (C)

Sussex, West IBM 360-40 Land use survey (C)
Census data (C)
Plannin~ applications (P)
Land use/transport survey lC)
Population forecasts (C)
Network analysis (C)

Yorkshire
(v-JestRidln~)

H 400 Social survey lC)
Census data (C)
Employment survey (C)
Planning applications (P)
Population forecasts (C)
Retail forecasts (P)

Source: Struthers (1968), Appendix II
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'This incompatibility between different computer
systems has meant that the prospects of introducin~
standard packa~e pro~rams for local authority
applications are not ~ood. '
(Struthers 1968 p.6)

The pressure for standardisation had to come from local

~overnment itself, and in June 1965 the Local Government

Computer Committee was set up, which became in October 1967

the Local Authorities Mana~ement Services and Computer

Committee (Barnes 1974). Its 30 Application Groups and

Workin~ Parties became an important focus for

simplification, standardisation and information exchan~e

amon~st local authority computer users. The number of new

orders for computers peaked at 98 in 1970 and declined to

72 in 1972. By this time, 324 local authorities possessed a

computer. LAMSAC's appearance contributed to the shift from

extensive to intensive uses of the computer (Mallinson

1968). While some local plannin~ authorities (e~.

Bedfordshire) could afford to second pro~rammers and system

analysts to their plannin~ department. with visible results

in the complexity of their plannin~ process, others had to

wait for standard packa~es and an informed mana~ement

service within local ~overment itself. before they could

make similar claims on computer time. Finally, it is clear

that computer usa~e varied not only by kind of authority

but also by department within authorities. Financial,

en~ineerin~. statistical. mana~ement and health

applications were all much further advanced than plannin~
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(Baxter 1972). This reflects not only on the differential

access of departments to computer time. but also on the

non-automated and discretionary content of much planning

activity of the period.

2.4.3 Data banking

The preceding sections have established the essential truth

about systematic planning: that it was a stra teg~' for
impersonalising planning practice. This implied the

structuring of intellectual work so that unwanted variation

in performance was eliminated: and t he mounting of
structured work upon machines so human limits could be

exceeded. We know that in planning, this transfer of work

to routine and machine took place in several stages:

the construction of records-based systems and the one-off

use of computers in special studies are two of the most

important stages. This section considers the most important

fusion of records and computers. in the form of the dat a

bank. The data bank was the first example of planning

information routinely mounted on machine. As a concept it

preceded its application by several years. and it is fair

to say that it is now forgotten in favour of late 1960s and

early 1970s management information systems. It is also less

glamorous a subject for planning historians than the models
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serviced by the data banks. But what the data banks episode

reveals is the equally important revolution in planning's

raw material: stored information. The data banks spoke a

non-human language. and retained information in a non-

human memory. The convergence of land use accounting

computing was a precondition of any other kind

and

of

manipulation of data.

Stored infol'mation first appeared as a problem in the

accumulation of demographic and t r-e.n s p o r r r-e c o r-o s after

1961. The TPI's Research Committee (1960a p.309) noted that

the 1961 population CenSUS was going to be larger than any

previous census. therefore 'the information will this time

be electronically analysed'. Once checked. all household

schedules

alone it

were transferred to punched cards (in Scotland

took 32 puncher-s 6 months to make 200 million

holes) • then recorded on magnetic tape for analysing and

processing on the War Office's computer (Ta~'lor 1963).

Programming problems delayed output for over a year. but an

advantage of computer procesSing was that summary data at

Enumeration District level could be para.llel on

cards or copied onto tape and issued directly to users.

This permitted local authorities to make their own

specialised tabulations. It also introduced a category of

data management problems hitherto unknown in local

gover'nment.
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The same problem arose with the origin destination

studies performed for the first round of development plan

reviews. Even the simplest studies required explicit

treatment of survey design. sampling. coding and analysis.

and generated immense volumes of data.. 'What

needed is a technique which will allow a local authority to

get the measure of its traffic problems', observed

Research Committee (1960b p.UO). referring in passing to

the use of 'electronic machines'. The traffic studies made

in coventry (Wood 1963), Leicester (Smigielski• 1965) or

(Bar Shankland 1965) were not method-

ologically complex: their novelty la;:l in the

once-and-for-all production of a vast mass of inter-related

survey data. Rather to their surprise, planning departments

found they had inherited an archive.

It was in the first attempts to manage this archive that

planners developed the concept of 8 concen t r-at eo,

general-purpose store of plan-related information.

In 1963, following the completion of David Hall's (1963)

thesis. an evening study group of r r.e Town and Countr'y

Planning Summer School was set aside to discuss the use of

the computer in planning. G.W.Cowley (1963 pp.67-B) argued

'it might
up-to-date

be possible to keep
for

a
an

cons tantl~r
area. byrecord of land data
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first storing in a computer the information derived
from a normal land survey (includin~ uses.
acreages, and other code-able or quantifiable
details) and then revising this record by
continuously feeding in details of changes
resulting from the implementation
proposals for development. '

of approved

Hall's thesis had already explored the precise

implementation of this concept in a planning department.

The obvious candidate for refreshing the land use records

system was development control. A development control

system which was based on punched cards. as Hertfordshire

had been for several years. tended to face the problem of

limited record lengths. Hence the advantage of the

computer. With Tom Clarke's support from the MHLG. Hall

developed a specification for a computer-based development

applications system that not only managed applications but

also created and maintained up-to-date records of land use.

As a result of the Summer School meeting. the TPI's

Research Committee was persuaded to set up a sub-committee

on the use of computers in planning. It first met in July

1965. chaired by Leslie J~ and subsequently by John

Stevenson (West Midlands Regional Study). The group was to

consider

'how information can best be recorded for computer
analysis. to see what kinds of analysis are
possible and to list the computer programmes that
are gradually becoming available'.
(Burns 1966 p.126)

It had not been appreciated at first how important the
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format of information was for data processing. Hall had

written optimistically:

'computers have brought within reach the
possibility of complete and speedy comparability of
all available planning data'.
(Hall 1963 p.37)

But automatic aggregation and disaggregation of data

implied a minimum land unit. with a locational reference

independent of its neighbours. A massive recoding of

records was required. forcing a documentar~' break with the

past. In Coventry. stocks of demographic and transport

information were merged and expanded in a project for a

comprehensive planning and design system.

'One prerequisite of planning at any scale is a"
comprehensive information bank. Such a data bank
would be the information core of any planning and
design system. '
(Reece 1966 p.l51)

Liverpool was another city that constructed a comprehensive

records system. Property and ED information was punched

onto 200,000 cards under such headings as the Census. Land

Use, Transportation, Economic Studies and Planning

Applications (Wood 1965).

From the mid-1960s. the data bank concept circulated more

widely. The MHLG opened a data bank in 1966 to compare the

immigration patterns of 13 Mark I and Mark II new towns.

with a view to mounting population projections on the data

(Burnett 1968). Upon the formation of the Standing

Conference of Planning Authorities for the Yorkshire and
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Humberside Economic Planning region in June 1966. a da t9

bank was begun to store the mid-term census, a regional

industrial land inven t or-v, and emp lO;,'ltlent (Fpaser

1967) . Data banks were especially important to the

sub-regional planning teams. The Nottingham/Derbyshire

study was set up in February 1968 and made the host of the

East Midlands data bank. It was the basis for sub-regional

employment and population projections. and later supplied

information for traffic generation and land use mo deLs

(Thorburn 1969).

Data-banking led the assault on all that had claimed until

now to be 'information'. In fact, non-digital location

refer-ences, conglomerate land pa r-ceLs, disconnected and

incomplete l'ecords and s v s t ems that did not update

themselves. had no right to be regar-ded as 'information'.

In genel'al terms. the data ba.n k en c r-oao h e d upon and

abolished private stocks of information in the planning

office. It generalised a public store of data acr-osS the

planning team and the authority as a whole. In particular.

it committed the planners to geocoding and activity

classification. H.W.E.Davies wrote:

'Until we have in Britain comparable sources of
data. we can only look with envy at American
analyses and use makeshift techniques in assessing
the problems and likely consequences of planning.'
(Davies 1964 p.459)

Envy for the Americans, distrust for the British craftsmen;
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C HAP T E R T H R E E

PLANNING AND CALCULATION

3.1 INTRODUCTION

A number of concepts appeared una~~naed in the precedin~

chapter: craftsmanship. division of labour. mechanisation.

discourse. the status of truth. impersonalisation ... and so

on. The objective of this chapter is to clarify and assess

these concepts. as part of the lar~er project of

determinin~ the specific character of post-war plannin~

methodolo~y. Already. a broad division of concepts has made

itself felt. On the one hand. concepts relatin~ methodolo~y

to the break-up of craftsmanship in the workforce of

plannins. the employment of machines and abstract

intellectual routines. the pro~rammins of or~anisations and

the mana~ement of documents. And on the other. concepts

relatins methodolo~y to a history of slippa~es between

carto~raphic and policy discourses. new cycles of theory

and education. an imbalance of social and economic

discourses. and the status of science. This broad

separation of 'labour' and 'discourse' is - for the moment

- respected in the descriptions that follow.



In section 3.2 an account is given of what is meant by a

laboul' process. whether pl.9nners engage in

processes. and the consequences for an an s.Lv s t s of

history of planning processes. Then. in section 3.3. an

account is given of discourse. the nature of planning

discourses. and how a history of calculation bears upon the

post-war planning authority.

attempt is made to reconcile

In section 3.4 a preliminary

parts of these two traditions

of analysis and to situate planning methodology within the

replacement of craft by systematic modes of planning.

3.2 PLANNING AND LABOUR PROCESS THEORY

In a planning office. the purchased labour of a specialised

worKforce is used to set in

to

motion a range of means of

production.

intermediate

with a view producing a number of

and fin·9l goods and services. This minimum

definition of the work content of planning entitles us to

turn to that body of knowledge known as labour process

theory. so as to analyse more precisely the nature of

planning

as a site

as work and to appreciate the planning authority

of production. Of course. it remains to be seen

whether this is a sufficient definition of the planning

authority. After tracing the roots of labour process theory

to Marx. and to Braverman's appropriation of Marx. some
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applications of the theory to mental work in ~eneral and

plannin~ work in particular are appraised. Finally. the

stren~ths and weaknesses of a labour process approach are

discussed.

3.2.1 Marx and Braverman on the labour process

The foundation for theories of the labour process is Marx's

account in Capital of the dual nature of capitalist

production. as a valorisation process for enhancin~ the sum

of capital thrown into production. and as a labour process

for transformin~ materials into products. In describin~ the

labour process. Marx resorted to three ~eneral conditions

of production.

'The simple elements of the labour process are {l)
purposeful activity. that is work itself. (2) the
object on which that work is performed. and (3) the
instruments of that work.'
(Marx 1976 p.284).

These three elements labour. object. instrument - are

taken to characterise all types and epochs of production.

In addition. when all three are commodities. the

characteristic dual circulation of capital and labour

becomes possible.

Accordin~ to Marx. in a well-known Quotation.

'it is not what is made but how. and by what
that distin~uishes differentinstruments of labour.
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economic epochs'.
(Marx 1976 p.286)

What distinguishes one form of production from another is

the specific combination of the three general elements:

labour. object and instrument. Three such combinations were

of historical interest to Marx.

la) Handicraft. In this form of the labour process. the

individual worker is both tool-bearer and motive-force

of production. Labourer and tool are combined in a

personal relationship governed skill. Human skill

and knowledge are the horizon on productive capacity.

and the personal transmission of abilities via

apprenticeships perpetuates this limit:

(bl Manufacture. In this labour process. the tool is no

longer driven by the labourer but mounted in B machine.

The number of tools brought into play is now

independent of human limitations on strength and

replenishment. Nevertheless, the labourer retains

control over the machine as a whole and directs its

actions. With manufacture. the factory appears for the

first time. It concentrates workers and subjects them

to a division of labour. therefore creating necessary

sequences and flows within an extended labour process.

(c) Machinery and large-scale industry. Mechanisation

completes manufacture by replacing the labourer's

motive-force with further machines: notably. new

sources of power. The combination of labour and
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instrument typical of

of

handicrafts succumbs to the

direct combination tool and raw material. with

labourer 'in attendance'. Machines cooperate in series.

and materials are mechanically transported from one

process to the next. A division of machinery supercedes

the division of labour as organising principle for the

factory. With skill coded into the machine. the craft

hierarchy is flattened into a mass of machine-minders.

Meanwhile. the application of knowledge to production

is now governed by an applied science of technology

with its own technical representatives.

The key event. according to Balibar (1970 p.242). consists

of the new combination of tool. material and labour

inaugerated by machine production. Both manufacture and

handicrafts combine tool and labour in a relationship

governed by craftsmanship; but machinery combines tool and

material directly in a relationship governed by the science

of technology. This transforms the unit of production from

a workshop of cooperative labourers to a factory housing a

number of linked machines. Similarly. direction over work

passes from the self-directed activities of craftsmen to a

scientific plan of production imposed by management on

behalf of the owner (see Table 3.1).

Put schematically. this is how labour process theorists

have read Marx: for an account of the transitions between



TABLE 3.1 Differences between manufacture and
machine labour processes

Manufacture Machinery

Unity of tool and labour Unity of tool and materials

Craftsmanship Technology

Personal concept Plan of production

Direction by labourers Direction by management

Labour cooperation Machine series

Labour workshop Machine factory
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forms of production. and in particular. for descriptionS of

(a) mechanisation. and Cb) scientific ma n e.g eme n t, at the

moment of their emergence in industry. Braverman (1974)

traces these two processes into t he 20c. He by

noting that in cor-por-a tion the division of

labour has been pushed forward so relentlessly that even

management has taken on dep,artmental s t r-u c r u r-e .

Clerical and managerial workers sell their labour-power to

the capitalist on the same basis as the shopfloor workers.

The difference is that the lattel' produces goods and

services. while

or services.

the former produces records of those goods

Braverman likens clerical wOl'k in its stages to

handicl'aft production. In the late 19c tools were simple,

and record-keeping was e n t.r-u s t e d to master craftsmen

(book-keepers, chief clerks) and their apprentices (clerks,

etc.). As enterprises grew, so did the demands upon office

work. Scientific management was applied to office wo r-k as

early as the 1910s. The objective was the standal'disation

of clerical work 8.nd the conversion of disCl'etional'Y

judgment into r-o u t Ln e s . Most attention went into t h e

streamlining and simplification of paper flows.

From the 1930s and 1940s, though, rationalisation gave way

to mechanisation as the motor of change. Hand tools, such
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as the typewriter or calculating machine. could carry

process information only through a very short part of their

total cycle before requiring the operator again.

The novelty of punched card machines. invented in r r.e

1880s. was the~' made data machine-readable and

printable without human intervention. In fact. the binary

coding of information made human interpretation of

intermediate results extremely difficult. Punched card

installations reached their zenith in the 1940s and 1950s.

displaying all the characteristics of a craft.

Installations were small. and the craftsmen worked in turn

on all machines: sorter. collater. tabulator. calculator.

etc. Machines were programmed by wiring a panel board. and

this represented the highest skill of an all-round

activity.

The introduction of computers into office work after 1950

quickly demolished craft relations of production. The

craftsmen's all-round skill was split into three. System

specification went to the systems analyst. system coding to

the programme}:'. and system running to the c ornp u tel'

ope}:'ator. Increasingly. information passed the

office via a machine. Trle resulting labour process had a

and managed from above. Braverman takes this

planned

to be a

very high technical content and its structure was

description of the most advanced forms of office and a
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model for all other off~ce work.

What Braverman attempts ~s a re-interpretation

office as a factory. The office is to t he

same processes of mechanisation and management ao the

factor~T. While he both factory and office as

capable of machine modes of work. the factory has in

practice preceded the office as the s~te of transformat~on.

In the case of office work. machine labour pl'ocesses

replaced not one but two craft trad~t~ons: the old 'general

office'. and the pre-electronic data pl'ocess~ng off~ce.

Since Braverman completed his book. other authors have

descl~ibed post-Taylorist strategies of production in

~ndustry (cf. Agl~etta 1979. Palloix 1976). but these await

applicat~on to office work and the con tr-o L of

management.

innovation

is the lag between factor~' and officeIt

that explains why it is possible to describe

office work in terms drawn from what is nOI-1 largely

industrial archaeology.

3.2.2 The labour process in mental work

Braverman provides a general overview of the organisation

of office work this century. but for specific analys~s of

the organisation of mental and professional work we have to
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turon to other and more recent studies. This section

examines two case studies: one is Mike Hale's (1980)

account of middle management and scientific labour in leI.

and the second is by Burchell and Hill (1980) on the role

of calculation in the construction industry.

Hale's particular interest is the division of mental and

manual labour. to the point where each is a complex labour

process in its own righ t. Where an or~anisation

therefore. itencapsulates both mental and manual labour.

encounters the problem of how to connect and manage two

types of labour process. This problem typically appears in

stages. as the division of labour grows and develops.

Knowledge which had previously been contained within the

all-round ability of the labourer is taken out of a given

labour process and put in the possession of a set of design

workers. Thus the intellectual work necessary for the

completion of the task increasingly

specialists.

enters via a la~"er of

The name 'preconceptualisation' is given to the

r-e l e t Lon s b Lp between these two labour processes of design

and manufacture. In the design process. the labour of the

design team and and its instruments and technique are set

to work on r r.e requirements of engineers. scientists,

production managers and commercial and sales staff. The
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result is a design leg. for building. production. prices).

While some of this design work is r-e t e Ln e d as subjective

learning wi t ni n the design team. remaining design

documentation is forwarded to the manufacture process.

site workers apply their labour' 9.nd tools

preconceived by the design, In practice.

manufacture are subject to continuous disaggregation as the

division of labour is pushed further' and rur-t rrer. 'All t ne

deskilling which operate in transforming manual

wor-k have their- analogues in mental wor-k' (Hales 19::30

p.107). The deskillers are themselves deskilled. and so on.

The total effect is a relatively self-contained field of

labour processes, which in their entirity denote the forces

of production purchased and produced by that enterpr-ise. In

the case of ICI,

'the concept ("the design") is given codect Lv e form
first in calculations and drawings and models. then
reproduced in specifications and drawings. once
more in equipment and components. and finally in
the operational reality of the plant at start-up'
(Hales 1980 p.52)

Within this field. we can speak generally of the production

of labour processes by means of labour processes.

Burchell and Hill take this a step further by examining the

l'elations between labour processes when they are not all

contained in the same unit of production. Like Hales. they

emphasise that considerable work is expended on the design
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of buildings and of the construction process itself.

'The construction of a building presupposes the
prior production of considerable quantities of
technical information covering the materials to be
used, how they are to be combined, where in the
building they are to appear, the process whereby
they are to be combined in the appropriate form and
manner etc.'
(Burchell and Hill 1980 p.17)

However.

'What is sin~ular about construction is not the
division between mental or manual labour or between
different branches of mental labour but the fact
that relations between the branches take the form
of exchange relations ie. the different branches
are all separate commercial units. t

(Burchell and Hill 1980 p.18)

As a result of the tender system, builders receive work

which was not desi~ned with them in mind: and as a result

of professional divisions, the final design is a sum of

additions rather than a single plan. These problems

include

'excessively fragmented control and the use of
conflicting and incompatible ways of specifying
things, both between designers, contractors and
clients, and also among clients and other
contractors'.
(Burchell and Hill 1980 p.16)

In the construction industry, therefore, the forces of

production are partitioned by the boundaries of competitve

enterprise.

In discussing mental labour, the emphasis of Burchell ahd

Hill is less on the introduction of machines and

management. and more on the consequences for production of
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extensive and heterogeneous labour processes. They show

that it is possible to include mental labour within such a

heterogeneous field. but that it is indeterminate in its

effects. effects of mental labour depend very much on

the other practices with which it is combined.

3.2.3 The planning process as a labour process

Only in the most general sense has all planning activity

taken the form of a labour process. Analysis begins when

account is taken of particular combinations of these

elements and their historical sequence of appearance. This

is a problem of periodisation. and it has already been

sug~ested that planning work was conducted in t hr-e e

periods: handicraft. manufacture and machine.

Handicraft planning implies. fir'st of all. a negligible

pre-processing of its 'raw materials'. Information enters

the planning authority as a personal impression. a survey

return or a statistic culled from official publications.

and it accumulates within the office in a manner unrelated

to the performance of planning duties. Similarly. the tools

brought to bear on this information are the most general in

society: implements for writing. drawing. filing and

displaying. The outputs of planning include many
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intermediate and final maps. because the specific skills in

Question are of design and the cartographic representation

of population. terpitory and wealth. What out

handicraft planning is the predominance of personal.

professional skill in the organisation of work. An

ancillary category of draughtsman may be called into being

to undertake certain semi-skilled tasks. but craft planning

typically involves an investment of tt-le body in

labour and the acquisition of a working

knowledge of notations. drafting technique and map-making.

The lack of specialisation within the office implies

mobility between tasks and the cultivation of all-pound

competence over a lifetime of sepvice. Thus planning work

receives its unity within a well-formed career than by

detailed management of the d Lv Ls Lo n of labour. In
comparison with other offices. the planning au t hor-f t~l i""~.
only as strong as its craftsmen. The subjective strengths

and weaknesses of the expert planner det e r-m Lne

capacities of the authority and the services it can offer.

The association of craftsmen in a validating body maintains

and standardises skill. while a system of pract iC.9.1

training (apprenticeship. in effect) transmits sl,-il18

between generations of planner.

There were two passages from handicraft to manufacture. the

first taking t h e planner beyond manual labour to
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power-assisted systems, and the second abolishing judgement

with routine.

A number of generic technologies have intervened on all

Butoffice work, including the typewriter and telephone.

there have also been more relevant technologies including

the desk-top calculator. the punched card machine and the

offset litho printing method. Numerical manipulation by

machine abolished a mass of intermediate mental calculation

between the data input and the final results. while litho

printing permited the routine duplication of finished or

semi-finished maps in

in

relatively large batches, with

considerable saving the work of tracers and copy

draftsmen. In both cases. the removal of human fatigue

errors and the speeding up of production freed a portion of

the working da~ for other activities (only some of which

consisted of controlling the new technologies). These

power-assisted tools were not autonomous of the skilled

operator in

the

producing results, nevertheless they

radicalised field of results of skilled work. A final

paint of interest is that around these tools accumulated

intermediate outputs. finished items for despatch. etc.,

and control over these stocks came to form a definite

problem of office management.

Secondly. handicraft planning was superceded by the
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intellectual equivalent to a power-assisted tool. namely.

bureaucracy. Repetitive tasks of a mental c h a r-a.c t e r- we r-e

perfected as a routine equally applicable to every case of

the same type. The conversion of discretion into a set of

routines increased the volume of decisions it was

possible to make. while improving the precision and timing

of control. The bureaucratisation of development control

was one example. but it also included t he

development and elementary projection on a routine basis.

Thus competence was partly r-e de f Ln ed as a masterY of

routines; even design decisions were modulated by the

imposition of minimum or average standards of layout.

Under manufacture. the division of labour prejudiced the

exercise

conform

craft skills. Certain planners now had toof

to t n e input and output routines of the

technologies they operated; or if they were I e s s directly

involved. had to learn to specify their requirements

land interpret the results) to a specialised gl'OUP of

operators. These routines might include the numerical

coding of information on a punched card record of an

application. or the prepar-ation of a site plan using

machine-reproducible c o I c u r s . h a t c b Ln z s and notation. To

the extent that individual planners became familial' wi til

their- use andthese routines. and tended to concentr-ate on

impr-ovement within the planning a u t ho r-Lt v , then new
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'one-sided' sl{ills ,sppeared, to complement the all-round

cl'aftsman.

Tl'"leadoption of bureaucratic poutines and ~~peciali~~ed

technologies both contributed to the birth of functional

areas within the planning office. It was possible to

imagine the planning team as engaged simultaneously in a

range of complementary tasks, rather than moving as a

t n r-o u z h a sequence of tasks. The office became

opaque, it could not de pe nd for its uni t,:,'upon the

all-encompassing vision and command of the master

craftsman. Instead, all instructions and r·esponses passed

Ln d Lr-e c t Lv along a more or less formal chain of command.

Cycles of paperwork within between depar·tments

intensified Lmpe r-s o n a L mana.....gement and leader·ship

pr·ocedures.

concentrated

The meeting and internal report

planners' attention once tasks became too

lar~e or complex to remain the subject of one person's

undivided attention. To this end the craftsmen released one

more fragment of skill to a specialised worker: the office

manager.

Planning in its manufacture period was not a stable labour

process, however. Reforms that had modified craftsmanship

were now exploited to unseat it. This occur~d in two areas:

fil'stly, office management was used as an engine of
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productivity against irregular and unaccountable members.

and secondly. further machines were employed that also

incorporated craft skills or superceded those skills.

In the t r-an s r t Lo n to machine modes of planning. the

arrangment of functional areas becomes problematic. not so

much from the point of view of their technical content. as

their isolation, their lack of connectedness. The speed at

which power-assisted tools operated. and the rate at which

they received. processed and transmitted items. were all

independent. Manual workloads. characte.rised by the

production and circulation of semi-structured documents,

suffered similar discontinuity. It was to eliminate

independence in the office that scientific management

proposed a plan of production for the whole process. This

typically entailed an exhaustive study of all 01' part of

the office's functioning, its opganisation and methods.

These studies dipected office management towards ( a)

(b) theintegration of related labour processes. and

automatic transmission of materials from one process to the

next. In planning offices this pressure made itself felt as

a demand for an organisational process of planning. and the

use of computeps with a common stock of information.

The main barrier to an organisational process of planning

was the rigidity of craft skill. locked into a professional



and departmental hierarchy. One of the first me t h o d s for

dissolving these n i e r-e.r-c n r e s of projec t wo r-k ,

employing staff drawn from a wide range of b a c k z r-o u n d s.

Tackling highly technical subjects. project management

provided a model to the department as a whole of how to

subordinate skill to a single technical objective - running

a traffic survey and analysis. fop example, or planning the

distribution of housing and facilities on an out-of-town

site. They also showed how the new technologies could be

exploited for complex and extended data processing.

Later, attempts were made to recover these initiatives for

the planning department as a whole by viewing project work

as a sub-cycle of a larger plan-making cycle. The concept

of a 'planning process' was the ultima.te example of

productivity

utility from

in office management. It extracted effects of

the planning team by subjecting their work to

an extreme degree of organisation. The planning process

attacked discretion and publicised error. Ideally, it would

structure performance so that information on the area was

not lacking, the plan did not omit its objectives,

alternative methods for reaching objectives were not

ignored, the value of each method was not reached on

idiosyncratic grounds, and implementation could not ignore

changing circumstances since the plan was drawn up. The

target e ve r-v time was independent judgement, unspoken
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priorities, manual skill in srlort, the idiosyncl'atic.

unaccountable craftsman.

The second process unseating the craftsman concerned the

use of machines. If. under manufacture. the human operator

had !'etained his powers of memopy and judgement and

fopwarded to the tool simply his powers of endurance. then

in the case of machine modes of planning even this degree

of control was suprendered. First with the punched card

ma.c h Ln e , and then with the electronic computer. memory was

reduced to a set of files, and judgement stored alongside

it as a coded ppogram. The human operator no longer had to

intervene

Judgement

in the process applying judgement to data.

itself developed a division of labour, as

sequences of instructions were translated from nat ur-aL to

machine language, and thereby made inaccessible and

incomprehensible to the planner. The externalisation of

knowledge for pur-p oeee of data storage and calculation

caused a mass of skill to disappear from the office.

Meanwhile the computer

use in the authority.

integrated such machines as wel'e in

and exepted a centripetal pull upon

all data handling operations. The latter were increasingly

called to account by the most routinised opel'ations. In

this final drastic socialisation of a planner's duties.

it was the computer (on virtual machine principles) that
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powered and resourced the operator. Where individual skills

could not be automated they were routinised. and where they

could not be routinised they were residualised. Of course,

important and non-mechanical jud~ements of a professional

or political character continued to be made. But they now

had to meet certain standards of viability before they

could be taken seriously as plannin~ jud~ements; and this

was the overall effect of a machine mode of plannin~.

3.2.4 Evaluation of labour process theory

To some extent the previous section offered a caricature.

because no labour process interpretation of the plannin~

function has yet appeared. other than a few exploratory

comments by Beaure~ard (1983). However. it does rest upon

an interpolation of the labour process literature into the

subject matter of plannin~ history. and provides some basis

for assessin~ the value of

history.

that literature to plannin~

Before takin~ up any criticisms of labour process theory.

two essential advanta~es can be claimed for it:

theoretical and the second historical.

the first

The theoretical advanta~e of labour process analysis is



that it b r-ea.k s decisively with the myth of the creative

planner who can make something out of nothing. can

come as a refreshing change after reading page after page

by planning historians who assume planners exist in mid-air

suspended by their own concepts (on the legacy of idealism

in planning history see Long 1981). Labeur process

theorists are explicit that all outcomes are contingent on

certain conditions of production, of which t he pel'son•s

intentions are only one condition (and not necessarily the

determining condition). This opens the way to a history of

the means of planning.

The historical value of labour- process research into

planning is that it shows alternative roots for the concept

of the 'planning process'. It is not only a concept

peculiar to the planning profession, or even to the generic

discipline of planning; it is also a tool drawn from office

management. As a tool its fil'st target has been

craftsmanlike working practices. The role of office

management in redistributing labour and calculation within

the planning office has for a long time been obscured by

the systematic planners' c t at m to represent science as

against error in the drawing up of plans. This

epistemological empha.eis has drawn from wor-kLng

arrangements to consider the larger question of truth and

validation in plans. PerhapS a labour process approach
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This said. three broad cr~t~c~sms have to be made. Firstly.

an endemic difficulty of this type of s.nat v s t s is its

resistance to consc~ousness and ideas. A materialist mode

of analysis is taken quite narrowly to mean an analysis of

materials. Hence the c a.r-e r u L studies of

mechanisation, man-machine relations and so on. and the

metaphorical

production.

appropriation of thinking as intellectual

This narrowness of approach creates the

followin~ problems:

(a) The contents of plann~ng materials (plans. repo!'ts,

calculations, etc.) are neve!' discussed on a par with

their process of production. We Le a r n little of

the vocabulary. thought and culture of planners. except

that they are subsumed in a definite set of relations

of production. This means, for example. that the

planner's' own targets of planning (suCh as

redevelopment, traffic management, etc.) do not figure

in the

goaLs

description of the labour process; planning

in themselves cannot attract and organise

planners.

(b) Because of this emphasis on function it is not

possible to clearly separate planning methodology from



other types of office routine. or indeed office

management in general. Method is significant only as it

arranges planners in offices. and not as it contributes

to a form of understanding.

(c) Intellectual work is dLscr-e dLted as a soul'ce of

variation in planning practice. There is .9 I;>refer'ence

for internally generated change in terms of management

and machinery. As a r e s u L t the of ideas

concerning method is not included in the description of

change. or in the l'eformulation of skill.

The second criticism concerns the mechanism

account for transition betwen periods of planning

activity. Because of the origins of laboul' process theory

in Mal'x's account of capitalism. and Braverman's subsequent

analysis of labour in an age of monopoly capital, the

driving force in transitions between laboul' processes has

always been structural and directly related to the

accumulation of capital. As applied to the transformation

of manufacturing emtel'pl'isesin the 19c this has some

credibility. but it is problematic to introduce the same

forces into transformations of office work by professional

staff. supplying non-commodity services, in the years after

1945.
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In the case of British local ~overnment, one can certainly

point to expenditure constraints on administration during

1950s and 1960s, but it was not the constraints

themselves Which the adoption of planning

methodology. As pla.nning lacked a service structure ia

product, manual wo r-k ro r-c e , capital budget, e t c v o , it was

under no obligation to accept reforms as dramatic as other

service departments. The relationship was more indirect. in

that as service departments, and espeCially a c c o u n 't Ln g ,

made use of the new technology, so planners referred to it

in their own work for special purposes. ThUS the employment

of machines was a secondary act. unrelated to the original

reason for purchase. Planners employed and

technologies of calculation to pursue distinct technical or

professional goals. not to achieve .9. budget constraint. A

purely economic account of transition fails. therefore.

because it underestimates the degree of p r-o ressional

autonomy planners enjoyed in defining their work. This is

also a common criticism of Braverman's work (see ego Elgar

1982), inasmuch as he omits the control workers have over

the labour process through bargaining and struggle.

The third criticism concerns the claim that office

management and mechanisation caused the deskilling of craft

planners. the loss of craft skills the appearance of

both machine-tenders and speCialists besides the
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all-purpose planner. In the case of Braverman. desKilling

has been questioned on historical grounds (eg. Wood 1982'.

and a very much more uneven accomodation of craft

machine is now accepted. In the case of planning. it has to

be asked if standardisation and specialisation have caused

skills to alter. or simply to change their mix. Skill

change implies a cohort of planning officers moving through

a process of collective learning and adaptation. Changes in

skill mix imply a more complex picture. in which planners

with traditional skills are displaced over a period of time

by a combination of retirement, promotion. colleagues'

learning. and new in-take. This holds out the possibility

of alliances across the generations. and of individuals

bridging incompatible modes of planning.

Labour process histories ignore ideas, rest on a logic of

capital. and exaggerate skill change. A less economistic

and materialistic type of analysis is required to

complement its undoubted insights. and to articulate the

small world of the planning office with the larger movement

of ideas and politics. The next section considers the value

of a history of discourse in this respect.



3.3 PLANNING METHODS AND THE HISTORY OF DISCOURSE

Methodology announces itself, at in the first

instance, as a mass of statements. It is to the production

and circulation of such statements that this section is

addressed. More precisely, it raises the question of how to

account for the appearance of methodological statements

within the planning office, how to account fOl' their

formation and transformation, and finally, how to account

for the diviSion of methodological statements from

statements of any other type. These are questions for a

history of discourse to answer, and the possibility of such

a history is firmly associated with name of Michel

Foucaul t.

Foucault·s

After a brief introduction to the novelties of

analysis, attention is drawn to GOldstein's

(1984) essay on pr-o resaions. and the implications for a

discourse analysis of the planning profession. Then another

interpolation of theory into planning history is offered.

generatin~ some hypotheses as to the circumstances in which

a methodological discourse a r-o s e • A general assessment of

Foucault's

section.

relevance to Planning nt sr or-v concludes trle
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FC>v\'~1A It: o~ the. hi S'b:>,·~ "f ~;S()U,.~

A history of discourse as Foucault conceives it is not an

inventory of mental. contents and the persons they

ori~inated in.

retrospectively

And neither is it an attempt to close

the ~ap between truth and error by

ridiculin~ one's ancestors or re~rettin~ the loss of

wisdom. Instead, it is a way of plottin~ the trajectory of

'thin~s said', of describin~ formations and deformations of

discourse. It treats of discourse as discourse, without any

epistemolo~ical detours. To an En~l.ish-speakin~ audience,

the direction Foucault has taken may seem stran~e and

contrived, thou~h we do now have the benefit of trans-

lations (cf. Foucault 1977a, 1979, 1980) of his earlier

works. This section draws upon those texts to illuminate

the character of discourse analysis, its phil.osophical.

preoccupations, and the concepts pertinent to the history

of discourses. Fuller back~round to Foucault's work will be

found in: Sheridan 1980, Gordon 1980, and Smart 1983.

If there is no tradition of discourse analysis in the

En~lish-speakin~ world, it is because of an endurin~

prejudice a~ainst knowled~e detached

commonsense and philosophy have defined

from persons. Both

'knowled~e' as a

sum of personal experiences. However, drawin~ upon Quite

different sources, Foucault ar~ues that in fact no-one has

Quite the tri~ht to knowled~e' this definition implies.

Individual knowled~es have to be conquered and possessed
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before they can be enjoyed by a subject. Therefore rivalry

and conflict embroil all knowled~es. Foucault denies that

knowled~e. in the form of 'experiences', forces itself upon

the passive recipient. All bearers of knowled~e have to

establish ri~hts over knowled~e. and this is essentially an

act of a~~ression by the subject.

Because no-one is naturally entitled to possess knowled~e,

all appropriations of knowled~e perpetuate an injustice.

Knowled~e in our society is essentially domination and

relations of domination. Far from bein~ 'neutral', a medium

for our ima~ination. born of isolation from stru~~le and

passion. knowled~e is in fact directly constituted by and

for power. Thus 'power produces knowled~e ... power and

knowled~e directly imply one another' (Foucault 1977a p.

27). The analysis of discourse as an articulation of know-

led~e and power is central to Foucault's work since 1970.

It has led him to Question the status accorded truth and

the ways in which it is marked off from error. What

motivates the desire for truth is not the abstract need to

avoid deception. but the practical and preservative needs

of the subject embroiled in rivalry. In this sense. 'truth'

is less an abstract or philosophical concept than a means

of fixin~ one's knowled~e in a certain schema so as to win

some advanta~e. This non-epistemolo~ical interest in the
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formation of truth re-state's Nietzsche's (1967a p.552)

thesis. that

'truth is not somethin~ which is present and which
has to be found and discovered: it is somethin~
which has to be created and which ~ives its name to
a process'.

Foucault's object of study is not the subject as such. but

the consequences for knowled~e of subjects embroiled in

rivalry. The constant flux of possession and dispossession

ensures a discourse is only briefly li~ked to its author

before it takes on an independent existence. Foucault

challen~es sharply those who re~ard an author as essential

to a history of discourse. He re~ards the 'author' as the

merely contin~ent bearer of discourse. In historical terms,

it is more important to ~roup discourses by their mode of

formation or appropriation, than it is to place them under

the headin~ of their author (1977c).

In The Archaeolo~y of Knowled~e (Foucault 1972), some rules

are su~~ested for identifyin~ more precisely the 'modes of

formation or appropriation' of discourses. In lieu of a

lon~er exposition. these rules are ~athered to~ether under

four heads: the objects of discourse. the concepts

describin~ them. the subject who speaks. and the choices

dissolvin~ each of these into another formation.

(a) The formation of objects. Every discourse addresses an
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object. For example. land use planning ~ddresses l~nd

use as the object of its discourse. Domination enters

into the formation of these objects:

(i) by determining its 'surface of emergence'. the

region of society in which the object can be

found.

lii) by the choice of authority competent to delimit

and govern the object. and

(iii) by establishing a 'grid of specification' for

describing and allocating the object.

As the precise dominations alter and succeed another.

so the object of discourse is replaced by other

objects. Foucault's first rule. therefore. is to trace

the life history of a discursive formation through its

objects.

(b) The formation of concepts. An object of discourse is

described by that discourse's concepts. To use the same

example, land use is described by means of activity

classifications. The history of concepts is by no means

the same as the history of objects they describe.

Concepts are transmitted through three types of

domination:

(i ) the succession of concepts. meaning the ways in

which they are ordered. combined and dependent

upon each other.
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(i i ) the coexistence of concepts. 9.° in statements

awarded presence. those in concomitant

discourses. and concepts retained in memory. and

(iii) the procedures of intervention, wn t c h t h e

methods for rewriting, transcribing. translating.

transferring or systematising concepts.

Independently of o o j e c t , then. concepts of

discourse are subject to revision and overthrow.

Foucault's second rule is to identif~' a discursive

formation by the concepts that endure it.

(c) The formation of subjects. Each discour-se generates

positions from which subjects can address their object.

For instance, land use planner ls the subject of

the discourse on land use planning. This introduces the

function of 'enunciation'. It is more complex than

sociological notions of 'role' . because several

different types of enunciation can reside in the same

role. The planner can speak of activity

classifications, land use models and the law of

development notification without once repeating the

'modality' of the enunciation. Here. too, the subject

is embroiled in rivalry. and ri.valry dominates

enunciation in:

( i) the status of the subject. the criteria that

qualify one person or group and no other to
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speal-<.

the site of the subject. the place or institution(ii )

in which one must reside while speaking, and

(iii) the relation of the subject towards the object.

meaning the kind of attention which may be spared

it.

Struggle subject positions pefoptnulates

discourse as a whole. and therefore its effectiveness

domination. Foucault's thipd pule is toas a means of

identify the modes of enunciation

discourse.

that characterise a

(d) The formation of strategies. Discourses which share the

three rules of formation as described above are known

to Foucault as 'strategies'. He invokes a fourth rule

to explain why strategies appear and disappear. or more

precisely. how one strategy r-e c l ac e s another. He

ascribes replacement to 'strategic choices' concerning:

li) points of diffraction between rival discourses.

(i i ) reduction of all possible combinations of rival

discourses to a smaller. more intelligible set.

and

(iii) appropriation of discourse by political and

economic authorities.

Foucault's fourth rule rephrases as a generality what

has been rehearsed in their particularity by the other
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rules. To the extent that discourses are blocked to~ether

as strate~ies. sharin~ the same conditions o~ ~ormation.

then they replace one another by strate~y.

Foucault himsel~ was subsequently unhappy at the static

interpretation it was possible to place upon his analysis

of historical discourses. ~eelin~ he had perhaps run

to~ether the question o~ how a re~ime of statements was

~overned with the di~ferent matter of a discourses's

lo~ical structure or 'paradi~m' (Foucault 1980 p.113). A

more optimistic summary has been offered above. in which

rivalr~ and domination are placed to the ~ore in accountin~

for the ~overnance of discourse: and this is certainly the

direction Foucault himself has chosen since 1970 (c~.

Foucault 1977a. 1979). The next section takes this set o~

rules and tries to embed it in a reco~nisabl~ historical

form of analysis: the emer~ence of plannin~ as a profession

this centur~.

Disciplines and professions

It has been established that Foucault. in the manner of

Nietzsche, re~ards all knowled~e as domination and

relations o~ domination. The play of dominations ~overns

the discourses possible in an~ one time or place. From
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Foucault's latest writin~s it is possible to extract

descriptions of two broad strate~ies that have dominated

the production of discourse in the field of town and

re~ional plannin~. Whereas the first holds to the body as

the prime value - a body to be disciplined and utilised -

the second seizes upon whole populations and directs them

to a safer and healthier life. The profession formed to

implement these two strate~ies is discussed by reference to

Goldstein's (1984) essay on the ori~in of the professions.

In Discipline and Punish (1977a), Foucault develops the

concept of the 'disciplines', by which he means a

particular combination of power and knowled~e formed around

the turn of the 18c and devoted to the inspection and

control of the body. The disciplines of the body subjected

schools. factories. prisons. hospitals and armies to a

meticulous and personal form of scrutiny. which also

doubled UP as a means of control. Hence the proliferation

of discourses on supervision of pupils. workers. inmates,

patients and soldiers-at-arms;

examination of these individuals.

and the trainin~ and

The provision of housin~ and the layout of city Quarters

were not exempt from the critical attention of the

disciplines. Phillipe Meyer (1983) and Jacques Donzelot

(1980) have documented the extraordinary interest taken by
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the d~sc~pl~nes ~n the control. ~nspect~on and plann~n~ of

work~n~ class Quarters. Th~s ~nterest came to a head - ~n

Br~ta~n - ~n the plan for 'model towns'. Both Robert Owen.

~n h~s commentary upon the funct~on~n~ of New Lanark. and

James Buck~n~ham. ~n h~s speculat~ons upon the new town of

V~ctor~a. sou~ht a modell~n~ of the urban population that

preserved and enhanced all the product~ve powers of the

body (Lon~ 1982a). In the model town all haunts of

deprav~ty were to be unravelled or erased. Homes would be

bu~lt far from the debil~tat~n~ fumes of industry. and open

to the healthful and sooth~n~ ~nfluence of nature. The

separation of ch~ldren from their parents would ensure a

re~ular and v~rtuous educat~on of the youn~. caus~n~ an

accumulation of people as continuous as the acumulat~on of

wealth in the well-ordered factory. The model town was

~deally a swarm of model institut~ons.

The d~sciplinary d~scourses deposited a certain approach or

vocabulary with the first town planners at the be~inn~n~ of

the 20c. It included the tradition of meticulous street

surveys ('those small techniQues of notation. of

re~istration, of arran~~n~ facts ~n columns and tables'

Foucault 1977a p.190): the preference for open plans and

low density:

cooperation.

and a durable belief in the virtues of

Plann~n~ was not dest~ned to become a state

function, even after the 1909 Housin~, Town Plannin~, Etc.
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Act. This hesitation amongst planners bears upon the

disciplines' distrust of law. as too blunt a tool of

regulation (Long 1982b). How much better. that civil

society might retain its measure of autonomy and be ruled

not by the sovereign power of law, but by the reassuring

and corrective power of the norm.

As Goldstein (1984) notes. the origins of the disciplines

in Foucault's account appear to be close to conventional

accounts of the appearance of the professions in historical

sociology. A profession can be defined as (a) a body of

esoteric knowledge, Cb) exclusive competence over a domain

to which its knowledge refers, (c) autonomous control over

its work, and (d) a commitment to the work beyond payment

for it. Typically applied to learning, law and medicine.

but now also extended to many areas of discretionary white-

collar work (including planning). there is a good deal of

overlap between groups cited by sociologists and the

disciplinary personnel mentioned by Foucault.

Goldstein argues that in SOCiological accounts of the

professions, the intellectual core figures only as it is

implemented.

'Professions must have knowledge. but they treat
these as givens, placing the constitution of
professional knowledge outside the purview of their
investigation. '
(Goldstein 1984 P.l77).
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Howevel'. following Foucault. seem that

membel'ship is not enough to define a discoul'se. there has

also to be a demonstrable mechanism for forming statements

of a cel'tain type and function. It is at the level of

statements. for example. that planning has developed its

r-eI.ation to science and sought to engendel' effects of

scientificity in its pl'actice. So the problem with the

sociology of the pl'ofessions is t ha t it omits t he

constitution of discourse. Hence the supel'iol'ity of

Foucault's analysis. at least as it links directly the

power of the professions/disciplines, and the knowledge

embedded in their discourses.

Foucault's second st rategy descl'ibes a cluster of

discourses that appeared para L'l eL to but somewhat latel'

than the disciplines. They took as their object the

correlation of rer-r-f tory. wealth and population. The

problem was not how to calculate and control individuals,

but how to deploy a power that

'exerts a positive influence on life. that
endeavours to administer. optimise and multiply it.
subjecting it to precise controls and comprehensive
regulations' .
(Foucault 1979 p.137l.

In the first instance. this new type of power announced

itself via a series of observations on the demogl'aphic

processes peculiar to whole populations: the variation in

birth and death rates. migration across countries and
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re~ions. the ~reat processes of rural depopulation and

urban concentration. The abrupt appearance of the

industrial city added a second theme. the accumulation of

wealth. We are used to thinkin~ of the formation of an

industrial proletariat as an achievement of capitalism. And

yet it was only the intervention of a whole machinery for

the re~ulation of populations (from immunisation and public

sanitation to free libraries and electoral reform) that

delivered the 'traditional' workin~ class to the 20c.

At the turn of the 19c. when plannin~ first appeared as a

verb. an institute and a pro~ramme of work. the urban

population was still hosta~e to a discourse on national

efficiency. racial superiority and social imperialism (Lon~

1982b). The case a~ainst cities rested on the dama~e they

did to the workin~ population, and thereby the level of

production and political leadership Britain could offer the

world. Hence the appeal of those stran~e plans from the

1880s to deport the 'residuum' from London to labour

colonies over the south east: and later. to test the

'fitness' of urban inhabitants, at school or in the army.

For its part, town plannin~ was not slow to offer its

services. Every Garden City and Suburb was an advertisement

for national efficiency and the new civic realm. The state

was now a facilitatin~ instrument of fitness in the people:

the strate~y for re~ulatin~ whole populations did not
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After 1945. this state stood on the of a new

world: social insurance. Donzelot (1980) in particular has

indicated to us the scale and scope of social insurance.

and its special evaluation of the family. What the social

discourse summoned up was not the fear of racial

degradation by perpetual in-migration to the cities, but

the damage done to society by the increasing isolation and

fragmentation of the family. The family doctor, the social

worker and the psychologist were witness to this discourse

(Long 1982c, 1982d). The architect and the town planner

were ideally placed to respond. with their plans fol' a

comprehensive re-integration of the famil ..' in new

communities and towns. We must be frank about the total

complicity of the plannel's in this vision of a democracy of

families, caused to function 'normally'

social specialists.

by a panoply of

Not the least effect of the social discourse was a profound

distrust of the law, and of its inability to diffel'entiate

cases brought before it. It was pointless accepting or'

refusing applications to develop a site if a fopwal'd plan

did not guide that decision and in some sense pl'e-empt it.

The planner had to be present in the law. in the courtroom.

in the terms of legislation. in the vocabulary of ofieial
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planning, in the classification and judgement of cases. The

planner- gained t 11e rnan t 1e 0 f j u d 1c j_ .q1 ,9 II t fl 0 r- it;;,' •

Wtl ile still e>:e:t'cisinghis special power-. his speci9.l

discourse. Since the war, the reign of the normal (e.e

against the indiffer-ent category of the 'legal' has grown

f'l'om haphazard lists of use classes forbidden

combinations 01' juxtapositions, to a barrage of demands

upon irresponsible members of society. It is the sign of a

social discoul'se. and also of the in8e1'tion of norms

between la,w and its target. that long unwanted

development is checked by due legal process. a planner can

freely denounce it as 'anti-social'.

What can be gleaned fl'om Foucault's last works. therefore,

is that town planning is not a homogeneous profession. but

has been occupied by at least two discourses. Moreovel', the

latest and most successful discourse has depended for its

efficacy

operation

upon a lal'ge measu r-e of autonomy from the

of the law. This discretionary space represents

the knowledge and pl'actices peculiar to planning as a

profession. including, of course, planning method.

3.3.3 Planning methodology as discourse

The next step is to examine the individuali t::,'of planning
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discourse. More precisely, what domination and relations of

domination caused a discourse on methodology to prevail?

Foucault has left no precise indication as to what such a

history would

interpolation

look like. so as in section 3.2.3 an

is made from the general texts to the

theparticular situation in planning. With regard to

distinctions drawn in section 3.3.2. the question of

domination in method will be treated under the three

headings of object. concept and subject. These headings can

be re-described as:

la) the identification and segregation of method.

lb) the assimilation of time into method, and

(c) the overcoming of judgement by method.

The first type of domination and rivalry in method concerns

its distribution. Where can methods be found? What falls in

the domain of planning method is not a (human) constant,

but is determined by the possibilities of borrowing, by the

authoritative delimitation of planning technique. and by

the classifications used to describe and place the

different kinds of method.

Before town and regional planning assumed the right to

speak of methodology. it borrowed from (at least) four

quarters: sociology. economics. public administration and
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cartography. Sociology supplied methods of social survey,

and typical targets for survey, includin~ the •communi t:,"

and the 'region'. If post-war planning sprung to the

defence of the resident and worker against il-'respons i ble

economic forces. it was in part because of a sociological

prefer·ence for neigtlbourhood units and regional

diversification. Planning borrowed from economics the means

of trades. The case for

population and the succession

redistribution of industry to

of describing the industrial

the

the regions rested on the false economies of concentration.

just as the case for land zoning in the city centres

criticised the economic turmoil of mixed use development.

The third borrowing came from public administration, and

the administration of offices in par·ticular. The

organisation and methods of office work provided an extra

source of order for professional planners. This was

especially true for the management of documents and the

location of responsibility. Finally. planning borrowed from

cartography (and also its architectural brancfles) many

methods of mapping. notation and analysis. For a long time.

planning has been literally plan-making, and methods of

plan-making have been

board.

lifted directly the drawing

four surfaces. upon which method could be found.

presented innumerable possibilities for borrowing and
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incorporation. But t n e e e possibilitiee were peduced to

manageable proportions by two means.

Firstly. not everyone in the planning office could freely

borrow methods a.nd presume to speak of them. In the

't hepost-war period the gU9.1'dianof town planning was

professional institute. which functioned as an engine of

qualification and validation amongst planners. The apppoved

school curricula. and the Institute's membership policies.

created a semi -pel'meable baprier between the sources of

method and its destination. Because the profession did not

embrace all the disciplines it bo r-r-owe d from. its

independence in the use of methods marked a rebuff to the

scholars. The profession shared only with the law the right

to speak of the methods of plan-making. As a result. the

1947 Act stamped its requirements upon the whole of the

profession. and a legal framework of plan-ma.king exercised

a profound and durable influence on the process of

planning.

Secondly. everY borrowing had its original characteristics

masked or defaced once it W,9.S incorporated in planning

pr·a,ctice. By re-classification. methods lost t h e Lr-

strangeness and gained in utility. Thus the pre-plan survey

lost its 'democratic' and 'diagnostic' qualities in the

first round of Development Plans. and was dipected instead
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towards the measurement of land requirements; it assumed

official responsibilities. Similarly. economic calculation

was subtracted from the discourse on economic planning so

as to free it for description of industrial groups and

trends.

What counted as 'method'. however. within a distribution of

methods? This was a conceptual problem. and it was met

the generation of concepts that more artfully attached

method to practice. The second form of domination in

planning methodology concerned concepts. therefore. In the

first instance, it was a matter of clarifying the

relationship of method to truth. For many years. up to and

perhaps beyond the 1960s. a 'nlethod' could not of itself

produce true knowledge. It could only support or clarify

the knowledge gained by experience. For example. the simple

techniques of notation and transcription that obtained a

land use survey map from a field visit could always be held

to account by the fieldworker's own memory and perception

of land uses. Similarly. the value of a standard of

residential density stemmed less from the number of surveys

of comparable dwellings on which it had been based. than

from the judgement of the estate planner as to the correct

modulation of that survey result to fit the circumstances.

It is clear that during the 1950s, the 'personal' content
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of method was very high. and technique could not be invoked

without also invoking B biographical commentary on its

emergence into consciousness. Therefore. concepts of

method, such B.S the concepts clustered around the

manipulation of maps. the maintenance of housing records,

or the control of casework, tended to be non-repeatable and

differentiated between persons. It was not yet possible to

individualise methods on methodological grounds, only by

reference to their author and time of origin. Method was a

'concrete' and inexchangeable concept.

The new individualisation of concepts inaugerated by the

discourse on methodology took two main channels. The first

took the form of a response to the escalation of paperwork

within the planning office. The accumulation of records and

the management of information had become definite problems

of administration ten years after the war. The novelty of

the response was to stratify office materials so that each

item was recognised and routed according to its information

content, and not according to its physical form. This

entailed the cross-referencing of maps and reports.

mixed-media record-keeping, the assembly of documents in a

single system of storage and retrieval. the transfer of

information between different types of document; and as a

result, the possibility of a 'system' of office work. and

of work that took 'information' as its object. This might
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be summed as an 'impersonalisation' of knowledge. Knowledge

could now be c La s a Lf Le d by the system that produced it.

than the person who authored it.

The second channel whereby methodology asserted itself was

the content of In particular. the insertion into

calculation of time as a variable and money as a numeraire.

The apprec Iation that time could be divided, gridded,

planned and programmed goes bacK at least to t ne 1940s.

However. a r t e r- the private sector overtooK public sector

construction in the late 1950s and early 1960s, manv

planners recalled their historic fear that unaccountable

and unmeasured endanger'ed plans, dated survey

information, and violated principles of social

insurance. For some, it was sufficient to pe-state the

argument for greater social ownership and management of the

processes out of control. For others. it was more important

to befriend change and to incorporate time as a method of

fOl.'ward planning. The Ln cor-por-a t ion of time followed

several routes: the serialisation of planning data within

the local authority and the MHLG. the distribution of

demographic data and forecasts. extrapolations of vehicle

ownership and local studies of the consequences. and the

recording

income and

of national and regional increments in output,

employment. The measurement of change observed

the rule of a simple of past and future; t r.e



future contained nothing that could not be said of the past

as well. Propelled by structural equations, the traffic.

population or employment projection marked out a fictitious

space of arrangement of factors. They made c o n c re t e a

moment of action trlat had not arrived. In certain

cases, this 'space of arrangement' received its unity from

a numeraire which was monetal'Y· Calculations and

projections then produced a costing of change, including

the costing of items hitherto reserved for social

discourse: the public and private costs of planning, for

example. Monetisation ensured the comparability of

dissimilar processes of change, and might be seen to have

unified methods of calculation much as office s~/stems

unified methods of information handling.

The third type of domination in the emergence of planning

metrlodology centred on the subject positions available to

planners. Who was

planning method?

competent (and incompetent) to speak of

The starting point fop new subject

positions lay in the paradox of planning choice experienced

in the 1950s and early 19608. Since its formation. the

planning profession had regarded choice and alternatives as

impurities in planning thought. By successive reduction,

all impurities had to be eliminated and a single decision

advanced behind the plan. If a var-iety of plans was

presented to committee, then the profession's of
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purification of judgement and the hostility to choice.

however. was that the system of development plans compelled

planners to split judgements and make decisions surplus to

the published plans. In so far as land use was incompletely

specified by the plan. then a surplus of judgements was

required to operationalise it. A mixture of ad hoc and

unofficial studies and plans were able to absorb this

surplus until the early 1960s. but at this point

with

the

elimination of choice came into contradiction the

surplus of choice.

The discourse on methodology attacked each of these

problems. In response to the elimination of choice. it

proposed two extra positions from which to appraise choice.

The task of determining objectives, selecting alternatives

and approving strategies was made the responsibility of a

whole process of public consultation. Next.

were held to account by science for the

the planners

idiosyncratic

nature of their choices. The scientisation of truth

established an autonomous sphere of supervision over

planning. Together, public participation and scientific

validation refuted the poverty of choice in professional

planning, by expanding it into a visible arena of

verifiable methods.
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In response to the surplus of judgements. methodology found

the system of plans doubly wanting. It required huge

amounts of detailed policy to be considered by the

Minister. while simultaneously under-specifying the

character and functions of the land it wished to plan.

Hence the conviction, which preceded official reform by

several years, that only a division of choices into

'strategic' and 'tactical' with the former called to

account by the Minister but not the latter. could preserve

the relevance of planning judgement. This division of

choices implied new types of decision support. Map scale

and notation did not provide adequate grounds for

describing policy. or distinguishing one policy from

another, or relating current policies to future po11cies.

On the other hand. the virtue of written statements with

reasoned justifications was that they could summarise the

whole process of public. scientific and professional choice

that went into the policy base of a plan.

'Method' had begun as a humble accompaniment to the skilled

performance

of time it

of a professsional planner. But over a period

fled that role and began circulating as a

general tactic of calculation and choice. In the 1960s the

point was reached where planning on the basis of methods

rivalled (in certain important areas) planning on the basis

of judgement: and it was method which prevailed. The
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crisis of the mid-1960s. the experimentation and confusion

it ~ave rise to. si~nal to us the overcomin~ of autonomous

jud~ement and the elements of a new discourse. As we have

seen. the discourse on methodolo~¥ (a) attacked the limits

to the acquisition of method. (b) reversed the linea~e of

method to include impersonal procedures and the measurement

of time. and (c) expanded autonomous jud~ement into a

publicly Questionable and verifiable process. It altered

the whole relation of method to truth. makin~ the

impersonal calculation of chan~e no disqualification in

producin~ true statements. On the contrary. in the field of

projection and modellin~. the whole apparatus of truth was

lined up behind method to hold all other types of

knowled~e to account.

Problems for a history of discourse

In its ~eneral application. the history of discourse has

been considered both successful and productive. perhaps

less for its historical insi~hts than for its ~rasp of

ideas. institutions and practices. Foucault has certainl¥

stimulated discussion in the En~lish-speakin~ world as to

the nature of power. the relationship of power to

discourse. and the distribution of discourse in social

relations (e~. Gordon 1977. Minson 1980. Smart 1983).
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Foucault's 'genealogical' method was never intended as just

a means of writing better' It was also alwa~ls

intended as an intervention in the his t or-Lozr-aonv of

thought. and ther-efore philosophy itself. This may help

explain the scope of his concepts, their inheri t8l.f;eand

claims. as well as the wide range of audiences by which

they have been received (see Dews 1979. Sheridan 1980 and

Smart 1983 for reviews of his reception in the humanities

and across the political spectrum). Thel"'efore,some modesty

will be in order in criticising the histol"'Yof discourse

from the viewpoint of such a minor branch of social history

as history of planning methodology. Three specific

points can be made.

Firstly. there is the p r-o bLem of agency. A familiar

'humanist' (and perhaps 'commonsensical' ) critique of

Foucault would consist of asking, how do individuals and

groups of individuals relate to these unwieldy systems for

the formation of knowledge? The short answer (which is also

Nietzsche's answer). is that all knowledge is knowledge of

a superior' force. Human knowledge is not separate from

power, and we do not have discretion whether to resist or

utilise power. Knowledge and power represent an

indissoluble field within which we are neces sari 1:,,'

contained - even as we conquer it. This is a particularly

important point where the history of science. reason or
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planning is concerned. A well-known myth has it that truth

is born only in isolation from power; that rationality

represents thought purified of the passions. Hence the

unsatisfact~ry histories that do no more that remove the

obstacles to an ascendent ideal of reason in human affairs.

In fact, science represents no more (and no less) than the

latest conquest of truth, a strategy for systematically

producing truth and judging truth. A history of planning

methods is necessarily a history of the domination of a new

type of truth and truthful man. To this extent, power is a

positive and constructive force, and not the limiting force

or impassable barrier of humanist accounts of truth.

A second observation on Foucault is that there

between

is

insufficient attention given to the difference a

programme for part of society, and the implementation of

that programme besides and against other programmes. If

section displayed a slightly tenuated relation to

reality, it was undoubtedly because of this indifference to

outcomes. For example, the intelligibility of plannin~

profoundmethodology as a discourse is given in its

distrust of human variation and unrepeatability. But while

this makes methodology intelligible, it does not make it

invincible. What is missing is a description of how two (or

more) strategies intersect and one replaces the other.

HoW, for example, was the confrontation staged between
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method and judgement, and with what results? If it occurred

within the context of traffic survey and population

forecasting, how did the victory of method over-ride or

isolate judgement elsewhere in survey?

The third area of criticism is perhaps the most important,

and pushes Foucault's arguments even further into the

analysiS of power. When Foucault describes subject

positions, he does not say where human subjects come from

to occupy these positions, nor what other (perhaps

incompatible) subject positions they bring with them. His

conception of power, in this regard, is too unconditional,

because subjects are always recruited to a subject position

and there perform obediently. This is a drastic

simplification of the actual clash and rivalry of different

subject positions within the same human subject (Minson

1980). It is certain that planning offices taken together

have offered differential advantages for the adoption of

quantitative and impersonal systems of plan-making, and

this is no less true of individuals or groups. It would be

a mistake to foreshorten this process of differential

advantage by assuming that where it was possible to speak

of methodology, then it was effective in its own terms.

The chief problem with Foucault is that we do not yet know

how to 'use' him. Christine Boyer's (1983) remarkable text
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on the ori~ins of the American plannin~ mentality makes

several turns to Foucault in its complex ar~ument. but

perhaps suffers from a late addition of discourse-history

concepts to an account that could otherwise have functioned

Quite well without them. But this bears upon the other

partner of the text. marxism. and the troublesome

relationship between Foucault and marxism shall OCCUpy the

first part of the concludin~ section to this chapter.

3.4 MACHINES. DISCOURSE AND METHODOLOGY

A reconciliation of labour process theory and the history

of discourse. let alone Marx and Nietzsche. could produce

only the loftiest of philosophical ~eneralities (but see.

for example. Miller 1978. Stern 1983. Deleuze 1983). They

are very different types of analysis. and have observed no

division of labour in the objects they claim to account

for. So there is a marxian account of consciousness and a

Foucaldian account of labour power. Nevertheless. it may

prove possible to subsume some parts of both traditions

under a broader headin~. The objective of this section Is

to show that they share a particular perspective on the

production of objects (whether physical or discursive). and

that both respect the contin~ency of outcomes on conditions

of production. On this basis. a tYPolo~y of plannin~
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activities is presented. includin~ the transition between

types. Methodolo~y. as a discourse and as a form of work.

can then be appropriately situated in the transition from

the manual and personalised crafts to a systematic and

machine-assisted type of plannin~.

Conver~ence between discourse and labour process theories

takes place around the concept of 'production'. They both

accept that the objects of which they speak are

'productions': that production is necessarily opaque to its

human participants: and therefore they reject the freely

inventive powers of the individual in favour of 'conditions

of production'. Both discourse and commodities have an

'economy'. They are produced and exchan~ed. take and lose

value. and differ in kind and Quantity. Both Marx and

Foucault write extensively on the problem of economy. In

the analysis of labour processes this approach to

production is Quite explicit: planners are workers because

they produce a number of intermediate and final services.

and these services have a value independent of the

planners' intentions. Discourse theory is somewhat more

reticent. We must recall the marxian division of social

activity into a number of 'practices'. each of which is a

before reco~nisin~form of production in its own ri~ht.

Foucault's appeal to 'discursive practices' in articulatin~

power/knowled~e relations.
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Clearly. post-war planning practice has combined discourse

and machine. and it has combined them in different ratios

and modes. If we knew in which modes. and in which

succession of modes. then we might possess the elements of

a history of the joint production of labour and discourse

in planning practice. Hence the significance of the concept

of 'craftsmanship'. It is a bridging concept that describes

simultaneously (a) a regime of truth in planning. and (b) a

certain investment of labour and tools in practice. In the

person of the craftsman is combined a technical grasp of

his activity. and the affirmation of his judgement. This

dual conception allows planning method to be situated quite

precisely. in the craftsman's discretion. Method is a

discretionary power. which may be realised in different

ways depending on the balance of experience and

standardisation within the individual craftsman. There

method; but no supra-personal 'discourse on methodology' to

master it. In fact. it represents an impossible discourse.

Why, then. does craftsmanship falter in the 1960s? Because

of new conditions of production, that attack and replace

the conditions of craft planning. These new conditions are

personified not by a person but by a 'process'. The subject

of planning becomes hybrid. a man/machine. a locus of power

and knowledge that invalidates craftsmanship in the name of
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science and de mo c r-e.c v . 'Systematic planning', tl-tepefore,

represents a second essential concept. In it are

combined (a) the scientisation and democratisation of truth

in planning, and (b) the installation of routines and

power-driven tools in a planned office. Methods do not

disappear from practice, but they alter their claims, their

pertinence and their location. From swsrming around

particular local calculations they ascend the activity of

planning to invalidate the master craftsman El.tit s peak.

The discourse on methodology becomes possible. on the

proviso that it addresses the problem of engineeping not

just individual calculations. but entire planning

organisations. The end result is not only negative. an act

of hostili tl.' to tradition. It is also profound l~'

constructive. It affirms science and pUbltc s c r-u t i n~' in

planning decisions. and extl"8cts high levels of

productivity from the planned office.

Occasional refer'ence to the 'extel"nalisation' of craft

knowledge, in methodologies and processes that 'confront

plannel"s as objects'. is not meant to evoke memories of the

humanist critique of work: work as alienation from self and

nature. fop example. Craftsmanship was nevep the simple

expression of enduring human powers of creativity; it only

existed it could be codified in the body. in manual

skills. in notations. and in cycles of documentation and
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dec ision tav.inz. In the same way, systematic planning did

not occlude or split any natural powers. it simply required

a different skill. notation. documentation. etc. Hence the

reference to modes of planning and transition

modes. Here too, it should one is not

discussing a teleological p r-o c e s s with an initial state.

an end state, and a guided evolution from one to the other.

The actual situation in 1957 and 1966 consisted of mixed

mode planning practice. The object of analysis is the

uneven development of systematic planning against craft

planning. The historical problems are to est.9.blish the

points of conflict, identify the specific mix of modes

across the planning activity, and trace the consequences

for planning of the altered mix.

The remainder of this thesis now explores speclf'ic

historical moment with these concepts and qualifications in

mind.
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C HAP T E R F 0 U R

INTRODUCTION TO THE CASE STUDY

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter introduces a case study approach to the

transitional period of the late 1950s and the first half of

the 1960s. It argues the case for a detailed examination of

the organisation and methods of a single planning

authority. The economic. demographic and political

circumstances of the chosen town are then set out. followed

a resume of pre-1947 planning activity and its

effectiveness. The methodology of the case study and the

background information provide the setting for the case

study itself. which takes up chapters Five. Six and Seven.

They explore in detail the operations of the Planning

Division of Coventry's Department of Architecture and

Planning between 1947 and 1966. Conclusions to the Coventry

case study as a whole will be found in chapter Eight.

4.2 THE CASE STUDY APPROACH

This section considers the problems and advantages of the



such. and br>iefly mentions some reat ures of

historical Lnqut r-v with special r'efer-ence to recent

n i s t o r-v .

l1..2.1 Role of a case study

For a long time. the case study approach was controversial

amongst students of politial science. policy analysis and

public administration because it contravened the elementary

rule of generalisation. It was argued that study of a

particular instance did not allow the researcher to

llenerate concepts wi ttl general application. not to test

hypotheses of a gener-al char-Bcter. FU1'tl)ermore. there was

an element of arbitrariness in the selection of case st udv

material which prevented rigol'ous analysis and spoiled

comparative research (Hecla 1972 pp.88-97). Case studies

were said to wo r-k best when mapping a pre-defined

phenomenon. and therefore worked less well where theory was

weak or data hadfaccumulated in excess of the means of

explanation.

However. such weaknesses could be traded off against the

two undisputed advantages of the case study:

(a) its attention to change over time. to novelty and

transformations. and
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(b ) its inte~ration of a wide variety of analytical

techniQues,

documentation,

such as primary and secondary

participant interviews, sample surveys,

Quantitative methods, and historical study.

Also. in recent years the use of case studies in accounts

of plannin~ practice has been championed by Ian Bracken

(1981 pp.267-72) and Ian Masser (1982 pp.8-l0). They

confirm the value of sin~le instances, but in the context

of comparative research into all types of plannin~ and

policy process. At the same time, they are unable to pOint

to any a~reed framework in which such case studies mi~ht be

embedded; and reliance on ad hoc typolo~ies is widely

acknowled~ed le~. Heclo 1972 p.89. Cropper 1982). Still

less can one point to any series of ri~orous case studies

eli~ible for such a framework.

The ability to ~eneralise findin~s is probably the weakest

defence of the case study. and persists only by virtue of

empiricist traditions in the social sciences. Every case

study has a specific object. and the problem is how to pose

the specificity of that object, not how to dissolve it in a

'~eneral theory of plannin~'. There are two errors here:

the first is to treat concepts as accumulated experience.

the second is to see the particular as a microcosm of the

whol.e. In fact. a concept 1s nothin~ but accumulated

concepts. compounded and refined by usa~e; 'experience' is
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the concept of' which we have 'f'orgotten' it is ·01 concept.

Tlie accumulation of 'experiences' tells only

concepts differ in the scale B.nd scope of object they lay

claim to. Differences as such cannot invalidate

conclusions. they can only direct us to the existence of a

variety of objects to be explained. Specificity in a case

study is a theoretical strength.

On the second error, there is no reason to treat a specific

object as a 'pars totalis'. a microscopically reduced image

of the whole. such that what is true of the part is true of

the whole. and vice versa. Diffel'ences between specific

objects. and their uneven development. are equally present.

If a case study reveals a special function or legacy, then

that represents its contribution to the whole rather than

its deviation from it. Hence the importance of specificity

in analysis.

There seem to be two ways of employing a case study. The

first is by way of policy analysis, in which analysts are

(rightly) concerned with history as a source of pedagogical

materials and lessons. They flatten historical events and

join them seamlessly to the present. The most one learns

about planning history from this perspective is t n a t all

hitherto existing planners were wrong. Whatever the value

of policy analysis, it does not show how error was once
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historicall¥ necessar¥ (cf'. Tribe 1977. Lon~ 1981). The

alternative use of' case studies lies within historical

anal¥sis. Here not 'truth' but the value of' truth is under

scrutiny. What has been held to be true, and by whom? Which

social relations are natural to this time, and how were

the¥ naturalised? To some extent social histor¥, sociolo~y

and the histor¥ of' philosoph¥ have taken this route.

There is a third possibility, however, which evaluates

historical anal¥sis itself'. What is the 't¥pe' of' the

historian who would apply himself to history? Nietzsche

reflected on this Question in his essay 'The use and abuse

of history' (1911). He identified three t¥pes of'histor¥:

(a) The monumental. The active historian looks be¥ond his

contemporaries to his predecessors, f'or examples,

teachers and comforters. Great men and ~reat events are

depicted, at the expense of causes, because events are

sou~ht that will have effects upon all a~es. As a

result, the past suffers wron~ and whole tracts of it

are for~o~~n and despised. Historians of the monumental

decr¥ contemporary arts and attempt instead an extreme

administration of the past.

(b) The antiQuarian. The conservative and reverent

historian preserves everythin~ that survives from older

times. A careful attention is bestowed on the minute

and homel¥. But there is no measure in this
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preservation, eQual importance is ~iven to everythin~.

Many thin~s are not noticed at all. and the others are

seen in isolation as thou~h throu~h a microscope.

(c) The critical. The stron~ historian deliberately breaks

up the past.

interro~ates

He brin~s it to the bar of jud~ement,

it remorselessly and finally condemns it.

For every past is worth condemnin~. The past is not

inherited but invented. so as to ~ain an ori~in other

than that from which he sprun~.

In these three types of historian. three ratios of the

'historial sense' are displayed. The historian dominated by

history can for~et nothin~ and learn nothin~. The historian

who re~rets and reveres history will never be cured of

~randeur. And the historian convulsed by stron~ values

wishes only to be free of history for ~ood.

It is possible to supply examples from the history of town

plannin~

describes.

of the anti-Platonic histories Nietzsche

Of monumental histories there is no shorta~e.

Every text ~enerates a list of ancestors (Owen, Chadwick,

Buckin~ham.

Parker •... ).

Booth. Rowntree. Lever, Howard. Unwin.

We are told we belon~ in their history, and

not they in ours. The ima~e of the Garden City is the most

excessive. the most repetitive. not least because it

summons up Utopia and the dawn of a new world. We bask in

its ~low. The antiQuarian historian is noble, if faded, and
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his task attracts curiousity as well as condescension.

Sub-scholarly yet learned, the antiquarian piles up

evidence chiefly for our amazement. The first plannin~

histories were of this kind (for example, Bell and Bell

1969. Rosenau 1959. Burke 1971. Korn 1953). The critical

and sacrificial historian enjoys cuttin~ down to size the

achievements of an a~e. as Mumf'ord (1961) assaulted the

industrial city, Reade (1982) dispara~ed the betrayal of'

plannin~ since Howard. and Ravetz (1980) attacked the

planned destruction of human environment since the war. We

are incited to trample on the past and start afresh;

history is a si~n of weakness in the planner.

Accordin~ to Nietzsche. there was a correct ratio between

an excess of history and a contempt f'or history, and it was

achieved by the 'art of for~ettin~' (1911 p.95). The

historian who could not for~et fell prey to several

dan~ers: his personality was weakened and lost

independence. he assumed the old a~e of mankind and its

hi~hest form of'justice, yet his instincts were thwarted by

the tyranny of precedent and eventually he destroyed

himself with irony and cynicism. The antidote to an excess

of history lay in drawin~ a limited horizon around oneself.

and in establishin~ the correct balance between past and

present.
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Who, after all, reaches for planning hist o:t'=>,,? older

planners, for whom the life-span of statutory Dlannin~ is

embraced by their own biography. They look back upon early

planning ao- old a~e judges youth; wi tt-I sentiment and

pl'esentimen t. But such l'eflections pass rapidl.>' into

contemplation of an achievement and a solid respect for

one's colleagues. Who else looks back? The scholars,

tht'ough relays of' all kinds (voices of' the still livin~,

texts of the dead) participate vicariously in the building

of 'theit" home. For the s c ho Lar s , planning histor'Y is a

tl'easure to Ln h e r-L t, and eventually will have

inherited it all. Fpom being absent and ignorant they rise

to fame and wisdom - while never having been h Le t o r-Lc a L'Ly

necessary!

In terms of mounting a case study there many

inhepitances we can do without. These include the equation

of' planning with reason, happiness and virtue; the

assumption that planning is slwa.>'s Ii oe r-et o r-v , and

represents a highe1' state of existence: the fable of a

gradual accumulation of morality in society; t hat planning

is a human motive, and in a sense, without history. The

type of historian who stUdies the particular without

sacrificing it to history, great men 01' his own values,

makes a virtue of his 'unpeasonableness'. Pel'haps planning

has petty or ignoble origins, per'flaps it signifies a
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reversal of fortunes and a tactical act of a~~resion

a~ainst established values. Perhaps plannin~ was invented

several times. and each time differently. Most of all. such

a historian will be unreasonable about the facts of

plannin~. rememberin~ Nietzsche's (1974 p.104) aphorism

that 'there

of history.

is no way of tellin~ what may yet become part

Perhaps the past is still essentially

undiscovered! '.

This case study has certain (somewhat limited) objectives.

It will attempt to recover a mass of documentation that has

slipped into obscurity; trace several courses of action:

identify the strate~ic moments in which method overcame

manual and jud~emental modes of plannin~: and evaluate the

results. Because the case study is mounted in a historical

discourse it may produce conclusions of a different order

to a purely technical evaluation of the emer~ent

methodolo~ies of the 1960s

intention.

- and that is indeed the

4.2.2 Methodolo~y of the case study

The chosen plannin~ authority is Coventry's Department of

Architecture and Plannin~. No attempt has been made. for

reasons already ~iven. to sample all plannin~ authorities
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for a typical or representative planning te~n. Coventry was

attractive because of its unrepresentative qualities. These

include:

la) a tradition of municipal innovation in service delivery

and public administration,

(b) extensive wartime destruction,

(c) the pioneering of pedestrian precincts, a civic centre,

inner ring roads and community planning in Coventry's

post-war Development Plan,

(d) the scope and sophistication

Review 1957-66,

of the Development Plan

le) the presence of a local planning school

the Town Planning Institute, and

and branch of

(f) considerable prestige within tile planning and

development professions for its reconstruction and

review.

This choice was retrospectively confirmed by findings made

in the case study itself.

Three types of material were gathered for the case study:

primary, secondary and interview material. By a 'primar~

source' is meant the immediate documentation of Coventr~

Architecture and Planning Department, the City Council's

committees

which can

and Departments, and the Council itself; to

be added primar~ documents drawn from the West

Midland Branch of the Royal Town Planning Institute. In
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April 1983 the author was ~ranted permission by the Chief

Architect and Plannin~ Officer for Coventry. H.Noble. to

consult the Departmental records. Thereafter.

Trafford (Assistant City Planner) assisted

Shirley

in the

identification and retrieval of relevant files. The

basement

includin~

of the Department held a number of files.

officers' reports to the Plannin~ and

Redevelopment Committee 1956-67. records of officer

attendence at conferences durin~ the 1950s and 1960s. sets

of Develor;>ment Plan Review rer;>orts (r;>ublished and

unpublished) • a cabinet Of photocopied articles and

offprints in use durin~ the early-middle 1960s. and much

development co~ol and other material. It was discovered

that in October 1973. some 280 files and 114 maps had been

transferred to the Coventry City Records Office. In~uiries

there revealed an extensive ran~e Of subject files.

includin~ the central area redevelor;>ment. subject studies

and office correspondence. lar~e develor;>mentapplications.

and information on staffin~ and administration.

It was immediately clear that much more material was

available (without restrictions) than was eXr;>ected or for

which there was use. In two visits (June and November 1983)

extensive searches were made of the files in the

Department and in the City Records Office. These files can
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(a) Planning and Eedevelopment Committee Minutes. Apart

from a brief gap in the series 1960-61, the minutes

were consulted for the period April 1956 to November

1967. Two versions exist: in the Records Office there

is a formal pasted-up copy of agendas, motions and

resolutions.

corresponding

and in the

of

Department there are

files officers' reports and

correspondence between officers.

(b) Establishment and General A.Mlnistration Committee

Minutes. Office just the formal

pasted-up version. They were consulted from August 1955

to November 1963. and contain essential information on

staffing, the use of c omp u t e r s , and the work of' t he

Organisation and Methods Unit.

(c) H.M.Treasury Department Organisation and Methods Study.

This famous study was made in 1952-53. and represented

the flpst o and M application in local government. The

Records Office the original 31 duplicated

reports. including Report No.8 on the Ar-c nit ect ure and

Planning: Department,

final Policy

individual Committee responses,

and the Advisory Committee eeport to

Council.

ld) Development Plans. Both the Department and the Records

Office hold copies of the Development Plan. submitted

1952 and approved 1957, and of the Development Plan
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from the 1968 ['PR Public Inquiry etored in the

basem ent of the Department. The Department put.lished a

useful booklet (which is still on sale in Coventryl,

originally for an exhibition of the Review Plan, called

Coventry 66: The Making of a Development Plan (Gregory

1966b). It contains a 'dramatis personae' of members of

the Planning Division involved in the Review.

(e) Development Plan Review Repopts. 55 of t h e ee we re

issued between 1955 and 1966, some in d upLi cs t ed for-m

for internal use a.nd in Committee. some in

published form as Reports of Survey. Hele] in the

Departmen t, they are an invaluable resume of

pattern of interests and planning methods of the time.

(f) Subject files. These are wo r-kLng fi.les from the

Department, e ubsequen t Ly r-e t i re d to t r.e City Recopds

Office. The subject files pr-ovide the bu Lk of the

information fop the case study, and Table 4.1 sets out

the subjects and time periods of files most

consulted. Several other files were consulted less

systematically. Within a broacl subject heading and time

period. lack any further indexing or internal

classification. LndLvLdua L letters. memos and reports

are placed in approximate chronological order.

In addition to primary documents from the Architecture and



TABLE 4.1 Departmental files consulted, by subject
and time period

File subject Time period

Industrial survey

May 1950 - May 1964

July 1961 - July 1965

Jan 1954 - July 1964

Feb 1963 - June 1966
Jan 1969 - Feb 1970

July 1961 - July 1965

Dec 1956 - Dec 1961

May 1963 - July 1969

Jan 1956 - March 1961

Population

Traffic research

Articles and descriptive matter

Distribution of plans and reports

Statistics - 1961 Census

Coventry city re~ion

Administration and staff
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Planning Department, the Minutes and Attendence booKs of

the West Midlands Branch of the (tllen) Town Planning

Institute were also drawn upon. Covering the period fl'om

1943 to 1961, tile Minutes refer to the founding: of

branch, activities of the Junior Section. relations with

the planning schools. and professional activity including

lectut'es. visits and p u b j Lca t t o n s . The Minutes are

cut'rently by Mark Middleton ( 'Yves t Midlanejs Branch

Secl'etary) in Birmingham City Planning Depal'tment.

'Secondary sources' consist of items written about coventry

planners instead of by them. Three books of especial local

interest are Kenneth Richardson's (1972) official history

of Coventry; the memoir-s of a famous lOCI", I councillor-,

George Hodlibkinson (1970); and John Friend's and Ken

Jessop's (1969) study of Coventry. Loca.l Gover-nlnent and

Strategic Choice. Other secondary material is listed in the

Eibl iogra,phy.

The third source of infol:'mation was inter·views.

Interviewees were selected fr-om the Coventl:'y 66 book and

the recommendations of tile interviewees themselves. Lack of

infol:'mation and the early deaths of some ex-Coventl:'Y

personnel precluded systematic sampling of staff, but the

final selection included a mix of seniol:'and juniol:'.l:'ecent

and establislled. and development and forward planning.
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Betl'-leenMa~' 1983 and .January 1984, 10 interviews were

conducted. in Coven tr;,' 9nd The:./ included 7

ex-planners from the Department, two current menlbers of the

Coventry City En,gineel's Departmen t , a member of

Coventry Polytechnic. A list of interviewees and their past

and present jobs is given in Table 4.2. Interviews lasted a

minimum of 45 minutes and some took several hours; all were

tape recorded and transcribed. A typical interview

contained questions and prompts on ( a) education.f11

background. emp Lo.ym ent up to an d after ('oventr~'. ( b )

responsibilities and job-content in Coventry, (c) a subject

area in whicrl t he interviewee had specialised, and (d)

professional and extra-Departmental activities.

4.3 INTRODUCTION TO COVENTRY

The next four sub-sections provide background information

on Coventry, and contain many themes and issues referred to

in t he case stud~' itself. \rH thout imposing

causality on events, the introduction proceeds from a

discussion of Coventry's distinctive economic [listory and

its growth in population. to consideration of local

political forces and the nature of the administration. In

this context. an outline is dr-awn of town planning in the

city between 1909 and 1947.
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Interviewees

Interviewees. by current and historic posts

Date of
interview

Post at Coventry Current post

Ar=thur- Ling

Malcolm Reece

Peter Wood

Roy Cl'esswell

Mike Flynn

Peter Aubrey

Keith Platt

Brian Redknap

Jack Simpson

Ken Carter

19.1.84

28.7.83

4.5.83

8.7.83

5.7.83

23.8.83

20.9.83

26.8.83

26.8.83

1.1.8ll.

1955-64 Chief Officer

1957-68 Development
Plan Officer

1960-63 Research
Officer

1960-65 Traffic
Planner

1960-63 APO Policy
and Research

1961-64 APO Central
Area

1961-65 APO Policy
and Research

1948-50 Senior Asst
1956- Engineer etc

1963- Joint Roads
Team etc

Private
practice

Acting CPO
East Sussex

CPO
Merseyside

Lecturer
UWIST

Deputy CPO
Mid-Glam

Manager
LAW

CPO
Stafford

City Engineer
Coventry

Asst CE
Coventry

Lecturer
Lanchester ~I\.

1965- Lecturer
Lanchester Cofl.
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Coventry's economy: late start, fast growth

The major fact in Coventry's h~story is that the factory

system of the industrial revolution did not take root in

the city until the end of the 19c. Until then, the dominant

mode of production was 'artisanal' , small commodity

production in which the worker owned both tool and product.

A multiplicity of ribbon-weavers and watch-makers formed

the largest category of employment. They worked at home.

and produced for a regional (or at best. national) market.

Consequently, Coventry did not experience. as did many

other northern and midland towns of the 19c, large-scale

manufacture associated with a floating proper·tyless

proletariat and a chronic housing crisis.

Only in the 18g0s did the factory system make itself felt.

Firstly, Swiss and American factory producers drove out of

business Coventry's watch-makers. who were still in the era

of the skilled craftsman. The silk-weaving industry had

already collapsed because of competition from mechanised

La n c a s n Lr-e . Secondl~'• these declining industries

replaced by new sectors based on a string of innovations in

technology and product. In particular. capital released

from the collapsing ribbon industry was directed into the
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manufacture of bicycles and bicycle components.

Coventry Machine Company had produced the first bicycles in

the city in 1867. but the re-capitalisation of the industry

caused a cycle boom. The scale of demand reinforced changes

in the method of production. The bicycle industry was

characterised by relatively large-scale production runs.

the early adoption of a standard 'safety' model. the

simplification of parts. and the reduction of work to the

assembly of pre-fabricated components. By specialisation, a

number of wheel and tyre manufacturers appeared. to

complement the assembly-type enterprises.

In the early 1900s. a second round of technological

innovation occurred. Collectively, but amidst fierce

competition. Coventry's cycle firms passed from bicycle, to

motorcycle, to motor car production. In this transitional

phase, 1900-14. vehicles were made in small numbers with

experimental models production' ), and the young

industry attracted many new firms and private enthusiasts.

The car firms employed sKilled labour drawn from bicycle

and motorcycle manufacture. anrlmade extra demands on the

components sector. By 1907. the motor firms employed twice

as many worKers as the second largest category,

tool-making.
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A¥ter the First World War. the car industry moved out of

its experimental phase. The early 19208 were decisive for

the tpansfol'mation of Co v e n t r-v into a C,9 r-prod ucing.

high-wage city. Among the British producers. only Morris

Motors and Austin successfully entered the mass production,

assembly line phase. and both had plants or headquarters at

Coventry. For example. William Morris took over a W'vv1

machine-~un factory in Gos¥ord Street. introduced linked

transfer machines into the assembly line, and mass produced

engines for assembly at his Cowley plant. By 1929, just lj.

companies accounted for 80% of national vehicle output.

These firms and workers occupied strate~ic position in

the British economy. The vehicles industry, along with the

petrochemicals and electrical ~oods industries, together

formed an 'economic bloc' directing the growth of other

sectors and leading the western economies out of the slump

(see ego Richardson 1969. Aldcroft and Fearon 1969. and for

more detail on car company performance - Church and Miller

1977 ) .

According to Friedmann (1977), Coventry car industry

passed through its peak performance between the early 1930s

and the mid-1960s. The car monopolies enjoyed rising home

demand. protection from foreign competition. and economies

of scale in production. The 1939-45 War maintained output

levels in as much as civilian production was given over to
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military uses, and the car companies benefitted from the

state construction of new 'shadow factories'. After the

War. the car firms entered the international arena at new

levels of production. Vehicles were marketed globally.

beyond the limits of Empire, and output was maintained by a

combination of automation and rising overseas demand. Only

in the mid-196os did certain weaKnesses become apparant;

chiefly, under-investment becaUse of reliance upon

successful product runs. and poor internal company

organisation due to hasty and incomplete mergers to meet

North American competition in volume car production.

coventry's peculiar economic history might be summed as

'benefits of a late start'. These benefits included the

immediate introduction of modern machinery at the onset of

production, the exploitation and extension of a mass market

brought into being by other producers, the rapid

elimination of other producers, the subordination of supply

sectors, and the decline of other industries in the face of

a high wages policy. Friedmann (1977 p.186) estimates that

in 1971 the car industry employed directly and indirectly

half the male, and one-fifth the female. worKforce in

Coventry. In fact. the town's identification with a fast

growing, technically proficient and prosperous car industry

explains many of its social and political characteristics.
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4.3.2 Coventry's population: mallY people, few services

Gregory ,1973 p.83) estimates that between 1919 and 1939

the population of Coventry grew at a rate seven times that

of Great Britain. In 1891 53,000 people lived in the city;

by 1939 that number had increased to 234,000. Growth

continued after the War, reaching 305,000 inhabitants in

1961 and 330,000 in 1965. For over five decades, Coventry

was easily the fastest growing town in the UK. Clearly. the

increase in total population was closely related to the

rapid increase in the size of the workforce. The prosperity

of the vehicle, engineering and aircraft industries created

a high demand for labour that could

locally.

not all be supplied

From the 1930s to the 1960s in-migration was pronounced.

During the late 1930s and early and late 1940s, net

increase due to population movement peaked a.t 8-10,000

people per annum ,Gregory 1966~ p.l?). In terms of social

facilities. this period of growth was marked by private

affluence and public squalor. Despite the car companies'

prosperity, there were severe deficiences in the production

of housing, in the provision of schools. in the shops and

other facilities available to suburban estates, and in the

powers of local government to coordinate itself and
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in t er-v ene effectively, Tim Br-own (1982,1983) sets out

details of this underprovision it affected housing. in

his commentaries on Reports of Coventry's Officer-

fat'Hea.lth.

In-mi~l'ation dominated natural increase (in volume terms)

in the years 1921 to 1939. producing aver:,' :'lOU 11&

population. Certainly. an analysis of the mial:rant

population 1951-61 showed that the modal age class for men

was 30 and for women 26-9 (Gregory 1966t:1t p. 18). In the

from inflow to

growth

natural

was incr-eas i ng1ypo s t=-w.a r- period. however.

transfered increase. and this

altered the social requirements of the population and the

demands made against council services. The post-war Labour

Party's enthusiasm for reconstruction of the city centre,

extension of the public housing stock. the redesign of

traffic routes. and reform of the Council's administration.

has to be set against the background of years of

frustration at its inability to contain or service a young,

vibrant and productive population. Demographic chanze, and

the issues made out of it, provide one of the keys to

understanding planning strategies of both the 19UOs and the

1960s.
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4.3.3 Coventry's politics: caucus rule. efficient

administration

Coventry's political history was conditioned by the same

circumstances as caused people and capital to accumulate in

the city. The oldest traditions of the labour movement were

absent. the professional classes were small, and up to 1900

the most powerful unions and the unions best represented on

Coventry Trades Council were the skilled craftsmens', such

as the A.S.E. and the Toolmakers' Union. But over the next

two decades, the inflow of an adventitious workforce for

car and motorcycle manufacture and then for wartime

munitions led to the ~rowth of unions for semi- and

unskilled workers, and especially the Workers Union. The

W.U. came to play a si~nificant part in the Trades Council.

which campai~ned on labour and social issues, established

in 1902 a Labour Representation Committee (forerunner of

the Labour Party), and pressed for better representation of

labour on the City Council. In fact, the number of labour

movement councillors increased from 4 in 1913 to 11 by

1920, or one-third of Council seats.

This spread of or~anisation and power was interrupted by

the General Strike and

Nationally and locally the

the miners' return to work.

trade unions lost support. The
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Workers Union collapsed. In response to this deeeat. the

Labour Party renewed its autonomy and set out to fulfill

its 1918 Constitution as an individual membership party.

acceptin~ members erom inside and outside industry and

campai~nin~ on labour and social issues. A division oe

Labour and thelabour was tacitly acknowled~ed between

T.U.C.: workplace stru~~les to the unions. electoral

stru~~les to the party.

In Coventry. socialism became the property oe the Labour

Party. a party insulated from its eormer supporters and

especially the ~eneral unions and the Trades Council. True

to contemporary models of socialist or~anisation the local

party was hi~hly centralised. and eefectively run by a

caucus led by Geor~e Hod~kinson (the Party's eirst

secretary) and Sydney Strin~er (the Party chairman erom

1932). Between 1926 and 1937. and a~ainst the backdrop of

rearmament and the Spanish Civil War. Coventry Labour Party

planned its lon~ ascent to power. Then in November 1937.

eollowin~ a bitter strike in the car plants, Labour took

overall control oe the Council for the eirst time.

The new administration announced itsele as radical,

socialist. and eor plannin~ (Brown 1984). It made two

unusual moves. The eirst was to set up a Policy Advisory

Committee to receive and review the spendin~ plans oe the
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various committees. and to advise on the overall

direction o~ the local authority. Althou~h it contained a

minority o~ ODPosition members. the P.A.C. was in ~act the

chie~ instrument o~ Labour's strate~y ~or the city. The

second move was to aDDrove in December 1938 Coventry's own

'Five Year Plan'. Hod~kinson (1970 D.38) laconically

remarks the £1.570.000 ~ive year CaDi tal Works Pro~ramme

aroused 'a ~reat amount o~ public interest' . It was. o~

course. hi~hly controversial. The Pro~ramme included new

streets. road improvements. an airport. school buildin~s.

the protection o~ open SDaces. new brid~es and sewers. and

an extension o~ the Council House.

Because o~ the outbreak o~ war in SeDtember 1939 these

plans never came to ~ruition. But it is clear that

Coventry's socialist planners were one part o~ the ~eneral

movement towards 'Dlannin~' that encomDa~d members o~ all

parties and traditions ~rom the early 19309 (Skidelsky

1969. Addison 1975). The enthusiasm ~or comDrehensive

replannin~ o~ the city. the choice o~ the '~ive year plan'

method. the attack on waste and social ine~~iciency in

unplanned ~rowth • the eXDansion o~ the officer class and

the creation of a cadre of planners. were all distinctive

and expressive of the plannin~ movement (c~. Lon~ 1982c.d).

What set Coventry aDart ~rom mainstream Dlannin~ thou~ht.

however. was its buoyant economy. The cross-Darty a~reement
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declining staple inc!ustr·ies. residue of t he first

industrial revolution. Coventry was planning to house and

service a growing worKforce and to manage the development

of a growth area. Coventry's pre-wB.l' orientation towards

resource planning under' conditions of strict political

control constituted a valuable advantage in the following

six years of the war.

Then came 'Coventration'. On the night of 14-15 November

1940, the Luftwaffe made a mass air raid on the citi/.

Killing 554 and seriously injuring 865. Three-quarters of

industry was damaged, while 46,000 houses were

bomb-damaged and 2.000 of them made uninhabitable. The tram

lines were unusable and 156 of the 181 city buses had to be

taken out of service. The railwa:~/ station was hit and

destroyed. Central Hospital was half destroyed and cut off

by fire. so that ambulances had to be diverted to to Rugby.

Nuneaton and elsewhel'e. As Hodgkinson (1970 p.159) descri\::E

it. 'tl'"lecivilised life of the city had gone. its services

paralysed. and it was in a "state of nature"'. Narrowly

averting the Minister of Home Security's proposal that the

city be put under mar-t i aL law. the City's War Emergency

Committee and Whitehall's Regional Officers worKed jointly

to retrieve the situation. Emergency services were provided

including evacuation of schoolchildren. temporary feeding
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stations. burial of the dead. innoculation against disease,

restoration of water. gas and electricity. and so on.

Several thousand craftsmen in the armed services were

released to demolish unsafe buildings. make houses

weatherproof and clear the streets. Lord Beaverbrook,

Minister of Aircraft Production, set up a special Coventry

Industrial and Reconstruction and Co-ordinating Committee

to maintain continuity of production in the essential

engineering and aircraft factories. The city was raided

ag~in on 8th and 10th April 19U2, but less intensively; and

generally after the German invasion of the Soviet Union in

June 1941. Britain attracted less attention from the German

bombers.

The cessation of bombing and the turning of the war at El

Alamein in October 1942 turned the period of emergency into

a more peaceful period of reconstruction. But the provision

of emergency services 1941-42 had been 8 veritable 'school

of planning' for officers and members of the Council. As is

well known leg. Calder 1969), the pre-war emergency plans

for health. fire and other services crumbled the moment

danger threatened. and they had all to be hurriedly

redrafted in the heat of the moment. In responding to the

blitz. the Council learnt what it was like to abandon

tradition and take responsibility for practically every

aspect of the people's life. For the rest of the war and
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immediately after it, no obstacles were placed in the way

of plan-making for the city (though given the shortage or

materials and laboul', plan implementation was another

matter·). After 1945 r h e r-e w e e no l'evepsal 011

political grounds of the desire to plan, for a val'iant of

tile planning principle was incorpo r-a ted in the

'Butsk8llite' consensus around full employmen t • social

security and a national health service. Moreover, the status

of planning had never been higher. Techniques such as

Operational

problems

experiments

Research had been s u c c e s e r u LLv to

in mi r I t ar-v organisation. and extensive

had taken place in social accounting, manpower

budgeting and the rationalization of the utilities under

public ownership.

At the local level. it was impossible f o r this revolution

to carry through into policy while representatives of the

old order remained in power. This led the Labour group in

Coventry to replace several of aging Chief Officers

during and after the War. The City Treasurer's post passed

Larkin to A.H.Marshall in 19l!4. Frederick

Smith. appointed Town Clerk in 1921!. was r-eplaced

Charles Barpatt in 19l!6. And Ernest Ford. the City

Engineer'. retired in 19l!9. his planning duties absorbed

into the new Architecture and Planning Department led by

Donald Gibson from 1949. Thus the War left Coven tl'Y'S
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political and professional forces doubly equipped to make

sweeping changes in the face of the city.

4.3.4 Foundations of town planning in Coventry

This section describes the organisation and performance of

town planners in Coventry between the first planning Act of

1909 and the appointment of a Chief Architect and Planning

Officer in August 1949.

The origins of official town planning can be traced back to

1912, when the City Engineer J.E.Swindlehurst reported to

Council on the desirability of • a broad-minded.

far-reaching scheme' for undeveloped areas inside and

outside the city (cited in Ford 1951 p.4). A start was made

on a small scheme in 1913 to the north of the city and

across its tightly drawn boundaries, but the outbreak of

war prevented any further progress. After the War, the city

was forced to act because the 1919 Housing and Town

Planning Act made it obligatory for all towns over 20,000

inhabitants to prepare a planning scheme before 1st January

1926. So in 1924 a new City Engineer and Surveyor. Ernest

Ford, was appointed. a man with twenty-five years

experience in local government with Walsall and Southport.

With his Town Planning Assistant Arthur Pugh. appointed
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1925, lie set to work at once. He recalle(j some :>'e8r8later:

'I made my preliminary physical survey personally,
visited most of the large industrialists and
landowners, interviewed the local social workers
and con suI ted aLl,mv off i. cLale 0 11eaguesan d st a f f '
(Ford 1951 p.Il).

The fruit of their labours was coventr'y Town Planning

Scheme, adopted by the City council in .July 1925. It

comprised 17.560 acres. taking in 53% of the city's surface

a n d a ring of land around it in neighbouring rural

districts. Sl)ort1:>' afterwar>ds the scheme wa:::~a.mended to

include nearly 28.000 acres, the adjacent auttlorities

relinquishing their plan-making powers to Coventr'y

administering tlle plan within their boundaries.

The adoption of an o.mended scheme in 1926 did not end

Coventry's interest in planning, however.

Sizable economic and demographic pressures were affecting

the city. Coventry had d o u b Le d its population since the

beginning of t n e century. reaching 132,000 in 1921l.

Considerable building pressures were expected on land next

to the built-uP area. Moreover. the migrant workforce was

ill-housed, forced to commute r r-orn dormitory towns, or

suffered overcrowding. 1930 Report of the Medical

Officer for Health included the statement that 'the housing

problem here. as in most cities. stands largely unresolved'

(cited in Brown 1982 p.9). The housing problem was coupled
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wi ttl a traffic problem. As befitted a car-producing town,

rates of car-ownership were

average. In 1939 the local rate stood at 68 cars per 1000

inhabitants compared with the national rate of 39 per 1000

(Pugh and Percy 19U6 p.80). The city centre's medieval road

plan could not contain this number of vehicles witl).out

congestion; car parks were lacking and traffic

mingled freely with local traffic.

Ford responded in three ways. Firstly, the planning scheme

for coventry was progressed from resolution to draft to

Ministerial approval. The draft scheme was sent out for

consultation in May 1932. and included planned industrial

zones, three bl>'-passes, two ring road s, and housing

allocations at to 16 dwellings per acre. Local

auttlorities in the plan area were granted the right to

acquire the land for public parks etc. in addi tion to land

sterilised by the plan. The scheme was somewhat altered by

the passage of the 1932 Town and Country Planning Act, and

in 1935 the Ministry of Health approved the division of the

coventry

planning.

scheme into separate schemes for detailedfive

had been brought under interimar-e a s

control between 1925 and 1931, and now their plans were

drafted concurrently. Scheme No.1 went to public inquiry,

and became a'10ca1 Act of Parliament'in 1938: the first and

only plan prepared for Coventry before the 1952 Development
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Plan. Despite the efforts of the City Engineer. therefore.

the Coventry planning area was regulated during the 19208

and 1930s almost entirely by interim development control

(ie. control in the absence of an approved plan). Under

this regime the large suburban extensions to the city were

constructed. Nearly 5.000 permissions were granted between

1929 and 1940.

Ford's second response was to draw up plans for new and

improved roads. Road schemes for the built-up area had

existed as early as 1914

was only in 1920 that a

(Richardson 1972 p.279fn). but it

local Act was passed enabling the

city to make road improvements. Ford did the detailed

planning for six streets. including Corporation Street

(1931) and Trinity Street (1937). At the same time. he

explored the idea of a series of concentric ring roads

to by-pass traffic around the city centre. Following the

1930 boundary extensions. work began on a dual carriageway

west of the city at Allesley and running south and east to

London. but it took until 1939 to complete the six mile

stretch of road. Ford (19U6 pp.27-5) subsequently reported

an estimate that the London-Birmingham by-pass took away

only 25% of heavy through traffic. This led to a revival of

his earlier suggestion for an inner ring road. passing

closer to and through the built-up area.
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Finally. F01'dt s response to tOOK the form Of9

commitment to central r·edevelopment. Before 1939.

interest in the central area was threefold: slum clearance

Bnd rehousing under the 1930 Housing Act. road widening and

re-alignment. and plans for civic centre. Conjointly

the Trinity Street/Corporation Street improvements.

Council set up a sut.-commi ttee to investigate the

possibility of civic centre. complete with civic hall.

art gallery. museum, library and college - facilities which

the city lacked compared with towns of a similar size.

Remodelling of the town centre attracted considerable local

interest. and local architects Redgrave, Hellbel'g and

Gardner presented a city centl'e plan on behalf of the City

Guild. Ford had been using an unofficial plan since the

late 1920s to guide central development decisions (Ford

1940 p.645), but it was not until 1938-9 that he was asked

to draft plans for new civic centl'e. Shopkeeper

resistance and the burden of compensation played their part

in the modesty of his scheme. It took the terl'ible

destruction of APl'il 191.l.0 to lift the debate frDm dignified

remodelling of individual sites, to functional

reconstruction of the whole centl'al area.

At this point it stloliidbe pointed out

in status during the 19~0 and 19308

how planning gained

from its initial

position on the per'iphery of the au t nor-Lt v . Tile ci t;>, t s
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first planner-engineer J.E.Swindlehurst had reported to the

Plans Sul)-committee of the General WorKs Committee, the

sub-committee having been established in 1913. But a r t e r-

Ford's appointment. and as plans came to approval stage,

the planning function assumed increasing importance. On the

officer side. PUgh's elevation in 1931 to Chief Town

Planning Assistant put planning on a par with engineering:

and architecture within the Engineers Department. On the

members side. a new Town Planni ng and Bu il(jinge Commi tee

was formed in 1933 with exclusive reB pons i))11ty for

planning schemes. While town pl,anning in Coventry was not

liberally funded or staffed. other planners were surprised

at how much had actually been achieved. Manzoni

(cited in Ford 1940 p.642). City Engineer for Birmingham.

t nougb t; tha.t

'to have brought the work to its present stage in
fifteen years seemed to the speaker very good
indeed .... He himself. had had e}<:perience of
planning schemes which had hung about for something
like twenty years before the final stage was
reached' .

The most dramatic change in the role and character of the

planning function was eventually provoked from outside it.

Aftel' Labour's victory in the local elections in 1937. and

with an extensive public works spending programme in mind.

the decision was taKen to e s r e o i t s n a Ci t;,' Ar-c h Lt e c r e

Department. All architectural work of the Council would now

be handled by this Department. with a view to ending the
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coordination problems associated with the use of many

private architects, and to relievin2: the En2:ineers

Department of excess work. The new Department opened in

January 1939 with a staff of 24. led by 29 year old Donald

Gibson. It was a much more youthful and modernist workin2:

environment than Ford's. Thou~h plan-makin2: remained the

City En2:ineer's responsibility. the architects. both

officially (in a joint En2:ineers-Architects draft plan) and

unofficially

Association

Assistants),

(in

of

the ~uise of the local branch of the

Architects, Surveyors and Technical

made proposals for the replannin~ of the city

centre (see Garratt 1959. Richardson 1972 pp.280-4). The

contrast of personalities, traditions and methods produced

a deadlock, and with it no consensus on redevelopment.

Then came the outbreak of war and the events of April 1940.

A City Redevelopment Committee was set UP in December 1940

and once more reQuested a joint plan from Ford and Gibson.

They openly split, and Gibson's private dissent was turned

into a rival plan. In the event, the Committee chose

Gibson's plan as a2:ainst Ford's. because it best dramatised

their desire to build a~ain and to efface not only the bomb

dama~e but also the irrationality of pre-war layout

(Richardson 1972 pp.286-B). In March 1941 a reconstruction

plan was hurriedly delivered to the Ministry of Health. and
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shortly afterwards Gibson was made Joint Flanning Officer,

effectively replacing Ford. (Forc! r-e rna Ln e c in

administration a further eight years, loyally executing his

I'ival's pla.n.)

Post-wap planning was clearly of a different variety to

ppe-war planning. Ford and Pugh had laboured wearily over

schemes for the indirect regulation of greenfield sit. The

reconstruction plans bypassed these engineering traditions,

and exchanged the focus of p13nning for Gibson's urban

concept, which was in turn closely r-e La r e d to the

exigencies of design, finance and construction. Fost-IA/ar

planning

ppoperty

decisively contravened the powers of individual

owners in of compu.le or-v purchase and

nationalisation of development rights. and left far behind

the

the

gentlemanly negotiations of Ford's day. FurtheI'rnol'e,

post-war planning system tended t.owa r-ds gI'e.ater

specialisation in the selection of staff. and pelied less

dipectly upon the engineering and surveying ppofessions. In

fact. Coventry fashioned a stratum of architect-planners to

define and administer its plan in a direct response to

pre-war professional mistrust.

The spell cast b~' l"'econstruction over post-war

administration of the city was not without its consequences

for the later evolution of plan-making in ('ovent r~'. It
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explains the sources of resistance to that approach as well

types of ct'iticisrn levelled at it. Finall.y, it

accounts fat' the special intet'ests and pt'ogrames of work

embedded in the planning office. Therefore it is to this

office, with its special history. interests and conflicts,

that we now turn.
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C HAP T E R F I V E

COVENTRY PLANNING OFFICE IN THE 19508

5.1 INTRODUCTION

This Chapter describes organisation and methods in the

Architecture and Planning Department between the setting up

of the Department in 19U9 and the commencement of the

Development Plan Review in 1960. It draws upon the

Departmental records and interviews itemised

develops context

in

of

Chapter

Four. and them in the concepts

introduced in Chapter Three. The implications of post-war

reconstruction for town planners were twofold: firstly. the

need for a plan and its rapid implementation. and secondly.

the need for modern techniques of survey and analysis in

the plan. Therefore. this Chapter explores in turn the

organisation. and methods. of the post-war planning office.

It concludes with some observations on the transition to a

different mix of tools and skills in the early 1960s.
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5·2 ORGANISATION OF THE ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING

DEPARTMENT

It was suggested in Chapter Two that the ori~ins of

planning methodology were hybrid. that substantial

borrowings

method in

and external interventions were required before

planning could become truly indigeneous. In this

section it is shown how a series of administrative reforms

in the size. structure and workload of the Architecture and

Planning Department. and in the Corporation as a whole. led

to important changes in planning practice. The post-war

strategy for 'efficient administration' provided tools for

fashioning a plannable office out of a collection of

talented

available

individuals. It also rationed the resources

to implement the planners' output. and for a

while braked the Department when it wished to expand. In

this sense, 'efficiency' was a condition of appearance of

planning methodology as it applied to the office.

5.2.1 Transfer: the new Department 19U9-52

We have seen that in 1947 Coventry City Council established

a new Planning and Redevelopment Committee. However. for a

further two years both the City Engineer's and City
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Architect's Departments performed planning duties. with

Ford and Gibson sharing ultimate responsibility. Ollly upon

Ford's resignation as Joint Planning Officer in August 1949

did Gibson assume complete control. He was appointed Chief

Officer of a new combined Architecture and Planning

Department. The Planning Division was transferred from the

Engineer's Department to Gibson's. and its staff eventuallY

took up accomodation in the top floor of the ex-Rover

showrooms in Warwick Street.

The circumstances of the transfer led to a particular

organisation of the Department.

For several years, planners and architects were relatively

distinct within it. Whereas the architectllral sections were

devoted to reconstruction of the central area, and later.

to the Comprehensive Development Areas. the planners

grouped themselves around the preparation of the Coventry

Development Plan. The Plan let planners participate in the

redevelopment process, but at arms length and without a

detailed interest in design. This division of labour fOUlld

support in the chain of command. in as much as the

architectural sections were directly accountable to the

Deputy CAPO. while the planning sections were grouped under

a Principal Planning Officer who himself reported to the

Deputy. (The PPOs were. jointly. Harley-Smith and
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Barrington from 1949 to

PPO

1952. and then Wilfped Burns to

1958.) The device of a r e r Le c t e d on the WL'lY plann ing

had been transferred en bloc and attached to the e:,:isting

o r-ga n Lea t t.o n of' Elr-chi tee t S 8 E' an .9 f t er-t I-IOU £.: I-It . Th r-0 Ug)1 0 U t

the 19 5 0:3. the Arc 1-11tee tu r-e9. nd Planning [Iivis ion ere f epre d

to themselves 8S 'Departments'. and this too recorded their

separate histories.

This split in the Department could last only as long as the

Planning Division was preoccupied with the preparation of

the Development Plan. Finalised in late 1951. t ne Plan was

submitted to Ministerial scrutiny in early 1952. F01' five

years it moved t nr-ough channel s faY' removed from Coven t r·y.

Donald Gibson took this opportunity to redirect planning

staff towards the consideration of more detailed projects

in readiness for their implementation. Responsibility for

tl,e design of ne ighbourhoo(j units had already been passed

to the Architectul'sl Division; after reorganisation in

1952, further- staff wepe moved from survey and

policy-making to the redevelopment sections. The n ew

structure is shown in Figure 5.1. Of a Divisional staff of

20, all but 3 were pl.9ce<j in Design Development.

Parallel with Gibson's to plan implementation. the

Planning and Redevelopment Committee began fporn

19508 to approve a five-year polling programme of capit.sl

expenditure 1973 p.96). The scheduling of sites
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fop purchase. cLe ar-ance and r-edevelopment o r-e w r]'leplanni ng

teem more closely into trle [Jl'ocess of r- e \)u i 1. cl t ng I and

srrengthened r-elationsl"lips with other- construction

professions.

By 1952, t hen , the n t eror t c division of architects ".1J:<1

planners was being bridged. The Development Plan weB being

progressed to implementation stage, and the dominant theme

in the Department as a whole was site redevelopment. This

drew to a close the

of

period of' transition fpom an

en~ineering model pLa n+rnak Ln g to an ar-c hItectur-al

model, and the latest model was presided over by a new

category of professional: the architect-planner.

5.2.2 Under study: Organisation and Methods in Coventry

1952-3

During and after the War. the city was affected by a number

of special economic and demographic tl'ends. Table 5.1 shows

how Coventry's population grew by at least 6% between 1939

this is without ma k Ln g; allowance for the

thousands of temporary wap-workers in the aircraft.

engineeping and munitions factories. Also, after 1945 there

was a large increase in the Corpopation's workforce due to

the national La b o u r- govel:'nment's social and economic



TABLE 5.1. Increase in Coventry's population and
costs of administerin~ services 1.939-52

1.939 1.952 Increase

Population of Coventry CB 242.000 258.000 6.7%

Number of officers on
ran~e of activities
broadly compatible
between 1.939 and 1.952 71.5 1..329 85%

Number of officers
per 1.000 J;>eople 2.95 5.1.5 75%

Central administration
costs £60.495 £223.588 380%

Ar-chLtec ture and Planning;
officers in post 22 150 582%

Source: O/M 31
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policies. More services had to be provided. and there were

more people e1i~ib1e to receive them. For instance. the

City Council took over the electricity. ~as. transport and

water supplies. expanded the hospital service. transformed

the municipal draina~e and sewera~e utilities. put social

work under its control. and built 6.200 houses in 1945 and

1946 (ed. Bi~~s 1946 p.58). The total number of

toCorporation

inhabitants.

officers. and the ratio of officers

both increased by a minimum of 75%. 1939 to

1952 (Table 5.1).

The absence of method in the accretion of functions soon

created administrative problems. Costs of administration

Quadrupled between the outbreak of war and 1952. The H.M.

Treasury 0 and M study later summarised the problem as

or~anisationa1 fra~mentation (OM/31 p.5). Staff tended to

work departmentally and without reference to parallel work

(or savin~s in work) in other parts of the authority. Staff

specialised in their careers too early and could not easily

be deployed between departments. The Corporation also

lacked a review machinery for enumeratin~ and resolvin~

difficulties in or~anisation.

In 1951 the Town Clerk. Charles Barratt, reported to

Council an Association of Metropolitan Councils' memorandum

on the implications for local ~overnment or~anisation and
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procedure of a special review the Local Govel'nment

Manpower Committee. The Council's Policy Advisory Committee

considered the Corpora.tion already adequet.e Lv ms.nszed , but

accepted a suggestion from the monthly meeting of Chief

Officers that there was scope for an advisory service on

organisation and administrative methods (Barratt 1954).

Subsequently the Town Clerk was instructed to invite the

H.M. Treasury Organisation and Methods Division to make an

exemplary study of the Corporation's functioning.

From January 1952 to July 1953. a total of 11 officers

spent 6 man-years producing 32 reports on the Corporation's

19 departments and their common services. The 0 and M team

was divided into two groups. The first made a thorough

examination of the City Treasul'er's [lepar·tment the

special subject of financial control and accounting. The

second group examined the operational work of t he E~ervice

departments. including clerical routines and establishment

work. Without going into greater detail (see OM/31. Mason

1954. Dunkley 1954). the pertinent conclusions were these:

(a) A new Committee and Chief Officer. to secure

'continuous general oversight of t n e a,jll1inistrative

efficiency of the Corporation as a whole' (OM/31 p. 6).

The Committee would concern itself with the efficient

and effective deployment of staff. and pl'ovide an
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in-house 0 and M service to all departments. The new

Chief Administrative Office!.' would possess extensive

powers of review and coordination.

(b) A cent!.'alised p!.'imaryaccounting fl1nct ion in tile City

Treasurer's Department. to serve the Finance Committee,

advise the Council's other Cornmittees and audit t he t r-

activities. Complete re-equipment of the punched card

machinery was recommended. along with standardisation

of accounting procedures and the re-training of staff.

(c) An extension of managerial control over (jepartmen t al

activities. This required the continuous production of

control information on costs. and also comparisons of

running expenditure totals with budget estimates. The 0

and M team proposed extending cost controls from new

construction and major reconstruction and repair work

to routine engineering such !.'ef'use

collection. street cleansing. etc.

With some modifications these recommendations were approved

by Council. Galvanised

per annum (the 0 and M

prospect of saving £50,000

estimate), the Town Clerk's powers

were strengthened. the Treasurer's Department purchased a

small computer. and a Officer was appointed to a

new Establishment and 0 and M Section under the Town Clerk.

Department of Architectupe and Planning was only
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tangentiall~' affected b~' the Tr-easup;;.,s ructv . The focus of

attention had b e e n the financial processes of the City

Treasurer's Dep.9rtment, and the more significant clerical

routines in the a u t bor-Lty. Departments s:pending

programmes, service delivery or routine workload were under

less scrutiny. Architecture and Planning was assigned one

officer lJ.Bayliss), who compiled a short report on its

functioning (OM/8) • Nevertheless, is

significant because it initiated a process of contraction

in the Department which eventually removed the Development

Plan altogether as an

team.

organisational focus of the planning

report dealt sepa!'stely with the Architecture and

Planning

Division

'Department s' . It criticised the

for the free creation of sections to

problems in the fa.ce of personal dtfferences, sections

Which were too small. under-qualified and poorly directed.

The number of sections should be halved from 9 to U, While

the Deputy City Ar-c bLtect was advised to make more use of

his Department's Chief Administrative Office!' to secure

coordination of and to maintain central control

records. It was calcuated r nat reorganisation on

lines would save some 6 jobs.

A rather harsher line was taken with the Planning Division.
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Fop a much 2,maller planning re am a cut in staff of o or- 7

jv'jarclj 1952 r-e o rz a n i sat ion. it

tl"'::'l1spired. been 'largely e:.:periment,sl' . based

, v a r-a ou s preconceptions', and affected more

pel'sonalities 't:-lan m i g n t normally be desired' (OlVl/:3 p.9)·

Staff duties and respon:=,it>1lities had become confused. For

example, officers in the Design Section worked for officers

in of other sections. officers in

Development Sections spent time on duties for which they

were directly accountable to the PPO. As a result the work

was not sufficiently controlled; there were inequalities in

pel"'sonal workload; and senior officers performed too much

'Moreover, a L trlougfl there is a progr-amme or' work
r c r- the Department. it is not r-e Ls t e d to a given
period and comparative priorities are not
i n::'l i c 8. t:,,::'l. '
(CM, 8 p. 9) .

The report criticised the distribution of work between the

two [livisions. 'None of the staff in the Planning Division

is a qualified architect and more time s e e ms to be spent

on projects which involve design than their numbers

or relative importance demand' (OM., :3 p.lO). Therefore it

was recommended the Architecture Division handle the design

element in all future projects. Finall~', the formal

separation of c e n t r-a L and suburban l'edeveloJ;:,ment \,."a:::

questioned. These two sections merged. The

structure of the Division would \:le twofold:
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development control. and a sect~on to deal w~th 'all other

plann~n~ business except desi~n' (OM/8 p.10). In this

ne~ative definition of 'plannin~ bus~ness'. the Development

Plan was notably lack~n~ as a focus of work. BaYl~ss left

open the possibility of further scrutiny by su~~estin~ any

Methods Officer subsequently appo~nted examine clerical

procedures in the Department. and in the administration of

development control.

It will be recalled from Chapter Two that local ~overnment

o and M possessed at least four attributes. It (a) named

and reclaimed a hitherto formless zone of office work. (b)

imposed

duties.

standards of performance upon routine office

( c ) installed centres of supervision. control and

improvement within the authority. and (d) deposited

conceptions of efficient and effective mana~ement with

senior officers and members. The intervention of 0 and M in

Coventry Corporation followed these ~eneral directions. The

impact upon plannin~ was twofold.

Firstly. the 0 and M study si~nificantlY altered the

mana~ement context for plannin~ and development. In terms

of inputs. the resources available to staff and equip the

plannin~ office and to implement its projects be~an passln~

throu~h a series of checks and filters. The pro~rammin~ of

capital expenditure, the plannin~ of officers' time and
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in cl i c ,9 t e ,j ani n t e l'e i:' 1'"" i n p e s 0 u t> ce utili~'at'i:)n. In t e rms of

outputs. the 2enior Qdmini3+ra+ion began making demands on

Planning to information on job

prog r e s s. gn~ performance. The Town Clerk was now

c o n ef.d e r- the CAPe's representations and

c o n s f o e i- them in Eo '::-OPPOPBtion--wide perspective. Taken

the deliberate forward planning of the

,:-or'l_:Gl'9tion's !.~·esoupc:es • and the o a n k i n s of contpol

inf'ormation. introduced a c e r-t a i n transparency into the

authority's structure, in as much as administr,ative plan::::

and commands en c r-os c ilerj upon o t s c r-e t t on and per~~,,:,::'nal

r-e spa n sit>iii t;,.' . The conscious grouping of tasks, teams and

finance ensured new type of visibility in council

sdrn in i s t i- 9 t ion.

Secondly. the 0 and M study caused an extraneous element to

appear in the planning office. which n s.o not sprung from

the traditions of town and country planning. Because of a

discourse on efficient administration, planners could now

tal k 0 f war l( Ine t li0 (j S • the use of office machines and

e s pee i 9 11;" t h e recruitment and

training: of an office. control means of

infol'marion. and inrer-disciplinary or inter-

professional approach to problem-solving, where their own

sources of Buthority were 2ilent. In Coventry after 1952



the planning office W3.S not designed to s rmu r e r e OJ plSnnlng

concept - for instance. a cer~ain model of pl3.n-mal~ing. '~)n

the contrary. it was directed by an administrative p1911 fer

staff efficiency con"'isten(;O/ in la~/olJT site

j;:' Is n n in g . An admin .1s tP9 1:: ive p 19 n in ter v en e 'j

long-ter'm plan of wor~. the Development F19n.

oee n camp 1e~ e,j,

5.2.3 Retrenchmen~: plan implementation and the staffing

crisis 1953-60

effect of the H.M. Treasupv 0 and M study had

to reduce and simpli f~' the r:13nning f1Jnction in

Coventry. with central and special area redevelopment work

a priority. After 9 few :::.'eal ....S l'eaction set ina ga i !1 S t

rh i s t r-end . in pa!'r.iculal' to meet [::'1"0 I) lem of stsff

in ,jevelopment control and in sn t i c i r- s t t on of the

l"e::: e arc:j'l input to t ne [)e'!elopment P18tl RevieV-J.

By 1960 the Division in the of ",taffini.:;

crisis. wr. t c h Pl"e,:::lpitated important in The

planning te81l1. The Review C9t1 be

reform of the [;)lsnning t e a.m in t he ear>l~/ 1960e.

In 1955. Wilfl'ed Burns e x am I n e d in detsil ~he worK of the

Planning Division. He recalled that the [>ivision



??3

c o n c e n r r-e r e

•In l1J~' view the time now corne fop 1!19jOP

re 0 r-g '3 n i ""'.9. rio n 0 f vIa I:"' l-; '3 n <:l t 1"11", b 11.i1rii n g' II [0 .",~":j 1nor

the planning division'
(v.J. BUPl1s. ~,~, 5.55. AP CF 1 212 I

ammend

P Lan 1-l9,S a ppro v e d , TO find a .1. +e r- n 9 r j ve

d e v e Lo p e r-e . to no' f o r- t mme d a a t e

development uno e r- mor-e cletsile(l l~'i.9.nning. 3n<:l rointegl'E:tte

landscape wo r-j: w L r h m e t nsr ream p19nning. B'JPli:=C'9l:=c'0 n ore d

that

'no wopk 1:',,9 t present
the

l'evi,ew

done i.n C19nnin~'
infol'lr!·:,tionresearch or on

required for the
c nariz t n z P9pidly
that all changes

coLl ec t to n of
oft 1"1 e f' 1.q n . Covent'P.'/ :i £'

i n 1n9 ny I'" ,9~' 89 n (j i tis e:'c' sen t j. 9. 1
s nou Ld t'e s~.'::::tem.9r-tc9l1.:/ :c·tlldi.e'~I'.

Accopdingly, in September 1955 the [d vi 2 i on

Et [l eve lop 1'1'1en r P1an f 0 c I Isan d 9. r- e s e ,9l' C h f 11net ion. TI"l e

29 wet'e allocated -to: [Ievelopment I~ont PO1 (6) •

Centpal Ar-ea Eecons'tl'lJction ( ~I )_, .
Rehabilitation is' F'l.Oll1 F:esea.pch

Est. and Gen. Admin. Comm.).

Reorganisation could not solve a staff shor~age. howevep. A

n umb e r- of recorded incident" into l·el.ief the

financial pal'sirnony of the Cot'· [,Or-SI t i Cln. The f.l ps t c 1. a s tl

came over the use of temporary a:::~sis t ,9 n t:::~ 1nth e r> i v i :=c', ion

during 1955 and 1956. Arthur Ling (CAPO 1955-64) trle
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several on

of their

"JP T'~ ;:',

par~-time clerks to process iand charge ques~jonnaire2. bur

fell arrears. Ling no~ed

full-time staff. who could not

6.1.56. AP C'F 1 2l2), Ling in l'et-aining

tempor.9r;)' workers until the s u r umn

again complained of e:'cpene.e (Town Clex-'v. to

10.9.56. AF ('Fl 212). F.9ced with the pros.pecT

permanent staff to filing (A. Hopkins. 14.9.56.

AP CF1 212). Ling secured a n e>:tension. no'

complaining thaT the assistants' worKload had been si=eably

enlarged efforts of the Town Cler~'s own Methods

Officer (CAPC to Town (le1'v", 15.12.56. AF (,F~l 212).

Another example of staff shortage occured in ,jeve 1opmen t

control. As the town grew under the provisions of the L952

[>evelopment Flan. the ,jevelopment controllers' caseload

became increasingly A design for r.o u s i.n g

estate design standards was distributed in early 1957. but

insufficiency of staff held back its further use. Commended

in Committee for his design standards but

h 0 Ld up. Lin g too k t fl e 0 P P 0 r- tun ity top r-e s S' 11i s cas e for- '":I n

e,,:pande,j [\':'team. o r-zan t se c on an a.r-e a basis and uncier +-he



single r-esponet bL'La r y of 9 Gl'OUr' PIBnning '='ffic:ep !,~'iinu~-e:=-.

6.2.57• Plan. and Redev. ~omm.

A ezamr:le concer-ns the se9Pch

proficient staff. M.~uptois II:hief Administr-ative Officer.

Ar-c hLtee ture a nd Planning [Iep91'tment I c onuue n t ed c rr t t ca i Lv

on r he 1955 Divisional reorganis3tion to his (anonymous)

correspondent.

'We must adjust our thinking
the Establishment Officer to

and seek to
oup point of

per'suacle
view. if

the detailed statistical work you require is to be
pr-o,jueed.•
(M.Curtois. 1.7.57, AP ,::'F/l/212).

He l:'ecommended the upgr'a,jing of St9.tis tic s. Progr9.!:llning

and Staff Records ClerK.

With these problems and r ecomme nda + ions in mi n d , Li ng; vlent

to the Establishment and General Administration Committee

with a proposal fer 9 extra members of staff. However. the

Fin3.nce COl1unittee

to 6. Ling p r-ot ested that 'this drsstic cut must h9ve a

serious effect on the work which can be carried out in this

division' (lVTinutes, 4.3.59. Est. and Gen. Admin. Comm.). He

cited the Review Plan land use survey 9S the first victim

of t r.e cu t.

'The early survey worK is becoming 9 ma~ter of
urgency 9S it is impossible to review the
[ievelopmen t Plan un til we have an up- to- date \)·98e
for it. The draft plan must be peady Bt the end of
this year. Due to lacK of staff only about one
qU9pter- of rhe cLt-y h,93 been covered sno even t n t s
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to

te~u:

a nd F.ese~PCrl) comp13i:ling of

l.oss of Lm po r-r a n t Lo ceL knov..lledge. En~Ji2,ag-ing s u bm a s e Lo n or."

the Review Plan by early 1961. he upged Ling to pecr'ui t

staff. especiall~' e:.zperienced q 1J 9.1 i fie d people

\ R. EH-·~'ant. 5.2.60. AP CF./j_/212). loss of two of the

ClerkS of Works later that ~'e.9.r the group in what

called 'a completely impossible position'. The land

U::' e 3 U l~\le;./ had been

beg3li.

'Tt-liS ha:::been a long. long
so often thsT I personally
of trying to get on with a

stop~,:.
wonder

l'el)esting itself
\-~?h ·9 t l :3 t" !"le lj:-: e

job of
spannel':=- 9re thl'own into the '113C'li ne' .

6.10.60.\F. Br·y~nt to
A!= \ ~ _. "212~.

A.Lee::: and

Tr-le of e x pe r- i en c eel .junior' "the

u n o e r s taf fed development control t e ams , La c k of technic9l

and temporary support Bnd delays in the Review Pisn survey

constitute(j -9 staffing c r-Lsi.r of

actual I;;,'fell from 29 in Mal'ch to 27 in March 1959.

and by March 1960 Ling had to report to \~ommittee rha t h18

[I i v i 2 i 0 ns 1
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application:::~9s as rh e quinquenni a L 1'e';ie'.-1.I.~r,;,,:::, in

Hillfields and Spon End. s i re clearance for ~he Frogramme.

and special project work. The present vacancies had accrued

in spite of 13 advertisements in the press and tlniversitles

over la:::t 6 m o n t b e . Ling asserted c hLe f

barrier ~o recruilmenT was low given to trainee

staff. Tt,e present st3ff. 'now e o i i v of the

inadequac:,.' of their comparative gradings' might meve to

other autrlol'i ties and t 91-:;e with 'their of

specialised and local knowledge. , Tile experienced nucleus

of the division might then quickly ( (·p,P().

7.3.60. ,<\P'CF'l/212

The Planning an d Ee(jevelopmen t ('ommi t t e e tOOY: not ice and

presented Ling's case to the Establishment ('op.lmittee. The:,'

jointly proposed a two-level solution. follOlr-ring on Ling's

recommendations. Firstly. decided to re-grade posts.

thereby retaining middle-tier staff. Seconcil;y'.

'a training scheme should be instituted as a long
term measure. to improve the number of qualified
planning officers available'
(CAPO and City Treasurer
A P / C F ,/ 1 ./ 2 1 2 \

t o Chairmen. 7.60.

A maximum of 10 qualified s r-c n L t e c+ e 01' engineers. graded

APT IV. was to be recl"uiTed. 9nd troained on en a 1='P1'O\' e,j

pa r-r- time co ur se et La nc ne s re r' ('ollege of Tecrlnology. The

Committees authorised senior planning steff to underTaKe a



longer- teplll of' the

Division solved Covent:t'Y's st.effing pl'otllen1. ~;ection 6.4.1

will indicate the continuous in planning

establishment ovep the n e x r de C9 de. So 1<r ing t t-, e s rs f fin g

crisis was an important step in the development of 9. secure

planning organisation. fop two reasons.

Firstly. it is is clear that the n umr.e r- and of

trained planners. was a pertinent issue trlr-oughout the

decade. The ])epartmen t was caught o e t we e n fin3-ncial

sr r-Ln g e n c v and pr-essure of work. The availability of etaff

determined the pace of work. the kind of wopk that could be

ta.el.::led.and r he mix of skills and locel knowledge in the

planning team. Whereas in the early 1950s the Treasurer's

parsimony bore down heaviest on the Development Flan

s u r-v e v and policy work. by the late 1950s priorities had

been reversed and resources were being diverted to the Plan

Review. Bidding for staff represented an important area of

Ling's responsibilities, and provided one l11e.9 n s of

translating the Review into practice. The staffing crisis

pr-ecLp Ltated a review of staffing needs without which no

stable platform for the Review could have Deen constructed.

Secondly. the problems of staffing re-opened the question

of what constituted professional sKills and how they were

to be acquired. The Corpopation's own intel'est in
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es~abli2hment control and the exact matching of jobs TO

jobholders led to a greater involvement of the Departme!lt's

senior officers in the appropriate and

training of planners. In 1959. Audrey Lees ,PPO efter

BurllS) devised 9 standard for the level of qualification to

be attained by each planner and grade of planner in the

Division (A. Lees, 26.2.59. AP/CF/l·212'. A year later the

Department had enrolled ten recruits in a planning course

taught largely by its own staff. The self-conscious

production of planners was achieved by a kind of vertical

integration of school and office. in 9 formula profoundly

favourable to the office. The Departmellt actively defined

the skills it required: thus the education of its junior

planners was work-led and an expression of the Department's

own changing work programme.

5.3 METHODS IN THE ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING DEPARTMENT

The formation of a discourse on 'methodology' as 8 distinct

branch of knowledge. with its own technical

representatives. was not an immediate achievement of

planning practice in the 1950s. What will be found. though.

is a number of mutations in practice diversifying end

reforming such methods ao were in use. and altering the

balance of method and craft judgement in practice as a
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\.-Jhole, These

the first corcerning

~he second the insTruments of calculation,

5, 3. ~ Survey and analysis in the 1952 DeveloDment Plan

TI,e ('oventr~' r'evelopment Plan. 98 prepared under the 1947

Town and Country Planning Act. was in late1951

early in 1952 (B8rrBt~. Marshall and Gibsen

1952). The complete Plan consisted of a Written Analysis. a

Written Statement and TOv-in 1'19 p. No separaTe reporT ef

surveyor other bacKground material was released to

Plan's clainl (p.3) to rest on 'an intensive survey of

the city and its a o r i v i t t e s ". Nevertheless. the types of

evidence and from articles in the pr-ofe~~s.ionaL 1=' pes e . The

'survey' referred to in the Plan was in fact a sequence ef

specialised surveys made since the War. and ta~en together

theY provide a perspective on survey practices in coventry.

The first is found in ~he maps and models assembled in 1945

for "the Coven"tr;;.' Planning Exhibition. Its chief objective

was to o r-a ma r Lse Gib2on's central ar'ea pl.9t1 • and

concen r r-a te in coventr;;.' all that was pl'ogr-essive in

current planning pra c t Lc e . For example. roaci ,:i 1.1 nc t i on s
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d1~played pedestrian sub-ways 9.nd

of a nd Sir Alker Tr'ipp's -j de a s clevelopecl on

actual sites in the ci t~" (For·cl 1946 p.272). There were

also models of neigrl bou rh oo d un it e.. commun i t::;/ and heal th

centres. a n d the Coventr:;,' pre-fai)ricated The

exhibition contained various survey and contour maps t ' a.

selection of those made during the preparation of s,'::rlell1es'

(p.272). Ford explained that much survey material could be

generated by the r r-an e cr Lpt ion of personal

knowledge. In fact. nowa,jays the only fOl'tn of

intervention of personal knowledge in the making of plans.

It was therefore desirable

'to collate such information
paper in a series of

en d get
plans.

it
a n d

down on
wr L tten

part icularE:. for
Ministries that
knowledge. and on a

refer·ence. and
new proposals
sure foundation'

to per~o:uade
are based on
(p. 2(2).

BasiC survey maps. thus formed 'the TO all

planning' (p. 269) .

Ford's assistants. Arthllr Pugh and A. L. Fepc;)'. t=,r'esenteel .9

paper a ye9.r· later which clarified the n a r u r-e of the

coventry survey. In 19U6 the operative legislation was the

Town anel Country Planning Act whi cri. amongst other

allowec\ local 3uthoeities to comp r-ebe n s i ve 1;)'

redevelop a r-e a s or extensive w·Sl' dam a.z e me3!1S of

compulsory purchase o rde r-s . Un del' s. 32 ( 1) 0 f t rl e Act. t !-le

local authority was obliged to the Minister with



sufficient information to allow a decision ~o

98 yet there existed no requirement to make 9 survey before

a plan. Nonetheless. Pugh and Percy took the idea of survey

to be centr31. They suggested that planning was passing

from a stage of qualita~ive description t.o quantitative

analysis. liKening planning in 18tte1' to

scientific experimentation. The p Lann e r s tested their

t n s tan c e s cit ed: gap clen cit ie:=. ?e c \0', a.m He E; 1th

Centre. new towns) in the laboratory of society.

'The basic survey now accepted as an essential
preliminary to successful planning, corresponds to
the quantitative analysis in chemistry. To be
satisfactory the facts must be carefully compiled
and ,jepicted'
(Fugh and Fercy 19U6 p.85).

No doubt in the first instance me9.nt the

measurement and classification of data. But it also implied

a methodological refinement: to every elementary particle

of information there had to correspond

most' basic unit of documentation available consisted of a

file ca rd . t re n expressed a preference for particles

of data gathered on cards in file2· of

thei!' s IJPve~' of Coven~ry's areas of extensive war damage

was mounted on .a file of each card devoted to a

single property (Figure 5.2). Recorded in columns on each

card was information relevant to the property's replanning,

such as the pl'eViOU2 size and use of each float" level.9.lirj

the extent and nature of bomb damage. Because important

information for each property was duplicated on top of the



FIGURE 5.2 A card index survey of areas of
extensive war dama~e in Coventry 1946
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s~/stem of

pr-eparat ion of a nv type of map [could

abstracted and used by draughtsmen' lP.85). In this small

ares at lesst. priority of map over statistic W9.S

reversed. and a new compeTence c3used to emer-ge oe s i ,je

draughting skills.

Ottlep zones of work displayed similar tendencies. Pugh and

Percy were faced with the problem of how to determine the

future volume and pattern of traffic in the Coventry area.

Theip method entailed measuring the total vehicle stock las

a ratio of x vehicles per 1,000 population) and projecting

it on the basis of Ministry of Tl'ansport

forecasts of vehicle ownership. the rate of of

Coventry's popu19tion, and lligher rate of locsl

ownership.

'This gives a total increase to 230 per
1939 volumes. which figure is intended to
in framing r he city's r-o ad p r-o ooeaLe v "

(Pugh and Percy 19U6 pp.BD-l).

cent of
be used

The increase was then translated into road widening and

alignment proposals, and the line of the inner- ring

road. This ra t s ed the question of how future levels of

ownersrlip could be allocated across the c i t~,.

'An examination of traffic censuses will show the
extent to which traffic in 8 town originating
within the built-up area compares with the amount
of through traffic.'
(Pugh and Percy 19U6 p.82).

In this ana i v s t s , tr'affi c projections based on a
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statistical calculation had superceded either sin~le-link

road counts or impromptu re-modellin~ of heavily-trafficked

road junctions. Once a~ain, an important skill was attached

to the plannin~ team that did not find immediate expression

in a map.

A further example of hybridity in skill concerns the

Pro~ramme accompanyin~ the Plan. Pu~h and Percy noted how

reconstruction pro~rammes handled time in the same way as

development plans handled land use. Pro~rammin~ involved

dividin~ time between conformin~ and non-conformin~ uses,

and ~rantin~ permission for periods of time to be occuped

by an activity, or for that activity to chan~e. 'Time

zonin~ 1s now as important as use zonin~' (p.91). The

s1~nificance of time zonin~ lay in the manipulation of

resources to meet a specified rate and duration of

rebuildin~. Pu~h and Percy wanted to continue phased labour

pro~rammes, with labour allocated

'to each of the buildin~ projects in the required
numbers over the periods estimated to be necessary
for its completion'.
(Pu~h and Percy 1946 p.92)

Available labour could be forecast by the Ministry of

Labour, and after allowin~ for industry and maintenance the

balance remained for housin~ and construction. Ideally. the

Development Plan would be preceded by a len~thy chain of

calculations specifyin~ the material requirements of the

proposed developments. Such a specification would call upon
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the talents or economists s n d S u1've:,'or= as

traditional town planners.

In 1946. trien. Pug!) and Fercy expected planning- to be

t h e status of a science. and planning survey to

include quantitati'Je measurement The

contemporary model for survey was the 'inventory'. in which

figured stocks of vehicles. stocke of

Accompanying each item in the inventory was an individuE:11

record. and by aggregation t neee records were turned into

files. and the files into s u r-v ev s . The possibility of a

records-based and survey-driven plBn first appeared at this

point. Trlese linl-zed .3ntecedent calculations' bor-e an un eaev

relationship

line.

to the planning possibilities of the d r-awn

Trie Developmen t P19n survey itself continued and extended

this shift in the methods of planning. Whereas the 1932

Town and Country Planning Act referred only to procedures

of scheme approval and corl'ection. the 19L!7 Act car'ried9n

explicit requirement. in s.5(1). local authorities to

examine their areas within three years submit

Minister a report of survey alongside the Development Plan.

S.6(1) also required local authorities to undertake a fresh

survey within six years of plan approval. and to include

with any alterations or additions to the plan a new report
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of su r-v ev .

It was in this context "that Gi bson presen"ted Council the

Development Plan \tvri+ t en Analysis. 9 100 p·ag-e

'analysis of the planning problems in the city and
a summapy of the r-esearch into existing conditiolls
and those considered ncessary for good living in
the future. together with pr-oposale which should be
implemented in the next 20 years.'
(Barratt. Marshall and Gibson 1952 p.S11•

The analysis was conducted in 17 c n a.p t e r-e , c ove rf ng topics

such as population. communications. housing and industry. A

social survey was also later p u b Lf s h e d (Kuper 1953, Burns

1954) .

The novelty of the 1952 Written Analysis might be summed 'Jp

in one word: projection. Projection allowed the per-iod of

plan implementation to be grasped as a statistic. It caused

a separate professional interest to appear in the dir-ection

of change, but via a numerical routine and not pere:onal

reflection. In this wa~ a branch of knowledge was detached

from individual persons and entrusted to an impers,onal

pr·ocedure. These procedures were intpoduced in the form of

a hierarchy of projections with population at its head, and

then a second dependent tier of projections of housing.

households, school land and industry.

Population projections were closely related to the Census

or estimates of Registrar-General. Co'ven 1-1....v ' S
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projection::: did not conform to f o r-m a L

model. In

end of t he

the first stage, gr-oes population total:". fol"' the

plan period were derived from official sources.

These included es'timates of Ln c r-ea.s e from the

Registrar-General (method unspecified), proposed migration

figures ft"om the Wes t Midlands Regional Plan, the

overspill agreement with Birmingham. In the second stage,

local birth and death rates were retrospectively applied to

the total to determine how many people in each age-group

there would bav e to have been to give a total of t ha t size.

(Bec,ause of the large effects of mig r- a t ion on the

projections. sub-division of the population over sc])ool-age

was not attempted.)

The population projection feel into t ri r-e e a u bo r-d Ln a t e

projections. Firstl~l, the pl"ojection of households and

housing land take. The extra land requ Lr-e d to house the

additional population was calculated by applying standards

of persons per room residential d e n s L t:,' to the

projected total population, and subtracting the current

housed population. Even though 336.000 Ln h a b I t an t s

forecast for 1971, the Written Analysis concluded t t n Ls

population can be housed within the present city oo unee.r-v '

(p. 75) .
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Secondly. population projections were incorporated in the

calculations determinin~ land provision for schools. Havin~

been provided with the projected under-16 population for

1971. the number of births and the numbers alive in each

school a~e ~roup were retrospectively calculated for each

year to 1971. In this case. the tar~et year under-16

population was 38.900. or 13.65" of the total adult

population. When combined with plans for nursery. primary

and secondary education in the city it was possible to

supply estimates of pupil numbers by class of school per

year. These estimates formed the basis for an extensive

school-buildin~ pro~ramme and the reservation of playin~

fields.

Thirdly. population projections were employed in the zonin~

of land for industry. It had already been calculated that

the city's population could rise to about 303.000 without

any additional lands bein~ reQuired for industry. if

existin~ firms expanded in situ. commutin~ workers were

housed in the city. or the service sector ~rew. However.

the planned population for Greater Coventry was 340.000 and

therefore approximately 37.000 people would reQuire new

industry in the city. At the standard of 5.3 acres per

1.000 population.

industrial uses.

this implied zonin~ some 200 acres for
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To conclude, the late 19L!Os and early 19508 were yeers of

innovation in Coventry's planning practice. First. the role

of survey was re-defined. It became a compulsory phase of

plan-making and the moment at the total

material requirements of the plan were determined. The

Development Plan was E~urvel,'-driven and therefore survey

sensitive. Second, the practice of surve~'

Cartograp[IY was supplemented by specialist discourses and

documentations with a close. if not 'scientific', relation

to reality. For the first time. a Plan was suffused with

extra-legal commen t,aries. amo u n t of

plan that could alter on purel~' technical

g r-eat ly increased. Planning discourse achieved a specific

density within the local authority.

The new kind of survey-driven plan-making was not just a

choice of method. It also corresponded to wartime and

post-war economic controls. As is well known, a tbonfir~ of

controls' in 19U7 preceded publication of Coventry's Plan.

and the incoming Conservative a dmLn La t r-a t fo n completed

deregulation upon assuming office in 1952. For the country

at large

Coventry

this produced a divorce of plan and finance. For

during 19508, [Iowever. the of

redevelopment planning kept alive critical ws rt ime

practices of projection. materials accountancy and time

zoning. Because of the city centre plan end the ring road
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strategy tl,ere w·9S never a complete breaK fl'om comlll9.nd

styles of planning. They survive(j in the fOl'm of a public

sector led construction programme. and in the techniques of

planning and programming requil'ed therein. Chapter Six will

show how sympa r het ic an envi ponmen t this was for modelling

of the tl'affic network in the early 1960s. and for a

broader transition to

planning.

quantitative modes of ane Lv st s and

Craftsmanship and computers in the 19508

This section looks in more detail at practices of

calculation within the Corporation. and considers the role

of two agencies: the Treasurer's computer sect ion. and t ne

Town Clerk's o and M Unit. It a l eo reflectE: upon the

changing balance of personal skill and (machine-assisted)

routine in the Architecture and Planning

the Corporation as a whole.

Department and in

Attempts to intervene in and alter practices of calculation

within the Corporation had two origins. la~' in

Treasurer's Department and the use of machines to perform

numerical computations. The other lay in the Town Clerk's

Department and use of rational ol"'gani 8,ation and

methods. Their convergence in the middle and late 19508 was
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of considerable importance for the technic91 content of the

planning office and the opri.ons open to it 88 it entered

the 1960s.

In the early 1920s the Treasurer's Department

Larkin had been the first in local government to inst:,ll

punched ca.r-d ma.chines. A suite of s o r-r e r-e .

tabul.:,torsand printers was used to hanclle the ms ny r-ou t t ne

financial transactions that characterised local government

- lA/ages,costs. stores, etc. Although the Department was

re-equipped with machines in 1938. by the l,9te 19L1Os they

had begun to reach the end of their useful life. Coventry's

Treasurer. A.H.Marshall. started searching fOl' a

t'eplacement system. and this time the punched card machine

had a rival: the stored program computer.

In 1950 Marshall visited the Mathematical Laboratory at

Cambridge University where. in May 19L19. team [leaded by

Professor M.V.Wilkes had constructed EDSAC. the Electronic

Delay Storage AutomatiC Computer, and then published the

world's first manual on computer programming (Wilkes 1975).

Marshall (1954 p.91) 'gazed in awe on the "univer:c:;al"

electronic computer' and wo n de r-e d 'how long it would be

before this monster could be scale,j down fat' o r-d i n a r-v

commercial work'. In fact. the unlikely intervention of

J.Lyons tea shops led to finance and scientific asistance.
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until in 1951 the EDSAC' was r-e-engi neepf~cl L~'() 11 S

Electronic Office. or LEO 1. Tt-lis ",/9S one of !-3ever-al

commercial computer applications that appeared in the early

1950s. and wflich led Marshall to a historic decision to

purchase a computer for Coventry Corporation.

In November 1952 Marshall sent out tenders for 9 computer-

b a s e d accounting system to three leading manufacturers:

British Tabulating Machines. IBM UK. Power-Sames

Accounting Machines. At this point the H.M.Treasury 0 and M

study intervened, and a careful study of financial control

and accounting was undertaken. The 0 and IV[ team cal c u 1 ate d

the economics of computer use and their r-e e u l t e supported

the Treasurer's desire to purchase an installation (O~V24'.

The Finance Committee agreed to the cost of an 'electronic

programming-computer' (OM/Report to Polic~' Adv t so r-v

C0mm itt ee p. 2 ) • not least because it saved up to 20 staff.

mainly punched card nV:ichine opel'ators. In 1953 Marshall

settled for an IBM 626 computer. centrepiece of 8. new

installation including 2 accounting machines and a suite of

punched card sorters. tabulators and printers (Marshall

1954 p.92). Delivered the next year. it became operational

from April 1954 and h andLed wages. stores. coet ing an d

accounts: and a year later the account W,9S

transferred to it.
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to mechanical methods cl"eatJon of in-house

Ol'g.9.nisat ion and Method~~ t eam . It f 101n j·:ed cffice

in Cot. cs=-' much it converted idiosyncratic

office practices into structured routines with standardised

inputs a n d outputs. A domestic 0 and IV! team be e n

recommended in t n e H.M.Treasur:,; stud~/ (OM,/31 ). and

general scheme for the (jevelopmen t of an 0 and M service

for the Corporation was approved early in 1955 (Minutes.

20.1.55. Est. and Gen. Admin. Comm. l. It was decided that.

so soon after the H. M. Treasur~' s t udv , no further

departmental reviews were necessar-y; Ln e t e e.d , the Unit

would concentrate on specific pJ:'oblems bro ug r,t to its

attention either by the Treasury stuely OJ:'

department. A Methods Officer, P.D.Scott. was appointed and

two assistants trained to work with him.

The significance of a computer and 0 and M service was not

immediately obvious to Council officers outside the

Tl'easur·er's or Town Clerk's DepaJ:'tments. There was instead

a drawn out process of learning and familiarisation.

Mal'shall had to prompt his colleagues in the potential use

of the IBM 626.

'Every staff will need a specialist. veJ:'sed in the
mighty potentialities of the machine, thoroughly
familiar with local needs. and charged with the
duty of ensuring that the computer is made to serve
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the authority and its departments to
its C 8.pa c i t y. '
(Marshall 195U pp.92-3).

trle limit of

relationship between an c me t h od s and .-;;;ood

office pra.ctice was most intense in the finance- based

depar·tments (cf. Dunkley 195U), and least intense in

design-based and craftsmen-led departments. Nevertheless.

within Architecture and Planning, heads of sections and the

head of the Department responded opportunistically to these

new external resources to solve immediate and pressing

problems. Ardas a r-e suLt , particular planning jobs took on

a significantly higher technical content, or a collection

of tasks became a recognisable sequence under a formal mode

of control. Two major examples of crisis-precipitated

conversion can be mentioned.

The first concerns development control. One of the Method

Officer's fir'st assignments was r-ev Iew of

Department's Development Control section. With caseworkers

20,000 application for planning permission

under the 19U7 Act. Ling agreed in July 1955 to a transfer

of control information from tlie l'egister-s a n d original

files to a new card index filing s~.'stem. The s:;lstem

entailed a sep,arate card for each applica.tion wi t h a unique

OS reference code. This cal'd was cross-referenced by the OS

code to the relevant OS map with the site boundary plotted

on it. By September 1956 a small temporary st'aff had
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indexed 8,000 applications (A .Hop kin s. la . 9 .56. ,II,L I:: F 1

2121. As Ling admitted. indexing and plotting on this scale

was 'quite a formidable ra sk ' (CAPO to TOIA/t1 c i er-k , 6.1.56.

AP,/·CF/l/212) . Once .9.gain. the sel'vice£~ of' the Methocls

Officer were called upon. However. l'efinements only

added more wOl'K. They included re-plotting all applications

back to 1926. cl'eating a register fop 5.000 applications

previously unrecorded. and a re-writing oe the pl'e-19U7

register (which in itself contained 10,000 entries). Ling

argued that 'each of these aspects of are.

necessary to the efficiency of the new system' (CAPO to

Town Clerk, 15.12.56, AP/CF/l,/212) . Whatever t n e

difficulties of conversion, it is clear that the new system

represented a clean break with the past. A digital system

of reference had these two virtues: it supplemented the

cartographic record with e concise textual summary. that

could be filed and sorted more successfully than the map:

and secondly, it constituted an i ner-ad j c ab le memory.

with greater permanence a n d recall than the or-ganising

powers of any individual caseworker. The sum effect of the

new system was, inevitably. to l'eplace traditional map-

reading and map-making skills with less skilled clerical

routines of recording, filing and sorting.

TI)e second major example is the Department's relationship

to the Treasurer's computer. In the late 1950s. Ron Bryant
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to think of alternative ways of' !':~TPUC' turing

report of survey for The for-thcoming Development Plan

Review. (Ar t e r- Pl,en a pp r-ov a.L in 1957 r n e preliminar;;,' target

date for its l'eview was set: '<31:: 1961.) In pa r=t Lc u La r- he

sought a more rigorous fopmulation of the 1and use e1ement

of the survey. So in Febpuary 1957 he visited

section of the Treasurer's Department 'TO discuss

possibility of' adapting the Lee Land Use System to our own

requirements' (R.Bryant to W. Burns. 21. 2. 57. AP/CF,'1/212).

Bryant lA/astold that the most important consideration was

'to plan the recording of data in a form capable of fitting

in with the possibilities and limitations of the machines'.

In terms of batch processing, the Depar·tmen t

capacity on its sorting machines (which could handle up to

500 cards a minute). but less free time on its t,ebul,9ting

machines.

'It might be necessary to farm out some of the work
to the IBM Service Bureau in Birmingham. This would
cost something like *10 a day even with the use of
City Treasurer's staff to set up the machines.'

Although Bl'yant left for (' a n a d a i n .L 9 6 0 wit 1"1out h a v :i n g

the equipment. he

importance of correctly formatting input data. because the

land use survey he organised in the late 1950s was recorded

in a 'cal"d system' (P.Bryant. 5.2.60. AP/C.'F/l./212) •

suitable for transfer to punched cards.

Another pointer to the influence of the computer on
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planning is that in 1957 Ling asked Malcolm Reece

(Development Plsn Officer) to draw up a fact-finding report

on t r.e first American o r-d g f. n and destination traffic

studies. Such forms of analysis were inconceivable without

the machine-processing de.r e (M.Reece, Ln t e r-v Le w ,

28.7.83). Also, before

of

Peter t o o k up tIle post of

Pl,enning Reseal'ch Officer in 1960, he had used Hollerith

punched card machines at Birmingham to process informatlon

on land availability and on company relocatlon 9fter

clearance (P.Wood, interview, 4.5.83).

By 1960 the highest levels of the Department were aware of

the possibilities of computing and actively sought evidence

of computer applications in traffic and lan(j use pl'Hining.

They also considered the implications of computer usage for

the kinds of information that should be collected sn d the

format of records. In this way the Department prefigured

computer applications without actually making use of one

be f c r-e 1961.

To conclude. it is clear that the Depsl'tment did not enjoy

a very close technical or managerial r·elo.t ions h Lp IA/iththe

Treasury/O and M reformers. Computer i3.pplications and

working metho<js were still at the discretion of the craft

planner. (Ling, Reece vl/ood hsve all

limited Iznowledge of statistics. mathematics and computer
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progp9.mming interviews .A.Ling 19.1. El4. M.Eeec:e

P. \lvood Howe'ler'• 2pecu19t.i.ve

intervention of Cl and IV! computing in

preceding the real work of the Review team did leave behind

a definite model of a.p p r-oa c h to elate -h.9.ndling. The

pa.r-a do x is how t r-aneLtion to machine-assisted.

routinized plan-making was achieved under the leadership of

c r-a t' r planners themselves. However. craftsmen's

sponsorship of the machine impersonal procedure. and

then the subSequent eclipse of the crafts in planning. is

the proper subject of Chapter Six.
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C HAP T E R S I x

THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN REVIEW 1957-66

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The l'eview of the Development Plan began in 1957. and to

all intents and purposes in 1966 with submission of

the Review Plan to t ne Ministl'Y of Housing .e.nd Loc91

Government. vV!jile the sut,sequent Putllic Inquip~, is of

interest. this chapter is specifically concerned with the

period of review up to 1966. In particular. it presents the

most substantial evidence yet for a discourse on planning

methodology with its own technical l'epresentatives. The

questions it addresses are: how did such a cUscourse get

installed in the Department of Architecture and Planning?

And to what effect'? The possible answers are explored in

sections. 6.2 covers the immediate background and

context of the

appropriated

review. 6.3 examines in detail some areas

by methodological discourse. ''''hile6 .I.!

describes the preparation of the Review Plan

relation to method.

6.2 CONTEXT OF THE REVIEW
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It is clear that the Review was precipitated b~ a ~orecast

o~ ~rowth: ~rowth in population, ~rowth in tra~~ic, ~rowth

in employment and a correspondin~ ~rowth in competition ~or

land. The ~irst sta~es o~ the review were essentiall~

concerned with the measurement o~ ~rowth, coupled with the

lon~er-term objective o~ preservin~ the post-war

achievement o~ a rationally and comprehensivel~ planned

city centre. This short introductor~ section describes the

pressures upon Coventry as it entered the 1960s,

pro~ress o~ the review before 1960.

and the

6.2.1 Coventr~ city re~ion in 1960

In 1951 the Development Plan had recorded an economy

heavily committed to en~ineerin~ and metal manu~acture,

su~ferin~ extreme labour shorta~es. but prosperin~ from the

immediate post-war boom. The situation improved

si~nificantl~ dur1n~ the decade. Coventr~ and the West

Midlands re~ion ~enerallY played a major part in divertin~

employment ~rowth to the new development areas in the

British periphery, such was their own prosperity. Post-war

industry developed competitive positions in ~orei~n as well

as domestic markets. Service sector employment grew ~aster

than manufacturin~ emplo~ment, and thou~h the cit~ remained
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dominated by very 19.1'ge units of production. within these

units greater numbers em plO::_'Teclin scientific.

technical and clerica.l o pe r-at Lo n s . In 1960. Coventry's

industrial profile revealed a more ,jiverEo~e c o mp Le x of

industries. a secure in &Towth markets and export

markets. and a relaxation of pressure on industrial land.

Ttle ci t~" s population continued to grow throughout the

1950s. from 257.800 in 1950 to 300.900 in 1960. The 1951

had estimated total population would reach 336.000 byPlan

1971. inc 1uejing aa.ooo in planned o v e r-e pLj L from

Birmingham. In fact, this overspill did not arrive. but was

compensated for' by higher than forecast natural growth.

Gl'owth came increasingly from the balance of births and

deaths, as La.b o u r- demand weakened, in-migration fell away

or was rediverted, and the settled population formed new

households. Whereas in 1951. 91% of new dwellings had been

built by the Corporation, by 1960 this figure had been

reduced to only 16%. Wtlile bo t h private and public

housebuilding boomed in the mid-1950s, o n Ly the ppivate

builders Bustained output in the late 19508. The total

effect was a narrowing of the between households 811'j

dwellings. but in the context of an increased demand for

residential land due to the suburban and lowe):' dens i t~,

cnaract e r-d s t Lc s of the new pl'ivate housLn g .
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The volume

altered substantially between 1952 and 1960. At the time of

the Development Plan the majar t t v of journeys within the

city's boundaries were by bus. and pl'oportIon ot~

passengers and goods stil191'rived in Coventl'Y l:)yt r-ain .

The position had been reversed at the end of the decade:

pl'ivate eat'S and lorries accounted for the majority of

Coventry's

greatly

rate of

inflated their number. Afterlocal trips. and had

the wat' vehicle ownership rems ined

higt"ler average. so dout)ling of nation9l

vehicle stock 1950-60 had a disproportionate effect on the

city. The prosperity of t r.e v e hLc Le s , eng1neering and

electrical goods industries continued to genet'ate heavy

loads into and out of the city. until in the late 1950s

Coventry was included within the motorway network.

Overall. Coventry's problems were problems of g r-ow t h, They

did not resemble the problems of st'eas hit by structural

decline. nor of relatively well-developed static u r-b a n

areas. These tt'ends were medium and long-term. and in 1960

showed no signs of going into reverse.

6.2.2 Initiation of the Review

Agreement was reached in February 1957 between the Ministry
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of Housing and Local Government a n d the Archi t ecrur-e and

Plannin~ Department on content of the

Development Plan. official approval granted in May

(Minutes, 6.2.57 and 30.a.57. Plan. and Redev. ('ol11m.).

Under the 1947 Act the local autho r-L ty W,9.S to

prepare a fl'esh sUl'vey and plan within five years. but the

Review process was in fact started in June.

Between 1957 and 1960 the Review was presided over by Ron

Bl'yant. He joined Coventry in 1956, having been [Ieput~, to

the Research Assistant Planning Officer at Lancashire since

(anon .. 12.60'7, AP/CF/1/'212) . The

compl'ised of (a) the compilation of a card system and a map

covering current C)ntendments, (b) a new land use survey.

and (c) the preparation of reports on the range of subjects

c o v e r-e d in the 1952 Plan's v'1ritten An a Ly s Ls (R.Bl'yan't,

5.2.60, AP/CF/1/212). By 1960, Bryant was the only senior

officer in the Development

taken part in the prolonged

Plan and Reseal'ch Gl'OUP to have

negotiations with the Ministry

leading to Plan approval, and through him

Plan retained its momentum. Arthur Ling arranged ro r- a

series of Development Plan Review Reports to be issued, the

first of which appeared in June 1957 as a presentation to

the Parks and Allotments COMnittee (DPR/1, 17.6.57). Around

15 had appeared by 1960, including sliol't stucly on

industrial land availability, the tl'avel to work, gl'een
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belts and office accomodation.

However. it would be misleading to !;,r-esent pictupe of

continuous re-assessment of policy, or even of continuous

activity upon the Review. Bryant h Lms e Lr' c omp J a t n ed of

staff t u rn ov e r- and shortages (R.Bryan r . 5.2.60.

AP/CF·/l/212) . Thet'e was also some dissatisfaction amongst

other officers with Bryant's approach to the process of

reviewing the Plan. Mike Flynn arrived in the Department

in early 1960 and found the research staff at a loose end.

'It wasn't well organised. it was free-wheeling a
little bit. and I think they were looking forward
to commencing a review. '
(M.Flynn. interview, 5.7.83)

Flynn characterises Bryant as

'a bit of a dreamer.... he wasn't well organised.
more of an academic-reflective. more of a writer. a
thinker, rather than an organiser'.
(M.Flynn, interview, 5.7.83)

Bryant failed to get promotion in 1958 (Minutes. 12.6.58.

Plan. and Redev. ('omm.), arid n e left for Halifax. Cana,j·9Ln

1960. His duties were subsequently divided between two new

appointments. (Research) and Malcolm Reece

(Development Plan). Bryant's departure more 01' less 1118rl'.s

the end of ppeliminary enquiries for the Review, and t he

beginning of serious studies.

It was also becoming less possible to simply 'update' the

1952 Plan chapter b::,' chapter because of the appeapsnce of
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new problem sreas that cut across

among these was the problem of traffic.

traffic content of town planning. What were the root causes

of traffic congestion. and what priority should he giV~ll to

its ameliol'ation'? At heginning of the Revie'd the

traffic problem appeared open-ended. an enigma.

'The central traffic problem is one which faces
almost evel'Y town of any size both in this country
and abroad. and in considering the matter we have
expel'ienced what others have descibed 8S "impotent
perplexi ty" which arises from the ma nv facets
presented, the dearth of scientjfic data and the
dilemma of deciding for what eventualities it is
realistiC to plan. •
(DPR/6. 10.57. p.S)

At the same time it was recognised that traffic. as a means

rather than an end. bore upon many other urban activities,

and therefore represented a general problem of structure.

'The u r-b an traffic problem consists of' .9 n umb e r- of
inter-related problems, and it is this inter-
relationship which produces dif'ficulties in putting
fOl'ward
(DPR/6.

specific recommendation~~.'
10.57. p.5)

However.

'the relationship between the
the Central Area and the centra.l
immediatelyapparant'.
( DPR/ 6. 10. 57, p. 5 )

use of land within
traffic pr-ob Lem is

The management of traffic in the central area was very louch

the hidden agenda of the Development Plan Reviel-V. Moving

into the 19608. put>lic finance was beginning to flow end

Coventry Council sought a pole t o r- mu n Lc Lp a I

redevelopment or private/public partnerships. 'Planning by

freehold' imparted a higher planned content to central area
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design f'unction than would othe rIA'is e t:>een

po s s Lb Le . However. it was s rat e of pl!3nning a n d

engineering practice that determined what model of planning

would be imparted. and to what effect.

Between 1957 e.n d 1960. then. tile Review of the Development

Plan was relaxed. understaffed and non-technical. Only the

challenge of the car caused members and officers to spring

to defence of the reconstructed city centre. The

planning office was supplied with new leaders in the middle

grades and a pool of' trainees to service them. The effect

Of team renewal was that while the political resistance to

full motorisation clearly looked ba.c kw e r-d s to Gi.bson· s

original masterplan, the planners and engineers e aw in the

car an opportunity to realise the latest ideas in analysis

design. The inner ring road strategy thus effectively

bridged two generations of planning, and it is no accident

that the most fundamental themes of the

rehearsed in the commentary on traffic.

6.3 TECHNIQUE IN THE PLAN REVIEW

technique and its migration a c r-o s s zones 1-101'].< •

of

This

Chaptel' Three cons idere<j the uneven development

section identifies the of

of

in the Coventryzones work
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planning office in wllich d Ls c o u r-e e on met hoc] 1-V9.S

consolidated. being r 1'8 nsfel'recl to

activities. Beginning with the major Opigin and Destination

study of 1961. the planning team developed E'tl'earn of

methods fot' handling pertinent problems of analysis. The

acquis ition and c omp utel' process ing of 1961 Census da t B on

punched cards. and t h e construction of a demogr,9prlie

projection

Department

model. extended the life of me t r.o d j_ n

and sanctioned a discrete methodological

discourse with its own claims and jurisdiction. However.

as an

1965. the dissemination of methods functioned purely

intellectual support for the area development plans.
until

and it could not enjoy the au t onomv c ha r-a c t e r-Ls t Lc of

methodology in the late 1960s and early 19708.

6.3.1 Analysis and design of the road system

Dominating the traffiC element of the Review throughout the

fipst half of the 19605 was the ppoposed Innep Ring Road.

Encit'cling the central area at a l/U mile radius. the line

of the road had been prescribed in the approved vepsion of

the Development Plan. and it remaine<j only to pl'ecL sely

design route widths and junctions. The planning response to

the Inner Ring Road proposal needs to be seen in the light

of the changing balance of powep between the engineers and
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planneps in t he COl'por-ation. [lurin~ 1940:::~

Engineer's Department h a.d passed into eclipse beCE.!U:3e

For(j's pl.9.n for the city centre anticip9te~ the direct

incorporation of the car. whereas Gibson's plan env j_::" !'1ged

t1'8.ff ic - f1'ee precincts and rin~ road to take diverted

flows. Once Gibson had left f. n 1955. it up 'to r ne

engineers to prove that they were capable of handling the

traffic problem themselves.

In July 1960. the City Engineer's Depaptment carried out

an Origin and Destination survey to p r-o v Ld e information

fl'om which to project 20 year traffic flows for the major

Ring Roaej junctions. Bpian Redknap (Senior' As s f e t a n t

Engineer) was appointed to the Engineers Department in 1956

with the express intention of constructing the Ring R08cl.

Tnitially it was conceived 8.S a dual cs 1'1' ia.gew.a;;.'w L th

roundabout junctions. The road was phased in six stages and

the first stage was begun in 1959 at Et cost of £60,000. But

as it was under construction.

'we were beginning to accept that the basis of
highway design was changing dramatically.
particularly having regal'd to the explosion in
traffic at the time'.
(B.Redknap, interview, 26.8.83)

After a visit to Wolverhampton for discussion of that

town's 0 and D survey, and applying •vel'~' straightforwa1'd

engi nee r-Lnz concepts' • Redknap and John Hurrell organised

their own tl'sffic survey. Tl'affic flows wel'e sampled along
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a cordon just outside line of the Inner Eing F:08cl,

coded in eletnen tar-v f o r-rn , conver·ted into PS:=:~2engep CS1'

Units, and growthed to 1980 by applying fsctops of 150% for

light vehicles and 75% for heavy vehicles. Trips were then

assigned ma n ue L'l v amongst 21 zone::=~. on the

assumption that the Ring Road would be used by all vehicles

with intermediate d e e t t n a t Lo n s wi t nLn tile centpal apes.

Link flows and turning movements were genepated by programs

on t r.e City Tpeasurer's IBM 628 compute!' a.nd IBM 421

accounting maclline (DPR/31. 4.63. pp.7-S). SUfficient

detail was provided by these calculations to solve the

engineering of the remaining turning points. and a

final plan fop the Ring Road was pl'esented to Council in

October 1961 (DPR/17. 10.611. According to Redknap.

'it was pure civil engineering r-a.t he r- t hs n planning
that brougllt us back in as a department of
influence, because people were impressed.
(B.Redknap, interview, 26.B.83)

Howevel', tile planners considered tile 1960 0 and 0 study was

inconclusive. It suggested greater emphasis should put

on intermediate 01' outer l'elief so 8:3 to lessen

pressure on the Inner Ring Road, but no factual information

was available on outer area traffic loads. Thel'efol'e. the

Planning and Redevelopment Committee approved a city-wide

Ol'igin and Destination surve~! , and instructions and terms

of reference were co~nunicated to the Chief Architect and

Planning Officer in .July 1961 . As tile collection of

information was to be completed t'~l the autumn, there
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followed a hectic three months as en~ineeps .9n,j planner's

upon

The formel' undertook v o Lum e t rLc cordon counts. while

latter' e xe mL nee] workplace e n d t r'lp

genep."ltion.

'By the early 1960s it vJas cone t der-ed nece:=~e8l"~.rro
bring togethep the development of the highway
system with the wider planning objectives of the
City Council'.
(B.Redknap. interview. 26.8.83)

But this vepdict should not conceal the novelty to planners

of being involved in traffic e t u d Le a , all p r-e v Lo u s

s ur-v ev s and counts in the city had been managed by the

Engineel" s Department (J. vHlliams to M.Eliot Hu r s t ,

10.5.63. AP/CF/1/ 149d ). Problems of approach and method

were very near the surface.

It was at a time when the American transportation
planners were producing mathematical models and we
said. let's tpy and develop a mathematical model of
the Co ve ntr-v travel pat t ern s. ... I j uS t got liold 0 f
whatever Amer-ican liter-atupe I could get hold of ...
and then really almost going back to first
principles. saying how can I apply that kind of
thinking to the Coventry situation'.
(P.Wood. t n t er-vt ew , 4.5.83)

Ac cor-dt ng to Mi ke Flynn, 'we wel'e thinking things out fl'om

first Pl'inciples' (M.Flynn. Ln r e r-v Lew , 5.7.E.\3). Peter

1957 paper on American traffic analysis had alerted

plannel's in coventry to the methods cUl'rently 9vailable:

but

'they weren't 0 and D supveys
with the in~ormation we

which provided us
wan t ed '. (ie. troip
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pur p0 se) . '9n 'j "t hat's why we lv:,,j t 0 sit cl 0wnan d
think: now. what is the best way'.
(K.Platt, interview, 20.9.83)

The scope for application of techniques was greatly limited

by the Council's reluctance to fund research. Arthur Ling

persuaded the Planning Re(jevelopmen t Commi ttee the

necessary data could be gathered cheaply, leaving Wood with

t he problem of

'how to
virtually
(P.Wood,

study Coventry's
out of petty cash'.

interview, u.5.83)

transport situation,

The fundamental document for method is the paper headed 'An

Assessment of Methorjs of Tpsffic Stud:," (P.Wood, 21.7.61,

AP/CF,/1/149d) . It set the study team two essential

objectives: firstly, to project futupe traffic volumes, and

secondly, to test the principles of the proposed Inner Ring

Road and their detailed application. Such an analysis would

have to rest on certa.in assumptions, e.n d

specified: no change in modal split, the rush hours or the

city's level of prosperity, and a ta r-g e t of one cap per

family and one family per house. Next. alternative methods

of study are examined, noting 'logical movement in

technique' (p.2) from straightforward VOlumetric counts.

through origin and (jestina.tion surveys of existing

networks, to generation studies reflecting

cha.nging pattepns of land uses.

'The logical end in
traffic forecasting
generated by various
(p. 3)

the development of methods of
is one bas ed on

land uses.'
the tt'9ffic
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The papel' goes on to recor-d pr-og:!'essin methods of tl'9.ffie

projection. from simple trend-projection to mor-e complex

analytical measures of gl'owth in population. person vehicle

ratios and aver·.9ge vehicle UE~e.

'The calculation a n d llse of cor-rect mathematical
formulae is the key to predicting travel pat~erns.'
(p. 3)

Finally. the various means of collecting

described and evaluated. r-os.d s ide a n d home

interviews. cordon counts, volumetric counts. car parking

surveys and information from public service operators.

Immediately after this technical review. Peter Wood entered

into discussions with the Engineer-'s Department concerning

the boundary of the cordon. the nature of the information

to be collected from motorists. the duration of

and other organisational mattel's IT.Hughes to A.Lees, n.d.,

AP./CF/l/1 U9d) . Two parallel t eams were f o r-me d :

Cresswell (Traffic Planner) , Keith Platt and Peter Wood

from the Planning Division. and John Lomas (Traffic Unit)

and Ted Osborne (Statistician) from the City Engineers.

They jointly held responsibility for the study.

The s u r-vev s took place in Septemt'er' 1961. Fir-stly. a

roadside interview was conducted wi t.n at 25

stations along a cordon line .approximattng to r h e cit,)'

boundsl'Y. A staff of 300 temporarily assigned Corporation
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employees sampled between 1 in 2 9nd 1 in 5 vehicles

p a s s a n g through Coven try. Seconcll~'. 20 1Clrge f E~C top i es a n d

50 f:'maller factol'ies, o r r i c e s and shops (covering 90.000

workers in all or 60% of the city labour forcel were sent

questionnaires to be distl'ibuted to employees. Thil'dly. a

home interview survey was undertaken as c he ck on tl)e

roadside and generator counts. 50 from

Lanchester College of Technology and Birmingham School of

Art visited 1.700 houses in ten areas wi ttl 9 simple

questionnaire covering trips a.n d socia-economic: erstus.

Finally, a number of classified a nd meche.nLcaL volumetr-ic

counts were taken throughout t tle cit it' • top r-0v i cle de t <'1 i 1s

of traffic loads within the cordon area, also

check on subsequent vehicle assignment (DFR/31 a.53; A. Ling

to H.Alston. 3.U.64. AP/CF/l/1Ugd).

By mld-Decembel' all the survey material had oeen coded onto

punched cards. Coding was an process and took 6

people 10 weeks. The rationale, assumptions and exac t

coding are given in the 'Explanatory notes' wpitten

Keith Platt (K.Plett, 22.5.62, AP ../CF/l/1U9<J) . Because all

traffic information was to be retained. and as projections

were to be made along routes as yet

was ta.ken to separate r-o u t t n g j. n r o r-me t jon (called the

'centre' or 'internal' pack) from details of traffic flolrJ.

purpo:::~e• etc. (called the 'oute1'" or 'e>:tepna 1'
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pack). So
'the method of obtaining ,9 tar.uta t t o n of the

infor-mation requiy.e(j of rp8ffic f'low:=,.turning-
movements at .junctions. et'.:. .ie Accomplished \,);.,r

machLne 1119tci-ling the external P8C~~ \'-1i th ,,,:!

corresponding internal pack thus applying the
traffic information to a given route'.
( K . Platt. 22. 5 . 62. AF, CF' 1,/149cl. p. 2 )

The first tabulations and summaries were prepared by Peter

Wood the Treasurer's Computer Manager on

Corporations's IBM 628.

'This was a complete new departure. We tended to do

was quiet from
the evenings. when the computer
its payroll work'.

/.i..5.S3)

all of the work in

(P.Woocl. interview.

At this stage. it was estimated the traffic pr-oj e c t I.o n

program could be written in 5 we e k s results

analysed in 2 more (P.Woo(j. 6.12.61. P.P"CF/' L 1/.i.9eli

However, timetat,le proved over-optimistic. Although

Wood was moved, at his request, to a full-time position in

the traffic team IP.Wood. 13.12.61. AP/CF/1.'149dJ. a number

of problems continued to eppear. In 1962. Ling and

Granville Berry (City Engineer) asked Council for the data

passed to the IBM Service Bureau at Birmingham. as

the projection and assignment of flows was too large a job

for the Corporation's machine (Minutes. 6.6.62. Plan. and

Redev. Comm. ). The transfer introduced several new errors

into the data, trip and routing mistakes had to be removed.

and late estimetes of non-s1Jrve~'ed tl'affic included. These

gave an 'increase' in afternoon peak-hour traffic of lU.5%.
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available in October 1962.

Tl,e chosen method of projection consisted of e composite

growth factor applied to ea c h 0 f 4 7 Z0 n e sin the c i q" . T l·je

individual growth factors included changes in employment

1961-.31. the development of industrial and residential

areas to 1981, and the different gpowth of cer ownership in

the various distl'icts of the city 6.12.61.

AP/CF,/1/149d) . The composite factor was then substituted

into Fratar's equation (DPR/30, 4.63 pp.30-1). In 1961 this

was not an easy task to code for machine processing, end

the Birmingham computer could Ilot cope with record-keeping

for 9 million traffic movements.

'There were 8.11 sorts of quirk~::.. of COUP2e. You
tend to be putting something new into a bureau and
the machine started to do silly things'.
IP.Wood, interview, 4.5.83)

Once more, Ling went back to Committee at officers'

behest, with a request for permission to use the IBM 7090

computer in London. Trlis was the computer in

Britain, and IBM was keen to sell transportation pacKages

to t he local authority market. Programmel'S systems

analysts in the IBM London BUl'eau wrote the new trip

generation program that was required, but 'they wrote it

with us sat at their- sides' (K.Platt, intervtew. 20.9.83).

The resulting program had to be extensively revised and

corrected: 'as I recall we spent three months on testing'
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(K.Platt. interview, 20.9.83). Usin~ the London as a~ainst

the Birmin~ham Bureau caused heavy flows of punched cards

and printout between Coventry and London.

'You had to take boxes of punched cards or punched
tape down to Wi~more Street ... '
'..•And drive back with sheets and sheets of paper
- testin~ various new traffic routes'.
(Interviews with R.Cresswell. 8.7.83. and K.Platt.
20.9.83)

Some 40 pa~es of printout were produced for every half-hour

survey period.

The ~eneration. assi~nment and testin~ of road systems was

now so elaborate that a Joint Roads Team was formed in

October 1962. The Architecture and Plannin~ Department

contributed Cresswell (full-time). Platt (full-time) and

WOOd (part-time), and the En~ineer's Department provided

two full-time and two part-time officers (A.Lees to A.Lin~.

2.11.62. AP/CF/1/149d). Durin~ the autumn of 1962 and the

sprin~ of 1963. three complete road systems were tested

(ie. projected flow set a~ainst road capacity and network).

The first run tested the performance of the existin~ road

network with 1981 traffic loads. The main results here were

an extreme overloadin~ of the Foleshill Road to the north

of the city centre. and intense con~estion on the Inner

Rin~ Road with 9.000 vehicles per hour in both directions.

well in excess of its desi~nated capacity of 5.000 vehicles

per hour. The second run tested the draft city road pattern
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r-e po r-r (DPR"17 6.61), c e r-t a t.n Qmendments to relieve

pressure on the radial l'outes. The third run considered an

'invel'ted proposal of 8 u r-bs n mo t orl",9.Y

descending southwards from the M5 motorway and passing both

sides of the city centre and ring In r s.c r . r wo

variants of the 'inverted Y' proposal were explored. Stage

1 included higher standard urban r-o u t e s large C ·9.r

parking complexes in the prine i ],;>,91employmen t a nd sllopping

areas. while Stage 2 expanded the motorway network on the

assumption that public t renspc r-t would insuff'ic ient l;'l

attractive to car owners (DPR/31 4.63. Pert 2; G.Berr;; and

A.Ling. Joint Report p.l/63. Plan. and Redev. Comm.).

'The important distinction betwen Stages 1 and 2
and the other two patterns is the adoption of urban
motol'ways with multi-level junctions and no minor
accesses' .
(DPR/31. U.63. p.17)

By April 1963 the analytical work of the Joint Roads Team

was over. The l'esults were written up in two volumes and

published (DPR/31. DPR/32. 4.63). Ted Osborne supplied the

statistical matter. Ke Lth Platt wrote the text. and Peter-

Wood edited it on behalf of PlElrHling fiep,"lrtment

(K.Pl.9tt. interview. 20.8.83). The repopt commented

the tabulations pr-o du c ed eo had been c o n c e r-n e o

specifically with the principles of a new road system.

'The gpeatel' part of the material available is so
far unexamined. The value for future study and
analysis will howevel' be apparant'.
(DPR/31. U.63. p.53)

Suggested uses included l'oad alignment. priorities for road
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building. j u n c t ion ,je "" i g 11• stu ;j i e 2 0 f' Co ve n r p;,' ' s

sphere of influence. simulE:,ting trip fop .9rea:=:' of

development. p u 1:,1i C t r-a n s oo r-r sn d

studies. t,y-pas sa bl e tl'E,ffic, a.n d 2.0 on. 'The computep

p r-ogr-amme is 9. financial as se t oapa.b Le of quI ck ~nendmen t'

(DPR/31. 4.63. p.54). and could be run again at £360 to

£750 for each new road pattern over a 12 hour period of the

da.y , Alternatively. individual hours of the day could be

analysed at £65 to £lUO (DPR/31. U.63. p.52).

This was far from the end of traffic ana l~/sis in t he

Planning Department. however. The major conclusion of the 0

D study had been that building new roads could not of

itself solve the city's congestion problem. Wllile

standard urban motorways were suggested in the report. it

was in the context of a shift towards a n e w public

transport policy.

'The next stage of the pr-o ot ern WEt:::· 1101'" clear: )"\Ov-I

to ensure that private and public transport would
jointly solve the movement needs. I

(E.Osbol'ne. 12.11.64. A?/CF/l/190bl

The development of a public transport policy required two

lines of research: one into t he t.ec r.n o j ozv of mass transit.

and another into the personal choices surrounding modes of

t1"'9n8port.

'Very little is known of the reAl motivations of
the public concerning their choice of transport ...
and of the specification and features that the new
public system must have to make it viable.'
(E.Osborne. 12.11.64. AP/'CF,./1/190bl
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Research lee t ur-e rs fl'om the Ln s tf r u r e of Engine(~r-ing

Production. University of to discuss problem£

of transportation study.

'It was agreed
difficulties is

that one of
caused t>::,' the

pr-inci.[,'al
of ppecis'e

infor'mation
motivation

concerning the current
of travellers with regard

and
to

fl.1 t ure
thetp

cho L ce of mode of transport.'
( R. ere sSI"ell. 13 . 6 . 6 3 , AP/' CF_/1./ 1 7 2 )

Shortly afterwards. the decision taken to mount 13

'transportation motivation s t udv ' to document c u r-r-e n t ,

expec ted an(j desirable modal splits. A roads-only approach

to the traffic problem neglected the behaviour of vehicle

users, and to this extent the planners asserted a certain

social solidarity with the resident and public transport

user against the inc11s cr-Lma te of cars and the

car-user's representative in local government. the road

engineer.

As in 1961, the traffic study began from s cr-at ch .

'Discussions with London Transport. the University
of Birmingham and a study of the literature. shows
t~at no motivation studies applying to the modal
choice of commuters has been made in this country.
Certain studies have however been carried out in
the United States. '
(E.Osborne. 20.6.63. AP/CF/l/172)

Between May and July 1963. the Depaptment con t a c teel 11

American transportation authorities (including Penn-Jersey.

Crlicago, Toron to and Atlanta) and universities and public
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agencies. requesting details of work in progress on modal

choice and rapid transport. The Department was assisted in

this exploratory phase by the arrival at Birmingham

University of a young Canadian researcher. Frank Wilson.

Studying for a PhD in the modal split of personal travel.

he soon became involved 1n Coventry's plans for a

journey-to-work survey.

A proposal for a new traffic survey was set before

Committee by Ling and Berry early in 1964 (Minutes.

21.1.64. Plan. and Redev. Comm.). It differed from the 0

and D study in that it was directed at peak-hour journeys

to work. and collected data from trip generating sites with

a multiple choice questionnaire. It w~s planned to process

it in-house rather than at a bureau. According to an

outline of requirements. the project consisted three

surveys: a place of employment survey. e home interview

survey and a travel time survey IF.Davis. 3.64.

AP/CF/l/149d). The workplace survey involved the selection

of 18 major employers (trip generators) in the city and the

distribution to their employees of some 42.000

questionnaires. 1,250 people were interviewed at home by

students from Lanchester College of Technology to provide

information on the relationship between socia-economic

status and travel behaviour. It was estimated the data

processing would take 2-3 weeks for the home interview and
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a max~mum of 5 weeks for the workplace survey. The enlployee

questionnaire was distributed on May 26 1964, despite

meeting at first some resistance to 'personal' questiol1S

(~ncome, number of children) (A. Ling. 28.5.64.

AP/CF/l/149d).

As before, estimates of workload were ~reatly under-stated.

Preparatory work was still proceeding by December 1964. 911d

the last stages of the data processing were not reached

until February 1965 (Minutes, 2.12.64 and 3.2.65. Plan. and

Redev. Comm.). Later that month, Osborne rejected the idea

of runn~ng the new data on the o and D computer program.

because it would require senior staff to create three new

packs of cards (new routes. new assignments, new loadings).

a task too error-prone and time-consuming to consider.

However, he did approve a further test of the existing

network once the Development Plan Review was completed. 'to

act as a yardstick for the transportation policy decisions'

(E.Osborne. 25.2.65. AP/CF/1/149d). No formal write-up of

the study is available, but Frank Wilson subsequently

pubUshed the Coventry data and associated linear regression

model in book Journey to Work - Modal Split (Wilson

1967).

Partly because of the survey finding that public transport

was decreasingly used and preferences were shifting towards
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maximun personal mobilit::,'. the C'i t~, Council set up El

Traffic Advisory Committee which first met in October 1965.

It was directed to make recommendations to the council on

all major proposals affecting the contpol :~nd f 1OIAI of

vehicular t r-a ffie. p u I)1icOP pr ivat e, wit h i n tile cl t~,. T n e

formation of a joint Traffic Commlttee. to which l'epc)pted

several other committees (General Pl.3nning an d

Redevelopment. Transport. Watch). h a d long been the

principal demand of tile Planning Dep.9.rtment. In Ivl arc h 1965.

Ian Neale (Senior Group Planning Officel", replacing

Cresswell). had argued for a definite transportation policy

with a comprehensive transport system as its goal (I.Neale.

18.3.65. AP/CF/l/172). The Planning Department then hosted

an inter-departmental meeting before Ad v t s o r-z/

Committee's first session, .9 t W"1 iC fl Ne aL e, <3e 0 p geT h0 ma S

(Principal Planning Officer) and Tel'ence \;pegop~/ (CAPO

since Ling departed in 1964) presented the main tr9.ffiC

problem as they saw it and sketched out the elements of a

joint transpol'tation policy (I.Neale. 16.7.65. AP"CF/L

172). Neale's pre-meeting notes indicate a wi S t'l for .",new

transportation working party to SUPPOl't the j oi n t

committee. One ol)jective this working party would be

'the evaluation of modes

of

of mass tl'ansit need to

establish cost/benefit techniques' (I.Neale. 13.7.65. AP/

CF/l/172) .
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The importance of rechna ca j suppo r-t; W,3:::~ imppe:,::~se(jU['OI1 the

Advisory Committee by the Chief Off'ic:ers pef-:pon:=·,i,l).lefop

Planning. En g i nee r- in g an j Pu b lie Tra.n sr-o rt . Theil urge,j the

Committee

to initiate further'
techniques designed to
capacity of the road

uti,lise
netwOl'k

tl'affic managf'ment
to the full the
and to aid the

movement of tpBffic'.
(T.Gregol'Y. G.Berry. N.McDonald. E.Pendleton. Joint
Rep opt P. 33,/65. 18 . 10.65• AP,/CF./ 1/1 72 )

Malcolm Reece wanted to see planning officere ta k tn g a

'more direct and positive line' in3dvislng the COl1lmittee

(M.Reece. 30.11.65. AP/CF/l/172). This should .include the
Lmmed Lat o adoption of schemes pr-ep,9red b~' the Cl t,Y

Engineer's Traffic Management Unit, and the commencement of

a. progl'amme of research into Coven tp;,r- bes ed c i t:.,"-

regional movement issues. Reece revived Neale's demand fop

a working party of specialists. to

'come together and agree the right sort of l'esearch
programme and generally put more sense of
direction into the formulation of compl'ehensive
traffic planning, traffic policy decisions'.
(M.Reece. 30.11.65. AP/CF/l ../172)

Reece strongly asSel'ted the leadership of the Planning

Department in this process.

'It cannot be too stated that the
preparation of the research programme for the Road
Team is our own respon~ibility.'
(M.Reece. 30.11.65. AP/CF/1/172)

If necessary, the Roads Team and the Department's Research

Group should be augmented with a statistician. an economist

or a research assistant.
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a s s ume d position of some authority within tile

oepar-t me ntal hierarchy. over the c o n s t r-u c t a o n o f

transport policy in particular, This picture can be sharply

contrasted with the situation five years earlier. whell no

planner had ever assisted in a 1;raff'i·~! or- a.ee u me d

competence in the field of policy. At the same rLme . the

pl'eparations for policy-making had become curiously rigid

and computational. obliging the thoughtful planner to stand

back while a burst of calculation was performed. A source

of civic pride, yet also an ominous sign to the craftsmen.

the traffic studies affirmed a new relationship

and ju(jgement.

of t'outine

6.).2 Collection and projection of population data

T'h e second ma j o r- zone of t.e chn t ce L t nnove t t o n concerned the

collection and processing of 1961 Census data.

In August 1961 the Registrar Gener.91 wrote to all planning

authorities with the information that special tabulations

ft'om the 1961 Census would soon be available. I nc ludLn g

ward and enumeration district data upon request_ The data

could be supplied in punched card form fat' further in-house

tabulation and analysis (Minutes. 30.8.61, Plan. and Redev.
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Comm. ). At the zam e time. the MHL<3's Chief Pl9.nner ul'ged

cpo's in an official circular to purchase GPO date sets.

'LOC:91 planning can OhtEd.11impoptant
infopmetion at small cost compared
local surve~'.'
(J •.]ames. ti.S.61. AP'CF/L/209i)

Coventr~" s ch Le f in tel'est in in the

mea!':~urement of population growt h. It h ad prer'El. l'ed mee]Lurn

and long-term forecasts for some y eere , on a simple r rend

extrapolation basis. When Ling sent the MHLG latest

estimate of

Senior Research Officer commented:

'The method used is not one we adopt. since we like
to maKe a distinction between natural change and

that themigration. This is not to say.
suggested figure of 360,000 is
validity than any other which
more detailed analysis of past
prospec ts. It i. s all very mu c h
many things can go awry'.
(J.Jarmain. 2.3.61. AP/CF/l/1U31

necessarily of les8
might emerge from 8

trends and future
guesswork .9nd so

Hence the significance of Ling's dec i:.:~ion to purchase

Census data in card form and enCOUl'age mo r-o pr-ecise,

detailed and sophisticated calculation of demogr'8phic

change.
'The opportunity of obtaining the information on
punched cards should not be missed, for qllicker and
more flexible analysis will be posible on the City
Treasurer's equipment. thereby saving many hours of
manual extrac Tion of in form.9t ion. '
(Minutes, 3.1.62, Plan. and Redev. Comm.)

At this point a second motivation surfaced for processing

of Census data: The supply of demographic to other

corporation departments. Population. household, housin~ Bnd
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va r-La b Le e would 1:>e invalu9lJle to pr·.)vi·jers of

schools. dwellings. open space:::: and playing fields. etc.

Predetermined information bought from the GF;O nee e:::'·s e r L 1;;,:

included unwanted or redundant figures: whereas

ac co r-c t n z to the needs or + ne v ar Lo us c1ep.9r'tment;::.:·.
(Minutes. 3.1.62. Plan. and Redev. Comm.)

'the punched C·9.1?ds could be grouped more readily

In fact. there were delays in the delivery of

the cards. Upon Peter Wood's original v t sL t to t ne (:ensus

Branch of the GRO in November 1961. had been told that

information would be available from mid-1962. Accordingly.

Ling delayed p r-e para t ion of the Review Plan until basic

data was a.vaL lable (A. Ling to F;. Thorby.

20.9.62. AP/CF/l/209i). However. in March 1962 he was told

that the county Report for Warwickshire and detailed Scale

A and D data for Coventry would not 1:,ere .9dy lJn til Clctab e p

(GROC ens usB ran ch t0 A. Lin g • 30. 3. 62. AP.'C F,/1.'209i i . Lin g

asked for' t rie presentation of information on the punched

oard s to be described. 'in order' for a computer ppograml1le

to be prepared' (A. Ling to Census Branch. 29 .8 .62, A p/ C F../1

/2091). but was told the layout of the cards not ;;,'et

been finaliE~ed. Also, the deadline wa s again pU2.hecl back to

the spring of 1963 (Census Brancil to A. Ling. 3,9.62.

AP/CF/l/209i). Tom Hughes (AFPO, Policy Division) suggested

requesting material ahead of publication. and the GRO did

in fact au t no r-Ls e an e.arly r'elease Or after an
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Ling to let his plsn pl"ocee,j (Censl.l:::~

Br'anch to A.Ling, 26.9.62. AF/CF/l/209i). Thi::::1n8terL"J} v-I'j~::

in s umrn s.r-v for-m, and the Pl,9nning Division to wait

until May 1.963 for the 100% and 10% data to be released

(C.Tallentire to A.Ling, 2.5.63, AF,/CF/l/209i).

Osbor-ne now liaiE:ed w L trl t he City Treasurer's Machine

Accountant on the tabulation of the material.

66.300 cards in 417 sets of 159 different kinds of card.

Ling told the City Treasul"er the information could not be

super-ceded for another- ten years. so

'it is not possible at present to foresee all the
work you will be required to do on the data
although the following tabulations 9re urgently
requt r-e d . Data l)y enumeration district. da ta f)::"~
statistical item. These will serve as a per-manent
printed record of the entire material'.
(CAPO to City Treasurer. 9.9.63. AP/CF/1/209i)

Osborn checked the punched cards on deli ve t-·y. eliminated

those not :l:'equired, s.nd made a prelimi ner-v tabu 1at ion. Tili s

took 35 hours of machine time (E.Osborne to T.Huglles,

17.10.63. AP/CF/l/209i ). Ost>orn arranged for' t he pr-inting

of final tables and the calculation of associated totals.

sub-totals and percentages to be handled by the Birmingham

IBM Bureau. a job estimated in October 1963 to t8V.e 2

months (E.Osbor-n to T.Hughes. 17.10.63. AP CF,·'L/209i).

Further 't a.b u La t I o n s followecl. The Planning Division

promised
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'to approach each Department o~ the Corporation to
coord~nate the~r requirements ~or Census data'.
(Minutes. 1.5.63. Plam. and Redev. Comm.)

Each department was duly circularised in September 1963. A

complete listin~ o~ names o~ variables was included. with

the restriction that tabulations could only be under the

one headin~ with no cross-tabulation or correlation o~

items. Economy in use was su~~ested. as

'such is the Quantity o~ data available that
complete tabulation. without leavin~ spaces between
lines and without totals would occupy a book some
ten inches thick'.
(CAPO. 11.9.63. AP/CF/1/143)

No record o~ Departmental use of this serv~ce remains. but

it appears to have proceeded smoothly and successfully.

Lin~ reported in January 1964

'we consider the production of these tables to be a
Kood job well done .... Cop~es are now in use in
many Corporation Departments and the whole exercise
is a ~ood example of the benefits that can accrue
to everyone ~rom the use o~ a computer'.
(CAPO to City Treasurer. 24.1.64. AP/CF/1/209i)

The Plannin~ Division made use o~ Census data in two

phases. The first application was fairly modest. and

consisted of the a~~re~ation of ED data to ward level.

Spatial statistics were ~enerated on the Birmin~ham

Bureau's IBM 1401. A handwritten sketch exists for a

'Community Data Record' combinin~ land use. property and

household data at 100% and 10% scales. The definition of

community structure was an important. if unrealised.

ambition o~ Lin~'s since he had come to
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Coventry fr-om the London County COl.lJicil(.A. Ling. Lnt erv t ew.

19.1.:311),

The second application was very amoitious: the pl'ep.ar9tion

of a population foree·9st. Discussions

started in May 1963 within the Department. and were carried

over- into s.n Ln f or-maL meeting in Bil'mingham rhe same mo nrn.

In attendence wer'e A.B. Neale (Statistic:::: Officer.

Bit'mingham CB). Valet'ie Jackson (University of Bit'mingham),

V.Millet' and K.Leadbeater (IBM UK). and Peter Wood. The

meeting had been arranged because it was thought 'some

planning authorities might welcome an appl'oach frotH e o ara

processing organisation' to 1-1elp wi th + n e anaLvsis of

investigate

It

the

transpired that IBM were offering

possibility. and t n e likell>' cost.

to

of
Census dat a,

writing e computer program to project population at small

scales. Peter Wood suggested such a progt'am could be used

to test the effect of varying assumptions as to birth/death

rates. migration. etc. (P.Wood. 12.5.63. AP/CF/·1/1l!3).

In July. Ling informed the GRO of the outcome of r heee

discussions. He mentioned IBM's 'extremely reasonable fee'

and explained wish to circularise other local

authorities who wet'e thinking of purchasing data in punched

c8t'd form (A.Ling. 16.7.63.

sent out in July to 111.9 j 01' and medium-sized c ounties and
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county bor-ough s-~ in

certain Universities. The were requested to cooperate in a

plan fop 'population progression' using IBM's facilities.

Between August and October 1963. some 35 aut ho r- i tie s

replied. 20 wet'e moderately or extremely supportive. No

other authority had experience in projection which could be

useful to Coventt'y.

Unfot'tunately, Coventry now began experiencing difficulties

in dat s collection which threatened to end the whole

project. While the GRO collected fertility and mortality

dat a Lo c a Lt y , it would not release disaggt'egate figures

(A.Ling to H. Ben net 't , 25 • 1.1.63, f> P/CF/l /1 43 ) . When Ling

asked fOl' .9.ge-specific fertility and rates for

Coventry, he wa s told they were not 't a.b u La t ed (A.Ling.

25.11.63. AP/CF/1/143; .r • Rowntree to A.Ling, 5.12.63.

AP/CF/l/143) . Ling that such figure::,.were

neve r-t neLess collected I:,ythe local Registr'ar of Ril'tl-1E:and

Deaths. so why could they not be released to another branch

of government?

'The history of planning at a local level shows
that plans stand or fall almost entirely on whether
the basic estimation of population was right or
wrong. The importance of this cannot be
sufficiently stressed. '
(A.Ling to J.Rowntree. 10.12.63. AP./("Fl/143)

Rowntree countered that

'to produce SUCh figures
involve extensive and
re-running of cards'.

now for recent years would
expensive sopt:Lng and
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(J.Rowntr·ee to A.Ling. 19.12.63. AP/CF./l/.l'"3)

Fur·thermore. na tional rates were not calcuJ.ated dlre~tlY

from local rates as some adjustments had to be made first.

Ling conceded defeat. and promised to run Coven r r-v

model makLn g allowances for any ,jifference:=; in assumptions

they could identify (A.Ling to J.Rowntr-ee. LO.1.6il. AP/CF/l

,./143).

First runs of the 'Coventry method' were not encouraging. A

population estimate for 1981 was prepared B.nd c o n t r-a s t e d

with the MHLG estimate. Al tl)ough it fell within the

Ministr~' IS 'IOW' estimate, its variation from the 'high'

estimate was too great (A. Ling to J.Jarmain. 1l.2.611. AP/CF/

1/143). Osborn re-evaluated the situation, and later in

February e,uggested 'we abandon the iclea of computer

projection of population' (E.Osborn to A.Lees and T.Hughes.

11.2.6a, AP/CF/1/1113).

He argued that accurate birth and death rates wer'e not

available to planning authorities, and those that were

produced a large range of errors when ppojected over 20

years. Also, Coventry was strongly effected by migration,

and the migrants' age and sex structure were considerably

different from the established population. Mlgp:9tiol1

small a re a projections par·ticulal'ly (jifficult. His f1n.':'11

observation was that
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'a str-aight fOpeC!3.st l:>a:=3ed0)) ns r f o ne I
8vc, j 1.OJ t, 1e

calculstol"
trends Ol" such regional figures as are
can be done by a trainee on an electric
in less than half a day fop each area'.
(A. Ling to W.Bor, 3.3.64, AP/CF/l/143)

This was not the end of popul~r10n projection tn 1~()ventl'Y,

however. In the s ame letter r-ecommending the t e r-mi na t Lo n of

po~ation pr-ogr-eeeLo n project, OstJol'n al'guecj the C·3se

for a new and more complex 'demographic model of a city',

the essential feature of \Alas inclus:Lon of

household structure as an endogeneous variable ( E. o s no r-n e

to A.Lees and T.Hughes, 11.2.64. AP./(.'F/1 '143) . A

p1'e 1i mi nar-v study h e d shown the introduction of

further variables reduced the range of error to acceptable

limits, in to generating estimates of change in

household compos ition. va r-vLn z mi grat ion as s umr-t ion s c ou Id

also be included.

'This project, whilst representing a relatively
long term aim, is being implemented as soon as
possible. '
(A. Ling to W.Bor, 3.3.64, AP/CF/1/143)

Not least because of its ac h ievemen t s in proces2ing

distributing the 1961 Census, the Planning Division became

almost synonymous with 'information' from the early 19602,

In pal"'ticular. the basis of the Review popuJation

forecasts for the twenty year life of the Plan

subjectecl to a 1"' i go 1'0 US e x am Ln a r Lo n and reformulation.

While they did not become any accurate. nevertheless

they now varied within calculable limits. The conversion of
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from 9. m f e t a k e n judgement into ma tn ern s t Lcs t

definition of El limi t, ma r-ked one more encr'o3ct'lment '-,PC)!'1

craft skills in the preparation of plans.

6.U PREPARATION OF THE REVIEW PLAN

We can now exam ine the implications of staffing policy.

office pl"acticea and the process of plan prep.sration for-

the emergence of the discourse on methodology. The greater

part of Review's a u r-v e v and analytical \Alas

u rid e r-p t n n e d by a brief partnership of organisation91

factors, and once tl!is came to an end after 196U the

original impetus to Ln n o vat e left the [lepartmen t. Ti,e

cr-eation of a planning team is considered in section 6.4.1.

the operation of the planning office in section 6.4.2, and

the progress of the Review after 1963 in section 6.4.3.

6.U.l Formation of the Review team

Section 5.2.3 discussed the staffing crisis of the late

1950s and recruitment of ten tl'ainees.

However, the training progl'amme was only part of a larger

renewal of the Planning Division that can be dated from

1960-1. From tl!e early 19608. a stream of senior personnel
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flowed into Division, cap tu r-ed oy rhe sC91e ano scope

of Coventr-y's peplanni.ng, who thel'eaft;(-"l'

immediate and effective part In the formation of 9. pl9.nning

'team' out of a collection of LndLv Ldua l, planner:",.

In the space of El ye El l' t1-1e en r ire se l!i0 r- c ;C; ,j r-e 0 f 0 f f ice ps

w·9.S replaced. Tom Hughes joined to assist AU<jr>f?:J L.lee~; •

Malcolm Reece led the Development Plan Review, Peter Wood

took over research, Roy Cresswell a s s ume d pes po n :::.-'j I") i lit~'

for traffic planning, and Tony MOsc8r-dini E1nd Basil

Rossiter took senior positions in development control and

area development. In 1960 Tepence Gregopy was made Deputy

CAPO. As Audrey Lees had only been appointed in 1957, the

sole remaining link with the past was Arthur Ling himself.

The new senior entr-ants were characterised by redevelopment

skills and experience, and by a shaped ,9 cknow Iedgemen t of

Coventry's pr-ogr-eee i ve Cpesswell spent

several years at Essex County Council on urban renewal work

befor-e taKing a planning degree at Manchester University.

He went to Coventry because

'it was one of the leading three or foul' planning
authorities from the point of view of getting
positive planning experience, as opposed to purely
p Lan+me.k Ln g " .
(R.Cresswell, interview, 8.8.83)

Similarly. Peter Wood had been involved in the research and

programming of Birmingham's inner cit~' redevelopment. He
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took post of' Principal Resea:pch Officer \)ec.'=!u':"e

coventry hael

'a different atmosphere and charisma
It was very much Bt the foref'ront
thinking in this country'.
IP.Wood. interview. 4.5.83)

abo u t it ....
of pLa nn Ltr g

Progressive thinking encompassed not only physical planning

or urban architecture:

'it \---lent
t I-Ie W8.~'
formed' .
(P.Wood.

into planning research. and
the Development Plan Review

thlnv.jng
s h ouI (]

of
j:,e

interview, 4.5.83)

Finally, Ma.lco 1m Reece expel'ience of c·artograph;;,'.

engineering and planning at Staff'or'dshi r-e Coun t~/

Council before moving to Coventry.

'attracted by its central redevelopment
design and implementation'.
(M.Reece. interview, 28.8.83)

problems.

In 1960 the renewal of the Planning Division was completed

by an intake of ten trainees. whose work in the office was

paralleled b~' speci,9.11~' created planning c ou rs e at

Lanchester College of Technology. According to Ling.

'we needed staff. th0Y were very active. and to
some extent p e r-h ap s we l,ad El slight empire-bu.ilding
approach to it. in the sense that we knew we had 8
lot of work to do and we could see this as a way of
getting some staff outside our normal
estal::>lishment' .
(A. Lin g • in t e r-v i ew • 19 . 1.84 )

The 'trainee!:~ , were far from juntor. n owe v e r: at

enrollment. the youngest was 23 and the eldest W9S l~o.

They all had prio!' professional qualifications: as

surveyors. 5 8S architects and 1 engineer (P. Au b r-e y ,
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interview, 23.8.83). The trainees wel'e 'high-fliet·s from ,';

var-iety of ba E~i c cH sci P 1 ine s' (F .Woo (]. _L n t e p v t e "I • ti • 5 . :),3 )•

recruited to fortify the Division but also to diversify its

skill oa se .

'Some of' the planners were dealing with activities
which were almost well beyond their experience'.
(M.Reece. interview. 28.8.83)

'The ten', as they came to be known. were em pLo y ed on fI.P 4

at £1,000 annum. considerably more r hs n [)t'eviouE:

recruits. Mike Flynn had joined F19nning Division

fifteen months earlier on AP/1 ta.k t ng (jins,t'erg's,

planning course at Birmingham.

'Everyone was green with envy
position and privileged status,
basis, but it was just the
unfairness of it, as it was seen
who were on these lower gr-ades,
tl'ying to qualif;,','
(M.Flynn, interview, 5.7.83)

at their pl'ivileged
not on a personal
illogicality. the
t);,' others
who wel"e

like me.
equally

Between 1960 and 1962 the e ta f f of the Planning and

Redevelopment Committee increased by half' to total 52 (see

T,able 6.1: City of coventr;,' 1962) . Of t n t s tot al. the

t r-a t n e e a accountecl for' 20 to 25% (P.lfvood. interview.

lJ.. 5.83) . Enha.ncemen t of the Planning Division

important effects. Firstly. the 1e ade r et'li p of the

DepE:!r-r me n t received new impetus with the arrival of tlighly

motivated and experienced senior staff. With Wilfred Burn's

departure to in 1958 Ron Bryant leaving for

Canada in 1960. not only a layer of senjor of f i ce re but



TABLE 6.1 Staff of the Plannin~ and Redevelopment
Committee 1958-66

Year
(March 31)

Full-time staff

1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966

29
27
35
47
52
48

n, a.
54
55

Source: Abstract of Treasurer's Accounts
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also hi:.==:toric fi>:.9.tion on the Development f'19n p.9.:=·sE_~d

away. In particular, Bryant's modest conception of 'review'

was overtaken by a more ambitious plan of data collection

and a.na Lv s i s across chapter Secondly. t he

trainees added width to the Division and promoted o e b s t e

within it. The Lanchester course held them together 9S

social group. pr-oducing .9. much-noted comeraderie (eg.

M.Flynn. interview. 5.7.83) which connected many different

areas of activity. the Development Pl.9n section

of Wood. Reece and 'the ten'. and

with the dep er=t ur-e of Bryant. 'it was like n ew tes.m'

(K.Platt. interview. 20.9.83). The si t uat ion 1'e111·9i neel

substantially unchanged for three years.

6. u . 2 The planning office and office work

This section descI'ibes the day-ta-day functioning of the

Planning Division explores working re I a tion E~hip s

between the planners. The special character of Coventry's

planning office helps explain the formation of new wor-l..:ing

practices and the progress of the Review as 8 whole.

The Planning Division occupiecl three floors of the

Architecture and Planning Department offices in Bull Yapd.

opposite the Council House. and was sited along two sides
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of the internal courtyard. pl9nning off'icetc'roo k the

form of an open plan. with solid [)81'Titioning i)",=t;\,'een

doorless rooms. According to Plett. the o pe n n e e s of the

office w a s a co n t rLb u t er-v cause of the 'openn('!",'e.'of' the

planning team, There was

'just a sea of
Absolutely chaotic,

de sk e
The!-'e

and people and paper.
were two and three people
one time in any given

work together; you were
working at one desk at
situation .... It made us
falling over yourselves if you didn't'.
(K.Platt. interview. 20.9.831

Platt also descibes the planning teal11 been a

"v e r-y democratic o r-gan Ls a r Lo n " in terms of discussion of

jobs on hand a nd also the wider politics of planning. This

made itself felt in various ways. Inside the office tnepe

was no major division between planner',"; and c Le r Lc e L.:'

cartographical staff.

'We ueed to do a lot of manuscript thing:':;hec.9use tl-,ere
was no dictation facility. We used to do a lot of our
own work. hand-drawn stuff. I actually physically
wopked on a drawing board. '
(I'C.Platt, t nrer-vt ew , 20.9.83)

Thepe were no demarcation disputes over the allocation of

work. In fact, the organisation of work was CJ1l.1. te looee-

k nL t.

was no formalisation of memos having to be
passed or anything.'
(K. Platt, interview, 20.9.83)

'Within the office thepe wepe all
going on, which didn't operate like
piece of work, and that piece of
the system and appearing somewhepe
(P.Wood, intepview, 4.5.831

s o r-t s of thing""
someone dojng a

\0701'1·, gof. ng into
else. '

Hours of work wer-e long, and leisure was willingly fopgone.
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'Nobody of the planners ever
tc\ey',j gc· on until ~;omethin.";;IAiqe
(K. Platt, t n t e r-v t ew , 20. 9. ,~;3)

looked a t
fin i ,0: 11e d . '

c lo c t-e ,

While overtime was o c ca s Lo na Ll.v compu 1sor-y if t,ot t" 1e nee ~(""

appeared in the central area pr-ojecT, m a n y

it voluntarily. For example, ~\Jooc1

resul ts of t he o and D survey on the Treasury machine at

night. Work and non-work time further

Club' , a social organisation formed to take advantage of

the 14c crypt preserved below trle offices. On leaving

Coventry, Arthur Ling donated a long seat to the Club for

its bar: a sign of his appreciation for 'our social centre'

(A. Ling, t n t er-vt ew , 19.1. 84). Outside the office, the s. t a f f

were to live in what they h e d helpe(]

including Coventry's first high-rise flats.

'Many of the staff in the Depat'tment of
in the Tower Hill

was considered the
At'chitecture and Planning lived
flats when they first opened. It
latest and greatest .... •
(R.Cresswell. interview, 8.8.83)

The major char-e.ct e r-L stics of the 'democratic' pLe.n n I n g

office wet'e these: corporate leadershjp, and decentpsl-

isetion of responsibility.

Both the City Council and the Architecture and Planning

Department were run on ,corporE" te' lines, me an Ln g

collective decision-making across mBjor sepvice

provider's. Tlte city centre redevelopment h a d been the
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greatest stimulus to ,jep9 pt men t 1:l 1 coJ.l,9bop:,rto n

Council.

'One of the interesting things ... that ca me 01-1 t of
this central ·3rea r-econ:::,tpucti on
were then the pioneer-s
corporate development'.
(A.Ling, t n t er-vt ew , 19.1.:",4)

of I-Jh8 t W·3e

The Town Clerk, Charles Barratt, ws s 'by 9greement in the

cL ty ... the chief" among equals' 1M. Reece, intervi.ew,

28.8.83). He held weekly progress and ccordination meetings

which all Chief" Of"f"icers involved in the redevelopment

attended. At one time, K~.th Platt was progress-chaser f"or

t nt s group and wo r k e d closely wi,th Tr'eBE,ur'er's

Department. 'Charles Barrett was the first proper corporate

manager ... of" Cl c t t y (K.Platt, intet>view 20.9.:33).

Corporate leadership of the Council was a readily available

and t e s t e o rnodeL for ,joint wo r-kt ng ar-engeme n rs withi.l1 tn e

Planning Department. Thus the Development Plan Review was

presided over by a policy group made up of" the Development

Plan section headed by Reece, the Tra.nE~port section under

Cresswell, and the Research section led hy Wood.

'We shared commonly the guidance of staff below.
It worked in Coventry because there was a very.
very good team spirit. That was largely derived
from good and sound leadership on the toP. in the
spirit of Ling, Audrey Lees and earlier Wilf
Burns. '
(M.Reece, interview, 28.8.83)

levels of coope r-a t ion commitment also

characterised relations between the different professions
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in the Department.

'There <",7asa
t'egin with.
projecte of

much greBt:er- i.ntegr-ation of effol't.
t be r-e \,ya:;"9.ctuall:-' te.'1I1l-worY.ing

To
on

architects. engineers and planners :Ln
the same po om . '
IM.Reece. intepview. 28.S,831

The Joint Roads Team in October 1962 is a specific

example of the kinds of inter-professional cooperation that

were emel'ging.

The second characteristic of t.he '(lemocratic' planning

office was the decentralisation of responsibility. and

therefore the greater involvement of mI d d Le and

lower-ranking officers in important decisions. According to

Cresswell.

'one of the good things about Coventry was the
amount of responsibility given to people at the
t n t r-d level: I mean going to public enquiries and
so rc r-t n ",
(R.Cresswell. interview. 8.8.83)

This partly came out of n e c e e s i t:-,. especi9ll:-' during t ri e

ear'ly perioc1 of t r.e Review Wflen eeniol' offie-el's were

he.avi 1;,' engaged in the: redevelopment. Much of the early

survey work for the Review was and prepared at a

low level of au thori ty. 'I f we had to do it any other W8~

we just wouldn't have had the time' (K. Pl,9tt. Ln t e r-v t ew ,

For example, Mi.ke Flynn the Planning

Division in January 1960 having completecl a

degree, and soon after f o u n d himself responsible for an

industrial survey of the city. He drew up a questionnaire.
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with Platt v ts i ted lapge f 3.C t 01'::" a n d

management in Coventr·:/. pep()r_·t in ('oven t 1";""

(DPR,'33, 6.63) wl'itten s U t) S T -3 n t i ·91 l~.' t,;,' F 1;"n n , \'-J i t tl

direction from Peter Wood.

'I wa s fortunately given.9 free range to ... r h Ln l-;
out how to approach this... I had a very free pein
of inventing and formulating the process and
methodology of it. which was quite good. '
(M.Flynn. interview, 5.S.831

Malcolm Reece comments:

'it was
taking a
economic,
(M.Eeece,

a teach-yourself survey one month, and ...
very formative view of the t ndue t r-La L,
structure of Coventry within the next'.
interview, 2.3. E',. ,~~3).

The presence of a layer of trajnees in the D("p,g 1"' tmen t

decentl'alisation of r'espo nsib iIi t;,'. 'The

ten' , their close pepsonal a nd educational

r-e La t t.o n s h Lp s , created strong ho r-d z o n t aI liny.s

separate areas of work. PeteI' Wood had an architect helping

him with the interpretation of data.

'Anything he was picking up he would filter through
the gpoup of ten. And the group of ten were moving
around anyhow. It was a kind of dissemination
machine that we'd got within our staff structure.
And so the kind of innovation and research thinking
that was going on in my little group was being
spread around.'
(P.Wood, interview, U.5.B3)

In addition, the trainees were encouraged to go to Summer

Schools, visit other towns. use the well-stocked library

and take part in meetings of the West MidJ.ands Branch

(Junior Section) of the Town Planning Institute.
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9.11 in"te1"e8te(1. we were 311

interview. 23.8.83).

Retrospectively. it is clear "tl,.<',tt he ('oventr;:/ pl.9nning

o4'i ce was pre-bureaucratic phenomenon. It not

by set division of and post~:.

sta.ndards of performance nor output-related 9.'>"l9 rds.

Instead. work was divided according to personal strengths

and abilities. Individuals were identified less a.n

official post than by the skills they possessed within a

common pool of skills available to the \",Jholeoffice. ')ne

consequence of this kind of o rgan i 809 t ion was r ne t

P1ann e r- sex per ien cedt he d ivis ion 0 f lab 0 u r- a 11,j

specialisation as temporary stages in the development of an

overall planning career. than 8S permanent investments of

specialist skills in specialist careers.

The craftsmanlike emphasis on gener,a.l cs.r-ee r- developmen t. ,

plus the drive t owa r-ds implementation. c1eflnitely pre cLu ded

prema.ture specialisa.tion in metll0dologi cal problems. A'-'

Cresswell observed of the 1961 traffic study.

'it wasn't a question of developing methodology so
much. but using the methodology in order to test
the network ...
traffic flOWS'.
(R.Cresswell. interview. 8.8.83)

in order to cater fop gre,c;t er

Only as the redevelopment process slackened in the later

19608 could a permanent division of labour around method be
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Ln s taL'l e o .

6. u . 3 Assembling the Review P13n

The form, content and purpose of the Review Plan were first

indicated in early 1963. From this moment on, work in the

Department entered a new stage, in which policy development

prevailed. This sub-section explores two of the

p r e p a.r-at Lo n of the Review F'laa: fi.pstl::,',the substitution

of a city-regional for a city centpe per·;?pect:i.ve. 8.ncl

secondly. the administrative construction of the Plan. The

pertinent question is Why it I",as P08f:,.11:>1efor a cl.1 e co u re e

on me t ho do Lo z y to figure so highly in the cli-::~(,us:::'ions

surrounding the Plan, when "that me t hodo Lo gv not in

general been employed in drawing up the Plan.

Of fundamental importance in understanding the gpowth of

new concepts of plan-making in Coven tr::,' i c- t IIe 1ega c i/ 0 f

the wartime blitz. The des t rue t :1.0 Ii endu reel in L940

d otn Ln a t e d the attention of planners, o o u n c L'L'lor- bu s f ne e s

and residents alike. The reversal of the bomb (\8mage via .3

huge, progressive and public s e c t o r-v Le d progpamme enjoyed

almost unquestioned assent (GinE:t'el'g 1974) . r r. j:",

irrever.sible commitment intl'oducecla si£,nific.9nt d Ie t o r-t Lo n

into the planning activity of the Corportion. :i.nas much 8£
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it l)ec,sme domin,9ted t,y the tilllet9ble of (levelor'ment of one

maJ or set of i ntel' - l' e 1ate c:l P r-oj e c t s for- t t'l EC~ cent t" ,9 1 8 !"e -9 •

There was. of course. cons j"jel"El L> 1e variet;":in the cenl1',91

area work: it include~ shops and off t c;e~: in

precinct. the multiple t,;egregation of v e h I c Le a , the f,i1"","

pha:::,esof the Ln n e r- ring 1'08<:1. the ne"" C8theclr·,cJl pr ectn c r .

and the Lanchester College of Tecl·lnolog;y. Never-t l)eles s , it

caused a sWitch of staf>f> and skills to des1.gn a n d

development functions of the Department.

'There was; a
wr.e r-e you had

s raz e in the plannj.ng of ('oventp~'
to be an architect to get ,gnyvJhel'e.

and the t was made k nown . '
(M.Reece. interview, 28.8.83)

This; emphasis on implementation of the central area plan

was 'by no means a trling of the past' (M. Flynn. interviel-'/.

5.8.83) in the early 19608. Trle coventpy faced in

the ea1"ly 1960s was precisely that it had little attention

to spare from the central projects for the new problems of

the de cs de , problems which were of gl"owt 11 l",ather t nsn

replacement: incpease and conge~,tion • the

sul)-regional g r-ow rh of population a.nd industr;)'. novel t~'r.'~"2

and patterns of> consumerism. etc. So it is not surprising

that it was the officers and sections working furthest away

from the redevelopment p r-o g r-amm e , in peseEtl'Cfl a nd tl'le

Review. that first detected and relayed these

to the rest of the Department.

In the first instance, the Development Plan focus of the
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r-e c o v e r-e o in order to remedy 8 statistical

deficit; and this deficit h8d arisen because of new forces

operating upon the city centre which exceeded the scope 9111

brief of its planners.

'The first survey [of 1952] didn't really get down
to the basic problems and have sufficient
statistics to justify anything but a gener81
pl,an... It was felt that it was necesse rv , 1'1:::' new
idea s ,-.Jeredevelop Ln z ,.. to collec t much more .-j,,, ta
than previously. and carry out investigations with
industrialists, to have an ol"'igin and destination
s u r-v ev it was all the new aspects t ha t we}'(~
coming on. and everybody realised.'
(A.Ling, interview, 19.1.841

The growth of Coventry was interpreted through

on the cit y ce ntpe, 8 nd the cha 11 eng e E:' it i IIIpI ie.j fa 1"' t !',e

central area plan. Hence, for example, the treatment of the

regional tpaffic load as an inner ring road problem.

position ceased to be tenable. A critique

was Lau n c n e d from within the Rev i el'-l team of ph;,'sic9,1

determinism in planning. a c r-L t Lq u e aimed not only at the

1952 Development Plan but also at the political sponsors of

redevelopment.

'Past achie\,rement became dominant, o ver-dorn t na n t ....
One had to reach the disagreeable stage of telling
the Chairman of the Planning Committee it was 8
constant Chairman, Hodgkinson - that you've lived
too long on your precinct, YOLI've taken visitors
around too long .... Not only is it getting tire(l,
you're tired mentally. You should be thinking about
the new problems of Coventry. '
(M.Reece, interview, 28.S.B3)

Ling. with his background in new towns, social uni rs 9nd

other f>orms of total provision, was amenable to the:=~e ViIVlf·.
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of argument. He was keen to :=' e t ·9,bo ut' [>' It- t- i. n g' ,~ Lo i:' 'I 0 I:

investigation standard to Coven tY'~" ( A. Lin g , J n t e PV i ew ,

19.1.8U). Under his leadership the celltrel planning problem

shifted from design of a bounded area. to

'the optimum size that will govern the
future employment oppor-run L't I es
facilities of the city'.
(DPR/ 16, 6. 61 )

plBnning of
Bnd other

'We were indulging in these untold heady Juxuries
of studying the industrial growth of the town 9nd

s av i ng, to wha t ex ten t shall we con r r-ol, groIN'th. '

(M. Flynn, t n t e r-v t ew , 5.8.83)

An important step in the development of ciry-region91

perspective was the Depar-tment' ::c' rel.ations:hip to the

Ministry of Transport's study team that produced Traffic in

Towns. The team included Geoffrey Crow, a former engineer

from Coventry, and he heve heen l'e:=:pone.il>]e for

suggesting Coventry as a potenti.91 case s t u(l~' to Colin

Buchanan. In the event, Leeds was chosen in pr'efepence to

Coven r r-v , and secured for itself a 31 page write-up in the

final r-epo r-r.

'I am sorry that the original plan to make 8 full
case-study of Coventry did not come off, but t
think we were prohahly right in deciding in the en~
to have a look at a town where the situation was
much less committed.'
(C.Buchanan to A.Ling, 19.6.63, AP/CF 1 20Ucontl

As it was, the Department maintained a working relationship

with the study team, to the e:>:tent of l'eque:=,ting B, meeting

with Buchanan to discuss the 1961 0 and D survey,

'in case there is a particular extract from the
material which we would not othel'wise be producing
and which would be helpful to your exercise'.
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(A. Lin g to C. BuC 1'1.9.nan, 12. 2 . 62, AF / (~F./ 1 1 49 d \

Bucllanan asked Ling to approve of the draft section on

Coventry in Traffic in Towns, because he not w s n t to

'say anythJng which was either inaccurate or offensive to

you in a ny W9.y· fC.Buchanan + o p•. Ling. 19.6.6J, AP.·~F,·1.'20Ij

cont). The significance of t he Buclv3n.9n Fepor·t f o r- ('ovent:p~/

\--JaBr har 1.t v a Ld d a t e d redescription of + ne '.'it;,' centre~:::' ~

node in a regional netlA70rk. Tile Report l'eceive,~lq uniform

welcome across the Planning Department:

'we thought that was the best
bread .... We all had copies of
(P.Aubrey, interview. 23.8.83)

thing since sliced
the Buchanan book'.

The Plans sub-Committee recon1men(jed :d.l

Planning and Redevelopment Committee be supplied with

copy. and the Committee l.vas treatecl to a lecture by Tom

Hughes on the main principles of the Report: (Minute:::~.

4.12.63, Plan. a n d Redev. Comm. ). WYlile no do u bt

r-e t.n r o r-c Ln e ,wher·e coventry a 1read~' (M.Reece.

interview, 27.8.83). the Repo!'t also formed 9 s.ul:>st.9.nti8.11~'

more favourable context in which to envisage a review of

the 1952 Plan on a regional scale.

On tlie ba s Ls of movement and l'esiclence d8tB g.9 t n e r-e d

1960-61,ttle Planning Division made a C.9se for the emergence

of a Coventry City Commuter Region .

•Within this area there is a need for a closely
coordinated planning policy to control and direct
development and communications systems to achieve
an economically and socially desirable plan for the
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wllole cit~/ region. '
(DPR/28. iJ..63. p. 2 i

The City Region report criticised the of :'in

9.pP pop l'i at e 9 dl:1 in i:::' t 1"a t i VE=: u n it fop ('m~ r- g.L 11:ob

functional region. El nd

iJ..63. p.29) to accomodate 100.000 people in the reg1011 t:'~1

1981. By April 1963. officers from Coventry had BPproached

the Wal'wi CKS)i i re County Planning Depaptment 9nd

agreement-e on a common format for collection of

st.a t Le t I c e on t n o u s t r-La I structupe. land use and social

life. A joint MHL<3/Warwiekstlire/Coventry 8ub-PRgio)).":,1 ,"'tlFly

was envisaged.

'after which it will be possible to proceed with
the finalisation of the detailed planning proposals
in regard to the city'.
lDPR/28. U.63. p.2)

However·. officer liaison was 81)ru[>tl::,' ended when

WarwiCKshil:'e County Council discovered on what their staff

had been engaged. The County construed Ling's preliminary

SKetches of a linear model of city growth as .9 direct stack

upon the green belt and the autonomy of t n e c o u n t::,'

(E.Stephens to C.Barratt. 25.5.63. AP/CF/ 1,'209[» .

this injunction. Ling fUl'ther· invi ted J. ,J. Brookes «('ol..lnt~'

Pla.nning o r r t ce r , WarwicKshire) to excl'l-9nge t n ro r-ms t Lo n 'on

the extent of" the problem' (A.Ling to J.Brookes. 30,7.63.

AP/CF/l/209p) • while Ling's successor· • Terence Gl"egol·~'.

arranged a covert meeting with the CPO in Decemher 196U.

arguing
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'the implications of such policies ",'00u1<:1be
d L",cus sed free ly e nd in for-til",l1y 1}E;' tvleen r he
officers of the City and County planning oefices.
before such
political

po 1i c ies be ca me
s s s e sme n t s b;,'

eet
rhe

.9 n 1:1 s u t) j e c t t 0
various Councils

concernee1' .
(Anon. 23.12.6Il, AP/CF.'1/'209p)

Although Brookes remaLn ed unimpressed t>;" t n t s !3rgument. the

Depal'tment ma in t a Ln ed its p r-e e eu r-e into 19 6 5. sec U r- i ng

Coventry City Council's support for a study

'to provide for the anticipated population growrh
within the context of an overall Masrer Plall for
the Coventry City Region. and to include an
integrated Transportation Plan for the City
Region' .
(Draft Written Statement. 1965)

The Council's e n d o r-e eme n t of the Coven t P;:" ci t::,' region

concept reinforced two tendencies withi.n the Planning

Division, The first was towards a larger scale of peference

in assessing t r-e rio s in the city. In the name of 'scale'.

city-wide policies were brought into cont9ct with project

planning for the centre and for the more recent CDAs. Thus

the city l'egion perspective made the r-e d e v e Lo pm e n t

accountable to larger £. OC io -econoI1lic and

presented cl'iterie fol' judging the post-war planning record

other than by repeating the o r-Lg Lna L de sLr-e to 'build

ags.Ln " .

The second tendency was the systematic accuI1l1Jletion of data

from several sources and on a oomp a r-e hIe os s i. s. The C i t~,

Region report noted how surveys fol' the quinquennial review
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a c r-o s s admini3tr9tive bo u n oar-d e e in pUP2uit ,)f'

new functional entitie::::~.and hoped that the City .'H)'~l County

could succes:::~fullY utilise the mass of lJl9tel'isl

proceeding fr'ol11'a common survey using the

statistical rnaterial t nat i ce availat,le' (DPR29. 6.6].

p , 11) . City planning focusse,j at:tent1.on on

information as a means of planning.

This is the context in which the Review Plan was assembled.

Malcolm Reece is clear that the Review team was under

pressure from mid-1963

'to get from the survey-exploration phase to the
application and ... policy stage'.
(M.Reece. interview. 28.7.83)

This was both a political pressure. due to the availability

of central government money for the innel' ring road and the

comprehensive redevelopment programmes. and 8 technical

pressure to avoid delay and the aging of information. As a

result.
'there was a very swift synthesis stage. f.n f,9ct it
hardly existed. And that was the final de~iciency
of the plan .... A fine effort to collect some data.
a fine effort in seeking out an application in
policy in areal terms. But there was very little
time left for the synthesis of policies to make
sense of it across the city'.
(M.Reece. interview. 28.7.83)

In terms of a plan it became

.a matter of just wl'apping up the bits and pieces
in a documentation and map for-m. an e:<el'ci",~eIn
compilation. not a synthesis'.
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(M.Reece, interview, 28.7.(33)

The oppressive neecl to get the Review COl1l[' lete(j

complicated by the large turnover of staff in late 1963 ~nd

early 1964. Platt pec.alls,an almost JOO% renewal of st8ff.

including among senior posts Audrey Lees,

Hughes, Arthur Ling, Roy Cresswell anrl Tony Moscardini.

replacements were quite different people and 't lie

just evapo r-e ted very quickl::.', (K.Pl:'ltt,

interview, 20.9.83). After Ling, Terence Gl'egop~' w s.s

'bread and butter man' (K.Platt, interview, 20.9.83) who

had no further interest in innovation, who sought to limit

overspending on the planning budget, and who resen tp'~l

lack of organisation in the Department. According to Reece,

the absence of continuity in staffing, and especially 'the

a bsence of skilled planning staff opposed to people

doing the specialisms' (M.Reece, interview. 28.7.831• meant

little effective integration of policy areas was possible

in the two years to plan submission in 1966.

Trle we a.kne sses in policy formulation integrat:i.on

contrasted sharp ly wi trl the p r-o f e a a t o n e I ism of the

preceding SUrveys. The spirit of these earliep stage2 h3d

been

'we'r-e doing work in a way her-e we ought to f'llll~'
documen teach step we go 't n r-o ua h . documen t 1.n .9 way
other people can inspect - cl-leek -- our mettlo,:l-
ology I.

(P.Wood. inter-view, U.S.B3)
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The policy preparation stage

documentation. In fact. an,:l J96f;

Development F18n Review faded as

or'iginal thinking. It was overtaken on two eou n r ,=; •

firE':twas that the sc t ueL mech snLs m s controllJng t"11t" gP()I,'tL

of the city were not

Coventry was being settled at the ma r-gLn e . s n ct even

wh ile Reece and colleagues were seeking the MHLG's

approval of the Plan. they knew

'full well that the real future of the cit .~,wellL d
be guided
(M.Reece,

by the border policy
interview. 28.7.;:'.3)

p Le.n s" .

In terms of guidance the Plan was not destined to

so ur-ce doc umen t. The second problem was that the Plan was

ceasing to represent the most advanced type of intervelltion

in development. Coventry had shown an immediate interest in

196U to review the Development Plan s~/stem. because it I'I''tS

due to submit the Review Plan in t he same t 1.111'" perio·:l. 1\3

it l-Isppened,

'the Coventry Folicy Statement and Map were evolved
concurrently with. but independent of the prep-
aratory work on the PAG report'.
(Gregory 1966b p.l)

Coventry and PAG did not come to quite same <::011-

elusions, however. Whel'e.38 PAG sought to dis tin gu i ,.-;j,

'matters of principle' from of det,9il'. the

Planning Division was more interested in a

'systematic approach to the collection and assembly
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of ~.n cl 'the ration91-

isetion of the decision-making processes within the

City Council'. (Gre£'or~' 19661:\ 1.,'.1\

Coven tP~/' s interest in corpor-ate management of' tn ro i-m etLo n

and de cIsLo ns left t he Review in a difficult po:=:1t10n. The

Review was well-advanced by 1965. Et n d for t fl e M 1 n i ;';j- e r- ))0 r

to have approved it 'would have been. to some extent. to

waste the time we put into it' (M.Reece, in t e rv i ew.

28.7.83). At the same time. it was not couched in a form

en tire 1;).'suitable to Bdmini.st1'ative processing of

Development Plans. The Department W.9.S Ln v i r e o

sencl an to London on 'The maKing of the

DevelopmenT Pl9.n' (Minute:=:, 2 . 6 . 6 5 .9n ,j 8. 9 . 6 5 • P Jan. a I) ,j

Reclev. Comm.). but according to Reece.

'the technici.ans there did not under-st an d t t .... I
always regarded that as somethi.ng of a disappoint-
ment' .
1M. Reece, interview, 28.7.83)

In face-to-face meetings with the Minister, Reece succeeded

in getting the Review Plan accepted before the f Ln a I PAG

report was issued.

'We had to E:ay, a1though we weren't pa rt i ClJ 1"1r- l~'
satisfied that we had the right Review. it W9S the
only one we had.'
(M.Reece, interview, 28.7.83)

Plan submission became the quickest of getting rid of

the Review Plan and of freeing Departmental r-e s o u r-c e s
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the next pi-iase of co r-p o r-a t e activity: str-at-eg.ic pl"lnnillg

with a greater emphasis on resources. Hence Reece's

conclusion:

'The whole Development Plan Review process started
up as j)eing the t,iggef:~t t.h tn g in the c1evel0prnent
world. It finished up realising its own
deficiencies as a stop-gap before a different form
of planning took over. '
(M.Reece. interview, 28.7.83)

Coventr~' took the precaution of submitting an old-style

Town Map and Written Statement, while l'e:::~el'vingin the

Review Plan document a new-style PoLt cy Map. In other'

respects the format of the Plan was conventional, moving

seamlessly from a review of

of urban structure options, and then into 9 series of area

s t u d i e s illustrating the application of new standards. The

Plan did not summarise whole process of re-planning

Coventry; this duty fell to the o o o k l e t a c c omp e n y Ln g the

Exhibition sent to and elsewher-e. Her-e. the mo et

optimistic gloss was put on Coven t r-v ' f; techn i. ca 1

performance. The local authority was promoted as a general

source of intelligence in relation +o clevelopment: the

tl'ansition from manual/graphical to graphical/computer

modes of working was announced as fact: and the concepT of

a comprehensive data bank .as .9. basiS for m.gthe1113.tt c 31

model-making of u r-b a n clevelopmen t was strongly Bupported

(Gregori>' p , 13). The booklet

coventry had tested the PAG concept of LOC91 Plan \):,.'
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car-r-v t nz out compr-ehensive d fe r r-a c t planning stllrlte:::',,,1-.1cL

proi)lemsa n d po ten t i. a 1 :=0: of an 8 !'E-~r.:, Bn(1 f: hC:'v-led

how the Development rlS.n

1966b p.13). According to the booklet.

'thepe remains the challenge to create
which will facilitate future reviews of

,9 :0;" :::'t em
,92:pects of

the plan by utilising accumulated knowledge within
a situation of continuous planning activity'.
(Gregory 1966b p.l)

Coventry was expressly consulted rhe MHLG'z

p La .. n n tn g officials on 'the mope t e c n n Lca L of

certain plans and the planning proc~ss generally' (Minutes.

6.7.66. Flan. and Redev. Comm.,). I.n the pr·el.',c,rationof the

new po:=.:t-PAG Development Plan regulations.

While it might be tl'ue that 'the idea of the old Town Map

with its rigidity was something we d Le ca r-d e d in Coventr-c/'

(M.Flynn. interview, 5.7. e,3). nevert heless. ·'ifter 196LI t rie

process: of acquiring discarding elements of planning

control was happening across the of the Pevie,,,,

itself. The Review created a momentum which the del a;,'::,:and

rigidities of the Development Plan p r-o ced u r-es could not

contain. which caused a displacement of' Ln n o va t Lo n into

other areas. The Review Plan was submitted to the Minister

in May 1967. sent to Public Inquiry October-Decemhel' 1968.

accepted subject to modification in AlJgust 1971. an d

approved in December 1972. Reece. who Jeft (·oventl'~' tn

196.'3. comments:
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'the time which was taken to formal approval 2tage
1--1El E' i t E~elf P a t he r- ~,elf -,:1e f ea t j n ifS • /, n ,:1 t II ·<1t W9 t'

re3l1y in(jic-9tive of whs t we c o u Ld ,,'ee\,y''lE' rri e
beginning of the end of the old
sys tem' .
( M. Re e ce , in t er 'I i ew . 2 2, . 7 . :',3 )

[Ie v e 10 [,men t Flan

Although the Review established '9 platfor-m on \.·m.1.ch to

mount a critique of the Department's historic eixation on

redevelopment of the cL t.y centre. the F:e'l i e\,y P19n

oba t e c Le s to the further development of

critique. Consequently, while 9 novel d.1.scOUl·se o n

methodology found its supporters in the Planning DIvision.

oov en t r-v s re La t Lo n s h Lt> with lEtPgel::/

retrospective as far as the Review Plan was concerned.
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C H AFT E R S F V E N

COVENTRY AND THE PLANNING FROFESSION IN THE 19608

7.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter examines tlie acJditional pr'actLc e s v-Iflich

the discourse on me t h o d o Lo g v from outside the

planning office. It considers coventry's relationships with

local and central government, other planning departments

and agencies, the RTPI locally and n e t f o n a Llv , the

schools. What did Coven t r-v s plannePE~ borrow,

tr-ansform and lend in t ne way Of ,4. n <:l to

alliances and projects did give t"ise? Section 7.2

looks at the role of central government, and

technique across local government in B1'itain and the Uni ted

States. The local RTP! is evaluated in section 7.3, and the

inter-vention of the Lanchester planning course in section

7. u .

7.2 COVENTRY AND GOVERNMENT

Coventry's plannel""s' most intense professional
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r-elatiot1:=hips withtn offici'";}

planning agencies. Befor-e

counterweight to official formulations, El II <:]

networks or information exchanges as cs me into l:>,,~jng IIvere

composed ,9..Lmo s t entirely of official planners. Method was

thus a ppot>lem tackled 181'gely by and fop officialdom. What

is of intere:::~t ls an emerging programme of technic~l

work, centred upon ,9ncl po pu La t Lon ,"'.ru d i es,

planning officials at several levels. Sect jon

7.2.1 considers the changing clegree of support offepecl

Coventr~7 b~' MHLG. while section 7.2.2 relates ~oventry's

experiences to planning authorities elsewhere.

7.2.1 The MHLG and central promotion

It would be difficult to say that the Ministry of Housing

and Local Government played a major or decisive part in the

preparations for the Development Plan Review. or ln

ms nv o t s c u e s Lo n s surpounded it. This

experience of the Development Plan Officer.

'Maybe we were too optimistic at the
as to the advice. guidance and skills
them. t

(M.Reece. interview. 28.7.83)

e9l"1:; st9ge;:;
~"e'd ge t f l'Otn

Nevertheless. MHLG officials pt'omote,j ·3.nd uti lis e 'j I",]0 P k

performed in Coventry, and wet'e import,"Jnt fot' s t Lmu ta r Ln g

technical work in the city as well as di sp19::.,j ng it \..;hen
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comp 1e t e c ,

Throughout the middle SInd 1950:~. Ling

colleagues were in contact with Ministry research officer2

over' the val i cli ty an d i n t er pre tat ion 0 f p 1 .3 n n 1. ng clEl t b • For'

example. the MHLG Senior Re:::'earch o r r i o e r, J . F:. ..1 3 r- 11"1 8. 1. n t

supplied Coven t r-v on to ca Lc u La t e

j oUl'ney- to-work es t Lme tes from 1951 Cens1.ls. an':] ho\.',

they might be upda t ed (J. .t a r-me Ln to A.Ling. 5.57.

AP/CF/l/IU31. Another example is the c o r-re s ponde nc e on the

best method of pr-o d e c t f nz Coventry':::, pop1llation to

Jar-main criticised trend methods that d Id not ,ji::::t.tngui:::,h

natural change from migration. but agreed that the range of

error in projections did not make choice ,::>fmethod r h a t

Lmp o r-t an t (J.Jarmain to A.Ling. 2.3.61. AP/CF.l/la3).

From the early 19608 the MHLG position changed somewhat.

There was a greater Ln t e r-e s t in making change calculable.

In Coventry this interest wes felt in the two key Brees of

traffic and population. In August 1961 J.~. <T ames rend. 1:1ed

local au t no rf ties of the a.vail.9.bilit:>'of 1961 ('ensuE' (juts<

on punched cards.

local planning authorities can
information at small cost compared
local su r-vev i "

(J,~'ames. u.8.61. AP/CF/'1/'209i)

obtain
with

c Lr-c u La r,
important
r hat o f 8

'By using the s e r-v Lc e s o f f e r e d in this

CoventrY sunsequently pu r-c b a se o set. .9nd made an
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application itself by plsllning a computer-based demographic

mode l, of the city. The Ministry was not i fie 11 0 f e.':I 1'1.;,'

results.

, a n d immediately became i.ntel"este':l....
Jarmain. .. felt t r.a t ·9 meeting; shoulcl
immediately to put this matter on some
national footing'.
(T.Hughes to A.Lees. U.l1.63. AP/CF/l/209i

1:>e c5tlle,_i

Al t nouzh (IS bo r-n peported difficultie::,~ in

operationalising his 'population progressi.on' he

still claim that 'some authopities. 1:1 n (J t j'l e !VIR LG

are very interested' (E.Osborne to p" Lees T. HugheE~.

11.2.6U. AP/CF/l/IU3'.

Similarly. the Planning Division was approached at 9n early

stage in its Ol"igin and Destination study. Fpank Littler of

the MHLG was

'most interested in
problems of towns.
areas. and I therefore

the traffic and car parking
particularly of their central

wonder if you would let me
know the results of your surveys
come out'?'
(F.Littler to A.Ling. 26.2.62. AP/CF/l/11~9(J)

8S ,:;:oon ·s,,' they

The two poad reports were commended the Ministry upon

their p u o Ld ca t Lo n in April 1963. <I.R.Oxenham c o ne Ioere d

them to be

'an excellent basis fop r-eview of the development'
plan'. and 'to bl'eak new ground in considerBt'ion of
the city region and in the application of computers
to highway design'.
(J.Oxenham to A.Ling, 7.6.63. AP/CF/l/2QUcont)

Interest in traffic and population studies eventually fused

in t he Ministl'Y' S authol'isation of the "Ives t Mid 13nch::
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Regional Study. much to Covent:p~,'s s·9tl,~;£,,clct:j()11.

'This investigation
longing for. £'01' some
iastically suppor-teel.'
(Min ute s. ,0, • /4. 64.. P 19.n . and Pe de v . Co mm .

is something we
time 9nd should

1965. Coventry had become soruet h i ng of' 8.

progressive thought within the

Plan had been finalised. Oxenham

to S1:9ge 811 exrlibition in London.

go on tour in the Ministry's regional (!VJinutes.

2.6.65. Plan. and Redev. ('omm. ). The Committee expressed

'general agreement with the desire to

class exhibition'. and George Tl'lomas (Pl'incip31 Planning

Officer) stated:

,I anticipate that this exhibition will
considerable impact in the country. particularly in
the areas where members of the FAG report are now
employed. and find that Coventry has produced 3

wi th this report.'
and Redev. Comm.)

document so much in line
(Minutes. oS. 10.65. Plan.

Furthermore. the Department W.9S only too willing to lend

its experience of r o o nn tc u e . and t:>lann:Lng pl'ocedure

genel'ally. to a short-staffed PAG group o orn pi. 1 Lng new

development plan regulations (Minutes. 6.7.66. Plan. and

Redev. Comm.).

In the spa.ce of a fey.,}years. then. cen t r-aI govepnmen t ' s

approach to Coventry altered from disinterested advice on

statistical matters. to extensive support for' new plannj ng
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pra.ctices. Mini",'tr~' support confjpmed pl.''ll1ni.ng111'-:t-hod

branch of knowledge. while investing it within

planning culture.

7.2.2 Planning ofFices and the mLg r a t Lo n of' t<"lCt-lnlque

It was suggested in Chapter Two that duping the 19509 the

new aom t n t s t r-art ve apparatuses of town a nd c o un r ry p13nning

we r-e 'filled in' b~' a new profession.::,l planning culture. By

the late 1960s and early 19708 many of the functions of the

planning culture been ta k e n o ve i- L'~/ t:l1e

into methods. case S t:udie s • ·9 ndin t e 11e c tU El1 1e ·9 ,je r s:' ) ! i p .

However. for a period in the early and middle 19608 there

was a distinct phase of inter-authority c:oopel:'.e:.t .ion in

which the planning office led planning and

innovation o c c u r r e d directly in the workplace without the

need for transmission from a of intel1ectuqls.

coventry provides a example of the new r'e13tion:::'hips

being formed between planning authorities and the

migrations of technique these relationstlips made possible.

It was the centrality of the traffic ppoblelrl that first led

Coventry to expand its horizons .3nd 111.91<. e cont::,cts \'ii tl)

o t h e r- planning authorities. The Plannjng end Redevelopment
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Committee hed received r-epoPT r~ frolt! officerE' dUl"'tng

1957 on the ser-iousnese of +r'.sffic .)\!er·j_o'~rJl ng

cenTre a.nd The inC:l'{'3:'c~ingJ ou r-n ev- t~o-worl(

2 9 . g. 57. 11, 9 . 5 7 .9 n ,j 1 3 . 9 . 57. F 1;::,n. 8 ncl P ,::..:le v . '=-Omt1I. i . Lin g

.9 n 1'1 au nee ,j i.ntet1Tion to ,9pply fop 911 En~ll:='l-, S[":_'31·~i.l-':;

Unlon grant to tour the United ::::;tqTe~" fop ei_ght.- rnc.n"tt·l~" ,"llld

the tra.ff1c situation 1",1t h to III "'~: i 11g

recommencla t Lone for Coventry (Minutes. 8.3.59. F' J 8n. and

Redev. Comm.). pl'omptecl t he Town (~lepk "to ctl'c'.ll.>;lt:e

notes on the American tl'affic

trip to the US in 1955

Comm. ).

(Min 11 t e cO; • 26. 5 . 59 . P 1 El n , 8.n ·:1 Re (]e v .

after the 1960 n Bnd D the lVIJ 11 i :=: t: r'.'./ of

Transport sought the coo per a t ion 0 f t )-1e ,~i t~:,' F. n.\{'1. nee r- '3 n ,:!

City Architect and Planning I'ffi.cer :L n :':tlld::l of tIle

long-term [>1'0 b 1ems of motol' r r-a f f Lc in Ul't·.9!l

Si.mul ta ne o u s l.v, Dep9l"tment of A[plied EcnnOlTl} (.::-: '" t

Cambp i dge Un i vel's i t~, as l~e.j fop the Dep,9r t men t •e

a study of the economics of car-pal'king.

gr8tefull~' accepted (Minutes. 6.12.61. F 1 .9 n , 8.nd P. e .] e\'.

Comm. ). Meanwhile. Proceec1 i ngs of atl int:er-t1<:1tion81

symposium on 'Urban Survival T r ,9 f f i c'. he 1cl ,9 t Cll_l ph .9.111

University in April and attended by Lees f1 nd Ro:,!

Cresswell. wep€, circulating within

included papers by Professor D.S.Berry on the e,U t'v e~' '"n cl
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procedupe::;: 191,j o own by the N.9t I o ns 1 COlTlmit tee ·)tl

Urban Transportation in 1955. and by A 1.3n Vor-h""e2 or) tile

calculation of gr-owth factor::;: in urban development. \"iitl-10'.lt

these e t u d t e e be Ln g Lmme d ia tely c omp re he n sL t, le. it W9S

clear new resources for analysis were at hand.

In July 1962. Ling learnt that Gorclon Logie of the London

Coun t~, Council Architecture Department was to hold a small

informal conference

'to enai)le people known to be interested in trip
generation to get together and exchange
information'
(CAPO to CEo 5.7.62. A~/CF/1/149d)

Pete!' Wood and John Lomas were immediately tn

the meeting. The Trip Generation co n re re n ce I-lelc]at ('aunt;,'

Hall on 18 July 1962 was a fundamental step tow8rds local

authority cooperation in the field of transport planning.

With delegates from London. Newcaetle. SUl"'rey. Cov!'!ntr~'.

MHLG and the Road Research Lab 0 r a r 0 ry • the con f e l' e nce vi Els

designed to familiarise everyone with the studies cllrrently

u n de r- way. and to encourage standards of ques t t o n n a i r-e

design and methods of 8nQlysis (Anon. 6.62. AP/CF/L/149c]).

M.A.Taylor (RRL) r-e v ea.Le d that four fur·thel' tl'ip gener":,tion

studies were planned, at Gloucester. No r-t hsmp t o n , Readil1;':;

and Stevenage. There was a certain de g re e of convergence

around the need to stan(jal'dise data collection .<,nc! to llIal..:e

survey material comparable between studies. t.o z ie pt-ami :::~ecl

to pass on any local information recei v e d him.
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further- meeting WE"S BPpanged fop the end of t!l!'~ .ye8P. It

was through Logie's mailing list. foro,

r-e c e i v e d papeps on the 911C1

undertaken by

toP . Wo 0 ,j , 2. 10 . 62, AP/ CF·' 1 1U9d ). An 0 the l' re ('L['i e 11t 0 f t !-Ie

LCC summary was Micl-Iael Eliot Hurst, then w ork Ln g on a Ph['

at Durham University He offered to exchange his dat9 on

traffic circula.t:ion with planner's at Coven tr~/, and in

addition to circulate a n Ln f o r-ma t Lo n bu Ll e t d n

amongst all planning authorities e n gs ge d in t r-a f f Lc

r-e s e a r-c h .

'It may eventually be feasible to coordinate all
SUCI-l s ur-vev s carried out in the Bpi t Isn I:7'le.:·. an d
my thesis may go some way towards this'.
(M. Eli 0 t Hu r-s t to F. Wo 0 d , 1 ,'). 1. 63 • A P/ (' F .14 9 <:1 '1

In May. June and July of 1 9 6 3 • Lin g V-/·9 B W1" j. t j n~ ()n i) e)-;9 1 f

of his officers to the most advanced I> 1. ." n n i n g age n(_~i E~::~ .in

Ame rt c a , requesting re po rt s and .ln f or-rnat to n on 1IIa::=c's

transit technology a.nd the me thodo 1og~' of 1 E' n d - '.1~' e.'

t ranspo r-t a t ion s t ud t e s . For example. Ling w r-o t e tIle

Information Office!' of the Pen n - ~1e r s e~' Tr·9.n f' por-t'3 t i o n

Study:

'We have read with tremendous inter-est outline
reports of your 1960 Survey of Mass Tr-ansportation
and would be very graterul if you could posstbl~
send copies of ~our more detailed reports. We would
particularly appr-eciate a peci.mene of yaup
questionnaires and any notes on the computer
programme which could be useful to us.'
(A. Ling to A.Sinks. 9.5.63. AP/CF/l/172)
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(A.Ling to A.Sinl'.2~. 12.6.62. AF'{,'Fl I'(?)

bodies were c o n tac t e d , Ln c Lu d Inx the ('Iii cs gO

Tpan~~portation Stud~/ (/'..Ling to :r.['()lIglaf'. '~"H·l·oll. lP,.r;.6].

AF/CF/l,/172 ). HIe Tor'onto T1'9nsit- Cornmi:::'sion (A.Ling'to

H.E.Fettett. AP. CF/L/1 72) • the Atl3nt9 P,egion

Metropolitan Pl,anning Commissjon (A.Ling to A.P.I"1.f'.C..

16.7.63. AF/CF/l/172). and the National Capitol T1'9nSpopt--

8.t10n Pl,9nn1ng Agency (A. Ling to N.C.T.P.A .• 12.6.63.

AP/CF/l,/172) . Lin g 8 1soc 0 n t .9C t e cl S t0 ck ho lm 0 n t I, 8 + cit~,l'~.

public tr.'3nsport passenger s u r-v e y s (A.Ling, 12.6.63.

AP/CF/l/172). and in July 1963 Audrey Lees. B8ssil Rossiter

ZAPPO. Development Control) and Roy Cl'es2well visited the

city on .9 s1;udy tOl1r' (Min1ltes. 1.5.63.

Comm. ).

The next focus for inter-authority transactions appeared

around poulation projection. Following discussions held in

B i rm in gham bet wee n A. B. Ne Et le. Val e r- i e :1 El c i-: son.

and IBM representatives. Arthur Ling infopmed th e of

utility of Scale A 1961 Census date to the projec~ion

of pop uLat Lo n .

'As this information would be of continuing value
if population projections I",ere ca Lc u La t ed usjng9~""

specific fertility and death rates. and 83E'llmed
migration rates. I have appro.9.ched IBM(Ul<l L1-,1..
ancl found that a computer- programme for a 20 ::,'er~rf:~
population projection for these speas could be
produced for an extremely reasonable fee.'
(A.Ling to GRO. 16.7.63. AP,/CF"l/143)
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He9d<'led:

'I wist-\ to c:ipcuJ3riseall Local AlITt\('l'il-jc-", H)-la

ape purchasing Censu~'3 [)8t~,9 in this form, 3;'- tJ-l~"";:"

may welcome the use of this progr9mme.
(A.Ling~ to GRO. 16.7.63. A1= ('F] lH,31

At the end of July 19 6 3 • 6:1 ge ne r' -9 1 r-e Cl IIe :=0 t: fop coo [:'e l' a t i 'J n

in the d e v e Lo pme n t and fin9ncing of"

population projection was sent to a lal'ge n 1 lilli,<:_> P (t tal

unknown) of county counties "'Inc] 1) n 1. 'J (! psi t i .e> S

(A. Ling.

of them moderately 01' enthusiastically supportive. Negative

respons'es were due to current pos'seE~sion of 3 :~·-9.ti~of,9ct0r~,'

method of projection (eg.

cohort survival model - A.Bates (CPO) t-o A. Ling.

existing cooperative ( eg"

Cheshire linking with LiverpooJ and Manchester Universities

K.Male to A.Ling, AP,/ (' F 1 1 4 3 ) ; op ::.llegec:!

unsui t.al:'iJity of the e re a fop projectton (eg. Glamorg,'=ll,':::

small size - E ..Jolln POI"e 11 to A.Ling. 14.8.63. AFCF_L

143) .

Positive responses came from a wide variety of pLa n n Ln g

a u t h o r-L ties, including London, Liverpool, ManC)le~o'tel',

Middlesex, East Sussex. Wolver-I-larn[.>Ton,

Lancashire. Kent. Southampton and

merely wished to be kept in touch Or" to at-ten,:] rj JOint

meeting, others saw in the Pt'ojection PPOfP'9Jlllllea specif ic
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t he po re n t La L for compurel'c::;in r'l:inll.i.tl:;;~. Le:"lie

Jay lCPO. East SU2sex) hoped that

'tt·leparticul.91' stucl~' ~'OU nsv e I n m Lr.o . if it
su ocee dz . wil.l lead to pr-og't'9.tIIme Sh,9P'j tlg (i'! ...~l· oti,(':l'

fields of likely jnterest'
(L.Jay to A.Ling;. J2 ..'3.63.AF·CF.i lti3)

Hertfor-dshir-e had recently had .9 computer installed in j 1;8

Treasur-er's Department. and its CPO was therefore

'particularly interested in
which computers may be put
particular use which
thoroughlyexpl.ored'.
(E. Doubleday to A.Ling. 20.8.63.

the po s~,~1. b 1 Eo' 1 I ::,'E':' 1 'J

in planning work, This
you me n t ion ,'3 ho u1cl \:'e

AF,'CF/ 1/143)

The Architecture and Planning Department ~'till

prOmi8ing l'esults .9nd a me e tin g 0 fin t e r-est e ,j .9 U tho r- i t Ie e

at the end of Novem\)er 1963 (eg. A. Ling to H. Bennett (U"(').

25.11.63. AP/CF//1/'143l. bu t technical c11fflc1llties

prevented the projection f r-o m bei.ng P l'og p,e, 111me<l

originally conceived. Walter Bop (Liverpool) s.n d \lvi. 1 fl"(~d

Burns (Newcastle) both sought progress PAports in Deceml)er-

(W.Bor to A.Ling, 11.12.63. AP/CF/1/143: W.BUr-llS to A.Ling.

27.12.63. AP/CF./1/143). but Coventry a dm t t t eo def'"~·Cjt eal'}':"

in the new year. The ice having been broken. however.

contacts were maintained al'ound common FOl'

example, Bar told Ling that hiE: own Department WEt.S stu,l;;,.'ing

possible compute!' applications of po pu 1. '<1 T ion

pl'ojections', and Liverpool Coven t l"~'

'exchange

made' (W.Bor to A.Ling. 21.4.6ti. AP,/CF.·1/1ti31•
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Cooperation between planning offices also tool'. the fOPlll of

the circulation of staff. eithe~ as

new appointments. Coventl'Y Council was st:rong]~' SII[:'por1j'.'9

of staff development. end expected its

'high ca l Lb r-e staff' should b e gi.ven
the Knowledge and
were a.v a tLe b le .
a regular ba s t s ,

the w'l ,jes t
t he v.nowl·loW
We vj.sited
we a t r e nd e d

opportunity to obtain
from whatever sources
other authorities on
courses regularly'.
(B.RedKnap, interview. 26.8.83)

in the re,jevelopmen t sections ps.pt .ic u I B.l'I;;,'

closely involved with the other- heavil::/ dam.qg.,::.(]ottte s :

Reece an d Cres:::o'well recall meeting p L's n n e re r1'0111 the

Br·istol. Plymouth. SW8I1E'ea. Hull a n d (',91'c1iff, ':Inc] fpom the

Towns as
II

l""e11 (M.Reece,

8.8.83, intel'views). In the mid-196os the circulation of

ideas was reinforced by the circulation

oft he 1 ea cl ('~r s hip po S + sin t rle PIa n n 1.ng Div .1:c: ion And j n t- II P

Depal'tment as 8 whole were vscated. In large part this W82

due to the opening of the new 'planning on 1::," de pa rr rne n r e

in cities liKe Liverpool. Newcastle and Le.1cester. Coventry

played an important part in supplying these new departments

with expel'ienced and progressive personnel.

'Everyone who lef't Coventry has
themselves, because there was
kind of big wheel which
(P.Aubrey, interview, 23.8.B3)

done quite well Par
Lmp e t u s ,
was going

r:lnd this
r-o u n o . '

Reece taKes the circulation of staff even fllrthel" b9CV .• to

the LC<: , with Coventry 'a sort of Chaping Cl'022 of.

planning c ar-ee r- development' (M,Reece. intervi.ew, 2:~'.7.:)'3).
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coven 1:" 1':;" , s re19Tj_on:31,1p wt t r. i \.:~?l"'l>(')C'l 1

marked.

'Ther'e waE: a r'ancJvJ.9goll LI.:oin.>_!: t neo .• ,r-·':IV(-"nrr·::/ a nd
a.not her b 9 n ,-]I-Jago n W·3 cC- b -= g j n n i n g TOP 0 11 i n
Live:t~pool... it WFl.f': roo goo,-] a n OP[>ol·tun:i t;e' 1::0

miss .. , lot s 0 f uS Pu t 011r- h.sr :::: t n tr, to. i- _i Ii!? tog o
to Liverpool, a nd qui te a few of Ill": got r he re :
Au dr-ey Lees, Peter Wood, lll,yself', TC>Il'>' MOc""c.c,cdjn1 ...
David Lewis ... 811(j I think one 01' two ot-lv"l·c~'..
cer.t.9inl::,-' tried, :i.f the~' didn't get- thel"'E~.·
tM.Flynn. Ln t o r-vLew , 5.7.133,

Peter vvood speaks of 'a transfer of The .9v9.nt-·-gu9PcJe

ap p r-o e.c h " • ancl f,OW hJs spell at Lt verpool mel'.ged tOgetl-l('r

the redevelopment and overspill e:.-:perj_ence of Bl1'l1l1ngrl-':1m

with

'the technique and, I suppose. the extended
th1nking that had taken place in Coventry'.
lP.Wood. interview. a.5.S3)

Such transfers of approach were also criticised precisely

for their homogenising Tendency across local government.

'One waS 8_ bit concerned t ne t , for eX8mple, in the
Lei c est e r- san d LL vel' p 0 0 1S. .9 11 that: w 3 :~: he j n g (10 n e
was an application of things studied in Coventry,
where. as part:ieulal'l:,' in Liverpool, o t.h e r r'l'c)llleJn:O:'

were there.'
(M.Reece, interview. 28.7.83)

Coventry's experience could not 8lwa;:,rs he quot-c"d in the lHC'\,y

planning authority (Wilfred Burn's experience in

M.Reece, interview, 28.7.,33). r.u t it did p r ovI de

tile means for re-thinking planning practice .'::ict>o:::·:e /"j m uc l,

broader range of authorities.

Another dimension to the migration of t e c n n tciu e

creation and consumption of specialic,;t c i rc: u 19. t i llg
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doc umen t 8. t Lo n e . In inst.3nce.

posses~~ed Cl useful 1"'1. th tts own liLl":j,·!..,n. Jt

offered slide:::' for 10"1n. r ()O j., 3.

selection of includi..ng the Town F'lc,nning

Review. Pia.n n i n g 011 l' 1 0 0]". .J 0 111" n .9 1. 0 f P 1.9 tl ni n:;[9 n 'J P r-0 I>'':;l' t ~I

Law. as we.ll as much 1"e1.3teel a r-c h I tec1~U1:"8] mo t e r-t ..,,1

(Resear-ch Gr-ouP. 15.5.57 and 10.10.57. AF CF,1,202).

Accor-ding to Mike Flynn. 'there was reedy access to good

materials. the ser-vice was ther-e and [>e01:>1""did use it'

how

5.7 . .CI·3 ,) •

office

of m o r- o? j n t e t'e st.(M.Fl.ynn. interview.

however, is the became of

documentation.

Coventry was unusual for a local planning authority in the

early 1960s in making so much of its 1'epo1'1' of su i've,,>,

available outside the Planning Division. The first: SUi'vey

reports in the late 19508

for the Planning a no Re(jevelopment C0I1111l1ttee. and o t he r-

relevant Council Committees. However. the technical nature

of later work. and a cer·tain amount of typical Coventry

pride. led the Depar-tment to p u bI ish its main su r-v ev

documents. Between 1963 Bnd 1965. all the major aspects of

the Review in a t t r-a c r Lv e c o v e r s : POPl.l19.t Lo n ,

traffic. sl''lopping. h o ueLn g , incllls'try. etc.

In June 1963 the Planning a n d Rerjeve lopmen t COlllmittee
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the cl i :;:~t pit,u t j, 0 n 0 f' the two ;:::U r·'\' e~l

l'eportf:~ (Anon. 20.6.63. AP/(,F.'L.204c:nnt). The fit·:=',t: cop;' of'

the first volume was sold in lete May 1963 to N.H. StocKley

(C'ityEn gin e e p • L i. ve r- [) 0 0 1) (N • S tClC l:1e ,Y t-o ,~. Ling, ,?9. 5. 63.

A P,/ CF, '1 /20 L! con t ). 0 f the fir-:3t v Cl1 II m to. ' S jn11"i91 I;' r- i 11 t r- U l1

of 600. no less than 348 were distributed in 8 year ~ree of

to pLe.n n I n g o r-g an Lea t Lo n s (Anon, 7 . 6 I~, A F (~'F i

204cont). The second volume. on highway network design. was

distributed free of charge to 361 bo di e:.=:' (j 111"' i n g it:::,f .i 1';c: t

year. Only 50 copie!:, of wer'e a c t u a t Lv pUJ'c\'lEt;;'.ecl,

Practicall::,' ever::,' r.or-ouz h , metr-opolitan co un tS: and co u n t v

borough in Britain was sent on r-equest E()8Cl~'System Surve~i.

Roads System Design, Coventry City Region. Wor-k in Coventry

and Shopping in Coventr::,'. At: 31 January 1967. some 3,411

copies of the 7 basic Survey reports had been distpibutecl.

and they continued to sell for peE;t of decadp

(Anon, 2.67. AP,/CF,/1/204cont).

The enlargemen t of clocumen tat ion wa::::qu i t e de l:it,eY'<:it e , ';;lhi

closely related to the research's status as 'method'.

a way here we ought
go through, document
inspect check -
good practice.'
(P.Wood. inter-view.

to
in

01.11'

saying: we're doing work in
fully document each step we
a way other people C<:in

metrloclolog:>'. I r h Ln i: it- WS2

,I think it was really

4.5.83)

The circulation of me t ho d both c o r r-e c r e d el.'1""O P:::: • a n d

reinforced coventry's leader-ship of ppogl'e:=: si '-/e p 1 .~;n n in g.

According to Eeece. planner's in the Buthority were
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'('!elighte,j to ],nO\A/ there \A/,9,,"~ '" c::ept-,"lin incolt)c' f'1'(,'1ll

the s ,9 1e 0 f cl 0 C' 11men t; s~• ,9 n cl c' n e " ,3 () W n eg Co v.1 « ,:,
sufficiently ws r-me d 1::\y the f9ct t.ha t tIle \"01').1, on'"
WE:lf~ doing wa!"', l'e'~.'':11''':1ecl'3f~ leHd.Lng: \,'(11"\':;

professional field'.
(~'I.P_eece. t n t e r-v t.ew , 2:;',. 7. :~\<:,)

j !1

The final dimension to the

t e c n n t o u e Coventl'Y' ,:~ inveter3.te CClnfer' ell c e ,,-g oi n g .

Covent!':," s pl,snners. especially the sen i. 01.'

f r-eque n teo n fer'en c eat ten de r s , 1nl 962. At't 1-, U l' Lin g t h ,9n V.e cl

s . A. Campbell of the London IBM ECllcat,ion ('ent P0 fe,l' the

Traffic Seminar members of the Department had atten'1ec1.

'As you m9~' be aware ..-Je have adv.911CE',4,'oome W9c,' :i n
t r- a f fie an a 1y sis. Eln cl the 1e et II pe "'~ and cl 1 f~C U ,~:",~j ('> n"
proved most useful'.
(A.Ling to J.Campbell. 2.10.62. AP/CF'1/1U9c1)

He requested six copies of the Le c t u r e n o t e s and ms.nue.Ls .

IBM returned the compliment .9 year latel' when

permis:::~i.on to use 1'0.9(jsu r-ve.v ms t e r-de L fl'om Coventl'"~' for-

e t a n d the Traffic Eng i. nee ri n g .",nd Contr-ol

Conference CD. Thompson (Birmingham Branch Man"J_ger. I Bf"1 j •

26.6.63. AP/CF/l/1ti9d). The trip generation and populqtion

progression conrerences j'lave been mentloned ,a\:,0 v e ; El1::_~0 i II

1963. Tom Hughes and D.Walton attended (~0n f e t..e n c:p of

Research Workers 9.t TJniversit~' ('olle;;e London.9.nd

Ling. Lees. Cresswell and Rossiter visited the People and

Cities conference hosted by the TPI and the

Federation. Bal't lett Schoo 1 of Arch i teet' u pe he leI ,9n I.ll'·l:!,cHI

planning r-ese.9.pch s~'mpos i um in 1965 to 1>v1)i ch

F.A.P.Hicks CAPPO. Coventl'Y' Wi3S i.nvitecl. At 8 c()nret"c~nce
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on urban structure in December 1965. M91colm

J 0 1-)n F r i e n<:l d e 1:1. ve r- ,9 P ,9pep 0 n 'p 1,3nn i ng t11 0 <i ('> 1~"' on

the Coventr::.' I(~JE ""tue:l,Y. A from

totalling no less thf:lt1 3.'\, took", guide<:l tour of the Faris

region in April 1966, and they inspected ."lmong I1IUClt el:::e

zones of development an (1 Cl l' i g :i, n .<:, ] t t, '"n :~r> Cl p+ Et T L o n

met no ds .

,Tflese lectures and discussions will be of
to the off:icel'':''In fOl"mu] "'Ting
defining the future growTh of

considerable benefit
the regional plans
Coventry in
(T.Gregory.
Coml11. )

its sub-region.'
mLn u t e e , 29. LL. 66, a n d Reeje'1.

A Departmental delegation also flew to .18[>,911

for the 28th Congress of the Intern3tiot191 Feclel',9ti':>nfor'

Ho u sI ng and Town Planning. an d

the session:::: on t r-a n sport.9 t ion S:"~: terns u r-oe n

pattern ( T. Gregor;;.', MinUTes. '2. G. 66. Plan. F~ede\/.

Co mm . ) .

In April 1.966, Coventl";;" City Council became a corporate

member of the Regional Studies Associ3.TJon (M.i!-Jl.lt-e:::-,

6.9.67. Plan. and Eeclev. Comm.). At no prev.Louf' Time h.",d

exc ha n g e between au t h o r-d 'tLe e f 0 u n d sue h Et n i mIIIed i.3 t e So II ,'J

tangible object as the o t s c ours e on 1nl? t. hod 01 c) ~~/. The t'te,,!

found substantialit~' of pl,9n-making

interpolation of method into le~:s

teams. Coventy's intel"est in traffi.c. poplJlation 9nd cit ~:

regional became something in the Hho1e
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pl!3nning: culture. It is ,9 m ee s ur-e of roventry's leadepshir

in these fields that it 1.earnt most from Ame rLc a n plc1nnJng

authorities a n d least

the British planners looked to ('oven tp~, i. n p 1'1;.'"f (e re nee t 0

their own professional traditions.

7.3 COVENTRY AND THE INSTITUTE

The ear·l.~! l"'epr-e::o'en teel

changing relationship of the TPI an d the [)e[,")rtlllent.

Without centres of urban research Ol"'

apparatus of planning educ,ation. the P PO f e ~-,:~'i. () n .':11

opganisation of planners the c e n t r a I apens fop

technical debate. Both nationally and regionally. planners

or-ganised tl"IPough In",·,t:itllte. the Ln s tLt u r e

connected planning offices in ways that were not officially

possible. This helps explain it was possible fop 9

coalition of planning skills to emerge r.>efol"'e the plannlng

teams to which they could rightfully belong. The elllel'gence

of such a coalition around method can be seen clearly in

the case of the West Midland Branch of the TPI.

Trle Branch had be e n originally in

memt>ers of the Institute. The Committee included Herbert

Manzoni and Dona Ld Gil:>son. but Er-n e s t Double"18~_'
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'pr'im3pil::/ r-es ro n s t bi e not: o n rv

fop its c o n rLn u ed gl'owtl-\ and

Min ute s. 1 0 . 1 0 . Lt 7. W. M. T . P. I. ). A ._7 un i 01' Sec t jon 'V.c, ~'" t'or I1led

i n 1 9 5 O. art I)e f.~a Ine t i t1le as t I-Ie Mi Ij1an (1 e Br- 8 n c 11 :3[:,1 j tin t 0

North 8111j West s e c tjo n s , to counter claims t he t not- f'noug;h

young planner's were included in t he Branch' 8· c1C'tivJ r- Les.

an d also as counter-attraction to bre9~·.9.\A/a~' TOI'Jn

Planning Office1's section fop Mjdlands (rIJj_nutes.

29.4.49. W.M.T.P.I.).

The Junior Section soon became focus of education and

debate for the Bl'anch as 8 whole. to the e x t e n t t h e r 9 note

had to be inserted in its constitution stating:

'the facilities afforded by
intended to be supplementary
the facilities afforded by
Branch' .
(Mi nut e s • 5 . 10 . 51. W. f"i. T. F. 1. )

the .Junj_ol' Section ape
and not alternative to

the Mi d Ls n d s

An officer from Coventry. M.J.Shelley, was r-equested to

cil'culete information on the Junior Section to all students

in the region and to Af.~soci8te Memi)ers under- 35. B~I ti-le

spring of 1953. the Junior Section o rza n t s e o 16

meetings. w.ith an average at r e n de n c e of 14 (Minute:::.

18.1.1.53. W.M.T.P.I.). Section meetings took the fOPn1 of

lectu1'es from invited s oe ak e rs • sn d siTe v t et re : nJeetin~3

revolved around CovenTP¥. until A.H.Kenyon (Chair-man.

Junior Section) 'expressed the hope that meetings in areas

other than Warwickshir'e might be arranged in the future'
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(Minutes, lO.I.l..54. \I1/.M.T.P.I.).

The Junior Section

into the 1960s. It- took inter-est in

planning practice. with meetjngs on tr'affic

problems in 1.956 1.961.. region,Bl planning in 1.95'; 3IJ'~

1958. and transport and power in 1960.

rank Ing officers

Malcolm Reece was Chairman of the <TlIrdor ::-;ec:t-ion 19:,9-·60.

and Roy Cresswell followed him for the 1961-2.

Creswell was also a member of the Section's Executive for

some time and its Treasurer.

I I think the i clea 1)as ic a L'ly was to 8 t t 1"ACt :0: [>ea f'.et' :0:

wh o t d be talklng abou t something; IH'!I,,'el'
ideas ... activities which wer'e slightl~' o u rz Ld e tI,e
meLn s t r-eam . '
(R.Cresswell. interview. 8.7.83)

Wrlere the .r un t or- Section and r he Branch most combined t nei r-

ene!'gies was in the promotion of P 1"0 f e:;::: f: it) n a 1 p Lan n Ln g

skills. The

education since the School of Planning and Architectupe was

opened at Birmingham College of Art in 1956.

'A close liaison shoulcl be malntainecl between t~he

B r-a n c han (j the S ch 0 0 1 8 n cl. .. the he 1p 0 f 1- h e Bl' <OJ 11': )-1

would be available if Mr. Ginsberg should need it
in connect ion wi th the wo r-k of the School.'
(Minutes. 14.12.56. W.M.T.P.I.)

An Advisory Commlttee was set up to formalise

a r-r-angernen t, on which the Branch Chaipman :;::~el'vecl.In 1960

the Junior Section ppepared a repopt on posslble changes to



:=:::;;;119.I)us of the Institute',o: (_' :.: .'J iii i n 3 t 1'_:n s

(Minutes, J/1.5.60. W.M.T.P.T_).

stimulus to ·9 B r- .3 11C h con f e pen c e of (' h ·9 i j' J1l e llc~ t\ ,1 ;-:F~ (' 1'" r 8 )' i e:c'

out of 5 from C()ve n t r·.~.'• t n c Lurt t.n z

IVJalcolm Reece), wh .ic h :3 U brn itt e') two pe 'c' " 1u ti. 011 ,c.: t.O the

Bp8nch Executive. The fit'st e:,zpr·eef'.ec1 c o nc e r-ri ''1 r

, the pre sen t "';h 0 r- t all e 0 f qU .91 :i. r ted 'cl n (1 P ":!:"' "" r- i en (' ,,,,d
p 1ann :L ng s t .9 f f' (e s pee i all ~l inc 0 , In t ::" L> Cl l' 0 , j is h ::.:), 'J 11,-I
i t f:'. e f' fee ton bot h the.9111 0 IJ n t ·9 nd t I-I e Cl 119 1 ;, t;:.: 'J f
planning staff'.
(Minutes, 6.7.60, W.M.T.P.T.)

The second recommended to the InstitlltA ppogl.'amme of

ref::ea,rch in to the composition, f'unctiot12 "nd distribution

of its membership. so as

adeqUACY of the profession to deal with the wo r-k

a ne a d ' (Minutes, 6.7.60, W.M.T.P.I.). r-e s o Lu t t o n s

,j i spl ayed cel'tain scepticism t ows r'ds planners'

tl'aditional cr'aft skills, and also confil'JllP(] the plannj_n~

.9Ut 1'10 l' i t Y .9 S t 1'1ear- tl i 1,- e r- 0 f s k j 1. 1 i n p 1ann i ng i;' 1.-'."1 C tic E.' •

Documentation for- the fir:::; t half of the L960s 12 18c~1ng,

but the Section apper-antly continued to f]ouri:=~h 9 tI (] to

the most tAlent. In ,Jul:1 19,56 l:!le

.J Un i 0 p Sec t ion h 0 s t e ti awe eke nd mee tin g j n vv () 1ve l' h .9I1ll~'t ()!I ") n

'Regional planning: goals a ne1 technique:=:;' . The-lt'e

papeps pe.ad b~' H. W.E . D-"I vie s (T e e ;0; .i deS II r V e~' an Ij P1 9 n) .::> 11

comprehensive and flexible planning for Upr,8n l'e.gion~.,::

Graham Lomas (University of Birmingh,am) o n t !'C IIn 1q IJe ::; 0 f
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regional Dr. A.Ri,dley (GL'~ ) on of

transportation and land use: and Donald HC"frr'is r un t ve rs t t v

or Leeds) on the education Or the regional pl.9nnep.

According to o r r t c e r s feom ,:.'ovent:l'·:'"\Alho wcpe r·J'·~~;C·CI1T.

• se v era 1. 0 f t 1'1e 1e c t 1.1 pe 2

jnrormation and aJ.l provided
ruture regional thinKing'.

1'e'311:,' ne:Vi
fo1''3 1"ea11:='1:10 \);381."':

(T.Gregory. Report
Redev. C'omm.)

P. 17/'6f5, Minutes:, Flan. anel

vvh lIe in the [lepar·tmen t ( nor a bLy Ling)

achieved influence within the Institute at national level.

it was still the case that most operated at a local level,

in educational and skill-sharing s c t Lv t t.Le s . It Has this:

level of proressional organisation mo e t activel:,'

pursued a new constellation of' for several years

berore the planning schools and Lanchester in

assumed responsil)ili t;,' for accumulating, codifying

transmitting planning-relevant knowledge.

7.U COVENTRY AND THE PLANNING SCHOOLS

Beside the planning office, the planning school. , The

mo d a Lf, ties of thi.s relationship were out in

Chapter Two, where it was suggested that cr8f~smanship was

disrupted not only by machines and machine lilze t h t nk Ln z ,

but also t r.e erosion of craft secrets in a separate,
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non-pl'ofe~:~: j onal or The

Coventr'~T planning office ,9t the na nd s of the 10<":81 pl,snning

s cho o Ls demon~',tt'ate:=; the complete l'evp.l'sal of POW,,:!' t 119 t

was taking place.

The Planning Division's first e:.:pel'ience of t:,1'3 nn ing

ed u cs t ion came in 1956 with the establi.,=,hment of ,9 SC!'lool

of Planning at Bil'mingham College of Art. Founded by Leslie

Ginsberg. and including ,John Holliday. Tony Goes. NOl'man

Dennis and later Tony Travis among its et9ff.

o r r e r-e o a part-time (evening) Di[>l0ll1.9in Te,wII Pl.,-,nning.

From the beginning Coventry supportecl the c ou r-ee ,

indil'ectly via TFI supel'vision and a dvic e • and d i r-e c t 1::,' b;y

the training of juniol' staff at the school. In 1960. some 8

s t 13..f f oft fl e De par tmen t we pea 1r-ea dy. 0 r- ,9 t, out to. ::::t IJ ,j::'1 9 t

Birmingham. They were aged between 1 'J1__ '

a first de~ree or initiel p!'ofessional Cl u I;' I i f i cs tion. S n ,j

seeking the external route TO TPI memhershir (Anon. n.d .•

AP/CF/l/212). Furthepmore. several sen lor staff

Depal'tment lectured at the school: Malcolm Reece on

landscaping and traffic engineering. Roy I~res:~'\,,,ellon

traffic, and Keith Platt on transport policy and planning

(M.Reece, 28.7.83. R.Cresswell. 8.7.83 and K.F19tt,20.g.83.

in terviews ).

Both students and st,aff pemember the course as demanding.
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19st two t e r'm ~3 of'

academic

October 1960, to

twice a week. He and hI EO fellow students were 'struggling

along: on school without 8n~'

whBtsoever' (M. Flynn. inter-view. Malcolm Reece

r-e oaI Ls

'it was pretty heav~' going at Bit"mingI19111. Thepe
were t wo hundred students on t r.s t c:01JP,,;e.

part-time. And with the sudden departure of
Ginst>e!'g, who was a v e r-y good9.['chltect-plannep bu t
a hopeI es s admini s t r-a+o r-, thepe wepe severe
p r-o bLe nus ' •
(M.Reece, interview, 28.7.83)

The school El defj_nj_tel~' r-o Ie in t r. 1s

of planning au t ho rL ty and ed u ce t Lc n . I t. met

the training needs of t h e office. l"e18,;~/e,jevepyd9~: p19nnil,g

skills and duplicated the office division of labollr exactly

between skilled individuals end epprelltices. The office. an

the other hand. dependent on the s c h o o l o n l v in

the sense that the!'e was 'an Bctu91 need to bi,j 1'01' the

supply of planner-s' (M.Reece, Ln t e r-v Iew , 213.7.,0,31•

It was out of this need to increase the supply of t rs ined

planner's that Coven t 1-..;' attempted to se t 1.1[> i te, own local

planni.ng course K.Cartel', interview, 1.1.1:\41. In

early 1960s, Colin Buchanan was promoting the 14ea of 3n

express route to TFI m emo e r-e b ip fa r- nOl1-plannillg

pr·of'essionals. Ar-t.h u r- Ling sought to implement t rli s
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pr-opoSE,"l in Coven t 1':;" pecpulting

8ll'ead~' qualifiec] in an o t h e r: pr0fe:::'::.:i()n::llel\.iJl9.n(l [:i'.1cJn~

them on new p19nning: COUl"~:=.e • LA.nchps ter-

Techno log;;/, and its ::'i vi1

in t et'est e d 9.n (1 0 f f e r-e cl s' t 1.1 (1:;,' ,9ILl

Head of the Department proposed a non,-planni.ng mem!jec of

s t: a.ff lea.d a part-time COUl'se. Li.ng c o nte c t e d t ne \t~est

Midlands TPI and prominent educationsli.sts in r-'f'~gi()nt

a,nd they al'gued for a sepa.l"Elte planning: dep.91'tment in th e

College. mindful of the lacl~ of and ;::;:1;8£'f9t

B i r-m i n gil,9.llI.

This caution was justified, in 'Jiew of the ralllsh3ckle

nature of the Lanchester course.

'The students would say. they were
taught. They organised a sort of
programme for themselves.'
(K. Capter, interv.iew, 1.1. ,0,il)

1 Et r-gel::,' ,,;eli' -
:=" elf ,_1-ea 0 h i n g

The students agree: the Lanchepter course was

've!'y poorly f u nde d ... , They 1'1a cl n 't 1i ne d up any o ne
of any me r-L t to actually lectul'e to 112'.

U:. Platt. Ln t e r-v Lew , 20. ,~\, .0,3)

Thepefore the students 1ear ne cl 0 f' f' ea o hot Iie l' Ele 111U c h s :=:

they did from lectures, and in fact produced sections of

the coupse themselves.

'In Borne subjects we split it up t'etween uf'9nd did
resespch ourselves and wrote our own notes.'
(P.Aubrey. interview. 23.7.83)

The ,9dvantage r ne La n c h e s t e r- ,":'tudenr;,,: 11,9.-] o\'e1' tile

Birmingham students was that they had time off' to attend
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of 'ttle ten' a r t em p t ed the Fin""l

F::(am:inations of the TPI in 1962ancl 7

received t-he TFI award for the highest exam marks (Minutes.

5.9.62. Plan. ancl Peelev. ('ol11m.).

Me.9nl>'Jhile. Ho L'lLd e.y was a s sum Ln g an Ln c r-es s t ne i v t mr.or-r s n t

liai:=~on role between the City Council. the College and the

regional and national TPI. In 1964. L.anches ter9gree,j to a

s e r a r-a t e planning department running its own undergraduate

programme. and Holliday was appointed f i r's t h e ad , He

set a b ou r r-e c r-u i rt ns, lecturel's. a nd l)y Fet)PU9l:'Y 1965 he":lnd

Ken C9.rter were full-time core of the Depaptment.

Howe v e r- • they were not satisfied with the CUl'l'i.c:ulut111'01'

the undergraduate course that the of Civil

Engineering z u bmLt t e d to t ne Deprtl"t-rnent of' Erf uc a t f on

and Science the year befor-e. ,9,nd had seen :-1 p p :r·0v e d. ~=0
while they were teaching the f j r'e t .ln t a k e of a dozen

s t u d e n t s in Octot>er 1965. they decided to re-design the

teaching programme. The object was to align the course more

with the social sciences, with a foundation in quantitative

methods. a sandwich structure. and positive,reforming

approach to current pla.nning p r-a c t Lc e . The cour-se W9S tc

last four' years. They were assisted staff' of (lXfOl'd

Pol~/technic who we r-e c u r-r-e n t 1;>' go:ing thY'ough the 38me

pr-ocess of setting up a new course. The old

structure was by-passed by submitting the new currjculunl to
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the r-e cen t 1;;'1 C' re '9 t e (j (' 0 1.1n ,:'i1 t' 0 l' N8 t .i 0 n .3 1 ,i\ '::: :=; ,j e IIIi ,; A \A].:" p.j S ,

Cj'IA,~ h a d not be e n 'to v31 1(]."l t:e q Dlannin~ de~ree

b e f o r-e , 93 the pl'e(lomin.'Hlt for-m of pLs n n Ln g e,~11l(;9tion\",'8:=' '"

p oe t g r-a o ua te conversion course in tile un i vel':;:' i. t; .tee.

Therefore it set up a Tow n F1 Eln n in g B0 El r- d. d P'::I Hnc hie f 1;;,:

from the TPI Education Committee other TFI nominees.

including the Committee Chaipman Roy 1--:.911 t o r-ow i.o n . The

y~as duly passed. This was a crucial step in the

autonomisation of planning education. Some members of the

TPI locally still ppoclaimed a proprietorial interest in

the con ten t a nd managemen r: of t ne course, but Hollida;:,' and

Carter succeeded in convincing TFI and CNAA visiting boards

that they were engaged in a properly educational function.

which should be left in the liands of peofe:::,:3Lona1

e du c a t o r-s •

Via staff, students and consultancy work. the Department of

Urban and Re~ional Flanning developed complex links with

the Coventry Plann~ng Department.

In terms of steff, the planning lecturers were closest to

planners of their own age and b a c k z r-o u n d workIng I.n the

city.

'Our relationsh~ps we r-e more with the shopfloor
chs ps who we r-e do t n g the ,j8;:,'-to-c1a,;;,'wo r-k, on the
planning policy f r-cm t; •••• The info1"111.9J~::ystem which
we had in those days worked through the bottom of
the office. Lectupers who were jn their mid-
twen tie s • t J-l i r- tie s. that so l' r 0 f r 1"1in g, \A70 r- Ked I'" i th
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people of the seme age. who
were at a fairly low level in
(K.Carter, interview, 1.1.84)

were our c n um s , w r.o
t j-Ie 0 r' g.3 n i f:' .3 t- ton. '

wife ,,]0 rked j~n the Ar-ch Lreet:Ul'e ':'j n ,I F 1 .'j n n I n g

Deparl:men t: Car-tel" hLm ee Lf fla(jwOl'l~"';(lt'l·j('fl~' l.llldel·F~t:el'

Wood at Birmingham

connections am[>lified Holli.ci3Y'S conception

'applied social science' into the Flannine:;

whole. The school's emphasis on action-research caused it

to return critically to the PPofes s ion ,,'h i ch h."l ,-] :fo unclec1

it. 'Most of u~ were c1issatisfied with practice 3nd saw oup

mt s s t o n to Lmp r-o v e practice' r x . C,n-·ter'. j n rep'! lew.

l.l.gll). Therefore the school w.,:!.Sglad to see as Feter

Wood's peplacement a statistician. Ted Osborne.

'come to worK in the quantitative revolution in

pI"" n n i n g d epa r tmen t' (K. C.9. yote r' , :1. n te r- 'I i e "I , 1. 1. I:! 4 ) .

c10int working between c i t~, school p"lc,:secl t ri r-o u g h

several stages. from loan of materials for + e ech i n g

purposes, thpough the commissioning of B study on one

Coventpy's estates, to the school's SUPPOl"'t fop

Institute of Ope1'8 t i on .91 Resear-ch's of the

Corpor-ation. The Fr-iend and .:r esSOP s t ud~' could not: h av e

succeeded without facilities provided by the ('ollege: it

pr-o v i ,j e d run-time on its Elliot: COlllplltel'

p r-eL imi ns r-v testing of AIDA. and Car-tel" te:=,ted it out on

his students::
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'as soon as thev ~ot somethin~ which was more or
less workin~. we were then teachin~ it to our
students; this was before the book was published'.
(K.Carter. interview. 1.1.8a)

From 1966 the Department be~an makin~ bolder approaches to

the whole of the profession. takin~ over the 'Practice

Notes' in the TPI Journal. and holdin~ a series of advanced

seminars and day schools for plannin~ officers and

academics. The first seminar. called 'Town plannin~ and the

computer'. was held at the Colle~e on 24-5 March 1966,

when Ted Osborne ~ave a paper on 'Practical applications

of computer techniQues in Coventry'. Plannin~ educators

were similarlv attracted to the new course.

'Probablv all the plannin~ schools that were set up
in the late '60s and early '70s made tracks to our
door at one sta~e or another. to find out what we
were doin~.·
(K.Carter. interview. 1.1.8a)

The intervention of the plannin~ school in the education of

planners made it less possible than ever for plannin~

techniQues to remain a craft secret within a personal

communication of master to apprentice. Instead. the office

was pro~ressivelv emptied of its educational content, a

specialist staff of full-time educators was formed, craft

knowled~e was codified, and certain ri~hts of review and

reform remitted to the school. This reco~nisablv modern

scenario dates from the middle 1960s.
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C HAP T E R E I ':1 H T

CONCLUSIONS TO THE CASE STUDY

8.1 INTRODUCTION

It W-3S never obvious, even to the e :-:c e p t i 0 t"Js J

assembled in Coventry between 1961 19 6 4, t h'"t one ,j3~'

all their profession81 thoughts and activities would have

to submit to 'process'. Today, we are still too close.

too Ln d e b t e d to the 'planning pt-'oeeSE, ' to oi:Jtein

independent eV.9.1uation of it. It wou l,j tempting to

ascribe a rational origin to rational in

Coventry's planning office. Yet in coventry 1.east of all

did method arrive 'reasonably' and in a 'timely' manner. On

the contrary, it took an opportunistic hostil e :::~t 3.nee

t he profession's tradl.tion.ql body of' knolA/leclge and

ways of working. It falsified craft knowledge and practice,

and to the extent that the discourse on methodology W9S

assernbLe d from the bottom-up, then we might of s.n

'ascending falsification' of established The:=:e

conclusions that craft modes of wor~(ing

dt sc r-e d Ited and made false, while conversely, methodology

W.9S - in certain al~e88 - being affirmed and 'made true',

The affirmation of method required, and a n no unced as fact,
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a new combination of planners and the means of plannin~. It

was in the innovative combinations assembled for the

Development Plan Review that plannin~ methods recived their

'truthful' character. and became the representative of

science as well as the plannin~ profession.

8.2 ORIGINS OF METHODOLOGY IN COVENTRY

In considerin~ the history of Coventry's plannin~. the

fundamental experience to which we return a~ain and a~ain

is the war. and in particular the lon~ ni~ht of .eri~l

bombardment 14-15 November 1940. A lar~e part of the

wartime and immediately post-war administration of plannin~

can be sen as compensation for 'Coventration'. After 1945.

the alliance of Labour leaders and architect-planners not

only repeated the pre-war vision of socialist plannin~. but

also took into acount the need to functionally reconstruct

the city centre and its devastated industry and

infrastructure. The subseQuent investment of resources in

the central area redevelopment. and above all in the

precinct and inner rin~ road. contained lastin~

implications for the type of plannin~ and the type of

planner that was reQuired.

Throu~hout the 1950s. forward plannin~ was on the defensive
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9gainst site-specific ':1evelopment, the p Ls.c Ln g 3.nd

detailing of a number of linked building projects. This was

especi,9lly the case after- the Deve lopmen t PI an 119.d t,een

submitted to the Minister in 1952 and staff were switched

to implement,gtion. As a r-e su I t t h e r-e was no pr'ogl'amme r::)f

work to conse1"ve the Skills expe1"ience won in the

DeveJt:pment Pla.n survey an d a na Ly s f s . For two ye~n's 1953-55,

t he Plan even ,jisappeare,j an administrative section

within the Planning Division. When it pe-.9.ppear-ed in the

later 19508, further survey wor-k was hamper-eel by the

chronic shortage of skilled staff the

effectively de Lay e d for .9 f u r t he r- throee :;,'e!)1'·f.' • In

retrospect, this period of Lmp Le me n ta t Lo n

of plan-making activity between 1947 and 1951 ~3()mewh.9t

isolated

behind it

character. Neither the Plan nor the planning team

con s tit ute ,:1 a powerful enough force to maintain

momentum into the later 1950s and the early 19608.

1960 represented a decisive Turning point tn tt-le r-e v Iew of

the Development Plan. A period or ,jetdli.t.'5tting :::'.ta ff

shortage and turnover was ended with the ef new

layel'g of middle-ranking and juniop staff below Arthur

Ling. As a result of their d:1.ffet'en t pr-ofessi.onal

ba.ckgrounds and experiences, the chapter-by-chapter review

of the Plan was completely pecast. For the first time it

became possible to name the clestabilising f·9.Ctop in 't n e



r-egion: 'growtl-)' . The idenrifjc"'!tion C> t~

measurement

Ln vaLa d ",-~pol"'th.

The inc rea se s Ln pop u 1 .3 t ion, j_ nclU 2, t pya n cl j. n t: ens L t:/ 0 f 1Cln d

the l'egion and pe-thought old plans', Concer>tlJ311~'. t ne c:i-r:~/

was r'e-defined as a functional entj_·tJ./wi rn a \:,ounctary gtven

l)y the fu r-t h e s t commuter.

in commuting signified 'a general prol)lem of -::"t yo U c t U l' e '

(DPR/6 10.57. p.5)·

Concepts of 'growth' and 'cit-y pegion'

8g.3 ins t both the professional and political

guardians of central a r-e a reclevelopmen r .

architect-planners were unpreparecl for (leveloplllent

pl'eSSUl'es did not ms n Lf e st them:="elves in the demancl

for new built forms. The staunchest supporters of Labour's

replanning had to acljust to a situation in which the 'civic

centre' concept of Ford and Gibson wa s now sl-,},9.mp ed b~'

the traffic problem. But the reaction against the car never

took the form of a retr-a.ction of the or t g t naJ Gib::::"onpl.an,

however. High rates of car ownerEd'd P in the city had

created a car lobI)::,'of producers and consumers. 'Tha.t' show

Coventry was. It was car-borne, a car city. And so, almost,

our plan r.ad to reflect th,9.t' (K. Plat, interview, 20. r:.\. 83).
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st u d L e e inc ()p p 0 r'8 t e ,-1 Fine] t:he

i n c r-e s s e o vehicle l,lse, At t'hp E':~tlle t Lme ,

its reconstructed form.

Af:c~ Chapter Six. h a s sugg·estecl. t h e direction chosen by both

Labour's leaders and the Review planners was to pl,9,n

recons t r-uc t ion of the outer in t e r-rn s of a ne\A)

mot o r-wav link, the containment divEY':310n of

industry,

city margins. In this way, Gibson's plan was redescribed

for' the 1960s as a central area component: of w L ,-Je r-

transport system. Defended Prom the worst c)f t:he r-egion' 2.

tl'affic loads, its modest pedeE:tri an pr-eetnet

r-ad t ca I ised into triple segl'eg,9 t ion for

pedestrians, service vehicles and private traffic. This was

the o as t s f01:' a new 9,11i.9,nce between The Le.b ou r- c o un c t L an d

the city regional pl.9nners. pl'1nning on

regional scale reconciled the planners' l>e::-~t:'::t,9nceto full

motorisation with the council's historic attachment to the

reconstructed centre.

It was at this point that technical questions, mAtters of

calculation and procedure, first arose within ttle Division.

For many year-s. planners lied t>een shiel<ied fpol1l tp,9ff.lc
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calcu19~ions by a division o~ lS.t,our

duties to the Ci t~/ Eng:i.neer. F' 11 r- the pmo P f! • r. he

Engineer-' f' held operational responsibility for

designing and building new roads or road improvements. The

first Origin and Destination s u r-v e v :i.n 1960

un d e r-t a ken enginee!.'s 8S of their' aclvance

pl'epara t ion s for the first phases o~ the inner- ring road.

Afte!.' 1961 this sepa!.'ation of land use and traffic planning

became somewhat harder to sus t.9in, given thea ck n ow I e<:lge.:i

dependence of trip generation upon the pettern and planning

o f Ls.nd uses. The scale 8n(1 scope of the o u t e r- ar-ea t ra rr Lc

survey and analysis exceeded the historical experience of

the City Engineer. and in fact the engineers were no better

qualifiecl than the planners to plan eu c h 181'ge

calcula.tion. If a ny t h i n g , [Ievelopmen t P19.n Rev i elv

caused the Planning Division to actively seek leadership

over the planning activities of the City Engineer. Planners

involved in the ;Toint Roads Team the to

crit:Lcise planning' • a.nd to demand

transportation policy that checKed untrammelled use of the

pri v a te car and open -ended higl)IA/.3.:>'co n s t r-uc tion [>l'ogr.'3.111mes.

Between 1961 and 1965 the Planning Division went thl'ough

two complete cycles of survey. analysis and plan.

Origin and Destination survey substantially increaseri the

volume of worK passing t h r-ou z h the Depaptment. It 1"'88 the



largest data capture ever undertaken by the City; it

employed the largest computers in Europe; it made the first

application of Fratarts growth factor formula to British

data; and it used hundreds of staff in a variety of design,

c Le r-Lc a L, computing and supervisory tasks. As a piece of

project management it was surpassed only by the 196u study,

rep_enting; the first modal choice study in the country,

and which led directly to Wilson's pioneering linear

regression forecasting model.

The impact of these studies on the Department was

considerable. In gene:t~al terms, they esta.blished the

importance of antecedent calculation. Judgement required

support before it could function as true. The critique of

unsupported judgement was carried into management itself.

The diagram (Figure 8.1) with which Peter Wood (1963 p.271)

illustrated the Coventry traffic study showed how a project

could be coded as a sequence of instructions. The reduction

of discretion to a stream of simple instructions was taken

so far that processing of data by machines played a

significant part for the first time. The traffic study was

the Planning Divisionts

processing, and encouraged

routine activities.

first experience of machine

it to simplify and code other

One immediate problem consisted of how to quantify planning



FIGURE 8.1 Wood's traffic analysis chart. 1963
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inputs to traffic calculations. The most important planning

input was the level and distribution of population over the

life of the plan. Demographic projection was made possible

both by the transfer of experience from the traffic study,

and by the support of central government in releasing

Census data in machine-readable form. The GRO's choice to

machine code and process the 1961 Census clearly stemmed

from the huge labour costs to be expected from manual

processing; yet it also created the conditions for loca.l

and autonomous processing of data. Dctentralisa,tionof the

mea.ns of projection introduced considerable variety into

local authority demographic projection, and Coventry played

a small part in trying to cancel that diversity and develop

a common model.

The significance of demographic data processing was far

from restricted'to the Planning Division or to the one yea.r

of 1961. The Division itself attempted to re-describe the

city in a number of statistical area profiles, as support

to its area planning teams. More importantly, the Division

assumed responsibilty for the distribution o. Census

information within the Corporation as a whole. The offer of

detailed demographic information obliged service

departments to re-assess their existing data sources, and

to forward plan their programme-rela.ted information

requirements. Planning became identified with information,
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it was an inrormation-handling activity.

The distribution of Census data appears to be the starting

point for Coventry's interest in information systems. Ling

found the 1961 ED data 'quite invaluable'. and wrote to the

Registrar General in the hope that similar data would be

released from the 1966 sample census (A.Ling to Registrar

General, 20.12.63, AP/CF/1/143). It was not just the data

that were valuable, but the system which delivered them.

'Whilst we are not making an attempt in this
department to learn the programming language, I
feel that a picture of the necessary requirements
and the methods of expressing our problems in
computer terms is becoming considerably clearer.'
(CAPO to City Treasurer, 20.3.64, AP/CF/1/209i)

After October 1963. all computer applications were routed

through the Establishment and 0 and M Office. with

technical support from the 0 and M and Systems Analysis

sections (Minutes, 17.10.63. Est. and Gen. Admin. Comm.).

As a result, the technical advantages of the Division and

its favoured status with the Birmingham and London Bureaux

were quickly eroded. Nevertheless. it was on account of its

success as an information handling body that the Planning

Division retained its pre-eminence within the Corporation.

By 1964 the first steps had been taken in summarising and

reviewing the various sector studies. However, the momentum

of the earlier phase of analysis did not maintain itself

into t.ne later phase of plan-making. The loss of many
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the review. and there was also pressure from the City

Council to convert preliminarY proposals from the sector

studies into the planning framework for spending;

programmes. As a result the period which Coventry's

planners spent discussing policy was highly abbreviated;

there was less innovative t ni nktnz about its for-m and

function; and policies were simply brought forward from the

sector studies into the final draft of the Review Plan.

Meanwhile the PAG team had introduced uncertainties as to

the future of the 1947-style Development Plan. Commitment

to the Review Plan dropped away as the Corporation edged

towards a more strategic and resource-based type of plan.

In these unfavourable conditions the Review Plan was

published in 1966 and submitted to the Minister in 1967.

The final Plan did not complete the phase of

experimentation begun in the early 1960s, but was instead

overtaken by it. As an official document it translated the

review process into a series of land allocations and

development intentions. The process itself moved into new

areas of work and entered a peri.Q·~~·.of diversification and

specialisation. Area teams am:l":!j-6~derplans took over the.-: .. .._...

. .
.",," ..~ -

implementation of the Plan, w~l)e the research function

gravitated
.to the centre of the Corporation and assumed

general information and policy support roles. Specialist
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teams appeared outside the Division tacklin~ transportation

and the plannin~ o~ the sub-re~ion. In the late 1960s the

corporate plannin~ process was initiated and the planners'

land use database incorporated within a lar~er corporate

in~ormation system.

In the course o~ these chan~es. tpro~essionalism' came to

denote less a per~ormance o~ an inde~inable skill. and more

an ability to mana~e an activity publicly and competently.

The Plannin~ Division ~elt the transition between the two

definitions all the more keenly because of its involvement

in plannin~ education. Since 1956 the Division had supplied

students and staff to the Birmin~ham School of Plannin~.

and had directly or indirectly assumed proprietorial ri~hts

over it. Whatever the defects of the course. trainin~ and

practice were almost indivisible: the students' lecturers

were also their superiors. The vulnerability o~ this type

of office-led plannin~ education to fundin~ decisions. and

the national trend towards more autonomous planning

schools. contributed to the termination o~ the Lanchester

experiment and to the opening of the new. permanent

Department of Urban and Re~ional Plannin~. The staf~ on the

course returned to the profession in a critical spirit.

They held it to account for its omission of planning

theory. the social sciences. Quantitative methods and the

lessons of American practice. The school destabilised the
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profession's grasp of knowledge by teaching a dv e.n c e d

methods of calculation, most notably in the case of Friend

and Jessop's 'technology of strategic choice' . This

accounts for the somewhat radical and reforming image of

the school in the mid and late 1960s, and its resistance to

any lingering professional control over the curriculum and

course development. In a c omp Let e reversa.l of the

r-e La.e Lo n s h Lp established a decade the school

assumed the rigl1t to review planners' skills, to inject

into practice new methods, and finally, to assert an

interest in planning practice as the putative expression of

a 'model' of plan-making.

If we return again to our starting point, which is the

origins of methodology in Coventry, then it is clear that

it did not originate fully formed. It took the Review of

the Development Plan, a certain combination of staff and a

historic sequence of events to create the conditions in

which zones of calculation could be formed inside large

public sector spending pr-o g ramme a , As these zones of

calculation swarmed and multiplied, they became the object

of affirmation of specialist or 'one sided' planners. Craft

planners defenceless ag;ainst the migration of

technique because it ma.de planning; activities more

calculable befol_~e. Metl10d exposed t h e sturdy

independence of the master pla.nner as an excess of
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individuality. In Coventry the lines were drawn up between

the city centre architect-planners and the city-regional

planner-researchers, a division reinforced by age,

experience and training.

The victory of the city regional planners consisted of

having Gibson's master pLa.n subsumed within a regional

framework. and the Review Plan mounted on a hierarchy of

more or less complex projections. This numericalisation of

description was the outward sign of a r'igorous inwards

standardisation of thought. However. the Planning Division

was still a pr-e-bureaucratic phenomenon, and despite

contemporary claims the Review Plan was drawn up without

reference to formal procedural testing. This was the

endowment of a later generation of planners. To program an

organisation as one might program a computer - this was the

outer limit on planning thought in Coventry in the mid

1960s.
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C HAP T E R N I N E

FINAL CONCLUSIONS

9.1 INTRODUCTION

It will be recalled that the object of this research was

not 'planning methods' or even a 'history of planning

methods', but the conditions of appearance of a discourse

on planning methodology. One case study is not sufficient

grounds for a definitive explanation of this discourse's

emergence in B~itain during the 1950s and 1960s. Never-

theless, it is desirable to bring the material collected

from Coventry into a closer relationship with the

thehistorical commentary supplied in Chapter Two and

conceptual analysis performed in Chapter Three. Chapter

Nine now poses three essential questions:

(a) Where and how did a discourse on planning methodology

become possible?

(b) What could be promoted and prohibited in the name of

methodology'?

(c) Which tools and skills were enlisted by this discourse,

and what systems did it create?

Some responses to these questions are given in the next

three sections. 9.2 examines the inhibiting effect on
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planning method of the post-war social insurance

strategy for town and regional planning, and indicates a

line of mutation to more impersonal, routinised,

quantitative and machine-dependent practices. Then 9.3

takes up the methodologists' critique of the inconsistent

and unaccountable craftsman, and the implications of this

critique for the appearance of a new type of planner and

planning education. Finally, 9.4 explores the relationship

of methodological discourse to the machinery of

calculation, including calculating machines superceded or

compromised by the computer.

9.2 PLANNING TECHNIQUES AND SOCIAL INSURANCE

Section 2.1.1 established that after the war, town planning

was cast in a 'social insurance' role, implying an active

alliance of the planner and the family and the worker

against irresponsible economic forces. The defence of the

social against the economic took the form of a socio-legal

discourse laying down the rights of the resident vis-a-vis

the developer of land. This emphasis on residential

entitlement

densities,

underpinned

(to minimum floorspace. neighbourhood

local services. freedom from mixed uses. etc.)

zoning strategies for the redevelopment of

inner bombed areas, and for the layout of new communities
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in the outer areas. Planning as social insurance reached

its apogee in the post-wa.r New Towns around London

and Glasgow. Here. the design of neighbourhoods

and the balance of employment were to prevent slums and

poverty from occuring ever again.

On this basis. early post-war British sociology formed an

rapprochement with the town planners. Sociological study of

'the community' paralleled the layout of communities. When

science joined planning, therefore, it was a science of the

social that informed planning practice and not, for

example. the kind of mathematical science that had informed

the rapid wartime growth of operational research. The

sociologists' prejudice against the economy led them to

characterise it as an essentially threatening object which

had to be contained, zoned or held to account. If town and

regional planning had an 'Achilles Heel' in the years 1945

to 1955, it was not because of the lack of science, but

precisely beca~Se social science refused the claims of

economic analysiS. This strict demarcation of social and

economic realms left it unwilling and unable to attempt

quantitative and dynamic description of whole urban areas,

as opposed to detailed accounts of particular residential

communities. Planners a.cqu i.r-e d their knowledge of

communities from the type of sociological study of which

Young and Wilmot's is the emblem.
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legislation also led

ship.

to a re-assessment of that relation-

Development control under the 19U7 Act was entrusted with

the task of asserting and enforcing evel'~ citizen's and

every family's minimum land-use entitlements. The

nationalisation of development in land compelled

social criteria to enter into most changes of use or types

of development. It also caused a large and significant

control documentation to appear as entitlements were

esta.blished. Age.inst each plot of land a file was opened,

and the resulting correspondence formed that plot's case

history. As a greater propoJ:~tion of each settlement's

surface area came under development control, so casework

moved to the level of record-keeping and file-handling. The

evidence from Coventry (section 5.3.2) confirms the

publishd evidence (sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3) , that

management of control records proved particularly

problematic from the middle 1950s onwards.

At first. it was a matter of standardising the records

themselves, so as to subordinate them to the day-ta-day

needs of the caseworkers. Later, and especiall~ after the

first round of Development Plar1s had been submitted, more
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interest was shown in re-using casework material within the

planning:

drawn up

department. In Coventry as elsewhere, maps were

of planning permissions and refusals so as to

evaluate how effectively the Development Plan had been

implemented. By the later 1950s, the Ministry was obliging

local authorities to exploit their control records for

purposes of land-use balance sheets. Land use accounting

marked the shift towards a records-based planning:, in which

the regular accumulation of control documentation could be

systematically simplified and returned to forward planning:

as an index of achievement and a measure of change.

Planning: on the basis of records opened up the possibility

of an alliance with office administrators and efficiency

reformers, who until then had found little that was

amenable to reform in the planning office. A high degree of

s t ende.r-dLa ation in the control documentation sUggested

transfer of files to a machine-readable document and,

typically. a punched card. A deck of cards could be

re-analysed on different topics and scales, or information

extracted under a combination of headings. In Coventry,

this concept lent statistical support to the community

areas policy; and in other towns it underpinned special

studies especially around housing. Where standard records

and machine-processing prevailed, a certain rigour entered

the process of record formatting and data entry. Every
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record was a collection of fields, each field could take a

permissible range of values. The procedure for

constructing and interpreting records eventually became the

subject of enquiry in its own right.

By 1960, several planners were willing to state that town

planning rested for its effectiveness on the supply of land

use information. Social accountability in the use of land

would be impossible without a system of records as broad

and comprehensive as the development processes themselves.

While the sciences of the social were not absent fom this

trend (and even benefitted from it in terms of technique),

it was the presence of office management and the desire for

public sector efficiency that directed planners· attention

back from land use itself and into records of land use. The

creation of a system of land records substantially

altered planners· perception of land use and the means of

managing it. While section 9.4 will take up the problem of

records as it was solved computationally, the next section

will consider the impact of impersonal methods on the

traditional craft occupants of the office.

9.3 CRITIQUE OF THE CRAFT PLANNER

Sections 2.2.4 and 2.3.3 argued that for fifteen years
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after the war, the planning activity many of the

cne.r-e.ct er-Lst ics of a cr-e.rt . These craft characteristics

included: a reliance on personal judgement, high levels of

individual skill, an immediate relationship to 'tools of

the trade', a subjective division of La.o ou r- building on

personal strengths, the on-site tr-ansmission of skills,

training by 'apprenticeship', and leadership of the

profession by an association of experienced craft planners.

It followed that planning methods were inscribed within

personal skill, and that differences in methods had no

consistent rationale or an accountable source_

Some degree of testing and standardisation of skill occured

in the 1950s as the profession sought to raise average and

minimum levels of competence. There was also a small amount

of personal skill lost to automatic routines. However,

neither s t e.no a.r-d t.s a t Lon nor partial mechanisation were

ultimately responsible for unseating'the craft planner. The

weakening, and then the denial, of craftsmanship in

planning was the result of a specific critique. This

critique sought out craft judgement, apparantly the craft

planner's greatest asset. The submission of judgement to

impersonal methods varied with the effectiveness of this

critique across sections of the planning department and

across planning authorities in Britain.
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For many years, the craf't planner had regarded the

existence of choice inside plans as a foreign impurity to

be eliminated. Craft judgement rested on the elimination of

choice in design and the delivery of a single informed

decision. Post-war planning legislation, with its reliance

on a definitive cartographic expression of' land alloc-

at t.o n a , supported this approach. But as section 2.3.1 has

indicated. the elimination of choice was not compatible

with the Developmemt Plan system as it struggled to keep up

with the pace of development on the late 1950s and early

1960s. More decisions were required than the system

allowed. The critique of craft judgement took two routes.

TI,e first route was via science and the scientif'ic

evaluation of judgement. When geographers, economists and

regional scientists turned

which plans were based,

to examLne the knowledge on

they freely expressed their

incredulity at the planners 'rules of thumb' and 'tricks of

the trade'. The scientif'ic status of'the planning standard

was particularly suspect. From what range of'values was it

drawn? How did it improve judgement? What constituted a

test of'a standard? So many 'standards' represented an

impermissible subjective interpretation of circumstances.

Objectivity lay with the externalisation of knowledge and

its public scrutiny. The collection of craft techniques in

this manner provided a means of assessing planning practice
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other than through further craft judgements. The gl'eater

the scrutiny, the more likely it was that order and

simplicity could be introduced into method. Ultimately it

could be reduced to a series of steps or instructions,

perhaps algebraic or computational in nature. Judgement in

planning, as it incorporated these methods and their

results. therefore passed into a supra-individual

'process'. The concept of a 'planning process' refuted the

sturdy independence of the master craftsman.

The second route to a critique of craft judgement was via

the claims of democracy. By what right did planners make

choices on behalf of t he public? The fifteen years

preceding Skeffington's (1969) report on public

participation in planning produced a string of critical

observations and polemics on the poverty of choi.ce in

plan-making. Coventr~7's Development Plan Review was flanked

by a sequence of ward meetings. and the decisi.on to consult

exposed a mass of local decisions to public examination.

Public participation and the campaign for it attacked the

insula.rity of planners and pla.nning committees. and

compelled a sharing of choice. This line of critique

extended into the development plan function itself: a more

discursive description of policy favoured the public debate

of oJ:)ject ives, while the separation of 'tactical' from

'strategic' decisions reinforced the responsibilities of



local planning authorities to their electors and the

political process generally.

The dual destabilisation of craft judgement by science and

democracy confirmed for many planners that the old model of

plan-making was ready for replacement. Planners who

introduced technical variety into their work, or who

encouraged extended plan-making with participation, found

in common with their North American

colleagues than with their craft colleagues, and this

affinity formed the basis for a brief episode of external

leadership by American planners. In a wave of enthusiasm, a

stream of admirers visi ted met r-o pot t tan planning a.gencies

in the United States for a vision of their own future.

Americanisation of method provided one means of grouping

and motivating advanced British planners at a time when

craft practices were still not dislodged from the office.

In the one-off study groups, sub-regional planning teams,

and new planning schools of the early-mid 19608. a

non-craft synthesis of skills took place. These advanced

elements now reacted back upon the official structures of

planning. In the TPI membership debates, in the PAG report,

in the formation of the Centre for Environmental Studies,

in the 1967 White Paper and the 1968 Town and Country

Planning Act, a great weight of criticism was brought to

bear on the established system of plan-making. and in



particular the complicity of craft judgement and map-based

land allocations. It was lef't to Thomas Sharp and his

colleagues to bemoan the f'ate of' 'certainty' in planning.

and the loss of' the all-too-skilled craftsman.

By around 1965, planning methods were splitting into two:

one stream delving deepe:r' into linked sequences of

ofc aa c u.i st t cn describing the structure and evolution

regions. the other stream drawing away into the study of

rational choice itself' and the ideal planning procedure. As

section 6.4.3 argued. Coventry's Review Plan had begun in

the f'irst arid just reached the boundary of' the second at

the moment of' its publication. Section 7.4 indicated that

the Lanchester Department of'Urban and Regional Planning

was more closely identified with the second stream. the

study of' choice. and for good reason; because it allowed

the school to query the intellectual credentials of' the

profession when it claimed to choose on scientif'ic

grounds. The concept of' a 'planning process' was teachable

in a ~"'e.y 'rules of' thumb' were not, it encouraged

planning team and theref'ore in

it permitted the school to take

specialisation within the

the school curriculum, and

a critical view of' the profession which had f'ounded it. As

the schools deserted the craftsmen, so craftsmanship

withered at its roots. The process of' replacement took some

years. but its origins can be traced to the mid-1960s and
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this historical conjuncture.

9.4 METHODOLOGY AND MACHINES

The critique of craft practices singled out the isolated

and unsupported nature of professional judgement as its

prime target. The craftsman had introduced too much variety

into his work: he was 'all too human'. In fact. the whole

case for planning methodology rested on a refutation of the

human passions. Only the extra-human (reason, rationality)

and the inhuman (machines, automatic computation) could

purify judgement of excess or unplanned variation. Method

introduced repetition and the repeatabilty of events into

planning practice, as the very principle of its operation.

If a sequence of steps in a task could be specified without

reference to individual strengths or passions if,

ideally, it could be reduced to a mechanical logic - then

the task would always be performed consistently and

accountably, irrespective of the quality of the human

operator. This distrust of t~e human passions worked itself

through planning practice over a period of years and with

definite results.

For many years, both before the war and again in the 1950s,

planners had been disturbed by environmental change, in as



much as it threatened their plans and caused them to fail.

From the early 1960s. however, a contrary perspective was

advanced: that change only disturbed planners because they

held themselves aloof from it

as a method of planning. The

and refused to accept change

division of time into regular

segments and the plotting of values over time created the

preconditions of a very special calculation: the

projection.

projections

Traffic, household, population and other

purged the imagination of speculative elements

and radically increased the computabllty of the future. The

measurement of change and rate of change in key planning

variables directed the planning department t owar-c s an

intelligence as mobile and as

under study.

extensive as the phenomenon

The implications of measured time were first explored in

the traffic studies of the early 1960s. As the Coventry

case study revealed (section 6.3.1), the forms of analysis

were simple yet the computations were elaborate. What they

accomplished was the rapid formation of a data archive, and

the means of projecting archive data into the future. But

the projection of traffic levels and distributions required

estimates of future population levels and distributions.

This was the incentive behind Coventry's initial attempts

at a demographic model of the city (section 6.3.2). Census

data, formed the statistical basis for demogr'apl-lic



projection, and joined traf"fic data in the planners'

archive. However. the maintenance of archive data

represented a problem. in that such data could not be

updated, or transf"erred easily between users. It wa.s also

stored e e p a r-at e Ly f"rom routine inputs and outputs to the

land records currently in use.

The f"usion of" computer-based special studies and land use

accounting took place in the concept of" a data bank. Here,

stocks of" people, place and activity data could be

concentrated and regularly ref"reshed. The computerisation

of" f"iles vastly increas ed..... the storage available, and

systematised I/O routines. In some data banks, the

uniqueness of planning data was lost as many departments

c o n t r-t b u t e d to a common database. On the other hand,

planning departments developed an expertise in information

handling which granted them a pivotal role in the extension

and refinement of" technical support to service departments.

The rigour and automation of such systems contributed to

the residualisation of" craf"t practices in the planning

team.

However, it was soon realised that while people, place and

activity data could reside together in the data bank, there

had in addition to be some system for def"ining and

connecting the individual items of" information. The



o r-a r t s ma n had traditionally unified the knowled~e at his

command by a personally acquired survey, to which the land

use base map was mute witness. The discourse on methodology

depersonalised this kind of unity and entrusted it to a

classification of activities and a numerical code for

spatial reference. Once the data bank had a common

framework for holding information, it could be refreshed on

a systematic basis, drawing upon records genera.ted

internallv within the department as well as periodically

from external sources and surveys.

The greater the reliance on stored i nr or-ma t ion and past

Le a.r-n Ln z , the greater the use of machines in p~anning.

Before 1967. computer usage planners was probably

restricted to about a dozen authorities. But to this total

can be added those aut hor-L ties which had experience of

punched card processing, and those which had rationalised

their activities without using machines. As it was, some

authorities had already be e n through two rounds of

investment in calculation technology before they even

thought of computing. As section 2.4.2 indicated, computer

users were encouraged and supported computer

manufacturers in their demands for task-specific packages.

IBM was the most notable case, with its widely used

andtransportation modelling program. The manufacturers

computer bureaux provided a vital bridge in the development



of programs until more independent and specialised support

became available from within local government itself. This

was the situation in 1965, when urban and regional

modelling arrived in Britain and a new phase of calculation

was begun.

9.5 CONCLUSIONS

Sometimes it is necessary to preserv~ the enigmatic quality

in the formation of methods. Not because of the mystery of

human genius. but to gua.r-d 8;_,,&ainstan excessive

determinism. All origins are to some extent hazardous,

undecidable, a time of rivalry. It is the sarnewi th the

origins of a discourse on planning method. It was not

inevitable that planners (and no others) should choose to

(asspeak with unprecedented frankness on their work

opposed to speaking of their inspiration, their muse, their

genius). Neither was it predetermined that the craftsman in

the planning office should be slandered and discredited,

and replaced by a type of planner who could confidently

spea.k the

questioned

'discourse on methodology'. What has to be

haveis the assumption that rational methods

rational origins. But perhaps every type of reason has

pl~essed into its service all the immoral and sls.nderous

instincts necessary to evict its rivals. 'Does not almost



every precise history of an origination impress our

feelings as paradoxical and wantonly offensive? Does the

good historian not, at bottom, constantly contradict?'

(Nietzsche 1982 p.9). It would be futile to search for

continuities and the nobility of a lineage in the

appearance of method in planning; it would be as easy to

detect rivalry and dissimulation and the wearing of masks.

'Knowledge has replaced freedom', wrote Richard Clark (1966

p.23) in a startling essay on the challenge of the computer

to town planners.

'The privacy of human motivation is now surrendered
to the controlling authority just as individual
freedom was steadily sacrificed for the overall
benefit of society.'
(Clark 1966 p.23)

In the absence of knowledge, planning was Lmp a I r-e d , and

where planning was impaired there was a definite social

r·isk. However', the unplanned in society was not

intrinsically unhealthy or wicked, as an earlier generation

of social reformers had assumed. On the contrary. it merely

represented force without a subject. force without the

guidance a subject could exert over it. The objective of

planning was to introduce guidance into subject-less forces

such as 'the economy'. 'demographic factors', or 'traffic

growth'. Planners sought to generate accountability for

forces that were too large to be treated like persons or

restrained by existing means. It was the spectre of
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unguided and unaccountable growth that haunted the town

planner of the 1960s. Perhaps it is paradoxical that at

just the moment the planning activity was undergoing

thorough depersonalisation,

social and economic forces.

it reached out to subjectify

But this 1s a paradox that

has yet to be resolved in reality: the relation of science

and democracy. or more generally. of truth and power.
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